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PREFACE

This is the twelfth in a series constituting a "public record" of activities in regard to the

National Institutes of Health (NIH) Guidelines for recombinant DNA research.

The first eleven volumes cover events from February 1975 through April 1987. This

twelfth volume is the Human Gene Therapy Preclinical Data Document submitted to the

Human Gene Therapy Subcommittee of the Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee on
April 24, 1987, by Drs. Anderson, Blaese, Nienhuis, and O’Reilly.

Volumes 1 through 5 in this series and the Environmental Impact Statement may be

purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office

(GPO), Washington, DC 20402 or GPO bookstores in selected cities throughout the

United States. They may also be viewed in some 600 public libraries of the GPO
depository system. The GPO stock numbers are: Volume 1, 017-004-00398-6; Volume

2, 017-040-00422-2; Volume 2 Supplement (Environmental Impact Statement), 017-040-

00413-3; Volume 3, 017-040-00429-0; Volume 3 Appendices, 017-040-0043-3; Volume 4,

01 7-040-00443-5; Volume 4 Appendices 01 7-040-00422-7; and Volume 5, 01 7-040-00470-

2. Volumes 6 through 1 1 are available from the Office of Recombinant DNA Activities,

Building 31, Room 4B11, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20892 USA.
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Preface

This document is submitted in response to the memorandum of Dr. William J.

Gartland. dated February 25. 1986. which requested that investigators supply

preclinical data to the Human Gene Therapy Subcommittee of the NIH RAC for

"information purposes and part of an education process for the Subcommittee and

submitters" and not as "part of the formal review and approval process". We

emphasize that our submission is not a clinical proposal nor do we request any

form of approval for a clinical protocol at this time. Furthermore, this

document is not a final submission, but only an initial communication. Some

issues are still being debated within and among our own laboratories: many

experiments are ongoing. Therefore, we anticipate that this document will be

added to, and modified, in light of new results as well as in response to

questions from the Subcommittee or others.

We address each of the questions raised in the "Points to Consider in the

Design and Submission of Human Somatic Cell Gene Therapy Protocols" (each

"Point" is typed single-spaced in bold print) with respect to gene transfer

using a retroviral vector for correcting inherited ADA deficiency. In

attempting to answer the queries, the following three questions have emerged.

We feel that they are of fundamental importance and will require careful

consideration by the Subcommittee prior to the time that a clinical protocol be

formally considered.

[4]
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(1)

Since the present protocol in non-human primates indicates that only a

small number of cells are expressing the human ADA gene, will the postulated f_n

vivo growth advantage of ADA(+) cells in ADA-deficient patients be sufficient

for a clinical Improvement In patients receiving ADA gene therapy? If not.

how much activity (In how many monkeys) would be necessary to determine that an

adequate level of ADA expression could be expected in an ADA-deficient patient?

(2) Will the vector-delivered human ADA gene, which has been shown to be

expressed at a normal level In mature ADA-deficient T cells, also be expressed

at a sufficiently high level in stem cells and their progeny so that the

postulated 1_n vivo growth advantage would be maintained throughout the life

cycle of the T cell?

(3) Must the retroviral vector particle preparation used to treat the

patient's bone marrow cells be totally helper virus free In order to make the

risk/benefit ratio satisfactory? If not. Is the 0.1% (10
4

ffu/ml)

contamination with replication-competent virus (which exists In our S3A

preparation) acceptable or unacceptable?

Questions 1 and 2 relate to the efficacy of the delivery/expression

system, while question 3 relates to the safety of the protocol. All three are

relevant, however, in determining the potential risk/benefit ratio for gene

therapy in ADA-deficient patients.

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12 15]



I. Description of Proposal

A. Objectives and rationale of the proposed research

State concisely the overall objectives and rationale of the proposed
study.

Severe combined immune deficiency (SCID) is the most profound of the

primary immune deficiency diseases. It Is characterized by a dual system

immune defect with virtual absence of all T and B cell Immune function. By its

nature. SCID is a disease of infancy with most affected individuals dying of

infection by two years of age. In about 1/4 of all SCID cases, deficiency of

the purine catabolic enzyme adenosine deaminase (ADA) has been found. We

propose to treat patients with ADA-deficient SCID (ADA(-)SCID) by inserting

the human gene for ADA into the patient's bone marrow utilizing a retroviral

gene transfer/autologous bone marrow transplantation system.

Please provide Information on the following specific points:

1. Why Is the disease selected for treatment by means of gene therapy a

good candidate for such treatment?

ADA(-)SCID is a good candidate disease for gene therapy for several

reasons. It is an invariably fatal disease If untreated. Treatment of ADA

deficiency by transplantation with bone marrow from an HLA-ldentical sibling

donor results in the correction of the defective Immune system In these

patients; however, only 1/3 of patients have a matched donor. Further. ADA

deficiency has no major non-immunol ogic features which need correction or which

cannot be corrected by bone marrow transplantation. Thus, successful insertion

of a functioning ADA gene into the patient's own bone marrow cells should be

sufficient to correct all clinically significant manifestations of the disease.

The results of bone marrow transplantation also suggest that correction of the

[6] Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12



enzyme defect In the patient's T lymphocytes alone may be sufficient to result

In full immunologic reconstitution. Although we hope to deliver the ADA gene

to self-renewing pluripotent bone marrow stem cells, several ADA (
- ) SC ID

patients who have fully reconstituted by means of matched bone marrow

transplantation have T cells as the only donor type cell remaining beyond the

Immediate post transplant period. Thus, insertion of the ADA gene into the

patient's T cells is a major emphasis of our work.

A very wide range of ADA levels has been observed in different

Individuals who have normal immune function. Heterozygotes for ADA deficiency

are immunol oglcally normal despite having only 50? of the usual ADA levels.

Rare Individuals (e.g.. the African !Kung tribesmen and several children found

by screening In New York State) have been studied and found to have only 5-10?

of normal ADA and yet are also Immunol ogical ly normal. Thus, it may not be

necessary to achieve completely normal ADA levels by gene therapy to have a

beneficial outcome. Similarly, a few Individuals have been described with ADA

levels 40-50 times higher than normal In their erythrocytes (although normal

levels In other cells). These patients have a mild form of hemolytic anemia

but are also Immunol ogical ly normal. Therefore, expression of the transferred

ADA gene several fold above the normal level might also be acceptable

clinically. This very broad range of ADA gene expression in healthy

Individuals suggests that a functioning ADA gene inserted via

retroviral -mediated gene transfer need not be closely regulated for the

procedure to benefit the patient.

The gene for ADA has been cloned and is available as a cDNA. An essential

requisite for any approach toward gene therapy is the demonstration that the

Isolated gene and the delivery system proposed will actually correct the

biochemical defect when used to treat the primary cells which express the

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12 [71



genetic abnormality. As will be discussed in section I.B.2., we have developed

a retroviral delivery system that efficiently transfers a functioning ADA gene

to T cell lines derived from patients with ADA deficiency. Following gene

transfer, these cells express normal levels of human ADA and the hypersensi-

tivity of these T cells to toxicity by deoxyadenosine. a principal pathologic

consequence of ADA deficiency, is corrected. Thus, corrected cells should have

a selective growth advantage in the patient and. consequently, no cytoablation

of the patient's own marrow would be necessary. For this selective advantage

to be effective, however, the ADA gene would need to be expressed not only in

the mature T cell, but also in the stem cell and throughout all stages of T

cell differentiation. At present there are no experimental results that

address whether or not gene expression will be maintained jm vivo during the

maturation process. However, the insertion of a small number of precursor T

cells in a matched BMT results in the complete replacement of ADA(+) T cells in

the patient. Therefore, if the transferred ADA gene in a gene therapy protocol

is expressed during T cell development, then these cells should indeed have a

strong selective growth advantage.

ADA deficiency, although rare, appears for these reasons to be an ideal

Initial candidate for gene therapy.

2. Describe the natural history and range of expression of the disease

selected for treatment. What objective and/or quantitative measures

of disease activity are available? In your view, are the usual

effects of the disease predictable enough to allow for meaningful

assessment of the results of gene therapy?

SCID patients are generally agammagl obul inemic and fail to produce

antibodies following immunization or infection. They also generally exhibit

striking lymphopenia and are unable to mount T cell immune responses thereby

making them susceptible to serious or fatal infections with opportunistic

[
8
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organisms. These infants have a clinical course featuring recurrent infections

with all classes of microorganisms involving the skin, central nervous system,

sinopul monary and gastrointestinal tracts. The affected children usually fail

to thrive and have chronic diarrhea and malabsorption, skin rashes, and a high

Incidence of lymphoma. The disease is uniformly lethal with death often by 1-2

years of age. SCID can occur In both autosomal recessive and X-l inked forms

with the biochemical basis for most cases unknown. ADA( -) SCID Is inherited as

an autosomal recessive. The heterozygote parents are diagnosable because they

have approximately 50? of the normal concentration of ADA in their cells.

Adenosine deaminase catalyzes the conversion of adenosine (Ado) and

deoxyadenosine (dAdo) to Inosine and deoxylnosine respectively. In the absence

of ADA. dAdo accumulates intracel 1 ul arly (as well as extracel 1 ul arly) and

becomes phosphoryl ated to dATP. a compound normally not detected at high levels

In mammalian cells. Although the exact mechanism Is still unclear, it Is known

that severe Immune deficiency Is a direct consequence of the deficiency of ADA.

The production of dATP from dAdo Is Involved in the cellular toxicity observed.

Although ADA Is deficient In all the cells of the body. T cells have the

highest concentrations of any cell In the body of the enzymes which

phosphoryl ate dAdo to dATP. This probably accounts for the observation that

Immunodeficiency is the prominent pathological consequence of ADA deficiency.

Furthermore, when deoxycoformycin (a potent Inhibitor of ADA) is used in the

treatment of acute lymphocytic leukemia a similar degree of immune deficiency

Is seen to develop in the patient.

The immunologic abnormalities common in ADA( -) SCID include a striking

depletion of T lymphocytes in all lymphoid organs. The patients are anergic

and many patients have no detectable T cells in their peripheral blood while a

few may have up to 30-40? of normal T cell counts. Despite the presence of T

[9]
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cells in the periphery, in vitro assays of T cell functions show severely

defective responses. The patient's cells may proliferate to a limited extent

In response to strong mitogens (such as PHA). but show no response to soluble

antigens such as tetanus toxoid or to allogeneic cells in in vitro assays.

Immune responses in patients as well as peripheral T cell numbers may vary In

patients over time.

B lymphocyte numbers vary considerably more than do T cells In these

patients. Although all patients have hypogammaglobulinemia. B cell counts can

range from very low to elevated. Nonetheless, patients cannot mount an Immune

response to immunizations. In in vitro studies, these B cells can sometimes be

induced to secrete immunoglobulins If T cells from normal donors are added to

the cultures. This observation suggests that the dysfunction of B cells is not

due to any intrinsic defect, but rather to a lack of normal T cell help.

Several objective measures of disease activity are available to permit

monitoring the effects of gene therapy. The simplest is the level of dAdo In

the urine and in packed red blood cells of the patient. More sophisticated assays

are the measurement of peripheral blood lymphocyte populations, in vitro T and

B cell immune functions, antibody responses and delayed hypersensitivity skin

reactions, and cellular ADA levels. The disease is sufficiently predictable

that successful gene therapy would be apparent. However, the development of

fully normal immune functions, even in a totally successful treatment, may take more

than a year.

3. Is the protocol designed to prevent all manifestations of the

disease, to halt the progression of the disease after symptoms have

begun to appear, or to reverse manifestations of the disease In

seriously ill victims?

Gene therapy for ADA deficiency, if successful, should correct all aspects
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of the disease just as a matched bone marrow transplantation does. Partial

corrections may also occur if only a limited number of immune cells are

converted to normal. Some manifestations, such as compromised lung capacity

due to repeated pulmonary infections prior to gene therapy, may not be

reversibl e.

4. What alternative therapies exist? In what groups of patients are
these therapies effective? What are their relative advantages and
dlsadvanages as compared with the proposed gene therapy?

The development of effective therapy for SCID has been a major area of

challenge for clinical medicine and an area of significant Innovation. Bone

marrow transplantation (BMT) from an HLA-compatibl e donor was Introduced

clinically In 1968. initially as a treatment for SCID. In 1975 the first

successful treatment of an ADA-deflciency SCID patient by BMT was reported.

The International experience with HLA-identlcal BMT for SCID has shown an

overall success rate of approximately 75%. Reconstitution of patients with

ADA(-)SCID by HLA-identlcal BMT has been excellent overall, but these patients

more frequently require repeated transplantation for stable reconstitution than

do children with ADA(+) SCID . HLA-identical sibling donor BMT is the treatment

of choice for ADA deficiency, and gene therapy would not be considered if this

option were available.

Unfortunately, only 25-30% of patients with ADA deficiency have an

HLA-identical sibling donor. Unmodified BMT from HLA-unmatched donors has

regularly resulted in lethal graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) and has been

abandoned. Attempts at transplanting fetal lympho-hematopoietic cells such as

liver or thymus to treat SCID rarely have been successful and also have been

abandoned as treatment options. In 1983 methods for depleting T cells from

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12 [
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bone marrow were reported which permit the use of haploldentical (l.e.,

parental) bone marrow In the transplantation of children with SCID without the

development of lethal GVHD. Again, these new transplant methods have been very

successful In the treatment of ADA (+) SCID patients, whereas the results of T

cell-depleted marrow grafts in patients with ADA(-)SCID have been

disappointing. Survival with stable engraftment and Immune reconstitution has

been seen in 56% of patients transplanted for ADA(+) forms of SCID. but only In

31% of ADA(-) SCID patients. A major problem encountered In these patients has

been graft failure or rejection. A proportion have failed to engraft despite

multiple transplants. In addition, at least three patients have developed

chlmerlsm initially only to lose the graft several months later without ever

reconstituting Immunity. Recently, some success in this form of

transplantation for ADA(-)SCID has been achieved when the patients were

prepared by aggressive pretransplant myeloablation with total body Irradiation

or with busulfan used in conjunction with cyclophosphamide. The addition of

this more aggressive patient preparation has the potential for significant long

term toxicity to the lungs and GI tract as well as increased toxicity in the

immediate peri-transplant period itself. At least one ADA(-)SCID patient has

died of cyclophosphamide cardiomyopathy associated with this more aggressive

regimen.

Another approach to treatment of ADA deficiency has been enzyme

replacement. Since the ADA substrates are in almost total equilibrium with the

toxic phosphorylated metabolites trapped in the cell, removal of the

extracellular substrates will lower the intracellular concentration of both the

substrates and their metabolites. Initially, patients were treated by partial

exchange transfusion to provide ADA-containing normal (irradiated) red blood

cells as a source of detoxifying enzyme. Several patients had a lowering of

[
12
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the concentration of 2 'deoxyadenosine in their plasma and their cells concommitent

with the transfusion treatment, and up to 20-302 of ADA(-)SCID had temporary

improvement in lymphocyte numbers and in response to mitogens or allogeneic

cells. However, the majority of ADA-deficient patients did not have

substantial improvement with transfusion therapy and some of the patients who

initially appeared to benefit subsequently failed to respond despite continued

treatment. None of these patients developed convincing evidence of an

antigen-specific immune response at any time during the course of their

transfusion therapy.

Very recently, another approach to enzyme replacement has been reported.

Bovine ADA was conjugated to polyethylene-glycol (PEG) and this PEG-ADA was

given by intramuscular injection to two ADA-deficient patients. The PEG

apparently greatly prolongs the serum survival of ADA enzyme activity. The two

patients, who have been treated for less than one year, have had a striking

Improvement in their biochemical abnormalities and an encouraging Increase in

Immune function. The period of observation has been too short to be assured

that the improvement will persist, particularly since the Initial success seen

in some ADA-deficient patients treated by exchange transfusions was not

sustained. Furthermore, there has been no evidence for an antigen-specific

response. Nor Is it known whether or not long-term administration of the PEG

compound may result in unexpected complications. Nevertheless, this form of

enzyme replacement therapy does offer an encouraging therapeutic option. We

feel that its use should not interfere with or preclude the potential for gene

therapy to provide a more permanent solution to ADA deficiency.

A final preventative alternative for ADA ( -) SC I D is the use of an

gnotobiotic environment (i.e., a germ-free bubble). This approach has been

used for one SCID patient (viz. “David" in Houston. TX.) but simply is not a

[131
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practical solution for long term use. However, an Infant with the diagnosis of

ADA deficiency established by prenatal testing and delivered by C-sectlon

directly into a sterile environment would be the ideal candidate patient for

gene therapy. In this case the patient would be kept in a pathogen-free

environment until reconstitution following gene insertion had occurred.

B. Research design, anticipated risks and benefits

1. Structure and characteristics of the biological system

Provide a full description of the nethods and reagents to be enployed
for gene delivery and the rationale for their use. The following are
specific points to be addressed:

a. What Is the structure of the cloned DNA that will be used?

(1) Describe the gene (genomic or cDNA). the bacterial plasmid or

phage vector, and the delivery vector (if any). Provide complete
nucleotide sequence analysis or a detailed restriction enzyme
map of the total construct.

The SAX retroviral vector used was produced by modifying the

N2 parent vector. The development of N2 was described in Armentano. et al..

V i rol . in press (copy supplied in Appendix B). and was originally derived from

Moloney murine leukemia virus (Mo-MuLV). A schematic comparison of Mo-MuLV.

N2 and SAX is in Appendix A, Figure 1. The N2 vector, in a backbone of plasmid

pBR322. was constructed by removing most of the sequences coding for the viral

gag , pol . and erw proteins while leaving the 5' -long terminal repeat (LTR)

sequences, the packaging signal, a small portion of viral gag sequence and the

3* -LTR sequences intact. The 5 '-LTR fragment, including the packaging signal,

from Mo-MuLV was generated by Bgll and Xhol digests followed by a limited

exonuclease digestion with Bal31 and the addition of EcoRl linkers. The 3 '-LTR

from Mo-MuLV was obtained by digestion with BamHI and PstI, limited Bal31

digestion and addition of EcoRl linkers followed by digestion with Clal. The

[14] Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12



bacterial neomycin resistance (Neo R ) gene cloned Into the Mo-MuLV backbone of

N2 was derived from Tn5 (Southern and Berg. 1982) by a Bglll and BamHI digest

with the addition of EcoRI linkers.

The SAX vector was generated by inserting a fusion gene of a primate (the

SV40 early gene) promoter and a human ADA cDNA Into the unique Xhol site of N2

(Kantoff et al.. PNAS. 1986; copy supplied in Appendix B). The SV40 early

promoter was a 400 base pair (bp) Kpnl - Hindlll fragment placed in the same

orientation upstream from a 1300 bp full-length ADA cDNA [EcoRI - AccI fragment

of clone ADA 211 (Adrian et al.. 1984)]. A complete nucleotide sequence

combined with a detailed restriction enzyme map of SAX has been generated (see

Appendix A)

.

(2) What regulatory elements does the construct contain (e.g..

promoters, enhancers, polyadenylatlon sites, replication origins,
etc.)?

Unmodified Mo-MuLV LTRs and the SV40 early gene enhancer/promoter region.

See I.B.l.a.(l) above.

(3) Describe the steps used to derive the DNA construct.

See I.B.l.a(l) above.

b. What Is the structure of the material that will be administered to the
patient?

(1) Describe the preparation, structure and composition of the
materials that will be given to the patient or used to treat
the patient's cells.

(a) If DNA. what Is the purity (both In terms of being a single
DNA species and In terms of other contaminants)? What tests
have been used and what Is the sensitivity of the tests?

Not applicable
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(b) If a virus, how Is It prepared from the DNA construct? In
what cell Is the virus grown (any special features)? What
medium and serun are used? How Is the virus purified? What
is Its structure and purity? What steps are being taken
(and assays used with their sensitivity) to detect and
eliminate any contaminating materials (for example. VL30 RNA.
other nucleic acids, or proteins) or contaminating viruses
or other organisms In the cells or serum used for preparation
of the virus stock?

The protocol would be essentially Identical to the protocol developed for

non-human primates described in Kantoff et al.. J Exp. Med ., in press (copy

supplied in Appendix B). Specifications for equipment, chemicals, and

biological agents in direct or indirect contact with patient tissues are

provided In Appendix A.

Preparation of ADA vector-containing producer cell line, S3A

The SAX vector, in a pBR322 backbone, was transfected into the helper

virus free 3T3 packaging cell line 1^2 (see Section I.B.l.b(2)) using the

standard calcium phosphate mediated DNA transfer technique (Wigler et al..

1977) and then trans-infected into the helper-free amphotropic packaging cell li

PA-12. Stably transformed clones were isolated by their resistance to 1 mg/ml

G418. a neomycin-like antibiotic that is lethal for mammalian cells. These

clones were then analyzed for viral particle production by serially diluting

supernatant medium (from a 20 hour incubation on near-confluent plates) on 3T3

cells. One ml of viral supernatant to be tested was added together with 8

j^g/ml polybrene to 3T3 cells (5 x 10
4

inoculated 24 hours previously) in a 60

mm petri dish. After a two hour incubation at 37°C, 4 ml DMEM plus 10% fetal

calf serum (Djq) was added. Two days later, the medium was changed to D
10

plus

1 mg/ml G418. Colonies were read 10-12 days later. The producer cell line

with the highest titer was S3A: 2-10 x 10
6

Neo
R colony forming units (cfu) per

ml. This producer cell line was frozen in individual aliquots (Master Cell

Bank) and stored in liquid nitrogen.

[16] Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12



Preparation of the retroviral vector supernatant (RVS)

The S3A producer cell line was seeded into tissue culture plates and grown

to near confluence in DMEM medium containing 10$ fetal bovine serum (D^ q) an(j,

since the SAX vector contains the Neo R gene. 1 mg/ml G418. Fresh medium

without selective agent was added and collected 20 to 22 hours later. This

supernatant, which contained viral particles carrying the retroviral vector,

was filtered through a 0.22 micron cellulose acetate filter, frozen in 40 ml

aliquots in conical 50 ml polypropylene tubes, and stored at -80°C until use.

Other than removal of cells by the filtration process, no other purification of

the RVS was performed. The S3A RVS used for the primate studies reported below

was packaged in PA-12 (see Section I.B.l .b.(2)) and contained as a result

approximately 0.1% contaminant with murine replication-competent virus (see

Section I.B.2.C.).

Samples of RVS are tested for contamination by aerobic and anaerobic

bacteria, mycoplasma, and other viruses. No studies designed to detect VL30

RNA (an endogenous retroviral -1 ike transcript found in mouse cells), other

nucleic acids or proteins are contemplated at present.

(c) If co-cultivation Is employed, what kinds of cells are being
used for co-cultivation? What steps are being taken (and

assays used with their sensitivity) to detect and eliminate
any contaminating materials? Specifically, what tests are
being done to assess the material to be returned to the
patient for the presence of live or killed donor cells or

other non-vector materials (for example. VL30 sequences)
originating from those cells?

Not applicable

(d) If methods other than those covered by (a) -(c) are used to

Introduce new genetic Information Into target cells, what
steps are being taken to detect and eliminate any

contaminating materials? What are possible sources of

contamination? What is the sensitivity of tests used to

monitor contamination?

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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(2) Describe any other naterlal to be used In preparation of the
naterlal to be administered to the patient. For example. If a viral
vector Is proposed, what is the nature of the helper virus or cell
line? If carrier particles are to be used, what Is the nature of
these?

Calcium phosphate mediated DNA transfection and physical microinjection

were developed in the 1970's in order to introduce genes into mammalian cells.

These techniques resulted in more-or-less stable integration of transferred

genes into the cellular genome but were not sufficiently efficient to be useful

for clinical gene therapy (see review by Anderson. Science . 1984; copy in

Appendix B). An alternative and more efficient method of introducing genes

Into cells was developed: namely, retroviral -mediated gene transfer. The gene

of Interest is substituted for the viral genes in a DNA clone of the proviral

genome. Initially, DNA constructs were transfected into 3T3 cells which were

then infected with wild type helper virus in order to produce viral particles

containing the retroviral vector. The presence of large quantities of helper

virus allows viral replication as well as infection by both the desired vector

and possible wild type recombinants. Therefore, alternative methods of vector

production were designed.

To avoid Introduction of helper virus, several laboratories (Mulligan.

Verma, Miller) have constructed "packaging cell lines" with a wide host range

specificity. A packaging cell line contains an integrated provirus which

encodes the viral proteins necessary for producing viral particles but the RNA

transcript cannot be packaged because of a deletion in its packaging (i.e..

recognition) sequence. The construction of the packaging lines used in our

studies: ^2 , PA-12, and PA-317, has been described (Mann et al.. 1984; Miller

et al.. 1985; Miller et al., 1986; copies supplied in Appendix B). ^2 has only
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an ecotroplc (mouse and rat) host range and. therefore, cannot be used for

human studies. PA-12 Is amphotroplc (all species), however, it is "leaky" In

the sense that approximately 0.1* of viral particles produced with N2-type

vectors are replication-competent. PA-317 was developed by Miller specifically

to provide a helper-free amphotropic packaging line for the family of N2

vectors such as SAX. Recent results suggest that PA-317 might also be leaky,

however.

See Appendix A for an extended discussion of packaging lines.

2. Precllnlcal studies , including risk-assessment studies

Describe the experimental basis (derived from tests In cultured
cells and animals) for claims about the efficacy and safety of the
proposed system for gene delivery.

a. Laboratory studies of the delivery system

(1) What cells are the Intended recipients of gene therapy? If

recipient cells are to be treated In vitro and returned to the

patient, how will the cells be characterized before and after
treatment? What Is the theoretical and practical basis for
assuming that only the treated cells will act as recipients?

Bone marrow precursor cells are the Intended recipients of the retroviral

vectors. The methods of characterizing the recipient cells Include (a)

detection of vector sequences utilizing DNA hybridization techniques, (b)

detection of vector transcripts utilizing RNA hybridization techniques, (c) the

acquisition of resistance to metabolic toxins by cells In tissue culture, and

(d) the demonstration of specific enzyme activities In the treated cells.

Bone marrow cells are first removed from the recipient animal and are then

Infected with the retroviral vectors In vitro . Medium containing the viral

particles Is washed away from the marrow cells before the cells are returned to

the recipient animal. In this way only the Intended recipient cells, the bone

marrow cells, are Infected by the retroviral vector.

As a model for a possible clinical protocol, our non-human primate
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procedure is as follows:

Collection of primate bone marrow cells

Bone marrow cells are collected aseptically from the shaved

betadine-treated iliac and/or long bones of primates anaesthetized with

ketamine. Cells are aspirated using a bone marrow needle into syringes

containing 1 ml of preservative-free porcine Intestinal heparin. Pooled

samples of approximately 15 ml are layered over 25 ml of lymphocyte separation

medium (LSM R), or other marrow cell separation medium. In a 50 ml conical 50 ml

polypropylene tube and centrifuged at 2000 x g for 15 minutes at 20°C. Cells

at the Interface are collected, mixed with several volumes of Dulbecco's

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), counted, pelleted (800 x g for 15 minutes at

20°C). and resuspended to a volume corresponding to approximately 5 x 10
7

nucleated cells/ml.

Incubation of primate bone marrow cells with retroviral vector supernatant

RVS preparations are thawed rapidly in a 37®C waterbath. Prepared bone

marrow cells (BMC) are added to the RVS at a ratio of 5-10 vector particles/BMC

and a polycation, either 8 ug/ml (final concentration) polybrene In early

procedures or 5 ug/ml protamine in subsequent testing, is added. Tubes are

tightly capped and returned to the water bath. After two hours incubation, the

cells are pelleted at 800 x g for 10 minutes at 20°C, washed twice in PBS. and

then resuspended in 10 ml PBS plus 202 autologous serum at a density of 3-6 x

10
7

cell s/ml. The autologous serum is prepared from a sample of blood taken

from the monkey at the time of marrow collection. The suspended cells are

Infused back into the irradiated donor animal at 1 ml /minute.

(2) Is the delivery systen efficient? What percentage of the

target cells contain the added DNA?

[
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The delivery system can be very efficient. Up to 1002 of tissue culture

cells may be infected by retroviral vectors. Observed efficiencies of N2/SAX

gene transfer into primary hematopoietic cells are as follows: (a) Mice:

50-802: (b) Sheep: 10-302: (c) Dogs: 3-52: (d) Monkeys: 10-252; (e)

Human: 1-42. The values for the sheep are known to be over-estimates of the

true level of infection based on DNA analysis of the cells. It is likely that

some mechanism artificially elevates the observed number of G418-resistant

colonies. For example, positive clones may release the Neo R phosphotransferase

enzyme which then can diffuse out to protect nearby surrounding colonies. The

actual percentage of vector-containing sheep CFU-C is probably one order of

magnitude lower than listed above.

(3) How Is the structure of the added DNA sequences monitored and
what is the sensitivity of the analysis? Is the added DNA
extrachroDOSonal or Integrated? Is the added DNA unrearranged?

The structure of vectors Integrated Into cellular DNA Is monitored

utilizing Southern hybridization techniques. Routinely this method will detect

about 1 vector copy per 10 to 20 cells. However, using the recently developed

technique of PCR (polymerase-catalyzed reaction), a procedure which amplifies a

c c
specific DNA sequence. 1 vector copy per 10-10 cells can be detected.

Animal studies indicate that cells contain the retroviral vectors integrated

Into chromosomal DNA in an unrearranged form. Studies in tissue culture have

demonstrated Instances of vector rearrangement. These are discussed in Section

I.B.2.C.

(4) How many copies are present per cell? How stable Is the added

DNA both In terns of Its continued presence and Its structural

stab 11 Ity?

Studies i_n vitro Indicate that usually only one copy of vector DNA is

present per cell. However, experimental conditions can be arranged so that

there are multiple copies per cell.
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Review

This section will address studies of retroviral vector gene transfer

in mammalian systems in vitro and in vivo . These studies have established the

feasibility of using retroviral vectors to transfer functional genes.

The efficiency of infection and expression depends on both the vector construct

and the particular target cell.

Temin has recently reviewed retroviral vector design as well as early

studies utilizing a number of inserted genes (Temin. 1986). Common to all

these vectors is the use of the viral long terminal repeat (LTR) to provide

transcriptional controls and integrative functions regardless of the species of

virus from which the vector is derived. A further development in vector design

has been the elimination of LTR enhancer and promoter sequences, the so-called

deleted LTR CdLTR) . in order to reduce (a) the likelihood of insertional

oncogenesis (Yu et al.. 1986) and (b) the possibility of interference between

the LTR and internal promoters (Emerman and Temin. 1984). These vectors,

called SIN (self-inactivating) vectors by Gilboa, unfortunately suffer from

titers that are too low to be useful clinically at this time (Yu et al.. 1986).

Another development which has promoted the clinical usefulness of retroviral

vectors has been the introduction of helper-free packaging lines. These are

discussed in section I.B.l .b. (2) . The genes in vectors which have been

successfully used to transduce cells are summarized in Appendix A. Table 1.

For the purposes of this review, we will focus on studies of our own

collaborative group and others concerning the transfer of functioning

retroviral vectors into hematopoietic cells, whether primary cells or

established cell lines, in vitro and in vivo , and in a number of different

species including mouse, monkey, dog, sheep, and man (in vitro only)

.
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Early studies demonstrated that retroviral vectors transduce cells at high

efficiency in tissue culture. In addition, the transduced genes were shown to

function in established cell lines by measurement of RNA transcripts, enzyme

activity in vitro , and metabolic resistance to toxic agents.

Much of the relevant i_n vivo experience with these vectors has been gained

using murine hematopoietic cells. To develop a bone marrow transplantation

system more applicable to man, we used retroviral -mediated gene transfer to

introduce retroviral genes into a number of larger species, including non-human

primates, dogs, and fetal sheep. The data obtained from these systems will be

summarized below and in the accompanying supplementary material in Appendix A.

For gene therapy to be feasible, the proposed system must meet a number of

requirements. First, the system should be efficient: the vector should be

capable of transferring the gene into a significant proportion of the target

cells. For ADA in particular, the target cells are primarily multi potential

hematopoietic progenitors (stem cells) which can give rise to cells of the

lymphoid lineage, particularly T cells. Once Integrated Into the chromosome of

the host cell, the provirus should remain intact and unaltered In daughter

cells which may undergo a process of differentiation and expansion In myeloid

and/or lymphoid lineages. Second, continued expression of the ADA gene during

the various stages of the hematopoietic differentiation pathway is probably

necessary, in addition to expression in the mature T cell (see Section

I.B.2.b). And third, some measure of safety of the proposed system must be

assured (see Section I.B.2.c).

Methods of Analysis : A variety of techniques have been used in order to

demonstrate both the presence and stability of retroviral vectors in cells.

1. DNA analysis. Either the method of Southern or DNA dot blots can

demonstrate the presence of proviral DNA in transduced cells. Both methods

[23]
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have a sensitivity of approximately one proviral copy per 10-20 cells. The

former method is more informative since gross deletions and rearrangements can

be detected. A new method for amplifying a specific DNA sequence. PCR

(polymerase-catalyzed reaction), has been developed (Erhlich et al.. 1986)

which increases sensitivity of the probe methods to 1 gene copy per 10^ to 10^

cel 1 s.

2. RNA vector transcripts can be demonstrated by RNA dot blots. Northern

analysis, nuclease protection assays, solution hybridization, and in situ

hybridization.

3. Expression of a selectable marker can be demonstrated by metabolic

resistance to toxic agents or by assay of enzyme activity of the transferred

D
gene. When the transferred genes are ADA and Neo (as in SAX), then specific

methods include (a) growth of colony forming units (CFU) in the presence of the

toxic neomycin analogue G418, (b) assay of neomycin phosphotransferase (NPT)

activity, c) assay of ADA activity by isoenzyme analysis, and (d) growth of

D
lymphocytes under conditions selective for the expression of either the Neo or

the ADA gene.

4.

Rescue of infectious retroviral vectors from treated cells by

incubation in the presence of helper virus.

I. Studies in Mice;

A. Efficiency :

Literature review: Utilizing a number of Moloney murine leukemia

virus (Mo-MuLV) or Moloney murine sarcoma virus (Mo-MSV) -based vectors, other

investigators have found a 10-20? rate of vector gene transfer into murine

hematopoietic cells (Wilkins et al.. 1984; Joyner et al.. 1983; Miller et al

.

1984 and Table la). By employing a number of manipulations (either singly or in

combination), including pretreatment of mice with 5-fl uorouracil (5-FU).
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preselection of infected cells with G418 prior to transplantation, and/or

Infection of hematopoietic progenitors in the presence of growth factors, e.g.

IL-3, 80-100% of the hematopoietic progenitors transplanted into irradiated

mouse recipients for both short and long term hematologic reconstitution have

carried the vector (Keller et al.. 1985; Dick et al.. 1985; Lemishka et al..

1986; Magi i et al . 1987, and Table la).

Studies by our own group : A number of vectors have been used.

Including N2 and a series of N2-derived vectors containing an ADA cDNA with one

of a number of different promoters (Eglitis et al.. 1985; Kantoff et al.. 1986;

copies supplied In Appendix B). Experiments performed in our laboratory either

with or without IL-3 at the time of Infection of mouse bone marrow have

demonstrated an efficiency of vector gene transfer into mouse bone marrow of

between 50-90% (Table la).

B. Stem Cell Transduction and Vector Stability ;

Literature review: Several Investigators have demonstrated that long

term reconstitution of mice could be accomplished with only a few stem cell

clones carrying vector sequences (Williams et al.. 1984; Keller et al.. 1985;

Lemischka et al.. 1985; Dick et al.. 1985). The patterns of proviral

Integration suggested that the transduced stem cells could give rise to both

myeloid and lymphoid lineages or, alternatively, might be restricted to either

myeloid or lymphoid differentiation. Moreover, proviral sequences remained

stably Integrated 4-6 months following reconstitution. In one study, changes

In the Intensity of particular DNA bands on Southern blots was interpreted as

reflecting the sequential activation of different hematopoietic progenitor

cells during the life of the animal. Secondary reconstituents (obtained when

cells from the primary animal are used to reconstitute another lethally

Irradiated animal) continued to carry proviral sequences in the same pattern as
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the primary reconstituted animals (Lemischka et al.. 1986). In another study.

G418-resistant CFU decreased progressively in number in secondary and tertiary

reconstituents (Keller et al.. 1985). Using N2 containing a murine

interleukin-3 (IL-3) gene. Wong et al (in press) have successfully infected

mouse fetal liver cells. They have obtained evidence for infection and gene

transfer into both CFU-C and CFU-S. and have conferred IL-3 independence upon

infected cells.

Vector instability in the form of deletion of gene-coding sequences has

been reported. This appears to be related to the structure of particular

vectors, especially when transduced cells are undergoing metabolic selection of

a second marker gene.

Studies by our own group: Mice reconstituted with bone marrow

transduced by the N2 vector demonstrated stable integration of provirus after

four months (Eglitis et al., 1985).

C. ADA vectors in mouse bone marrow:

Literature review: We and others (Table la and Belmont et al , 1986:

Friedman et al.. 1985; Me Ivor et al. 1987; Williams et al.. 1986; Williams et

al.. 1986) have attempted to transduce mouse hematopoietic cells with

functioning human ADA vectors. Although expression of human ADA following

infection of immortalized cells has not been difficult to achieve, there are

only a few instances of ADA vector expression in fresh bone marrow cells.

D

Using a vector containing both the Neo gene and an ADA cDNA gene under the

transcriptional control of an SV40 promoter, Belmont et al (1986) detected

human ADA activity in murine CFU-C following selection in xylosyl arabinoside

and deoxycoformycin. Lim et al (1986) detected ADA activity in all CFU-S which

contained proviral DNA sequences. Their vector contained a human ADA gene

fused to the phosphoglycerokinase gene promoter without a selectable marker

gene present.

[26]
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Studies by our own group: We have developed N2-derived vectors which

contain an ADA cDNA under the transcriptional control of a variety of different

promoters, including the SV40 early gene promoter (the SAX vector), the human

cytomegalovirus immediate early gene promoter (CAX), the murine major

histocompatibility locus H2-D promoter (HAX), the human beta-actin gene

promoter (BAX), and the herpes viral thymidine kinase gene promoter (TAX).

Whereas all of these constructs allowed the generation of high titer virus, and

efficiently expressed both neomycin phosphotransferase (NPT) and ADA activity

In murine fibroblasts as well as in ADA-deficient lymphocytes in culture (see

below), none expressed either ADA or NPT activity in mouse CFU-S (Table T3 and

Zwiebel et al.. 1986). More recently we have detected ADA expression In mouse

CFU-S following infection with a vector containing only the ADA cDNA driven off

the mouse LTR (unpublished results).

In summary, studies In mice, both In vitro and In vivo, have demonstrated

that retroviral vectors are capable of transferring the human ADA gene into

mouse stem cells In an efficient and stable manner. Expression of these

vectors, described in detail in Section I . B . 2 . b below, is negative for some

constructs and positive for others.

II. Studies in Monkeys:

In order to develop a protocol which might be a useful model for gene

therapy in humans, a collaboration was established between NIH and the Bone

Marrow Transplantation Program at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.

Cynomolgus monkey bone marrow was infected with the ADA vector SAX and the

infected bone marrow cells were used to autologously reconstitute the lethal ly

Irradiated donor animal (see Kantoff et al.. J. Exp. Med., in press; copy

provided in Appendix B). Of the six animals studied, two died due to failure

to engraft because of excessive loss of bone marrow cells that resulted from

the use of the Initial infection protocol (cocultivation). By performing
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Infections with retroviral vector supernatant (RVS) instead of the

cocultivation method, complete and rapid hematopoietic reconstitution of four

animals occurred. Five animals could be evaluated for gene transfer, including

one that did not fully reconstitute its bone marrow and eventually died.

Four of the five evaluable monkeys had low levels of human ADA activity

equivalent to <0.1 to 0.5% endogenous monkey ADA activity. The peak of enzyme

activity was present 60 to 80 days after transplantation and declined before

disappearing altogether by day 170. Blood cells from three of the five animals

contained NPT activity which declined over time and eventually could no longer

be measured.

Only one of the monkeys with detectable enzyme activity had vector DNA

demonstratabl e by Southern analysis of bone marrow and peripheral blood cells.

In this case the presence of a 4.9 kb band indicated that the vector had

probably not suffered any major deletions or rearrangements. On the basis of

the sensitivity of this assay, vectors could be present in no greater than 1 in

10 cells of the "DNA-negative", ADA-positive, animals. In situ RNA

hybridization of peripheral blood from one animal determined that 0.8% of the

D
cells expressed RNA transcripts from the Neo gene. Finally, clonable

G418-resistant T lymphocytes were present in the peripheral blood of two

animals at day 181 and 230, respectively.

In summary, a scaling up of the bone marrow infection and transplantation

protocol allowed the complete long term reconstitution of cynomolgus monkeys.

The results indicate that, in contrast to the highly efficient gene transfer in

mice, only a very few monkey bone marrow progenitor cells (between 1 in 100 and

1 in 200 cells) could be infected with the retroviral vector. The limited

time course over which detection of activity was observed may have resulted

from the loss of vector DNA from the infected cells or. alternatively, from the

sequential activation over time of different hematopoietic stem or other early

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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cells (some infected and most uninfected) that contribute to the total pool of

cells both in the blood and the bone marrow of these animals.

III. Studies in Dogs:

Literature review: Another approach to the scaling up of the infection

protocol has been carried out by developing BMT/gene transfer in dogs. Kwok

et al.. (1986) used Neo R and DHFR vectors to demonstrate the acquisition by

canine CFU-GM in vitro of resistance to G418 (16-25%) and methotrexate (MTX)

(7-16%) respectively (Table lb). More recently, the same group attempted to

transplant bone marrow infected with a DHFR vector (Stead et al., 1986). While

3-12% of CFU-GM were MTX-resi stant at the time of infection, three dogs had no

detectable MTX-resi stant CFU-GM following transplant. Although the

administration of MTX to three other dogs resulted in the detection 0.03-1%

MTX-resistant CFU-GM for a brief period about 30 days after transplant, two of

the animals died as the result of MTX toxicity.

Studies by our own group: In collaboration with Dr. Clinton Lothrop, Jr..

University of Tennessee, we have found that the N2 vector conferred G418

resistance on up to 12% of canine CFU-GM In vitro. In addition, NPT activity

could be detected in colonies with the NPT assay (Table lb; Lothrop et al..

1986). An initial BMT iji vivo did not result in detectable gene transfer.

In summary, the use of dogs promises to provide an additional model for

the development and evaluation of clinically useful retroviral gene transfer

protocol s.

IV . Studies in Sheep;

In collaboration with Drs. Esmail Zanjani. formerly of University of

Minnesota and now at the University of Reno, and Michael Harrison. UCSF. we

have successfully introduced functional vectors into fetal lambs (Table lc.

Kantoff et al.. submitted for publication). Hematopoietic colonies were shown
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to be 10-39% resistant at the time of infection. 20-33% one week after birth,

and 10-15% after several months. Although standard Southern analysis failed to

detect vector DNA sequences, the use of PCR has allowed the detection of vector

sequences in approximately one in 100 to one in 1000 peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMC). Moreover. NPT activity has also been found in PBMC

of a treated animal after birth. The finding of a discordance between the

quantitation of vector DNA and the presence of G418-resistant hematopoietic

colonies may reflect the variable contribution over time of individual stem

cells to the progenitor population, or to some other mechanism, e.g.. the

release of NPT from positive CFU-C under in vitro selective growth conditions

that protects nearby colonies.

In summary, these studies demonstrate the utility of antenatal retroviral

gene transfer.

V. Studies with Human Hematopoietic Cells;

Literature review; A Moloney HPRT vector/ amphotropic helper virus

combination was used to infect a human HPRT-deficient murine lymphoblast line

(Willis et al.. 1984 and Table Id). Although infection resulted in the

acquisition of metabolic resistance to HAT medium, cells reverted to HPRT

deficiency at a rate of 10”® to 10~ 5
events per generation. Reversion was

associated with either loss, rearrangement, or no alteration of the vector

sequences. A similar vector containing an HPRT gene coding for a protein with

altered electrophoretic mobility was used to infect human bone marrow cells

(Gruber et al.. 1985 and Table Id). Following superinfection with helper virus,

the vector could be recovered from the bone marrow cells and was shown to

infect and express in HPRT(-) murine fibroblasts. Chang et al (1987) reported

the correction of HPRT deficiency in cultured human Lesch-Nyhan cells.

Frequent vector instability was seen. In a third study. N2 and a spleen
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focus-forming virus vector containing a mutant DHFR gene were used to infect

human bone marrow (Hock and Miller. 1986; Table Id). Up to 50% of CFU-MIX. 20%

BFU-E. and 10% CFU-GM acquired G418 resistance after N2 infection; up to 10% of

the CFU-GM developed MTX-resistance after infection with the DHFR vector.

Finally. Williams et al . . (1986) demonstrated that an ADA vector could infect

ADA" B cells.

Studies by our group ; Using the SAX vector to infect immortalized human

ADA-deficient T and B lymphocytes, an overall efficiency of infection of 23 to

50% was achieved (Table Id). Southern analysis of vector-transduced populations

which had been selected In G418 demonstrated unrearranged, intact vector

sequences. Other vectors similar to SAX. but containing the human ADA cDNA

gene under the control of a number of different promoters, also expressed ADA

p
and Neo efficiently In Immortalized ADA-deficient human R and T lymphocytes

(Zwlebel et al.. 1986; Kantoff et al.. 1986; Kohn et al.. submitted for

p
publication). Expression of both the Neo and ADA genes was detected (see next

section). In another set of experiments N2 and SAX were used to Infect human

bone marrow cells. Following infection with N2. 0.1-2% of CFU-E, 0.1-1. 5% of

BFU-E. and 0.1-4% of CFU-C were able to grow in the presence of G418. SAX

Infection generally yielded a lower proportion of resistant cells.

In summary, a number of different vectors have been shown to be able to

Infect human hematopoietic cells, including progenitors and immortalized

lymphocytes. It Is still unclear whether vectors will remain integrated in a

stable fashion In humah bone marrow cells over extended periods of time.

Additional reference material is included in Appendix A for the

convenience of the reader.
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b. Laboratory studies of gene expression

Is the added gene expressed? To what extent is expression only from
the desired gene (and not from the surrounding DNA)? In what
percentage of cells does expression from the added DNA occur? Is

the product biologically active? What percentage of normal activity
results from the inserted gene? Is the gene expressed in cells
other than the target cells? If so. to what extent?

Brief direct answers

The inserted Neo R and human ADA genes are expressed in the hematopoietic

system of monkeys at a low level. See detailed description in the attached

manuscript. Kantoff et al.. J. Exp. Med. , in press (copy supplied in Appendix

B). It appears that 1 in 100-200 cells is expressing significant levels of

human ADA. which is biologically active, as well as detectable levels of NPT.

At best 0.5% of the total ADA activity in the animal's hematopoietic system is

composed of human ADA. There is no evidence, or indication, that DNA outside

the provirus is contributing to NPT or ADA expression and there is no evidence,

or indication, that any cells outside of the infected and re-infused bone

marrow cells contain or express retrovirus vector genes.

Overview:

To study the expression of introduced genes using retroviral vectors, our

laboratories have concentrated their efforts on vectors carrying a cDNA for

human adenosine deaminase (ADA). Our primary vector, designated SAX, was

derived from the parent vector. N2, which only carries the bacterial gene for

R R
neomycin resistance (Neo ). Expression of the Neo gene introduced by the N2

vector has been demonstated in vitro in both human (Hock and Miller. 1986) and

canine (Kwok et al . . 1986) hematopoietic cells. Gene transfer with the N2

vector in murine bone marrow and subsequent expression in vivo following bone

marrow transplantation has been achieved by our laboratory (Eglitis et al..

1985) and independently by Keller et al . (1985). The infection protocols used

by our two groups varied slightly. Expression of the Neo R gene in the whole
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animal was demonstrated by the presence of G418-resi stant CFU-C from

reconstituted mice and NPT activity from tissue extracts of bone marrow, thymus

and spleen. Both types of assays require that the gene product from the

Introduced Neo R gene be biologically active. A comparison of the normal

activity of a bacterial gene in mammalian cells cannot be made. The presence

of the Neo R gene product (i.e.. NPT) was not assessed in tissues other than

those that might have been derived from bone marrow progenitor cells.

Gene expression from the SAX retroviral vector has been studied in our

laboratory using human ADA-deficient T and B cells (Kantoff et al . , 1986) as

well as murine NIH 3T3 cells and monkey CV-1 cells (McLachlin et al.. 1987) in

vitro (copies of both papers provided in Appendix B). In these studies, cells

D
were selected in G418-containing medium which requires expression of the Neo

gene and from this same population of cells expression of the introduced human

ADA gene was detected. All of the methods of assay required biologically

active protein. Starch gel electrophoresis of whole cell extracts of

SAX-transduced human ADA(-) cells and mouse and monkey cells demonstrated high

levels of expression of the human ADA gene. There was also evidence for the

appropriate post-translational modification of the primary ADA gene product

since in the human as well as in the mouse and monkey electrophoresis

demonstrated the three characteristic human ADA isozymes. The levels of

expression of the human ADA gene were at least equal to the endogenous levels

of ADA in the mouse and monkey cells after column separation of

species-specific ADA enzymes (McLachlin et al.. 1987). In addition, the levels

of ADA expression in SAX-transduced human ADA-deficient cells approached normal

levels in unselected populations of cells and increased to 2-4 times the levels

seen in normal control human cells after G418 selection for an enriched
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population (Kantoff et al., 1986). These results indicate that selection for

expression of the Neo R gene can enrich for some cells concomittantly expressing

the introduced human ADA gene.

Studies of the expression of the SAX vector in whole animals has produced

mixed results. Evidence in our laboratory for expression of the human ADA or

Neo R gene from individual spleen foci or pooled foci from reconstituted mice

has been negative while the expression of the Neo R gene is only 1-102 of the

Neo R gene in N2 (unpublished observations). On the other hand, the SAX vector

has been used to introduce the human ADA and bacterial Neo R genes into

cynomolgus monkey bone marrow cells with subsequent transplantation and

reconstitution of the irradiated animals. Low levels of human ADA activity

(approximately 0.01%-0.5% of endogenous monkey ADA) were detected in 4 out of 5

animals. A complementary study using rhesus monkeys was less successful and

demonstrated only 0.012 human ADA activity in 2 out of 3 animals studied. The

two cynomolgus animals which had higher levels of human ADA activity (0.22 and

0.52) had the elevated levels only between 60 and 120 days post-transplant, and

there was no evidence of human ADA in either animal at 6 months. Expression of

D
the Neo gene in individual peripheral blood mononuclear cells from one of the

higher expressing animals at 4 months was examined by in situ analysis of

Neo
R-specific RNA. Hybridization with the Neo

R
probe was detected in 0.82 of

the cells.

In summary, expression of human ADA in gene-transplanted monkeys is low

but detectable in some recipient monkeys 2 to 3 months after the time of

transplantation (1-2 months after full reconstitution) but becomes undetectable

thereafter. Our inability to detect DNA sequences in most animals in a mixed

population of peripheral blood cells or bone marrow cells leads us to believe

that only a few cells carry and express the introduced genes. In contrast to
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the In vitro studies, it is not possible to select for expressing cells in the

whole animal. Thus in monkeys (which are not ADA-deficient) there is no

positive selection pressure for cells carrying and expressing the introduced

genes. Vectors carrying the DHFR gene have been constructed in order to

provide an in vivo selective pressure. However, none of these vectors has yet

provided convincing evidence of in vivo selective advantage.

It will be Important In future gene transfer efforts using a large animal

model (l.e.. the monkey) to achieve better Infection rates. A larger

proportion of cells carrying the human ADA vector sequences will facilitate the

analysis of Integration and stability In long term reconstituted animals. Our

laboratories are presently Investigating methods: a) to Increase the rate of

infection and b) to separate bone marrow cells to enrich for plurlpotent stem

cells with self-renewal capacity. It Is also Important to achieve higher

overall levels of vector-derived ADA expression which Is maintained In long

term reconstituted animals. We are developing and analysing new vectors

containing the human ADA gene with a variety of Internal promoters, together.

In some cases, with the elimination of the bacterial Neo gene (which was

Initially Included as a means of testing viral titer In producer cell lines) on

p
the possibility that the presence of the Neo gene could Interfere with

expression of the human ADA gene.

Review

Retroviruses have been successfully employed to introduce functioning

genes Into cells In culture as well as whole organisms. This review will focus

on retroviral vectors derived from the Moloney strain of murine leukemia virus

(Mo-MuLV) which have been modified by deleting the viral structural genes and

replacing them with one or. In some cases, two foreign genes. Expression of

the Introduced gene(s) may be modulated by promoter elements contained in the
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viral long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences or by an exogenous internal promoter

derived from another gene. The degree of expression may also vary from

cell-to-cell depending on the site of integration, the extent of

differentiation of the target cell and the regulatory sequences which are a

component of the retroviral construct.

In vitro studies

Gene transfer and expression in. vitro has been achieved in transformed

cell lines, murine and human hematopoietic cells and nontransformed human

diploid fibroblasts (summarized in Table 2. Appendix A). One of the first

successful attempts at retroviral gene transfer involved the insertion and

expression of a cDNA for the human hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase

(HPRT) gene into HPRT-deficient rat 208F cells. SV40-transformed Lesch-Nyhan

(LNSV) human fibroblasts, and Epstein-Barr virus-transformed Lesch-Nyhan human

lymphoblasts (Miller et al.. 1984). Other early investigations of retroviral

D
gene transfer into cultured cells have utilized the bacterial Neo gene which

confers resistance to the neomycin analogue. G418, in eucaryotic cells. The

D
Neo gene has been inserted into a retroviral vector alone, as in the case of

MLV-NEOI and N2. or in combination with other genes in double expression

vectors to be used as a dominant selectable marker in expressing cells. The

D

MLV-NEOI vector developed by Joyner et al., containing the Neo gene under

transcriptional control of the SV40 early promoter, was used to infect mouse

bone marrow cells in vitro . When hematopoietic precursor cells were analyzed

for expression of the Neo
R

gene, 0.32 of the CFU-GM from a population of cells

infected with MLV-NEOI were resistant to concentrations of G418 normally toxic

to uninfected marrow cells. Neo
R
gene specific RNA was also detected by RNA

dot blot hybridization of labelled Neo
R sequences to RNA extracted from

G418-resistant colonies. This finding was important because it demonstrated
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retroviral gene transfer and expression of a foreign gene in a mixed population

of differentiating but non-transformed hematopoietic cells. It was not

possible to determine, however, whether any of the Neo R-transduced colonies had

originated from an uncommitted hematopoietic stem cell.

Double expression vectors carrying two genes are capable of transmitting

these genes Intact and producing functional proteins from full-length or

appropriately spliced mRNA transcripts. One such vector. pZIP-ADA (Valerio et

al.. 1984) was used to introduce a human ADA cDNA and Neo R gene to NIH 3T3

cells. After several cell passages in the absence of G418 selective medium,

cells still produced human ADA and were G418-resi stant indicating efficient and

stable expression of the provlral DNA sequences in this transformed cell line.

A similar double expression vector containing a cDNA for human

phenylalanine hydroxylase (PAH) and the Neo gene both under transcriptional

control of the viral LTR sequence contained In the vector was developed by

Ledley et al.. (1986). Variable expression of human PAH was detected in both

NIH 3T3 cells and a mouse hepatoma cell line after infection with the human

D
PAH/Neo vector and selection In G418-containing medium.

In another series of double expression vectors a human ADA cDNA was

Inserted with or without an internal SV40 promoter along with a mutant

dihydrofol ate reductase (DHFR*) gene as a dominant selectable marker (Williams

et al., 1986). Following infection of a mouse pre-B cell line (70Z) with this

vector, human ADA activity was greater than endogenous murine ADA activity

after selection with methotrexate to eliminate uninfected cells not

concomitantly expressing the DHFR gene and human ADA gene. The SV40-promoted

ADA gene in this vector was also shown to be functionally active in an

ADA-deficient human B -cel 1 line even in an unselected population of cells. The

same vector was used to transmit human ADA into murine bone marrow cells prior
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to reconstituting irradiated mice. Even though 15-40* of the spleen colonies

analyzed contained intact exogenous gene sequences no human ADA enzyme activity

was detected by starch gel analysis. Further analysis of RNA from whole

spleens failed to detect the presence of any SV40-initiated human ADA

transcripts. In general, these findings and subsequent studies have shown that

some foreign genes introduced by retroviral vectors will function and express

efficiently in transformed cell lines but will not do so in the whole animal

(see bel ow)

.

The retroviral vector, pD0L-MP10.GC20 (Choudary et al., 1986), was

constructed by inserting a cDNA for human gl ucocerebrosidase upstream from the

R -
gene for Neo in a Mo-MuLV based retroviral backbone. This vector was

subsequently used to infect type 2 Gaucher fibroblasts (GM-1260 cells) followed

by selection for neomycin expression in G418-containing medium. The Infected

and selected Gaucher fibroblasts produced a band of material that cross-reacted

with a monoclonal antibody to human gl ucocerebrosidase even in the absence of

selection. The protein produced, however, was larger than gl ucocerebrosidase

present in normal human fibroblasts and was enzymatically Inactive. The

inactivity was explained by a single amino acid substitution in the

gl ucocerebrosidase cDNA used in the retroviral construct.

p
Of primary importance in this review are the studies using the Neo gene

vector N2 (Armentano et al . 1987; Eglitis et al., 1985; Keller et al.. 1985;

Humphries et al., 1986; Hock and Miller, 1986) and the vector derived from N2

called SAX (Kantoff et al., 1986), which incorporates an SV40-promoted human

ADA cDNA into the N2 backbone. The Neo^ gene, introduced by the N2 vector in

human bone marrow cells in vitro , gives rise to 3 to 5% of CFU-GM and 12-20* of

BFU-E colonies resistant to G418. The N2 vector has also been used to

successfully infect canine bone marrow cells showing 6 to 25* G418- resistant

CFU-GM compared to control (Kwok et al » 1986; Eglitis et al. in preparation).
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The SAX retroviral vector has been used by our laboratories to efficiently

transfer the Neo R and human ADA genes into transformed ADA-deficient T and B

cells. Cells expressing the Neo R gene can be selected in G418-containing

medium which also serves to enrich for cells expressing the introduced ADA

gene. The SAX-transduced cells produced the appropriate human ADA isozymes

when analysed by starch gel electrophoresis indicating correct post-trans-

lational modification of a single gene product. This was also shown to be true

when NIH 3T3 cells and a monkey kidney line (CV-1 cells) were infected with the

SAX vector (McLachlin et al.. 1987). Quantitation of the levels of ADA

enzymatic activity showed that the ADA levels in SAX-transduced ADA-deficient T

and B cells exceeded the ADA production in normal, control cell lines. None of

these changes (except growth in G418) were observed when ADA(-) cell lines were

Infected with the parent vector, N2. which does not contain any human ADA gene

sequences. Kantoff et al.. (1986) demonstrated that the ADA enzyme produced

by the SAX-Infected cells was sufficient to dramatically reduce the sensitivity

of these cells to high levels of 2 '-deoxyadenoslne indicating the functional

correction of the ADA deficiency.

D
A similar retroviral vector. pZ IP-SV (B) ADA. containing the Neo gene and

a human ADA cDNA, has been used by Belmont et al . (1986) for gene transfer into

D
murine bone marrow Ini vitro . Expression of the Neo gene was demonstrated for

approximately 10% of the cells by colony formation in the presence of G418.

Marrow cells which had been infected and selected in G418 were pooled to

successfully demonstrate the production of human ADA enzyme by isoelectric

focusing. Some CFU-C were also selected for Increased ADA expression using

medium containing a combination of 9-xyl ofuranosyl adenine (XylA) and

deoxycoformycin. a potent Inhibitor of ADA.
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More recently, another ADA vector similar to the SAX vector has been

developed and used for gene transfer in human ADA-deficient skin fibroblasts

(Palmer et al.. 1987). This vector, designated LNSAL, was contructed by

inserting an SV40-promoted human ADA cDNA downstream from the Neo R gene in N2.

The ADA(-) human diploid skin fibroblasts (HDF) after infection were capable of

metabolizing exogenous deoxyadenosine in the culture medium at a much greater

rate than the ADA(-)HDF cells which had not been infected with the LNSAL

vector. The authors stated that this vector produced the typical ADA isozyme

pattern on starch gels.

Successful gene transfer using retroviral vectors has been reported for a

human^j -anti trypsin fc^AT) cDNA into mouse fibroblasts (Garver et al.. 1987).

This vector was contructed by inserting an SV40-promoted human AT cDNA

p
downstream from the Neo gene in the N2 vector in the same way that the SAX ADA

vector was produced. The AT vector. pN2-FAT, was used to infect NIH 3T3

cells which subsequently produced o^AT-specific mRNA transcripts and secreted a

protein recognized by an antibody to human AT.

Mo-MuLV based vectors have been used to transfer the gene coding for human

purine nucleoside phosphoryl ase (PNP) or human ADA along with the gene encoding

human HPRT (Mclvor et al.. 1987)). These double expression vectors have an

HPRT gene as a selectable marker under the transcriptional control of the viral

LTR upstream from either the PNP or ADA sequences controlled by promoter

elements derived from the mouse metal 1 othionein (MT) gene. The production of

human-mouse hybrid PNP isozymes was demonstrated in the viral producer cell

line, and low but detectable levels of human PNP were found in infected cells

when analyzed by isoelectric focusing. Similar analysis demonstrated

production of human ADA after infection of cultured mouse cells with the

HPRT/ADA vector even though Southern blot analysis indicated that the long MT

[40]
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sequences were absent in the integrated provirus.

Chang et al . (1987) generated a vector using the pZ IP-NeoSV (X) backbone

with the cDNA for the human HPRT gene inserted upstream from the Neo^ gene.

This SVX HPRT B virus was used to infect NIH 3T3 HPRT(-) cells and clones

expressing the HPRT gene were selected in medium containing hypoxanthine-

ami nopterin-thymidine (HAT). The level of HPRT activity in ten different

infected NIH 3T3 cell clones ranged from 4 to 56% of control HPRT(+) cells and

ranged from 23 to 29% of control values in one of the HPRT(-) human lymphoblast

clones selected in HAT medium. Isoelectric focusing confirmed that the HPRT

D
was the human isozyme. To correlate expression of the Neo gene in infected

clones initially selected in HAT medium, the relative plating efficiency was

assessed in G418-containing medium. Colony formation in G418 paralleled colony

formation In HAT medium with individual clones having a correlation index

ranging from 0.15 to 0.58. This evidence suggests that the similarity of

expression of both genes from a single provirus In each clone was most likely

affected by the site of Insertion or stability of the proviral DNA and was not

D
an effect of selection for either gene. In addition, this HPRT/Neo vector was

used for gene transfer into mouse bone marrow cells i_n vitro . Human HPRT was

detectable in a pooled population of mouse CFU-C that was initially resistant

to G418. Unfortunately, the efficiency of gene transfer of this vector was

much lower in mouse bone marrow cells giving rise to an average of only 0.5%

G418-resistant CFU-C following Infection.

Retroviral vectors have been used to introduce intron-containing genomic

sequences, as in the case of pSVX(RO) carrying a genomic fragment of human

^-globin cloned into the pZIP-NeoSV(X) retroviral backbone (Cone et al.. 1987).

The pSVX(RO) vector contains the^?-globin in transcriptional orientation the

reverse to that of the provirus and was used to Infect both NIH 3T3 and murine
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erythroleukemia (MEL) cells. Analysis of ^-globin mRNA in infected MEL cells

demonstrated the presence of human specific mRNA which Increased following

induction via DMSO treatment. In a population of NIH 3T3 cells which were

infected with the same vector and selected in G418 for Neo R expression, no

globin RNA could be detected implying some degree of tissue specificity for

preferential globin expression in MEL cells. The absolute amount of human

/^-globin mRNA in the induced MEL cells was estimated to be approximately

500-fold less than the measured levels of mouse
(̂

-gl obi n. Similar studies by

Karsson et al . (1987) using an N2 virus derivative containing the human

globin gene have resulted in human gene expression at 10% the level of the

endogenous mouse ^-globin gene.

In vivo studies.

The expression of genes in the whole animal by retroviral -mediated

insertion has been studied primarily by transplantation of vector-infected

murine bone marrow cells into irradiated mice. The results of several studies

using different retroviral vectors are summarized in Table 3. One of the

initial demonstrations of successful gene transfer in mouse hematopoietic tissue

after transplantation into irradiated recipients was that of Miller et al

.

(1984). A cDNA for human HPRT was inserted into a modified Mo-MuLV vector.

Expression of the HPRT cDNA in the pLPL vector was controlled by the viral LTR

sequences. Vector-treated cells were returned to lethally-irradiated mice in

an attempt to reconstitute the mice with only hematopoietic stem cells

potentially carrying the introduced DNA and after several weeks from the time

of transplantation cells of the spleen and bone marrow of reconstituted

recipients were analyzed for the production of human HPRT. Spleen cell

extracts from two animals had detectable human HPRT after infection with the

pLPL vector following separation of human from constitutive mouse HPRT by

isoelectric focusing.
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Several subsequent studies demonstrating expression of a foreign gene in

the whole animal have used retroviral vectors containing the bacterial Neo R

gene (Dick et al.. 1985; Keller et al.. 1985; Eglitis et al.. 1985). In one

series of Neo R vectors (Dick et al.. 1985). MLV-NEOI contained the SV40 early

promoter and the NEO vector carried the mouse immunoglobulin heavy chain

enhancer Inserted immediately upstream from the Neo R gene in the parent.

pZ IP-NeoSV (X) . vector. These vectors were first tested by pretreating the

donor marrow in vivo with 5-fl urouracil (5-FU) and preselecting the infected

cells 1_n vitro in liquid culture with G418 for 48 hours prior to plating the

cells In methyl cellulose to assay colony formation in vitro . With the NEOyv^

D
vector 60-100* of the CFU-C expressed the Neo gene and were resistant to G418

after the period of preselection. A similar protocol was followed for the

Infection and 48-hour preselection of bone marrow cells prior to Infusion into

lethally Irradiated mice. Preselection of Infected cells in G418 dramatically

p
Increased the number of spleen colonies (CFU-S) containing the Neo gene

p
sequences In transplanted animals. Expression of the Neo gene was examined by

colony formation J_n vitro in the presence of G418 of bone marrow stem cells

from reconstituted mice taken at 11. 13. and 17 weeks post-transplant. In

contrast to the level of expression seen in colony forming cells infected with

the NEO^vector and cultured l£ vitro directly, culture of bone marrow

progenitor cells from reconstituted mice showed that only a portion of the

CFU-GM (2 to 20*) were resistant to G418 when assayed at various times after

the Initial Infection and transplantation. This observation as well as others

has lead to the conclusion that differentiating cells In vivo provide a less

permissive environment for the expression of Introduced genes.

p
The Neo gene has also been inserted into mouse bone marrow cells using

the Mo-MuLV based vectors N2 and N3 (Keller et al.. 1985; Eglitis et al.,

1985). The N3 vector is similar to N2 except for a smaller fragment of intact
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viral gag sequences downstream from the 5' viral LTR. The Infection protocol

used in the work of Keller et al . (1985) was very similar to that of Dick et

al . (1985). including pretreatment of donor mice with 5-FU several days prior

to the collection of bone marrow and a 48 hour preselection in G418 of infected

cells before transplant into irradiated mice. Without preselection in liquid

culture. 10-20% of the colony forming cells were G418-resistant whereas the

percentage of resistant colonies in methyl cellulose culture increased to

60-95% if the cells were initially preselected for 48 hours in liquid culture

containing G418.

When mice were transplanted with N3-infected and preselected bone marrow

cells, 70% of the colony forming cells (CFC) from the spleens of 12 day

reconstituted mice were resistant to G418 compared to only 5% resistant CFC

from the spleens of mice receiving transplants of unselected bone marrow cells.

NPT activity was also much greater in spleen cell lysates of mice receiving

cells preselected in G418 indicating that these mice underwent reconstitution

with a population of hematopoietic precursor cells enriched for expression of

D
the introduced Neo gene. The expressing cells retained the capacity for

D
self-renewal by reconstituting secondary recipients expressing the Neo gene.

The proportion of G418-resistant CFC decreased with the length of time after

reconstitution ranging from 37% resistant colonies at 6 weeks to 1% resistant

colonies at 17 weeks post-transplant. A corresponding decrease in

G418-resistant CFC was observed when secondary animals were reconstituted with

bone marrow cells removed from a primary transplanted animal. In addition to

G418-resistant CFC. NPT activity was assayed directly and was present in the

spleen, bone marrow and thymus of several primary and secondary reconstituted

mice.

In a second study using the same N2 vector that was done in our laboratory
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(Eglitis et al.. 1985). murine hematopoietic cells were infected in either the

presence or absence of IL-3 but without preselection or pretreatment. There

was only a small increase in the infection rate in the presence of IL-3. and

the Neo R gene was expressed in variable amounts in several individual spleen

foci as assayed by direct analysis of the level of NPT enzyme activity. In

addition. In tissue extracts from reconstituted animals. NPT activity was

detected in the bone marrow of 3 out of 4 mice and in peripheral blood cells of

one of the bone marrow positive animals four months after the time of

transpl ant.

Results of our work with the SAX vector containing human ADA for gene trans-

fer In monkey bone marrow i£ vivo are presented In the Overview section above.

c. Laboratory studies pertaining to the safety of the
del Ivery/expression syste m

(1) If a retroviral system Is used:

(a) What cell types have been Infected with the retroviral
vector preparation? Which cells. If any. produce
Infectious particles?

A number of murine and large animal cell lines as well as primary hemato-

poietic cells have been infected with the SAX construct packaged in a wide-host

range (amphotropic) viral particle (from S3A producer cells); these studies are

described in Section I.B.2.a. Currently all supernatants from our S3A producer

cells contain a low level of murine replication-competent virus in the range of

0.5-50 x 10
4

focus-forming-units (ffu) per ml based on an S
+
L~ assay using

feline cells. These same preparations have vector viral particles at a titer of

0.5-50 x 10
6

Neo
R
colony-forming-units (cfu) per ml. Thus some preparations

actually have a replication-competent titer that is 10% of the vector titer.
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Our “best" preparations have a helper virus contamination of 0.1%. Murine

cells Infected with the helper-contaminated S3A viral particles can themselves

produce Infectious particles. We have no direct evidence whether or not

infected primate cells are capable of producing infectious particles, but this

question is under study. Studies on monkeys transplanted with in vitro

Infected autologous bone marrow cells have never demonstrated infectious

retroviral particles in their bloodstream (see below). A P3 experiment in

which monkeys are being injected with large doses of replication-competent

virus is now underway (see below). We are. of course, attempting to develop

retroviral vector supernatants that are totally replication-competent virus

free.

(b) How stable are the retroviral vector and the resulting
provirus against loss, rearrangement, recombination, or
mutation?

The mutation rate for the SAX vector has not been studied in detail,

however, tissue culture cells maintained for many passages have remained stable

(in the presence of G418 selection) when assayed by Southern blot analysis as

well as by NPT and ADA production. Similar studies need to be carried out in

the absence of G418 selection. Other researchers have reported that frequent

point mutations and small deletions can occur during the process of

transfection and infection. The extent of mutation during a single round of

Infection (as would occur in a clinical protocol) would probably be small. The

effect of such mutations on expression of the vector and safety has yet to be

determined. The literature also suggests that internal promoters (e.g.. SV40

promoter in SAX) may increase rearrangements, or cause deletions, within the

vector. We have detected this occurrence in one case in cell lines infected

with S3A viral particles (see below).
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What Information Is available on how much rearrangement or
recombination with endogenous or other viral sequences is
likely to occur In the patient's cells? What steps have
been taken in designing the vector to minimize instability
or variation?

A large number of vector constructs have been tested. SAX was designed to

have as few extraneous sequences as possible and appears to be relatively

stable. There is minimal homology between the Mo-MuLV sequences remaining in

SAX and the known human and primate endogenous sequences (see below).

Therefore, the chances for recombination are low.

What laboratory studies have been performed to check for
stability, and what Is the sensitivity of the analyses?

Detailed analysis of the stability of the SAX vector in vivo has not been

performed. The one example where the Southern blot was positive on blood and

marrow obtained from a gene-transplanted monkey revealed a normal-sized 4.9 kb

band. Therefore, gross rearrangements or deletions were unlikely. CFU-S data

from the N2 vector suggests that N2 can stably Infect and express, but whether

or not these data can be applied to the SAX vector (which has a

primate-promoted human ADA gene and does not express human ADA in CFU-S) is

currently under investigation.

(c) What laboratory evidence Is available concerning potential

harmful effects of the treatment, e.g.. development of

neoplasia, harmful mutations, regeneration of Infectious
particles, or Immune responses?

No laboratory data are available but the theoretical concerns are

discussed below. Insertion of the SAX vector would confer resistance to

neomycin and its analogues in the patient's bone marrow cells. However, since

eucaryotic cells are already resistant to the aminoglycosides used clinically.

D

there appears to be no risk from expression of the Neo gene in infected bone

marrow cells.
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What steps have been taken In designing the vector to
mlnlirize pathogenicity?

To minimize pathogenicity, the SAX vector contains only the portion of the

viral genome needed for integration and packaging, i.e., the LTR and

approximately 1 kb of 5' non-LTR sequence. By deleting the pol . env and almost

all of the ga£ sequences, the virus particle does not contain the information

needed for replication. Therefore, after the viral particle infects a cell it

cannot replicate. Only if the infected cell already contains the machinery for

viral production can the information in the SAX vector be passed on to other

cells. Although the human genome has not yet been shown to have the

information needed for producing infectious retroviral particles, it still

cannot be stated with certainty that, even in the absence of helper virus, only

the bone marrow cells would receive the vector. In the absence of replication-

competent virus, however, there theoretically should be no spread of the vector

to other tissues. Including the germ line. The lack of viremia should also

greatly decrease the risk of malignancy by insertional mutagenesis (see below).

How much effect a low level of replication-competent virus would have in vivo

Is uncertain. Furthermore, it is not known what would happen if the patient be-

came Infected with a human retrovirus (e.g.. HTLV-I or HIV). Perhaps these parti-

cles could also package the vector transcript and spread it throughout the body.

What laboratory studies have been performed to check for

pathogenicity, and what Is the sensitivity of the

analyses?

None of the monkeys studied have displayed any overt signs of pathology

that could be directly related to retrovirus infection: viremia, bone marrow

pathology, or tumors. Our oldest two (who also had the highest levels of human

ADA) are now 1 1/2 years post-transplant. However, a more comprehensive safety

study In which a large dose of replication-competent viral particles is being
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Injected Into monkeys (under P3 biocontainment conditions) is now underway (see

bel ow)

.

(e) Has a protocol similar to the one proposed for a clinical
trial been carried out in non-human primates and/or other
animals? What were the results? Specifically, Is there
any evidence that the retroviral vector has recombined
with any endogenous or other viral sequences In the
animal s?

(f) Is there evidence from animal studies that vector DNA has
entered untreated cells, particularly germ line cells?
What Is the sensitivity of the analyses?

No evidence to date. Now being investigated using the PCR (polymerase-

catalyzed-reaction) technique which is sensitive to one gene copy per 10^-10^

cells.

Investigation in both cynomolgus and rhesus monkeys have been ongoing for

over two years. Our results are discussed above In Sections I.B.2.a and b as

well as In Kantoff et al.. 1987 (copy provided in Appendix B). The effect of

a large amount of replication-competent virus is currently being Investigated

(see bel ow)

.

Review

This section will address Issues concerned with the safety of gene

transfer. The two main topics that will be discussed are the chance for

persistent retroviral infection and the chance for malignant transformation of

Infected cells. We will also discuss the rationale and Importance of a

replication-defective helper-free system. The review by Howard Temin on safety

considerations using retroviral vectors is attached in Appendix B.

I) Vector Design

A. Rationale for replication defective, helper virus free system

The details of our vector design are covered in Section I.B.l.a of this

document. The rationale for originally selecting Moloney MuLV was that its

structure was fully known, it is not acutely transforming, and it has minimal
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homology with human retroviral sequences. The retroviral genome can be divided

Into two areas: the LTRs required for the high efficiency integration of the

viral genome, and the gag , pol and env regions required for virus replication

and virion formation after the genome has integrated. By deleting the gag , pol

and erw regions the SAX vector can integrate but it is left without the

capacity to replicate. The producer cell line is used to make the vector in a

system that is theoretically helper virus free. Since the incidence of

recombination between mutant retroviruses after coinfection is estimated to be

0.1 to 8% (Wong and McCarter. 1973; Stephenson et al.. 1974a; Aaronson and

Barbacid, 1980). the chance for recombination between the inserted vector and

any helper virus may be high. Indeed, recombination between a replication

defective virus and helper virus, restoring the replicative ability of the

defective virus, has been shown (Goldfarb and Weinberg 1981; Goff et al., 1982).

We assume, as suggested by Miller, that the 0.12 contamination arising in our

S3A preparations is the result of the homology between the 5' ends of the

packaging (-) helper virus in PA-12 and the packaging (+) vector N2 or SAX.

Apparently, the helper virus has acquired the packaging sequence from the

vector.

The risks generated by recombination will be considered in detail below

but the potential problems that could ensue from recombination include

continued viremia with infection of the germ line, increased incidence of

malignancy by promoter/enhancer insertion, or recombination with endogenous

proto-oncogenes and the creation of an acutely transforming retrovirus that

could theoretically be transmissible. By eliminating helper virus from the

retroviral vector supernatant, the replication-competent sequences contained in

the helper virus are not available for recombination and theoretically the risk

of the above mentioned complications would be greatly reduced. Recombination

with endogenous human retroviruses remains a finite possibility (see below).
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B. Vector mutation and stability

(1) Mutation of inserted vector genome.

What is the evidence that the SAX vector that was constructed and

sequenced will be the same as the vector that is inserted into the target cell?

After Integration, how stable will the vector be with time? Without sequencing

a large number of recipients we cannot answer these questions, but the

literature allows us to make some general statements about the accuracy and

stability of gene transfer. For organizational purposes we will trace the

steps from vector construction to Infection and discuss the chances for

mutation at each step.

(a) Transfection. Production of the helper-free producer line is

accomplished by transfection, a process with a high frequency of mutations.

One percent of SV40-based recombinant shuttle vectors are defective after

transfection by the DEAE-dextran method or by protoplast fusion (Razzaque et

al.. 1983). Using a similar system. Calos et al . (1983) found a large number

of base substitutions In addition to deletions, duplications and other

rearrangements resulting In an estimated mutation frequency of one to several

percent. Subsequent studies by this group demonstrated a similar frequency of

mutation using the calcium phosphate method of transfection in monkey and mouse

cell lines, but found the mutation frequency to be only 0.1% in two human cell

lines studied (Lebkowski et al.. 1984).

The magnitude of mutations from transfection of the SAX vector are

minimized by selecting clones for neomycin resistance and then requiring that

they also produce human ADA. Both require that the internal structure of the

genome be largely Intact. By selecting cells that meet these requirements, we

are excluding major mutations. If subtle changes affecting expression or

pathogenicity are present, they can only be ascertained by in vivo testing.
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(b) Infection. After the producer cell line Is established, supernatant

(i.e., RVS) can be collected and the target cells of choice can be infected.

The mutation rate of retroviral genomes after infection is high. Shields et

al . (1978) Infected 3T3 cells with Moloney MuLV and found that 1/3 of the

single virus cell clones expressed viral gene function aberrantly. Goff et al

.

(1981) studied wild type Moloney MuLV and recovered temperature sensitive

mutants with a frequency of 3-5%.

Gene transfer by transfection or infection can lead to loss of certain

regions within the viral genome. Joyner and Bernstein (1983) constructed a

vector derived from spleen focus-forming virus (SFFV) which contained the

thymidine kinase (TK) gene within its noncoding region. When infectious

particles that conferred TK expression were selected they were no longer able

to cause erythrol eukemia. When the same vector was selected for its ability to

produce erythrol eukemia. It no longer expressed the TK gene. Of significance

to our work is the finding that vectors containing internal promoters (such as

our SV40) may be associated with a high frequency of deletions and that the

deleted vectors may have a selective advantage since they appear to have

increased multiplicity and titer (Bandyopadhyay and Temin, 1984; Emerman and

Temin, 1984).

(2) Stability of the inserted vector genome.

The stability of the SV40 internal promoter used in the SAX vector has not

been studied definitively. We have shown that the SAX vector can be stably

transfected and infected into a variety of in vitro cell lines under selection

but have not systematically assessed the percentage of stable, intact

insertions versus defective integration.

An example of the type of rearrangements that can occur during the initial

transfection is the following. We have assayed clones obtained by infection of
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the PA-317 packaging line with a population of
ty/

2 cells transfected 48 hours

previously with the SAX DNA. Of ten clones assayed because of high titer

(>10^) and resistance to G418. one did not produce ADA by starch gel analysis

nor would its supernatant confer ADA activity on the ADA(-) T lymphocytes

(TJF-2). Using a Neo R probe. EcoRI digests of the genomic DNA from six ADA

producing clones produced hybridization to the predicted 3.2 kb fragment. The

ADA negative clone produced a fragment of 8.7 kb rather than the 3.2 kb

expected of an intact vector. Presumably the loss of ADA function resulted

from the deletion of a segment of the ADA gene including the EcoRI site. We

have not determined if the SV40 promoter was left Intact.

While the number of clones examined is too small to quantitate the

statistical significance of these data, the results do suggest that the

mutation rate during the initial transfection and Infection steps may be high.

In summary, the SAX vector Is replication-defective so that theoretically

only the cells exposed to the vector will be Infected. Helper-free systems

should greatly reduce the spread of the retrovirus to other organs. Including

the germ line, as well as to reduce the risk of malignancy by exposing the

fewest possible cells to the mutagenic potential of retroviral insertion.

II. Possibility for recombination leading to retrovirus production

A concern with the use of retroviral vectors is the production of viral

particles by cells receiving the vector. In a helper virus free system the

production of viral particles could result by two possible mechanisms, both of

which have different consequences. (1) Human endogenous retroviral sequences

present in the host could recombine with the vector leading to a mutant virus

that is then replication-competent. The new vector could establish a viremia
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with the potential for insertion of the mutant vector into other organs

including the germ line. (2) If the human genome contains sequences that, at

the time of vector insertion, are already producing the necessary products for

virus formation ( gag , pol and erw proteins), and the products of these genes

can recognize and package the transcribed vector, then the patient's cell could

act as a producer cell, yielding replication-defective SAX-contalnlng virions

that could infect other tissues including the germ line.

What is the likelihood that recombination with endogenous sequences will

result in a replication-competent retrovirus or that host cells can act as

producer cells of inserted vectors? Endogenous retroviral sequences are common

in mice: some express replication-competent retroviruses at low levels

(Aaronson and Dunn. 1974). Recombination between replication defective type C

retroviruses and endogenous mouse retroviral sequences has produced

replication-competent retrovirus (Stephenson et al.. 1974b; Famulari. 1983).

Oncogenic viruses have been formed by chemical- or radiation-induced

recombination between non-oncogenic or weakly oncogenic retroviruses and

endogenous viral sequences (Yanagihara et al.. 1985; Galiay et al.. 1986).

Homologous recombination has also been shown in the mouse in a case in which

repair of a 400 bp deletion in the pol_ region occurred along with the

restoration of the replicative function of the virus (Schwartberg et al..

1985 ).

Retroviral -1 ike sequences are located throughout the human genome. Some

of the sequences identified have homology with the mammalian type C

retroviruses (of which Moloney MuLV is a member), while others appear to have

different origins. Some sequences may be present with copy numbers as high as

1000. Various sequences have been shown to be transcribed and the level of

mRNA transcripts appears to be higher in placenta and malignant cells than In
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normal cells (Robson et al.. 1985: Gattoni-Cel 1 i et al.. 1986). Antigenically

cross-reactive proteins that complex with primate retroviral antibodies are

expressed in normal placenta and their physicochemistry is similar to murine

and primate type C retroviruses (Jerabek et al.. 1984). A protein found in

human milk has been shown to have homology with the protein sequences of the

murine mammary tumor virus (MMTV) gp55 envelope glycoprotein (Dion et al.,

1980). Antigens related to the gag specific antigen of the MMTV have been

Identfiied In human breast carcinoma (Mesa-Tejada et al.. 1978; Ohno et al..

1979). The level of a glycoprotein with pl5E antigenic determinants and a

portion of reverse transcriptase found In normal blood is Increased in patients

with leukemia and other hematologic disorders (Jacquemin et al., 1984).

Budding C type particles can be seen by electron microscopy of normal human

placenta (Kalteu et al.. 1973). Despite the frequent occurrence and expression

of human endogenous retroviral (HER) sequences In the human genome, there is

no evidence to date that HER sequences can produce Infectious viral particles.

The HER genomes sequenced to date contain numerous deletions or frameshift

mutations (Bonnev et al . . 1982; Repaske et al.. 1985; Robson et al. 1985).

suggesting that even though the genes are expressed the gene products are

defective and not capable of forming infectious viral particles. This

assumption Is supported by unsuccessful attempts to Isolate endogenous

retroviruses from humans.

Another factor to consider is the relative likelihood for recombination.

The homology between the Moloney LTR and known HER is very low (except for

portions of the pol region which are deleted in the SAX vector), so that

recombination would be unlikely. Even if there were areas of the human genome

with very similar sequences, homologous recombination in mammalian cells is an

infrequent event, occurring with an estimated frequency of 1 x 10 to 1 x 10

(Shaul et al . . 1985)

.
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In summary, the likelihood of recombination of the vector SAX itself

leading to a replication- competent retrovirus in vivo is low for the following

reasons: (1) the deletion in the vector is large requiring all the gag. pol and

env regions to be exchanged. (2) the endogenous host sequences available for

recombination appear to be defective. (3) there appears to be little homology

between the LTRs of the Moloney MuLV and the endogenous human retroviruses. (4)

homologous recombination is infrequent in mammalian cells, and (5) the product

of the human sequences would have to recognize the vector's packaging signal

for virion formation.

The probablity that the patient's cell can act as a producer cell of the

vector is also very low. To date, all human endogenous retroviral sequences

studied have been defective and the defects are in regions that would not be

complemented by the inserted vector (i.e., outside the LTR's). This conclusion

is also supported by the inability to isolate infectious human endogenous

retrovi ruses.

III. Malignant potential for retroviral- mediated gene therapy

Retroviruses are known to cause tumors in animals. The possibility that

infection with a retroviral vector will also cause malignant transformation in

an infected cell is real, but the frequency with which this event might occur

Is unknown. There are multiple factors that need to be considered in trying to

determine the malignant potential of retroviral vectors.

Retroviruses causing tumors can be grouped into two different classes.

The acutely transforming retroviruses contain oncogenes within their viral

genome that lead to cellular transformation of susceptible cells. Infected

animals develop malignancy in a short period of time (2-4 weeks) and at a high

efficiency. The second class are the slowly transforming retroviruses. These

viruses do not contain oncogenes but rather transform cells by inserting within
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the host genome and altering the regulation of host cell proto-oncogenes. This

event occurs with a much lower efficiency so that malignancy develops over a

longer period of time.

The Moloney MuLV that is the backbone of our vector belongs to the slowly

transforming retrovirus class and there is no evidence that the SAX vector has

acutely transforming properties. Moloney MuLV is known to cause T cell

lymphomas in rodents.

The mechanism by which slowly transforming retroviruses cause

transformation has recently been reviewed (Nosse. 1986). Fig. 2 (Appendix A)

Illustrates some of the mechanisms by which transformation can occur. The first

mechanism depicts insertion of a viral LTR promoter 5' to the proto-oncogene

with increased transcription resulting In malignant transformation. Mutation

of the viral genome would probably need to occur since transcriptional overlap

Interference (Cullen et al.. 1984) reduces transcription from the 3' LTR.

Primarily where an LTR is deleted or a transcriptional termination signal is

Inserted between the two LTR's will promoter Insertion act as a mechanism for

Insertional mutagenesis. Therefore, the frequency with which transformation

will occur by promoter insertion is dependent on both insertion within the

appropriate sequence and mutation of the inserted viral genome. The second

mechanism is transcriptional enhancement of the proto-oncogene through the LTR

enhancer. In this case, the virus can integrate 5' or 3' to the proto-

oncogene. The third and fourth mechanisms show insertion of the virus

within an exon so that viral protein sequences are combined with the endogenous

sequence.

Transformation by Moloney MuLV resulting in murine T cell lymphomas has

been associated with insertion near the pim-1 domain in approximately 502 of

the lymphomas studied (Cuypers et al . , 1984). The mechanism appears to be by
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enhancement of pim-1 expression with the greatest frequency and enhancement

occurring when the virus is inserted within the 3' -terminal exon (Selten et

al.. 1986). Pim-1 is most homologous to the protein-serine kinases and is

presumably a lymphoid-specific protein kinase involved with lymphocyte

proliferation (Selten et al.. 1986). Studies of the murine T cell lymphoma

line LSTRA reveal enhanced expression of a lymphocyte-specific protein kinase

(Voronova et al.. 1984; Maith et al.. 1985) by promoter insertion of the tck

gene which is also a T cell specific protein kinase. The tck gene is not

identical to the pim-1 gene nor is it identical to the mis-l/pvt-1 gene

(Veronova and Sefton. 1986) which is associated with B cell lymphomas In mice

and T cell lymphoma in rats. While the majority of T cell lymphomas In newborn

mice appear to occur near the pim-1 gene, insertion in thymic lymphomas has

been described near c-myc (Cuypers et al., 1984; Corconvan et al.. 1984;

Seltan, 1984). In rats Moloney MuLV causes thymic lymphomas when inserted In

three loci Mlvi-1. Mlvi-2. and Mlvi-3 in addition to c-myc (Ts i chi is. 1985).

Mlvi-2 may also be involved in murine T cell lymphomas (Tsichlis. 1984).

The literature shows that the majority of murine T cell lymphomas induced

by Moloney MuLV result in increased expression of a protein kinase produced by

a gene located within the pim-1 locus. Other proto-oncogenes have been

described that result in malignant transformation, yet some lymphomas remain to

be explained. The most common method by which lymphomas are induced appears to

be insertion within the 3' -terminal exon; however, insertion outside of the

gene and promoter insertion are also mechanisms.

Another consideration in the potential for malignant tranformation is

viral tropism. Slowly transforming retroviruses appear to have some tissue

specificity in the cells they transform, and subsequently the type of tumor

they produce. The main determinant of malignant potential for many
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retroviruses, including Moloney MuLV. is the U3 enhancer region (DesGroselllers

et al.. 1983: Chatis et al.. 1983). Other regions including the env region

also appear to increase the virulence of the U3 region but do not by themselves

confer tropism. Studies where the U3 region of Friend MuLV was substituted

with the U3 region from Moloney MuLV changed the tropism of the Friend MuLV so

that it now produced T cell lymphomas Instead of the expected erythroleukemla

(Chatis et al.. 1983: Chatis et al.. 1984: LI et al.. 1987).

While not proven, there is evidence to suggest that oncogenic potential of

a retrovirus may be related to the level of viral expression within the target

cell (DesGroselllers et al.. 1983: Celander and Haseltlne. 1984: Cullen et al..

1985: Weber and Schaffner. 1985)). The ability of a retrovirus to establish

vlremla within a host Is not related to its ability to cause leukemia. Davis

et al . (1985) constructed two vectors. One was wild type Moloney MuLV with a

polyoma virus enhancer Inserted next to the Moloney U3 enhancer. The other

construct contained the polyoma enhancer, but the Moloney U3 enhancer region

was deleted. The ability of these vectors to establish vlremla and produce T

cell lymphomas was compared to wild type Moloney MuLV. All three were capable

of replicating In tissue culture and produced a continued vlremla In the

animal, yet only the Intact Mo-MuLV was capable of producing leukemia. It Is

not known what cells were producing the virus and If they were at risk for

malignant transformation. These findings suggest that malignant transformation

by slowly transforming retroviruses requires more than a continued vlremia.

Properties within the U3 region appear to Increase the malignant potential of

Moloney MuLV for T cells, and T cell specific protein kinases are activated by

Insertlonal mutagenesis in some but not all T cell lymphomas. These findings

raise the question: Does expression correlate with malignant potential?

Specifically, can a vector be made that will be able to express ADA In T cells
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yet carry little risk of malignant transformation, or will attempts to increase

expression always Increase the incidence of malignancy?

What will be the incidence of malignancy of patients undergoing gene

therapy? We do not know. If a helper free system is utilized, the incidence

should be lower. Difficulties in making such a determination are related to

the following factors. (1) The number of proto-oncogenes and the number of

Integration sites that will result in their activation is not known. (2)

While retroviruses integrate throughout the genome their integration may not be

totally random. The frequency of integration into regions required for

malignant transformation is not known. (3) The tropism that the Moloney MuLV

has for various human tissues and the malignant potential that might result are

unknown.

Studies are being conducted in our laboratory to determine the safety of

the SAX vector. We are injecting a large dose of S3A RSV as well as a large

dose of the wild type amphotropic virus 4070A into primates under P3

containment conditions. The protocol is attached in Appendix A. We will

follow the Infected monkeys for viremia. antibody response to the injected

retrovirus, evidence for recombination with endogeneous or exogenous sequences,

as well as for pathological and/or malignant sequel lae.

4) Safety measures

1. Producer Cell Line

a) The history of development of the S3 A producer cell line is known in

detail. In addition, accurate records of the tissue culture medium used have

been kept.

b) S3A was made using equipment where no other cells or supernatants were

present. Once the clone met the criteria for selection (G418 resistance, human

ADA expression, intact structure by Southern analysis, high viral titer) and

sufficient cells were present, a Master Cell Bank was formed. Only one
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individual (F.A.) came in contact with the cells prior to production of the

Master Cell Bank and he avoided contact with transmissible agents or

experimental animals during this period. Numerous vials were stored in liquid

nitrogen in anticipation that a new vial would be thawed and used for each

individual patient treated.

c) S3A was assayed for helper virus and was found to have a

replication-competent titer approximately 0.1% the level of SAX vector titer.

Optimally, we want a helper-free producer cell line that remains helper-free

after being passaged for at least 10 population doubling levels (PDL).

d) The Integrity of the SAX vector was tested by functional assays. G418

resistance and human ADA production. In addition. S3A was assayed for the copy

number (one copy/cell) and Intactness of the inserted genome by restriction

mapping. S3A cells after 10 PDL maintained insert stability by Southern blot

analysis.

e) Morphology of the S3A cells has not changed for 10 PDL.

f) S3A was tested for mycoplasm and found to be negative.

2. Retroviral Vector Supernatant (RVS)

RVS should be assayed for pyrogen, as well as screened for bacteria, fungi

and viruses prior to use In a clinical protocol.

3. Assessing the recombination threat

Attempts should be made to assess the homology of the Mo-MuLV retroviral

LTRs with that of existing human DNA sequences by hybridization of the N2

parent vector at various stingency conditions with human DNA.

(2) If a non-retrovlral delivery system is used: What animal

studies have been done to determine if there are pathological

or other undesirable consequences of the protocol (including

insertion of DNA Into cells other than those treated,

particularly germ line cells)? How long have the animals been

studied after treatment? What tests have been used and what is

their sensitivity?

Not applicable
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3. Clinical procedures. Including patient monitoring

Describe the treatment that will be administered to patients and the
diagnostic methods that will be used to monitor the success or
failure of the treatment. If previous clinical studies using
similar methods have been performed by yourself or others. Indicate
their relevance to the proposed study.

a. Hill cells (e.g.. bone marrow cells) be removed from patients
and treated in vitro in preparation for gene therapy? If so.

what kinds of cells will be removed from the patients, how
many, how often, and at what intervals?

Bone marrow cells will be removed from the iliac crests of the patient via

multiple aspirations. This technique is the same as used for conventional bone

marrow transplantation and will involve the use of appropriate anesthesia to

minimize patient discomfort. The procedure will be performed under operating

room conditions with protective isolation in order to minimize infectious risks

to the patient. Approximately 10 to 15 ml per kg of patient body weight of

marrow will be aspirated. Autologous or carefully screened (EBV and CMV

negative) blood products will be available as needed. We anticipate the

patient will need to be taken to the operating room only once.

b. Will patients be treated to eliminate or reduce the number of

cells containing malfunctioning genes (e.g.. through radiation

or chemotherapy) prior to gene therapy?

The initial trial with gene therapy would be designed so that no treatment

would be used to eliminate or reduce the number of cells containing

malfunctioning genes. Corrected cells should have a positive growth advantage

and, therefore, the patient's own cells should not need to be destroyed. The

patient would thus be exposed only to the minimal risks entailed by the

multiple bone marrow aspirations and the reinfusion of the treated marrow cells

and not to the additional risks entailed by treatments to reduce or eliminate
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cell s.

c. What treated cells (or vector/DNA combination) will be given to
patients In the attempt to administer gene therapy? How will
the treated cells be administered? What volume of cells will
be used? Will there be single or multiple treatments? If so,
over what period of time?

The bone marrow cells obtained from the patient will be exposed to the

retroviral vector in vitro (see Section I.B.3.a). The treated cells after

conventional washing will be administered to the patient by conventional bone

marrow transplantation methods (i.e., intravenously). The total volume the

patient would receive would not exceed 5 ml/kg. All the treated cells would be

administered at one time at an infusion rate of approximately 1 ml/minute. The

patient may be premedicated prior to the Infusion to reduce the possibility of

any reaction to the treated marrow cells and other products. This pretreatment,

which may Include the use of acetaminophen, steroid, demerol , and/or anti-

histamines, Is often used In conventional and hapl o-matched bone marrow

transplantation to minimize patient discomfort.

d. What are the clinical endpoints of the study? Are there
objective and quantitative measurements to assess the natural

history of the disease? Will such measurements be used in

following your patients? How will patients be monitored to
assess specific effects of the treatment on the disease? What
Is the sensitivity of the analyses? How frequently will
follow-up studies be done? How long will patient follow-up
continue?

Since the patient is being treated for immune deficiency, the desired

endpoint is full Immunological reconstitution. In vitro and in vivo studies

will be used to follow the patient's immune functions, much as has been used to

follow response to bone marrow transplantation of other children with SCID.

Special tests designed to follow the retroviral -mediated gene transfer and

possible effects of the retroviral vector would be utilized. The tests that
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would be done to assess both the efficacy of the procedure and to test for

possible side effects of the therapy as well as the follow-up frequencies are

delineated in Appendix A.

The minimal follow-up time to be confident of a full response of the

patient's immune system is one year. In ADA-deficient patients who

successfully receive an HLA-matched transplant, a PHA response is usually seen

within 2-3 months. We expect an autologous gene therapy transplant to be no

faster than a matched sibling transplant and it probably would be slower for

several reasons. In a sibling transplant the patient is receiving T cells at

various stages of maturation in the bone marrow infusion. Mature T cells can

make up about 30% of the cells obtained from bone marrow harvest. Since these

cells are already functional or soon to be functional they can be expected to

need less time to provide immunological protection. The ultimate role that

these T cells play in the final immunological reconstitution is not clear. In

patients receiving a sibling BMT one cannot demonstrate cells of donor lineage

In hematopoietic cells other than the lymphoid line(s). implying that the

totipotential donor stem cell may not even persist. In the ADA-deficient

patient the number of mature and maturing T cells will be much less, thus the

role they could play in immunological reconstitution would necessarily be

smaller (and slower).

Another reason we would expect the immune reconstitution to be delayed

with gene therapy as compared to a sibling BMT relates to the efficiency of

gene transfer. With a sibling transplant all the cells transplanted will have

functional ADA. whereas with gene therapy this will not be the case. If one

assumes that only 1-10% of the transplanted cells will contain a functioning

ADA gene, then a longer period of time would be required before a satisfactory

number of ADA(+) cells would be produced in the patient to permit immune
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reconstitution. Consequently, we may not see significant changes in the

patient's immune functions prior to one year after therapy.

One factor that may increase the speed of immunological reconstitution in

these patients is the fact that the transplant is autologous. Since no

transplantation mismatches are present, the patient's treated cells should be

able to grow unaffected by any residual immune functions the patient has. This

may mean that the totipotential stem cells would be able to contribute to the

Immune reconstitution through all cell lineages and not just the T cell

lineage. As has been shown (and forms the basis for replacement therapies) the

presence of ADA(+) cells can rescue ADA(-) cells to some extent.

Although Immune reconstitution will probably take a long period of time,

we would expect that tests for the presence or absence of the transferred ADA

gene would be positive within weeks of a successful gene transplant. These

tests are much more sensitive than the Immune function tests and do not require

the complex Intercellular Interactions required of a normal Immune response.

Some of the tests are exquisitely sensitive. The polymerase catalyzed reaction

(PCR) Is able to detect gene transfer In as few as one cell in a million. In

situ hybridization (ISH) can be used to detect as few as 50 mRNA molecules per

cell. Since this is essentially an assay of individual cells, as few as 1

positive cell in a thousand may readily be demonstrated. Both PCR and ISH are

especially useful tests because few cells are needed to perform the assays, an

Important consideration since the first clinical trials might involve Infants.

If we were unable to demonstate any gene transfer by four months after the gene

therapy procedure, we would assume that the procedure was not successful and

would then consider alternatives which would include a repeat attempt at gene

therapy, alternative forms of therapy, or no therapy (except for continued

careful monitoring and symptomatic care of the patient).
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The patient would have all organ systems monitored for possible side

effects of the therapy and would be followed for the remainder of their lives

with the testing frequency being decreased as warranted by the patient's

clinical status. Blood samples for testing could be taken by the patient's

family physician and shipped to NIH for analysis.

Besides testing for the ADA gene and following the patient's immune

status, the patient may require monitoring for clinical factors (nutrition,

infections, anemia, etc.) which are related to the patient's underlying disease

but are not related to gene therapy. These parameters would be monitored as

clinically indicated and appropriate intervention would be undertaken as

warranted.

e. What are the major potential beneficial and adverse effects of
treatment that you anticipate? What measures will be taken in
an attempt to control or reverse these adverse effects if they
occur? Compare the probability and magnitude of potential
adverse effects on patients with the probability and magnitude
of deleterious consequences from the disease if gene therapy Is

not performed.

(1) Beneficial Effects . Several major and minor beneficial effects of the

procedure are anticipated. ADA(-)SCID if left untreated is lethal. The major

expectation for gene therapy is to cure the patient's underlying disease. If

the patient responds to the therapy as hoped, he/she would no longer be at

increased risk of mortality from everyday infectious exposures and should be

able to lead a perfectly normal life. The other members of the family would

also benefit from the restoration of a normal family situation.

Even a partial restoration of immunity would benefit the patient's

well-being in many ways. Most children with SCID are malnourished because of

chronic low-grade intestinal infections that do not permit the patient to

adequately absorb oral intake. Restoration of some immune function would help
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remedy this malabsorption problem. Children with ADA deficiency have low-grade

and chronic infectious respiratory problems. Partial recovery of the immune

system would help prevent or slow deterioration in their pulmonary function.

If the patient were fully reconstituted he/she would be able to avoid the side

effects of therapies medically indicated because of their disease (such as

hearing loss from the use of aminoglycosides to treat serious bacterial

Infections). The Immunological dysfunction in these patients can also manifest

Itself In autoimmune disorders: again, restoration of even partial Immunity

may reduce or alleviate these problems. Immune surveillance is another

Important role that the body's immune system performs. Children with

ADA(-) SCID have a higher risk of developing lymphomas than the general

population. This risk should be reduced as well. A child with ADA deficiency

that undergoes totally successful gene therapy should be able to lead a normal

life and have a normal expected lifespan: partial correction should allow a

more normal life.

Even If gene therapy were a total failure, the risks associated with the

attempt should be low and the patient would not be precluded from attempts with

alternative therapies, such as a mis-matched bone marrow transplantation, to

treat their disease.

(2) Adverse effects . The patient may not receive any benefit from

attempted gene therapy. While the attempt may not directly harm the patient,

nonetheless he/she would not be receiving alternative forms of therapy (except,

of course, supportive care) during this time. The delay in attempts to

reconstitute the Immune system during this wait could expose the patient to the

risks normally associated with the disorder. The longer the patient Is at risk

the higher the probability of morbidity and mortality.

The patient could suffer from the procedure itself. The multiple bone
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marrow aspirations may serve as portals of entry for infectious complications.

The anesthesia itself holds the possibility for morbidity/mortality. By having

the procedures done under controlled circumstances these risks would be

minimized. As discussed in the safety section (I.B.2.c)» there is the

possibility of viremia or malignancy resulting from the gene insertion

procedure itself or its aftermath.

The patient may receive only a partial response to the therapy. This

partial response could produce "windows" or holes in the patient's immune

system that may result in morbidity/mortality.

The partial response may manifest itself as an imbalanced immune system.

The normal checks and balances of the immune system may be perturbed so that

the patient is at risk for autoimmune pheomenon. These autoimmune disorders

may or may not be responsive to conventional therapy. If this problem becomes

sufficiently severe the patient may need to undergo a repeated round of gene

therapy or perhaps even undergo alternative therapy (such as BMT) to try to

alleviate the dysfunction.

The patient may experience only a transient response to gene therapy. An

inital rise in immune function may wane for a variety of reasons. If this were

to occur the patient may require periodic repeat gene therapy or may require

alternative therapy. A partial response has been helpful in reducing the

morbidity associated with untreated ADA deficiency, but the longer the

patient's immune system is abnormal, the higher the probability of irreversible

effects on the patient because of the immune defects.

We feel that the use of retroviral -mediated gene transfer, under optimal

conditions, would not subject the patient to any serious short-term risks.

However, as discussed in the safety section (I.B.2.C.). there are a number of

concerns with respect to potentially serious long-term consequences.
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f. If a treated patient dies, what special studies will be
performed as part of the autopsy?

If a treated patient dies, a conventional autopsy would be done as well as

the tests outlined in Appendix A. Of special significance at autopsy would be

the testing of all organs. Including germ line, for retroviral sequences.

4 . Public-health considerations

Describe any potential benefits and hazards of the proposed therapy
to persons other than the patients being treated.
Speclcally:

a. On what basis are potential public health benefits or hazards
postulated?

b. Is there a slgnflciant likelihood that the added DNA will spread
from the patient to other persons or to the environment?

c. What precautions will be taken against such spread (e.g.. to
patients sharing a room, health-care workers, or family
members)?

d. What measures will be undertaken to mitigate the risks. If any.

to public health?

The potential public health risks from gene therapy can be divided into

two categories: (1) formation of a replication-competent virus that can be

spread, either vertically or horizontally, to the population, and (2) infection

of the patient's germ line with the vector. The probability of occurrence have

been discussed in Section (I.B.2.C.). The conclusions from the existing

literature (and contingent on further testing outline in Section I.B.2.C.). is

that human gene therapy with a replication-defective retroviral vector that is

helper virus free could be done with little risk. Therefore, existing

guidelines for recombinant DNA could be used for handling the materials used in

human gene therapy. The effect of a contamination with 0.1% replication

competent virus in the S3A RSV is unknown. In vivo primate studies are now
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underway.

Precl ini cal

:

Vector construction as described in Section I.B.I.a. is carried out in E.

col i K12 under PI conditions as described and outlined in Guidelines for

Research Involving Recombinant DNA Molecules (Aug 1982. Appendix G II-A).

Transfer and subsequent handling of vector DNA in mammalian cells are done

under either PI or P2 conditions. Since our vectors contain less than 2/3 of

the viral genome, the cells can be handled under PI conditions when helper

virus contamination has been excluded (see Guidel ines Section III B-3, Section

III C. Appendix G II-B). Producer cell lines (viz.. S3A) are handled under

additional safety procedures as outlined in the safety section.

Infection:

Recipient marrow can be obtained in the standard fashion. Infection would

be done under PI conditions and the recipient marrow would be processed in

facilities where no other cells or supernatant are being handled. The

Infection should be carried out by someone who has not had known contact

(immediately preceeding the procedure) with transmissible agents or

experimental animals. All equipment used after the bone marrow cells are

exposed to the vector should be disposed of or sterilized as described for PI

containment.

Post Infection:

SCID patients cannot mount an immune response. Therefore, they are

particularly susceptible to infection. If no viremia occurs in the patient,

then there is essentially no risk to the immune-competent individuals around

the patient. The issue is the need to protect the patient. Again the question

arises, will a low level of replication-competent murine virus produce a

viremia in the patient which could then: a) be dangerous to the patient: b)

be potentially dangerous for health care workers and others around the patient:
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and c) be a means to spread the retroviral vector genes to other tissues in the

patient's body.

In the total absence of replication-competent virus, productive

recombination should occur rarely and the risk should be sufficiently small so

that the patient need not be isolated. Levels of helper virus below a given

threshold will probably also be safe. But we do not know at present what that

threshold level would be. Iji vivo safety experiments with the vector in

monkeys need to be performed prior to gene therapy in humans. In addition,

continued surveillance of monkey and human recipients for viremia or antibody

production should be performed on a long term basis. Should evidence of active

viral Infection occur, the risk to the general public would need to be

reassessed. Since the actual safety of the procedure can only be postulated,

the recipients of gene therapy probably should refrain from blood and organ

donations.

5. Qualification of Investigators, adequency of laboratory and

clinical facilities

Indicate the relevant training and experience of the personnel

who will be Involved In the precllnlcal studies and clinical

adminl strati on of gene therapy. In addition, please describe
the laboratory and clinical facilities where the proposed study
will be performed.

Deferred

a. What professional personnel (medical and nonmedical) will be
Involved In the proposed study? What are their specific
qualifications and experience with respect to the disease to be

treated and with respect to the techniques employed In

molecular biology? Please provide curricula vitae (see Section
III-E).

Deferred; see curricul urn vitae in Appendix C.

b. At what hospital or clinic will the treatment be given? Which
facilities of the hospital or clinic will be especially
Important for the proposed study? Will patients occupy regular
hospital beds or clinical research center beds? Where will
patients reside during the follow-up period?
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Deferred

C. Selection of patients

Estimate the number of patients to be involved in the proposed study
of gene therapy. Describe recruitment procedures and patient
eligibility requirements, paying particular attention to whether
these procedures and requirements are fair and equitable.

1. How many patients do you plan to involve in the proposed study?

A number of patients would be needed in order to demonstrate efficacy.

Initially, we would anticipate few patients - i.e., maybe 1-3 in the first

year. This would allow effects to be carefully studied before further patients

are treated. The number of ADA-deficient patients is quite small (see below)

so that large numbers of patients are never likely.

2. How many eligible patients do you anticipate being able to
Identify each year?

The incidence of ADA deficiency is estimated at < 1/100,000 live births;

therefore, with 3,500,000 births/yr in the U.S., one would expect < 35

patients/year. Approximately 1/3 would have an HLA-matched sibling and would

be candidates for matched BMT.

3.

What recruitment procedures do you plan to use?

We are already in communciation with a number of pediatric immunologists

who are well aware of our direction. When the protocol has been submitted and

approved and we are ready to begin clinical trials, they would be contacted

directly. The Immune Deficiency Foundation is a national parents organization

which keeps families current on research findings. We are in close contact

with them. It is likely that the media will keep the general public and

medical community informed.
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4. What selection criteria do you plan to enploy? What are the
exclusion and Inclusion criteria for the study?

Patients may need 3-12 months for genetically corrected T cell precursors

to differentiate and repopulate the Immune system. Therefore, a patient's

health status will need to be sufficiently good to permit survival during this

Interval

.

Selection criteria:

A) ADA-deficiency SCID

ADA deficiency is defined as the absence or <10? normal ADA activity in

both erythrocytes and lymphocytes. SCID Is defined by the usual criteria of

lymphopenia, absent proliferative responses of peripheral blood mononuclear

cells to mitogen and antigens, and low or absent antibody levels. In utero

Investigation for possible ADA deficiency will most likely occur only when

there has been a prior affected child In the family with the findings of SCID.

B) Absence of HLA-matched donor

C) Disease status:

ADA-deficient SCID patients can be divided Into four classes by age at

presentation:

a) Newborn identified In utero

b) Infant Identified after typical SCID presentation

c) Older child with partial ADA activity and SCID

Each of these has both positive and negatives attributes for potential

gene therapy:

a) Neonates could be treated prior to acquisition of multiple opportunistic

Infections and thus may best survive any lag phase before genetically-corrected

cells can differentiate into functionally protective T cells. There is

evidence of progressive deterioration of the immune system in the first year of
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life of some ADA-deficient patients. This may be due to progressive loss of T

cell precursors. It has been suggested that this may in part be due to some

protective detoxification of deoxyadenosine by the maternal circulation while

in utero . Newborns with ADA deficiency are more likely to have a pool of such

T cell precursors. Additionally, they may have bone marrow stem cells which

are more mitotically active and thus may be more infectable by retroviral

vectors. Technically, an infant's smaller body mass would make the logistics

of gene transfer easier in that a smaller number of cells would be treated;

therefore, a smaller amount of virus would be needed. However, if cytoablation

is required to enhance engraftment of treated cells, neonates would be at

increased risk of morbidity (such as growth and neurodevel opmental retardation)

compared to older children.

b) Onset of SCID in infancy is the most common presentation of ADA

deficiency. Thus, patients from this group would be the most available as

subjects. Because these patients would have been identified by their frequent

severe infections, they are less likely to benefit from gene therapy if there

is a substantial delay from time of treatment to the development of immunity.

However, these patients will also be more prone to toxicity from cytoablative

therapy because several target organs such as the lung and liver may be

compromised from previous infections. Therefore, gene therapy may be safer

than high-risk cytoablation in these patients.

c) Finally, we are aware of at least two children with ADA-deficiency and

SCID who. at present, have survived to 11 and 13 years of age. Both have had

multiple opportunistic infections. Lymphocyte lines from these two patients,

established in our laboratory, show that they have approximately 8 and 2% of

normal ADA activity. This is definitely more than found in a number of

ADA-deficient SCID patients with onset of severe infections in infancy and
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suggests that so-e protective role results frcm the residual tZt- activity.

Because these patients are relatively stable, they may also be able to survive

a lag phase after gene therapy. Their relatively large size (25 -30kg) would

necessitate the production of large amounts of vector, however. In these

patients who have been treated with essentially supportive therapy only.

Incomplete ADA-deficiency SCID appears not to be a rapidly fatal disease.

Thus, the ethical consideration that a fatal underlying disease justifies

Innovative therapy with a degree of unknown risks and benefits may not apply.

Finally, the older child can be actively involved in the decisior.-raking

process.

5. How will patients be selected If It Is not possible to Include
all who desire to participate?

This Is an unlikely problem because of the small number of potential

patients. The four criteria In descending order of Importance are:

a) The patients most likely to benefit.

b) The patients who have the fewest options for alternative therapies.

c) The patients most likely to be informative to benefit future patients.

d) The patients whose family Is able to deal satisfactorily with the

complex medical Issues, media exposure, etc. This criteria, of

course. Is secondary to the child's ability to benefit medically from

the procedure.

D. Informed consent

Indicate how patients will be Informed about the proposed study and

how their consent will be solicited. The consent procedure should

adhere to the requirements of DHHS regulations for the protection of

human subjects (45 Code of Federal Regulations. Part 46). If the

study involves pediatric or mentally handicapped patients, describe
procedures for seeking the permission of parents or guardians and.

where applicable, the assent of each patient. Areas of special

concern highlighted below include potential adverse effects, financial
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costs, privacy, and long-term follow-up.1.

How will the major points covered in Section I-A through I-C of
this document be disclosed to potential participants in this study
and/or parents or guardians in language that is understandable to
them?

The points outlined below would be explained in lay terms in the actual

informed consent document which would be reviewed section by section with the

patient/parents and child's advocate by one of the team physicians.

2. How will the innovative character and the theoretical ly-possible
adverse effects of gene therapy be discussed with patients and/or

parents guardians? How will the potential adverse effects be
compared with the consequences of the disease? What will be said
to convey that some of these adverse effects, if they occur, could
be irreversible?

3. What explantation of the financial costs of gene therapy and any
available alternative therapies will be provided to patients
and/or parents or guardians?

4. How will patients and/or their parents or guardians be informed
that the innovative character of gene therapy may lead to great
interest by the media in the research and in treated patients?

5. How will patients and/or their parents or guardians be informed:

a. That some of the procedures performed in the study may be
irreversibl e?

b. That following the performance of such procedures it would not

be medically advisable for patients to withdraw from the
study?

c. That a willingness to cooperate in long-term follow-up (for at

least three to five years) will be a precondition for
participation in the study?

d. That a willingness to permit an autopsy to be performed in the

event of a patient's death following treatment is also a

precondition for a patient's participation in the study?

(This stipulation is included because an accurate
determination of the precise cause of a patient's death would

be of vital importance to all future gene therapy patients.)

See suggested draft of Inormed Consent Document below

Suggested Draft of an Informed Consent Document
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The document would be derived from the following outline which is

based on Document per Orientation Manual of the Institute Clinical Review

Subpanel. Nov.. 1983 - Consent to participate in a clinical research study,

adult patient or parent for minor patient. Since the initial patients might

very well be infants, they would be treated at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer

Center's Pediatric Bone Marrow Transplantation Unit (no child under two years

of age Is treated by a procedure involving general anesthesia at NIH).

Therefore, the document would be written to conform with the Memorial Sloan

Kettering Informed Consent requirements.

INTRODUCTION

We Invite your child to take part In a research study. It is Important

that you read and understand several general principles:

a) Taking part in the study is entirely voluntary.

b) Personal benefit may not result from participation, but knowledge

may be gained that would benefit others.

c) You may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty or loss of

any benefits to which you are otherwise entitled but it would not be

medically advisable to withdraw at all, and certainly not before a minimum of 3

to 5 years.

The nature of the study, the risks, inconveniences, discomforts, and

other pertinent information about the study are discussed below. You are urged

to discuss any questions you have with the staff members who explain them to

you.

THE NATURE OF THE STUDY:

This study attempts for the first time to treat children suffering from a

genetic disease by inserting into some of their cells a normal copy of the

defective gene which is responsible for their illness.
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The purpose Is to determine if it is possible to improve or correct the

severe combined immunodeficiency in children lacking the enzyme adenosine

deaminase (ADA) by inserting a correct copy of the defective gene

into a sample of the child's own bone marrow cells in the laboratory and then

replacing these cells back into the child's body where they should grow

normal ly.

CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE :

1. ADA deficiency is one cause of severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) in

children, a genetic disease in which the white blood cells do not develop

properly from the bone marrow cells and cannot function to fight infection.

The absence of the enzyme ADA is thought to prevent breakdown of

deoxyadenosine, a toxic by-product of normal cell growth. Although other cells

of the body also lack this enzyme, they do not appear to be affected by this

overaccumulation, which kills or disables the white blood cells.

2. ADA deficiency is a genetic disease because it is inherited. Each of the

parents of an ADA-deficient child has only one normally functioning copy of the

ADA gene, which is sufficient to keep their white blood cells from harm, and

one defective gene, which produces little if any ADA enzyme* The child,

however, has unfortunately inherited the defective copy of the gene from each

of the parents and has no correct copy.

3. Until now, medical teams have tried to treat this disease by isolation of

the child from potential sources of infection, aggressive treatment of

infections that do occur, and various sources of enzyme replacement including

the newest form, PEG-ADA. Most attempts at enzyme replacement are only

temporary solutions because the enzyme only lasts a short time and needs to be

continually replaced. In addition, the likelihood of complications from these

treatments increases as they are repeated.
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4. A few children with ADA deficiency have been cured by bone marrow

transplants from a compatible sibling or. rarely, from a parent. In these

situations, the bone marrow cells from the donor have enough ADA to allow the

white blood cells to mature and function to fight infection.

5. (Explain the risks of transplantation alone, of a hapl oidentical BMT.)

6. (Explain the In vitro T cell experiments in which cells with the

transplanted gene survive in culture in the presence of levels of

deoxy adenosine toxic to patient's cells prior to treatment.)

7. Proposed delivery system with retroviral vectors:

define retroviral vectors - ie.. recombinant-defective retroviruses with

the genes for self replication removed and replaced with the gene(s) of

Interest, here the ADA gene

explain how retroviral vectors are made using a producer cell line which

supplements the replication function but which does not allow the viral genes

to leave the cell

explain how bone marrow cells do not appear to be harmed or made

Infectious because they do not receive the genes for retrovirus replication

discuss the outcome of testing the procedures in animal s-mlce, monkeys;

partial success but expect selective pressure in vivo (explained further in

next section)

KNOWLEDGE SOUGHT:

1. Can enough cells be infected and enough enzyme be produced per cell to

restore immunity short term, long term? Since no large animal model exists for

ADA deficiency, the question cannot be answered other than in a patient.

2. Will there be selective pressure by the normal factors that regulate

growth of the white blood cells to stimulate the growth of successfully treated

cells over those that remain defective? Again cannot answer in animal model.
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3. Will the reconstituted immune system reject as foreign the correct protein

or cells producing it? Unlikely, since an ADA protein is made in most cases of

ADA(-) SCID : it simply has a very short half-life. Furthermore, the presence

of inactive ADA protein can be measured in the patient's cells prior to

treatment.

4. Will the new cells cause autoimmune disease - attacking either the

affected cells or other "normal" cells in the body? Answer unknown.

5. Possibility of using this procedure for other genetic diseases: will the

other bone marrow derived cells, i.e.. red blood cells or macrophages

(scavenger cells) also grow with a selective advantage even though they are

apparently unaffected in ADA deficiency? To what other tissues might these

cells be able to deliver functioning proteins?

BENEFITS OF KNOWLEDGE:

1. May be able to reduce severity of disease or cure the child treated.

2. Ability to treat other children with ADA (-) SCID, possibly earlier in life,

even in utero . reducing the duration of time the children suffer from symptoms

of the disease or its treatment.

3. Extension of treatment concepts to other genetic diseases.

4. Treatment of cancers using high doses of chemotherapy (which

otherwise would destroy blood cells) by treating marrow with drug

resistence genes

INVOLVEMENT OF RESEARCH SUBJECT

Why patient is being invited to participate

Child has ADA(-)SCID and no compatible donor [expound on benefits, limitations

and risks of other currently available treatments.]

PROCEDURES AND DURATION OF STUDY

1. Preliminary screening procedures-incl uding HLA typing and their cost to
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the patient.

2. Choice and cost of alternative therapy should patient decline or not be

chosen.

3. Probable inpatient admission for removal of marrow, treatment of cells,

reinfusion.

4. Short-term Immediate follow-up as an inpatient.

5. Long-term (3-5 year minimum) follow-up: define extent, locale, probable

cost. Inadvisability of withdrawal.

6. Agreement in advance for the need of a post mortem examination whether

patient dies during Initial course of treatment or at any time In the future

(even If of unrelated causes like accidents, etc., or in a distant locale).

Note that legally the consent can only be given at the time of death. However,

the family needs to understand from the outset that the precise cause of death

and the extent of damage to other organs. If any. from the procedure must be

ascertained as It may be of vital Importance to planning gene therapy for

future patients.

7. Need for contact In future If any other disease occurs In patient.

8. Publicity and public scrutiny (will be addressed further in another

section)

.

INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS

1. Routine tests

2. Removal of bone marrow

3. Infusion of marrow

4. Extent of follow-up testing - venipuncture, bone marrow sampling, possibly

other biopsies, possibly more elaborate medical workups for common problems to

be sure they are unrelated to the study procedure

5. Post mortem - specific tests in exam regardless of circumstances of death
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and location

6. Publicity may be excessive because of public scrutiny required (see

special section re: loss of privacy, which may become unavoidable)

7. Procedure may not work and child would remain ill

RISKS AND HAZARDS

The following is a list of foreseeable risks related to the procedure.

They range from low probability speculation to highly significant

complications, any of which, should it occur, may not be correctable or

reversibl e.

1. Complications of the procedure - anesthesia, infection, anaphalaxis on

infusion, possible embolic phenomema from aggregates of cells, local reaction

at injection site with possible damage to organs previously unaffected by the

disease

2. Severe infection, possibly leading to death prior to engraftment

3. Failure to engraft

4. Failure of significant number of engrafted cells to be treated or

successfully express ADA

5. Failure to cure disease despite good engraftment

6. Autoimmune disease is theoretical possibility

7. Cancer (either as a result of insertional mutagenesis or of prolonged

survival with the original defect)

8. Other disease occurring as a result of change in DNA, possibly

interrupting another important gene which needs both copies to function

9. Unknown disease caused by activation of a DNA sequence which should remain

off

10. Unknown disease resulting from viral activation

11. Unknown toxicity from contaminants which either cannot be detected or were
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presumed to be harmless

12. Adverse publicity and loss of privacy - complete anonymity of child/family

may not be possible because of factors discussed in next section

E. Privacy and confidentiality

Indicate what measures will be taken to protect the privacy of gene
therapy patients and their families as well as to maintain the
confidentiality of research data.

1. What provisions will be made to honor the wishes of Individual
patients (and the parents or guardians of pediatric or mentally
handicapped patients) as to whether, when, or how the Identity

of patients Is publicly disclosed?

Problems in safeguarding the privacy of parents and families will arise In

the first cases of human gene therapy. Medical attention will be focused upon

them and the child. A tension might arise between protection of privacy and

Informing the public accurately. Direct communication of the parents with the

news media, without medical intermediaries, would be optimal. Special

protection would be added to Insure that parents and other family members have

prior counseling about hazards to their privacy and have consented to a plan

designed to protect their privacy within realistic limits imposed by the public

Interest.

The Investigators will not promise any parents total anonymity because a)

It would raise suspicion that the consent process had not been properly

conducted, b) it could likely lead to unlawful invasions of the parents'

privacy by the press, and c) It Is a promise that probably could not be kept.

The following options regarding a privacy policy would be offered:

A. Complete Openness

This policy has two options: Plan A includes full disclosure by the

hospital of all facts relating to the case, names of parents, child, hometown.
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as well as open meetings to which any interested press/media are invited and at

which parents would speak for themselves and answer questions. Plan B includes

full disclosure of all facts related to the case, a "case-name" for the child

(Baby ADA), no disclosure of family name or hometown, and a press conference in

which the parents could directly answer questions from another site by live

video camera, but shielded from view to protect their privacy.

B. Partial Protection

This option would mean no use of surnames or other revealing factors, such

as 1) exact age. 2) family history. 3) hometown; also, if parents consented to

interviews, these could occur behind a screen with a voice screen as well. If

parents consented to photos, the child could be partially covered and not

identifiabl e.

C. Total Protection

This option involves all of the features of the partial protection policy

except that there would be no direct contact between the media/press and the

parents. However, the parents would be expected to respond in writing or by

tape recording to questions posed by the media/press (although they could not

be compel 1 ed to do so)

.

This approach to privacy affects the selection process in one important

way. Parents of the affected child must not only be able to participate in the

usual way in the consent process, but also be expected to answer for themselves

questions posed by others.

(2) What provision will be made to maintain the confidentiality of

research data, at least in cases where data could be linked to

individual patients?

No medical or research records would be shared with any third party

without a legitimate need-to-know. Depending on the parents' choice of privacy
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policy, the true name of the child either would or would not be used in public.

Since confidentiality is a mode of management of private information, the

limits of confidentiality would depend on the parents' choice. For example, if

the parents prefer that a casename be used for the child, this name would

appear on the medical record. Special precautions would, however, be taken to

protect the medical and research records from unauthorized third parties.

Records would be kept in a locked file for an extended period, and only the

attending physician, specific members of the research team, and key

administrative personnel (In the case of emergency) would have keys.

II. Special Issues

Although the following Issues are beyond the normal purview of local IRBs.

the RAC and Its working group request that Investigators respond to
questions A and B below.

A. What steps will be taken, consistent with point I-E above, to ensure
that accurate Information Is made available to the public with respect
to such public concerns as may arise from the proposed study?

Within the provisions of Section I.E., all aspects of the research leading

up to the gene therapy procedure and all aspects of the procedure itself would

be explained to the press in the degree of detail requested. Personal aspects

that are not relevant to the public's need-to-know would be shielded by

patient-physician confidential ity.

B. Do you or your funding sources Intend to protect under patent or trade
secret laws either the products or the procedures developed in the
proposed study? If so. what steps will be taken to permit as full

connunl cation as possible among Investigators and clinicians
concerning research methods and results?

No aspects of the work will be kept secret. A full and open communication

will be maintained with other investigators and clinicians.
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III. Requested Docunentatlon

Deferred

###

Appendix

A. Supplementary material for text

B. Published papers

1) From our group

2) From other groups

C. Curricul urn vitae

1) Anderson

2) Blaese

3) Nienhuis

4) O'Reilly
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APPENDIX A: Supplementary Material for Text

Section

I.B.l .a Figure 1

Complete sequence of SAX with restriction map (pages S1-S61)

I.B.l.b(l) Listing of Supplies
DMEM: Ingredients

I.B.l .b(2) Review of Packaging Cell Lines (with figures)

I . B . 2 . a Table 1

Supplementary review material (figures and tables) on retroviral
vectors

I.B.2.b Table 2

Table 3

I.B.2.C Figure 2

Monkey P3 Safety Protocol

I.B.3 Listing of Follow-up Clinical Studies

I.B.4 See Appendix C
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APPENDIX B: Published Papers

I. From our group

A. Reviews

1. Anderson. Science . 1984.

2. Gil boa et al.. BioTechniques . 1986.

B. Original research papers

1. Eglitis et al.. Science . 1984

2. Yu et al.. PNAS . 1986

3. Kantoff et al.. PNAS . 1986

4. Arme/itano et al.. J. Virol . 1987, in press

5. McLachlin et al.. Anal Biochem , 1987, in press

6. Kantoff et al.. J. Exp Med , 1987, in press

C. Ethics

1. Anderson and Fletcher. NEJM , 1980

2. Anderson. J Med Phil , 1985

3. Fletcher. J Med Phil , 1985

II From other groups

A. Packaging lines

1. Mann et al.. Cell . 1983

2. Miller et al.. Som Cell Molec Gen , 1986

3. Miller et al.. Molec Cell Biol , 1986

B. Safety

1. Temin. 1987, in press (draft)
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APPENDIX C: Curriculum Vitae

1) W. French Anderson. M.D.

2) R. Michael Blaese. M.D.

3) Arthur W. Nienhuis. M.D.

4) Richard J. O'Reilly. M.D
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APPENDIX A: Supplementary Material for Text

Section

I.B.l .a Figure 1

Complete sequence of SAX with restriction map (pages S1-S61)

I.B.l.b(l) Listing of Supplies
DMEM: ingredients

I.B.l • b (2) Review of Packaging Cell Lines (with figures)

I . B . 2 . a Table 1

Supplementary review material (figures and tables) on retroviral
vectors

I . B . 2 . b Table 2

Table 3

I.B.2.C Figure 2

Monkey P3 Safety Protocol

I.B.3 Listing of Follow-up Clinical Studies

I.B.4 See Appendix C
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5095

SAX Map

Aatl (AGG ACCT) Def

:

4397

Aatll (GACGTA C) Def

:

2052

AccI (GTAJKAC) Def

:

150

Ahall (GRA CGYC) Def

:

1686

Ahalll (TTT AAAA) Def:

5592
10859

5463

Alul (AG A CT) Def

:

561

Apyl (CCA LGG) Def

:

1652
4033
5523
6334
7641
9371

254

Asp700 (GAANN ANNTTC) Def

:

2492
4112
5041
5286
6037
9457

8989

Asp7 18 (G A GTACC) Def

:

257

AsuII (TT A CGAA) Def

:

3579

Aval (

C

AYCGRG) Def: 1647

Avail (GAGLCC) Def

:

8379

224

Ball (TGG ACCA) Def

:

1515
4863
6403
8090

535

BamHI (GAGATCC) Def

:

4819

4555

Recombinant DMA Research, Volume 12

11244

3903 7606 9201

2049 2721 2897 3599 3678 45
5857 6587 7368 7389 7503 81

11241

10188 10207 10899

718 1168 1267 1271 1358 14
1895 1975 1983 3003 3461 37
4074 4362 4416 4615 4998 52
5749 5990 6069 6168 6172 62
6553 6796 6876 6884 6970 69
8044 8954 9011 9022 9071 90
9597 9733 9990 10511 10611 106

623 1136 1557 1864 2042 20
2517 2540 2560 2590 3284 38
4167 4184 4681 4845 4852 49
5063 5081 5092 5101 5224 52
5310 5356 5407 5769 5840 59
6458 6765 6943 7085 8014 83
9578 9591

10921

440 1717 6618

1680 1713 3734 6548 6581 66

414 895 1043 1079 1132 15
1570 1867 1997 2218 2542 34
4943 4979 5288 5919 5939 60
6416 6471 6768 6898 7753 78
8393 8435 8714 10460 10682

698
5032

7329

926
6800

1899
8400

2434 2979 46
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BanI (G AGYRCC) Def

:

257 440 1560 1685 1717 2465 27
2896 2931 4492 5305 5856 6461 65
6618 7030 7073 7367 7388 7502 77
8159 8243 10270

Banll (GRGCY A C) Def

:

1654 1667 1838 3262 3741 5155 65
6568 6739 7429 7443

Banlll (AT A CGAT) Def

:

1096 5998 6978

Bbvl ( GCAGCNNNNNNNNA
) Def

:

123 727 850 2234 2262 2844 29

(
ANNNNNNNNNNNNGCTGC

)

3012 3028 3121 3533 3752 3755 38
4003 4006 4020 4485 4619 4705 49
5028 5081 5237 5775 7167 7556 77
8372 8396 8500 8503 8626 9009 90
9080 9177 9321 9339 9758 9848 98

10057 10360 10549 10751

Bell (TAGATCA) Def

:

2738

Bgll ( GCCNNNNANGGC) Def

:

4351 7889 8123 10442

Bglll (

A

AGATCT) Def

:

5276

Bsml (GAATGCNA
)

(GA CATTC)
Def

:

1086 5120 5803 8313

BssHII (GA CGCGC) Def

:

1633 3294 5799 5902 6534

BstEII (G AGTNACC) Def

:

2410 5823

BstI (GAGATCC) Def

:

4555 7329

BstNI ( CCALGG) Def

:

254 623 1136 1557 1864 2042 20
2492 2517 2540 2560 2590 3284 38

4112 4167 4184 4681 4845 4852 49
5041 5063 5081 5092 5101 5224 52

5286 5310 5356 5407 5769 5840 59
6037 6458 6765 6943 7085 8014 83

9457 9578 9591

BstXI (CCANNNNN ANTGG) Def

:

4844 4992 5040 5636

Cfol (GCGA C) Def

:

1635 1637 1688 1955 2231 2236 27

2891 2899 2963 3000 3266 3296 32

3526 3702 3852 3926 4010 4016 44

4964 5801 5803 5859 5888 5904 59

6536 6538 6589 6856 7057 7189 72

7370 7391 7451 7505 7657 7732 77
7903 8162 8313 8375 8411 8601 86
9032 9135 9165 9306 9339 9609 96
9776 9950 10059 10452 10545 10882 112
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Clal (ATA CGAT) Def

:

1096 5998 6978

Cpfl (
A GATC) Def

:

584 739 1004 1331 1845 2104 23
2499 2684 2733 2738 2757 3068 31
3227 3236 3314 3690 3706 3742 45
4601 4739 5276 5683 5966 6232 67
7302 7329 7420 7779 8051 8082 80
8414 8621 9995 10070 10081 10089 101
10179 10284 10625 10643 10689 10947 109
11000

CvnI (CC ATNAGG) Def

:

2341 3773 3985

Ddel (

C

ATNAG) Def

:

145 702 743 1313 1408 1483 15
1705 1793 2088 2134 2298 2341 26
3560 3773 3985 4056 4358 5643 62
6309 6384 6425 6606 6694 8535 86
9239 9704 10113 10279 10819 11245

Dral (Ttt^AAA) Def: 5463 10188 10207 10899

Drall (RG A GNCCY) Def: 224 379 414 823 1043 1570 25
4863 4902 5235 5919 6471 7478 83
8435 11298

Drain ( CACNNNAGTG) Def

:

83 3997 5617

Eco47I (G AGLCC) Def: 224 414 895 1043 1079 1132 15
1515 1570 1867 1997 2218 2542 34
4863 4943 4979 5288 5919 5939 60
6403 6416 6471 6768 6898 7753 78
8090 8393 8435 8714 10460 10682

EcoRI (G AAATTC) Def

:

2727 5972 6952 11315

EcoRII (
ACCLGG) Def

:

252 621 1134 1555 1862 2040 20
2490 2515 2538 2558 2588 3282 38
4110 4165 4182 4679 4843 4850 48
5039 5061 5079 5090 5099 5222 52
5284 5308 5354 5405 5767 5838 59
6035 6456 6763 6941 7083 8012 83
9455 9576 9589

EcoRV (GAT AATC) Def

:

1029 1125 1380 1455 6026 6281 63

7141

EcoVIII (

A

AAGCTT) Def: 6983
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Fnu4HI (GCANGC) Def

:

137 663 716 726 864 2034 22
2232 2248 2251 2456 2806 2858 28
2959 2964 3001 3042 3129 3132 31
3371 3467 3508 3522 3636 3766 37
3838 3841 3894 4017 4020 4034 43
4429 4459 4462 4474 4633 4660 47
4956 5017 5070 5118 5200 5251 52
5483 5789 5860 5880 6935 7181 72
7255 7533 7536 7570 7677 7728 78
7978 8061 8118 8163 8242 8361 83
8371 8385 8514 8517 8640 8721 90
9023 9069 9166 9219 9335 9353 93
9474 9629 9772 9837 9840 10046 103
10563 10713 10740 10835 11064

FnuDII (CGACG) Def

:

1633 1635 2229 2234 2236 2458 29
3264 3296 3702 3752 3791 3850 47
5799 5801 5904 6534 6536 7301 76
7772 7901 7928 7933 7994 8060 81
8199 8344 8370 8492 8589 8961 90
9032 9135 9476 10057 10387 10880 112

FokI (GGATGNNNNNNNNNA ) Def: 749 993 1738 2463 2623 2764 32

(
ANNNNNNNNNNNNNCATCC

)

3246 3700 3809 3839 4014 4249 49
5044 5565 6639 7052 7100 7954 79
8648 8710 8788 8976 9117 10288 104

10756

FspI (TGCAGCA) Def

:

2999 7216 8312 8410 10544

Haell (RGCGCAY) Def: 1689 2724 2900 4011 4017 4479 58
5889 6590 7190 7371 7392 7452 75
7733 8163 8602 8685 9307 9677

Haelll (GGACC) Def: 4 302 380 535 573 626 6

825 926 1369 1414 1444 1489 18

2033 2069 2081 2310 2434 2455 25
2805 2979 3370 3397 3893 4339 43
4354 4397 4431 4501 4684 4768 48

4898 4904 4939 5032 5095 5158 52

5485 5820 5914 5945 6270 6315 62

6390 6800 6934 7128 7251 7355 74

7487 7551 7785 7874 7895 7946 8C

8216 8400 8904 9444 9455 9473 9S

10365 10445 10712 11299

Hgal (GACGCNNNNNA
) Def

:

1948 2225 3607 3686 3924 4515 56

(
ANNNNNNNNNNGCGTC

)

6849 7353 7592 7907 7939 8183 82

8967 9124 9540 10118 10848

HgiAI (GLGCLA C) Def: 1654 2128 3010 3200 6555 7234 75

8132 8423 9249 9747 10908 10993
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Hhal (GCGA C) Def: 1635 1637 1688 1955 2231 2236 27
2891 2899 2963 3000 3266 3296 32
3526 3702 3852 3926 4010 4016 44
4964 5801 5803 5859 5888 5904 59
6536 6538 6589 6856 7057 7189 72
7370 7391 7451 7505 7657 7732 77
7903 8162 8313 8375 8411 8601 86
9032 9135 9165 9306 9339 9609 96
9776 9950 10059 10452 10545 10882 112

Hindi (GTY A RAC) Def

:

318 618 972 3904 5361 5836 76
10863

Hindlll (AAAGCTT) Def: 6983

Hinfl (G AANTC) Def

:

88 345 540 814 968 1150 17
2090 2115 3382 3516 3568 3626 36
5621 5865 6051 6608 7586 7806 79
8258 8479 8985 9329 9404 9800 103

HinPlI (G A CGC) Def: 1633 1635 1686 1953 2229 2234 27
2889 2897 2961 2998 3264 3294 32
3524 3700 3850 3924 4008 4014 44
4962 5799 5801 5857 5886 5902 59
6534 6536 6587 6854 7055 7187 72
7368 7389 7449 7503 7655 7730 77
7901 8160 8311 8373 8409 8599 86
9030 9133 9163 9304 9337 9607 96
9774 9948 10057 10450 10543 10880 112

Hpal ( GTT AAAC) Def: 618

Hpall (

C

A CGG) Def

:

116 336 462 608 1404 1479 17
1842 1884 2030 2724 2802 2879 29
2929 3060 3150 3217 3398 3673 36
3735 3802 3908 4440 4479 4722 49
5141 5317 5780 5821 5909 5915 59
6305 6380 6615 6743 6785 6931 71
7124 7341 7356 7365 7488 7648 77
7884 7974 8212 8238 8439 8619 87
9075 9109 9636 9783 9809 9999 104

10437 10504 10614 10856 11320

HphI ( GGTGANNNNNNNN A
) Def

:

61 169 535 1154 2479 2505 30

(
A NNNNNNNTCACC

)

4030 4656 4860 5116 5603 5616 60
7072 7354 7399 8253 8474 9051 90

10165 10392 10808 11014 11049

Kpnl (GGTAC A C) Def

:

261 444 1721 6622
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Mael (C^TAG) Def

:

215 425 773 827 908 1142 12
1535 1930 1968 1980 2717 4399 45
4891 5492 6043 6169 6436 6831 68
6881 7184 8443 9924 10177 10512

Maelll (
AGTNAC) Def

:

67 331 541 1276 2317 2345 24
2554 3017 3323 3989 5622 5697 58
6177 7078 7166 7834 8101 8761 87
8870 9083 9178 9785 9848 9964 102

10578 10636 10789 10977

Mbol ( ^GATC) Def

:

584 739 1004 1331 1845 2104 23
2499 2684 2733 2738 2757 3068 31
3227 3236 3314 3690 3706 3742 45
4601 4739 5276 5683 5966 6232 67
7302 7329 7420 7779 8051 8082 80
8414 8621 9995 10070 10081 10089 101

10179 10284 10625 10643 10689 10947 109
11000

MboII ( GAAGANNNNNNNNA
) Def

:

887 1066 2410 2621 3258 3468 35
(^NNNNNNNTCTTC) 3715 3961 5124 5239 5385 5464 55

5600 5687 5826 5860 7430 7684 79
8547 9300 10091 10162 10917 10995 111

11300

Mnll (CCTCNNNNNNNA
) Def

:

102 179 185 286 313 403 7

(
ANNNNNNNGAGG) 844 932 981 1058 1533 1685 17

1749 1774 1800 1880 2130 2133 21
2492 2595 2628 2634 2637 2643 26
2676 2691 2698 2714 2747 2811 29
3304 3498 3704 3758 3767 3797 38
3979 4050 4328 4334 4359 4365 43
4374 4386 4459 4481 4585 4590 46
4619 4718 4766 4784 4871 4876 49
5083 5096 5138 5165 5308 5447 55
5577 5593 5610 5809 5884 5948 64
6586 6605 6650 6675 6701 6781 69
7079 7139 7343 7562 7743 7829 79
8131 8192 8230 8257 8425 8757 88
8853 9036 9066 9328 9536 9611 98

10260 10341 10489 10695 11288

MspI (

C

A CGG) Def: 116 336 462 608 1404 1479 17

1842 1884 2030 2724 2802 2879 29

2929 3060 3150 3217 3398 3673 36

3735 3802 3908 4440 4479 4722 49
5141 5317 5780 5821 5909 5915 59

6305 6380 6615 6743 6785 6931 71
7124 7341 7356 7365 7488 7648 77
7884 7974 8212 8238 8439 8619 87
9075 9109 9636 9783 9809 9999 104

10437 10504 10614 10856 11320
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Mstll (CC ATNAGG) Def

:

2341 3773 3985

Nael (GCC AGGC) Def

:

3399
8239

3682 4441 5781 7357 7725 78

Narl (GG ACGCC) Def: 1686 2721 2897 5857 6587 7368 73
7503 8160

Neil (CC AMGG) Def

:

1 463 1404 1479 1714 1715 18
1885 2030 2901 3061 3674 3735 37
3908 4480 4723 4941 5142 5910 59
6305 6380 6615 6616 6744 6786 69
7125 7489 8213 8439 8767 9075 91
9809 10505 10856

Ncol (C A CATGG) Def: 648 3329 4305 4496

Ndel ( CAATATG) Def

:

9252

Ndell (
AGATC) Def

:

584 739 1004 1331 1845 2104 23
2499 2684 2733 2738 2757 3068 31
3227 3236 3314 3690 3706 3742 45
4601 4739 5276 5683 5966 6232 67
7302 7329 7420 7779 8051 8082 80
8414 8621 9995 10070 10081 10089 101

10179
11000

10284 10625 10643 10689 10947 109

Nhel (G A CTAGC) Def

:

1267 6168 7183

Nlalll ( CATG A
) Def: 448 477 652 925 1299 2528 27

3116 3302 3333 3359 3715 3860 39
4146 4218 4309 4500 4543 4653 47
4962 5089 5268 5332 5442 5684 57
5899 5982 6200 6962 7309 7447 75
7666 7705 7891 8008 8136 8151 82
8415 8549 8774 8838 8903 9068 91
9433
11266

10153 10644 10654 10732 10768 111

NlalV (GGN A NCC) Def

:

157 225 226 259 415 442 8

1044 1045 1081 1504 1562 1687 17
1868 1999 2068 2219 2467 2544 27
2898 2933 4116 4188 4494 4557 48
4849 4864 4981 5307 5858 5913 59
6405 6463 6588 6620 6769 6900 70
7075 7285 7331 7369 7390 7480 75
7722 7843 8161 8210 8245 8280 83
8437 8716 9461 9500 10272 10366 104

10618 11208
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Pall (GGA CC) Def

:

4 302 380 535 573 626 6
825 926 1369 1414 1444 1489 18

2033 2069 2081 2310 2434 2455 25
2805 2979 3370 3397 3893 4339 43
4354 4397 4431 4501 4684 4768 48
4898 4904 4939 5032 5095 5158 52
5485 5820 5914 5945 6270 6315 63
6390 6800 6934 7128 7251 7355 74
7487 7551 7785 7874 7895 7946 80
8216 8400 8904 9444 9455 9473 99
10365 10445 10712 11299

PstI ( CTGCAAG) Def

:

2252 2428 2950 3873 4910 5574 105

Pvul (CGATACG) Def

:

2107 10692

PvuII ( CAGA CTG) Def

:

1168 1358 1433 3003 3765 4074 60
6259 6334 9022

Rsal (GTAAC) Def

:

259 442 460 732 1056 1184 17
1966 2607 3203 4801 5011 5130 60
6620 6867 7119 9237 10802

RspI ( CGAT A CG) Def: 2107 10692

SacI (GAGCT A C) Def

:

1654 6555

Sail (GATCGAC) Def

:

3902 7605

Sau3AI (
AGATC) Def

:

584 739 1004 1331 1845 2104 23
2499 2684 2733 2738 2757 3068 31
3227 3236 3314 3690 3706 3742 45
4601 4739 5276 5683 5966 6232 67
7302 7329 7420 7779 8051 8082 80
8414 8621 9995 10070 10081 10089 101

10179
11000

10284 10625 10643 10689 10947 109

Sau96I (GAGNCC) Def

:

2 224 379 414 625 823 8

1043 1079 1132 1367 1412 1442 14
1502 1515 1570 1867 1997 2067 20
2218 2308 2519 2542 3413 4500 48
4896 4902 4938 4943 4979 5235 52
5912 5919 5939 6033 6268 6313 63

6388 6403 6416 6471 6768 6898 71
7478 7753 7841 8090 8214 8393 84
8714 8903 10364 10443 10460 10682 112

Saul ( CCATNAGG) Def

:

2341 3773 3985

Seal (AGTAACT) Def

:

10802
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ScrFI (CC ANGG) Def

:

SfaNI (GCATCNNNNN A
)

( *NNNNNNNNNGATGC

)

Def:

Sfil (GGCCNNNN ANGGCC) Def

:

SinI (GAGLCC) Def

:

Smal (CCCAGGG) Def

:

Spel (A A CTAGT) Def

:

SphI (GCATGA C) Def

:

SspI (AATAATT

)

Def

:

SstI (GAGCTAC) Def

:

StuI (AGGACCT) Def

:

Styl (CACLLGG) Def

:

TaqI (TACGA) Def:

Recombinant DMA Research, Volume 1
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1 254 463 623 1136 1404
1557 1714 1715 1843 1864 1885
2042 2055 2492 2517 2540 2560
2901 3061 3284 3674 3735 3736
3908 4112 4167 4184 4480 4681
4845 4852 4900 4941 5041 5063
5092 5101 5142 5224 5233 5286
5356 5407 5769 5840 5910 5916
6037 6305 6380 6458 6615 6616
6765 6786 6931 6943 7085 7125
8014 8213 8397 8439 8767 9075
9457 9578 9591 9809 10505 10856

486 1500 1760 2262 2855 3110
3260 3326 3535 3831 3861 3962
4227 5543 5694 5775 6401 6661
7167 7191 7356 7368 7602 7977
8384 8626 8636 8732 8810 8873
9230 9266 9306 9526 10578 10769

4351

224 414 895 1043 1079 1132
1515 1570 1867 1997 2218 2542
4863 4943 4979 5288 5919 5939
6403 6416 6471 6768 6898 7753
8090 8393 8435 8714 10460 10682

1715 3736 6616

907 1967 6868

3302 4146 4218 4962 5332 7520

11126

1654 6555

4397 5095

648 1010 1566 1776 2568 3329
4398 4496 4985 6467 6677 8323

409 525 817 1096 2361 2672
3010 3166 3190 3226 3388 3579
3741 3903 4049 4517 5273 5528
5998 6978 7293 7606 8081 8222

10973

[HI]

14
20
25
38
47
50
53
59
67
74
91

31
41
70
79
90

110

15
34
60
78

43

26
36
57
95



Thai (CGA CG) Def

:

Tthllll (GACNANNGTC) Def

:

Xbal (TACTAGA) Def:

Xcyl (

C

A CCGGG) Def

:

XhoII (RAGATCY) Def

:

Xmal (

C

A CCGGG) Def

:

Xmalll (CAGGCCG) Def

:

Xmnl (GAANNANNTTC

)

Def

:

Xorll ( CGATA CG) Def

:

1633 1635 2229 2234 2236 2458 29
3264 3296 3702 3752 3791 3850 47
5799 5801 5904 6534 6536 7301 76
7772 7901 7928 7933 7994 8060 81
8199 8344 8370 8492 8589 8961 90
9032 9135 9476 10057 10387 10880 112

322 1706 2540 3015 5356 6607 91

1534 6435

1713 3734 6614

584 1004 3068 3314 3706 4555 52
7329

10964
8621 10070 10081 10167 10179 109

1713 3734 6614

2031 2803 5156 6932 7893

8989 10921

2107 10692

SITE [SAX (N2 + SV40 + ADA)]: non

Non-Cutting Enzymes for SAX (N2 + SV40 + ADA)

Apal Mlul Notl
SacII SnaBI Sstll
Xhol

SAX (N2 + SV40 + ADA) Circular LENGTH = 11320

ScrFI
Sau96I

Pall
Neil

Haelll HphI Mae
III II

1 GGGCCAAACCCCGTTCTGGCAGACCAACAGCCACTCTCCAAGCCCAAACCTGTTAAGTCGCCTTCAG
4 61 67

1
4

2

1

[112]
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Hinfl MspI
Drain Mnll Hpall Bbvl

68
ii i ii

TCACCAAACCACCCAGTGGGACTCCTCTCTCCCCTACCCAACTTCCACCGGCGGGAACGGAAAATAG
83 102 116 123

88 116

Fnu4HI Ddel AccI NlalV HphI Mnll Mnll

135
i 1 i i i ii

GCTGCTAAACTTAGTAGACGGAGCCTACCAAGCCCTCAACCTCACCAGTCCTGACAAAACCCAAGAG
137 145 150 157 169 179 185

Mael

SinI
Sau96I

NlalV
NlalV
Eco47I
Drall
Avail
I I I

215 224
224
224
225
226

224
224

ScrFI
Rsal

EcoRII NlalV
BstNI

BanI
Asp718

Apyl Kpnl
II III

202 TGCTGGTTGTGTCTAGTAGCGGGACCCCCCTACTACGAAGGGGTTGCCGTCCTGGGTACCTACTCCA
254 261

257
257

254
252

254

259
259

Mnll

286

Pall Tthllll
Haelll Mnll Hindi

I III
302
302

313 318
322

Maelll

269 ACCATACCTCTGCTCCAGCCAACTGCTCCGTGGCCTCCCAACACAAGTTGACCCTGTCCGAAGTGAC
331

MspI
Hpall
I

Hinfl

336
336

345

Sau96I
Pall
Haelll
Drall

336 CGGACAGGGACTCTGCATAGGAGCAGTTCCCAAAACACATCAGGCCCTATGTAATACCACCCAGACA
379
380
380

379
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Mnll

SinI
Sau96I
NlalV

Eco47I
Drall

TaqI Avail
I I I

Mael
I

Rsal
NlalV

Kpnl
BanI
Asp7 18 Nlalll
III I

ScrFI
Rsal

Neil
MspI
Hpall

I I I

403 .AGCAGTCGAGGGTCCTATTATCTAGTTGCCCCTACAGGTACCATGTGGGCTTGTAGTACCGGGCTTA
403 409 414

414
414
415

414
414

425 440
440

444
442
442

448 462
462
463

460
463

Nlalll
I

SfaNI
I

TaqI
I

Pall
HphI
Hael
Ball
I

470 CTCCATGCATCTCCACCACCATACTGAACCTTACCACTGATTATTGTGTTCTTGTCGAACTCTGGCC
477 486 525 535

535
535
535

XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

Maelll Pall
Hinfl Alul Haelll
II I II

537 AAGAGTCACCTATCATTCCCCCAGCTATGTTTACGGCCTGTTTGAGAGATCCAACCGACACAAAAGA
540 561 573
541 573

584
584
584
584
584
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MspI
Hpall

I

ScrFI
Sau96I
Pall

Hindi Haelll
EcoRII

BstNI
Hpal Apyl
I I I I I

608
608

618 623
623

621
618 626

626
625

623

Styl
Nlalll

Ncol
I I

Fnu4HI

604 GAACCGGTGTCGTTAACCCTGGCCCTATTATTGGGTGGACTAACCATGGGGGGAATTGCCGCTGGAA
648

648

663
652

Pall
Haelll

Ddel
Ball

Fnu4HI
Alul

Fnu4HI
Bbvl Rsal

671 TAGGAACAGGGACTACTGCTCTAATGGCCACTCAGCAATTCCAGCAGCTCCAAGCCGCAGTACAGGA
698

698
698

702
718

716
727

726
732

Sau3AI
Ndell

Mnll
Mbol

Ddel
Cpfl
I I I

FokI Mael
I

738 TGATCTCAGGGAGGTTGAAAAATCAATCTCTAACCTAGAAAAGTCTCTCACTTCCCTGTCTGAAGTT
739

743
739

741
739
739

749 773
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Sau96I
Pall

NlalV
Mael

TaqI
Hinfl

I I

Haelll
Drall

I I I I

Mnll Bbvl Fnu4HI

805 GTCCTACAGAATCGAAGGGGCCTAGACTTGTTATTTCTAAAAGAAGGAGGGCTGTGTGCTGCTCTAA
814

817
823

825
827

844 850 864

824
825

823

SinI
Sau96I
Eco47I Spel

MboII Avail Mael

Pall
Nlalll
Haelll
Ball Mnll

I I I

872 AAGAAGAATGTTGCTTCTATGCGGACCACACAGGACTAGTGAGAGACAGCATGGCCAAATTGAGAGA
887 895

895
895
895

908
907

926
926

925
926

932

Xhol
Sau3
Ndel

Hinfl Mbol
Hindi Mnll FokI CpflIII I I

939 GAGGCTTAATCAGAGACAGAAACTGTTTGAGTCAACTCAAGGATGGTTTGAGGGACTGTTTAACAGA
972 981 993 1004

968 1004
1004
1004
1004
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1006

1073

1140

Styl
I

1010

EcoRV

1029

SinI
Sau96I

NlalV
NlalV
Eco47I
Drall
Avail
I I I

1043
1043
1043
1044
1045

1043
1043

Rsal
Mnll

I I

MboII

TCCCCTTGGTTTACCACCTTGATATCTACCATTATGGGACCCCTCATTGTACTCCTAATGATTTTGC
1058

1056
1066

SinI
Sau96I

NlalV
Eco47I
Avail Bsml

I I I

1079
1079

1081
1079
1079

1086

TaqI
Clal
Banlll
I

1096
1096
1096

EcoRV

SinI
ScrFI

Sau96I
EcoRII

Eco47I
BstNI

Avail
Apyl

I I I

TCTTCGGACCCTGCATTCTTAATCGATTAGTCCAATTTGTTAAAGACAGGATATCAGTGGTCCAGGC
1125 1136

1132
1136

1132
1134

1132
1136

1132

Mael
I

1142

HphI
Hinfl
I I

1150
1154

PvuII
Alul
I

Rsal

TCTAGTTTTGACTCAACAATATCACCAGCTGAAGCCTATAGAGTACGAGCCATAGATAAAATAAAAG
1168
1168

1184
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1207

1274

1341

1408

Nhel
Mael

Alul
Alul
I I I

ATTTTATTTAGTCTCCAGAAAAAGGGGGGAATGAAAGACCCCACCTGTAGGTTTGGCAAGCTAGCTT
1267

1271
1268

1267

Sau3AI
Ndell

Maelll Nlalll Ddel
Mbol
Cpfl

AAGTAACGCCATTTTGCAAGGCATGGAAAAATACATAACTGAGAATAGAGAAGTTCAGATCAAGGTC
1276 1299 1313 1331

1331
1331
1331

Sau96I
ScrFI
Neil

PvuII Pall
Alul Haelll EcoRV

MspI
Hpall

AGGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCTGTGGTAAGCAGTTCCTGCCCCGGC
1358
1358

1369
1369

1367

1380 1404
1404
1404
1404

Sau96I
Pall

Ddel Haelll

Sau96I
PvuII Pall
Alul Haelll EcoRV

TCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCTGTGGTAAGCAGTTCCT
1408 1414 1433 1444 1455

1414 1433 1444
1412 1442
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1475

SinI
ScrFI SfaNI
Neil Sau96I SinI
Mspl Sau96I NlalV Sau96I Xbal
Hpall Pall EC047I Eco47I Mnll

Ddel Haelll Avail Avail Ddel Mael

GCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGTCCCCAGATGCGGTCCAGCCCTCAGCAGTTTCTAGAGAA
1483 1489 1502 1515 1524 1535

1479 1489 1502 1515 1533
1479 1487
1479
1479

1504
1502

1500
1502

1515
1515

1534

Styl
ScrFI

EcoRII
BstNI

BanI
Apyl NlalV

SinI
Sau96I
Eco47I
Drall
Avail

I I I I I I

1542 CCATCAGATGTTTCCAGGGTGCCCCAAGGACCTGAAATGACCCTGTGCCTTATTTGAACTAACCAAT
1557 1562 1570

1560 1570
1557 1570

1555 1570
1557 1570

1566
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1609

1676

Thai
Thai

HinPlI
HinPlI

Hhal
Hhal
FnuDII SstI

FnuDII SacI
Cfol HgiAI

Cfol Banll
BssHII Aval Alul Banll
III III I

CAGTTCGCTTCTCGCTTCTGTTCGCGCGCTTCTGCTCCCCGAGCTCAATAAAAGAGCCCACAACCCC
1633

1635
1637

1633
1635
1635

1637

1647 1652
1654
1654
1654
1654

1667

1633
1635

1633
1635

Aval

NlalV
Narl

Mnll
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell

Cfol
BanI
Ahall

I I I I I

1680 1686
1685

1688
1689

1688
1686

1685
1686
1687

Xmal
Xcyl

Sinai

ScrFI
ScrFI
Neil

Neil Rsal
MspI NlalV

Tthllll Hpall
Mnll BanI

Hinfl Aval Kpnl
Ddel

I I I I I I

Asp718
I I I

FokI
I

TCACTCGGGGCGCCAGTCCTCCGATTGACTGAGTCGCCCGGGTACCCGTGTATCCAATAAACCCTCT

[
120
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1705 1717
1707 1713 1721

1704 1717
1706 1714

1714 1719
1714 1719
1715

1714
1715
1715

1713
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1743

1810

1877

1944

Styl
Mnll SfaNI Mnll Ddel Mnll
I I II II

TGCAGTTGCATCCGACTTGTGGTCTCGCTGTTCCTTGGGAGGGTCTCCTCTGAGTGATTGACTACCC
1749 1760 1774 1793 1800

1776

SinI
ScrFI ScrFI

Sau3AI Sau96I
Ndell NlalV

Neil EcoRII
MspI Eco47I

Mbol BstNI
Hpall Avail

Banll Cpfl Apyl

GTCAGCGGGGGTCTTTCATTTGGGGGCTCGTCCGGGATCGGGAGACCCCTGCCCAGGGACCACCGAC
1838 1845 1864

1842 1867
1845 1864

1842 1867
1843 1862

1845 1868
1845 1867

1843 1864
1867

ScrFI Pall
MspI Haelll

Mnll Neil Ball
Hpall Alul Mael

CCACCACCGGGAGGTAAGCTGGCCAGCAACTTATCTGTGTCTGTCCGATTGTCTAGTGTCTATGACT
1884 1895 1930

1880 1885 1899
1884 1899
1885 1899

SinI
Sau96I

HinPlI Spel NlalV
Hhal Rsal Mael Eco47I

Hgal Cfol Mael Alul Alul Avail

GATTTTATGCGCCTGCGTCGGTACTAGTTAGCTAACTAGCTCTGTATCTGGCGGACCCGTGGTGGAA
1948 1955 1968 1975 1983 1997

1955 1966 1980 1997
1953 1967 1999

1997
1997
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Xmalll
ScrFI

Pall
Neil
MspI ScrFI
Hpall EcoRII

Haelll BstNI
Fnu4HI Apyl

Mil II

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
AhaI I Apyl

Aatll
I III

2034
2033

2030
2030
2030

2033
2030
2031

2042
2042

2040
2042

2052
2049 2055

2055
2053

2055

Sau96I
Pall

NlalV
Haelll

I I I

2011 CTGACGAGTTCGGAACACCCGGCCGCAACCCTGGGAGACGTCCCAGGGACTTCGGGGGCCGTTTTTG
2069

2068
2069

2067

Sau96I
Pall
Haelll

II

Hinfl
Ddel
I I

2081
2081

2080

2088
2090

Xorll
Sau3AI

RspI
Pvul

Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl Hinfl

I

Mnll
Mnll

HgiAI Ddel
II II

2078 TGGCCCGACCTGAGTCCAAAAATCCCGATCGTTTTGGACTCTTTGGTGCACCCCCCTTAGAGGAGGG
2104
2104
2104

2107
2107

2104
2107

2115 2128 2134
2130

2133

Mnll
I

2145 ATATGTGGTTCTGGTAGGAGACGAGAACCTAAAACAGTTCCCGCCTCCGTCTGAATTTTTGCTTTCG
2199

[
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Xmalll
ScrFI

Pall
Neil
MspI ScrFI
Hpall EcoRII

Haelll BstNI
Fnu4HI Apyl

I I I I

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Ahall Apyl

Aatll
I III

Sau96I
Pall

NlalV
Haelll

I I I

2011 CTGACGAGTTCGGAACACCCGGCCGCAACCCTGGGAGACGTCCCAGGGACTTCGGGGGCCGTTTTTG
2034

2033
2030
2030
2030

2033
2030
2031

2042
2042

2040
2042

2052
2049 2055

2055
2053

2055

2069
2068
2069

2067

Sau96I
Pall
Haelll

I I

Hinfl
Ddel
I I

Xorll
Sau3AI

RspI
Pvul

Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl
I I

Hinfl

2081
2081

2080

2088
2090

2104
2104
2104

2107
2107

2104
2107

2115

Mnll
Mnll

HgiAI Ddel
II II

2078 TGGCCCGACCTGAGTCCAAAAATCCCGATCGTTTTGGACTCTTTGGTGCACCCCCCTTAGAGGAGGG
2128 2134

2130
2133

Mnll
I

2145 ATATGTGGTTCTGGTAGGAGACGAGAACCTAAAACAGTTCCCGCCTCCGTCTGAATTTTTGCTTTCG
2199
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PstI

Pall
Haelll
Ball
I

Thai
Pall
Haelll FokI

FnuDII NlalV
Fnu4HI BanI
III III

2428 2434
2434
2434

2456 2465
2458 2467

2455 2463
2455

2458

Hph
I

2413 ACCTTCTGCTCTGCAGAATGGCCAACCTTTAACGTCGGATGGCCGCGAGACGGCACCTTTAACCGAG
247

2480

ScrFI
Mnll Sau3AI

ScrFI
Sau96I
Pall
Haelll

Tthllll
SinI

ScrFI
Sau96I

NlalV
EcoRII

Eco47I
Drall

EcoRII Ndell EcoRII BstNI
BstNI Mbol BstNI Avail
Apyl

i i

Cpfl HphI Apyl Nlalll Apyl
ii i i i i i i i i i i i

ACCTCATCACCCAGGTTAAGATCAAGGTCTTTTCACCTGGCCCGCATGGACACCCAGACCAGGTCCC
2492 2499 2505 2517 2528 2540
2492 2499 2517 2542

2490 2499 2515 2540
2492 2499 2520 2542
2492 2520

2519
2517

2542
2538

2544
2542

2540
2542

2540

ScrFI
Maelll

EcoRII
BstNI
Apyl Styl

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl Mnll

I I I

2554

2560
2560

2558

2560

2568 2590 2595
2590

2588
2590

Rsal Dde

I I

2547 CTACATCGTGACCTGGGAAGCCTTGGCTTTTGACCCCCCTCCCTGGGTCAAGCCCTTTGTACACCCT
2607 261
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2614

2681

2748

MboII
FokI Mnll

TaqI
Mnll

Mnll
Mnll

Mnll Mnll
I I I I I I III

AAGCCTCCGCCTCCTCTTCCTCCATCCGCCCCGTCTCTCCCCCTTGAACCTCCTCGTTCGACCCCGC
2623 2628 2634 2643 2673

2621 2637 2676
2672

TaqI
Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

2684
2684
2684
2684

2683

NlalV
Narl

MspI
Hpall

HinPlI
Hhal
Haell

Mael Cfol
BanI

Mnll
I

Mnll
I

Mnll
I I

Sau3AI
Sau3AI

Ndell
Ndell

Mbol
Mbol Cpfl

Aha I I EcoRI Cpfl Bell
I I I I I I I I

2691 2698 2714 2721
2720

2717 2723
2724

2723
2721

2724
2724

2721
2722

2727 2733 2738
2733 2738

2738
2733

2738
2733

2738

Mnl
I

CTCGATCCTCCCTTTATCCAGCCCTCACTCCTTCTCTAGGCGCCGGAATTCCGATCTGATCAAGAGA
274

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl FokI

I

Nlalll

Xmalll
Pall

MspI
Hpall

Haelll
Fnu4HI

I I I I I

Mnll

CAGGATGAGGATCGTTTCGCATGATTGAACAAGATGGATTGCACGCAGGTTCTCCGGCCGCTTGGGT
2757
2757
2757
2757

2764 2771 2806
2805

2802 2811
2802

2805
2803
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Bbvl
I

SfaNI
Fnu4HI

I I

Fnu4HI

2844 2858
2855

2869

MspI
Hpall

2815 GGAGAGGCTATTCGGCTATGACTGGGCACAACAGACAATCGGCTGCTCTGATGCCGCCGTGTTCCGG
2879
2879

ScrFI
NlalV

Neil
Narl

MspI
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell

HinPlI Cfol
Hhal BanI Hpall
Cfol Ahall

II I I I I I I

2891 2897
2891 2896 2901

2889 2899
2900

2899
2897

2901
2897

2901
2898

2901

NlalV
MspI
Hpall

BanI

2931
2929
2929

2933

Mnll
I

2882 CTGTCAGCGCAGGGGCGCCCGGTTCTTTTTGTCAAGACCGACCTGTCCGGTGCCCTGAATGAACTGC
2947

PstI
I

2950

Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII
Fnu4HI Pall

Fnu4HI Haelll
Cfol Bbvl Ball

I I I I I I

2963
2959

2964
2963
2963

2961
2963

2970 2979
2979
2979

PvuII
HinPlI

Hhal
FspI

Fnu4HI
Cfol

Alul
I I I I I

3003
3000
3001

2999
3000

2998
3003

TaqI Tth
HgiAI

Bbvl
I I I

2949 AGGACGAGGCAGCGCGGCTATCGTGGCTGGCCACGACGGGCGTTCCTTGCGCAGCTGTGCTCGACGT
3012

3010
3010 301

[
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XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

ScrFI
Neil

MspI
Maelll Bbvl Fnu4HI Hpall Cpfl HphIII I II I I

3016 TGTCACTGAAGCGGGAAGGGACTGGCTGCTATTGGGCGAAGTGCCGGGGCAGGATCTCCTGTCATCT
3017 3028 3042 3060 3068 3075

3060
3061
3061

3068
3068
3068
3068
3068

Sau3AI
Fnu4HI Ndell

Nlalll Fnu4HI Mbol
SfaNI Bbvl Fnu4HI CpflIII III I

3083 CACCTTGCTCCTGCCGAGAAAGTATCCATCATGGCTGATGCAATGCGGCGGCTGCATACGCTTGATC
3110 3121 3129 3146

3116 3132 3146
3135 3146

3146

MspI SfaNI Rsal
Hpall TaqI TaqI HgiAI
I I I I I I

3150 CGGCTACCTGCCCATTCGACCACCAAGCGAAACATCGCATCGAGCGAGCACGTACTCGGATGGAAGC
3150 3166 3190 3200
3150 3196 3203

Thai
TaqI HinPlI
Sau3AI Sau3AI SfaNI Hhal

MspI Ndell Ndell FnuDII
Hpall Mbol Mbol MboII Cfol

FokI Cpfl Cpfl FokI Banll EcoR
i i i i i i i i i i i i

CGGTCTTGTCGATCAGGATGATCTGGACGAAGAGCATCAGGGGCTCGCGCCAGCCGAACTGTTCGCC
3221 3227 3236 3246 3262 3282

3217 3227 3236 3258 3266
3217 3227 3236 3264

3227 3236 3260 3266
3226 3264

3264
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3284

3351

3418

3485

Thai
HinPlI

HinPlI
Hhal

Hhal SphI
FnuDII

XhoII
Sau3AI Styl

ScrFI Cfol Ndell SfaNI
BstNI Cfol Nlalll Mbol Ncol
Apyl BssHII Mnll Cpfl Maelll Nlalll

i i i t i i i i i i i

AGGCTCAAGGCGCGCATGCCCGACGGCGAGGATCTCGTCGTGACCCATGGCGATGCCTGCTTGCCGA
3284 3294 3304 3314 3323 3333
3284 3296 3302 3314 3329
3284 3298 3314 3326

3296 3314 3329
3296 3302

3298
3294

3296
3296

3314

Nlalll

Pall
Haelll
Fnu4HI Hinfl TaqI

I I

Pall
Nael

MspI
Hpall

Haelll
I I I

3359 3371
3370
3370

3382 3388 3397
3398
3398
3399

3397

SinI
Sau96I
Eco47I
Avail

I

ATATCATGGTGGAAAATGGCCGCTTTTCTGGATTCATCGACTGTGGCCGGCTGGGTGTGGCGGACCG
3413
3413
3413
3413

MboII
Alul Fnu4HI

I I I

CTATCAGGACATAGCGTTGGCTACCCGTGATATTGCTGAAGAGCTTGGCGGCGAATGGGCTGACCGC
3461 3467

3468

HinPlI
Hhal

Fnu4HI
Mnll Fnu4HI Hinfl Cfol
I I I I I I I I I

TTCCTCGTGCTTTACGGTATCGCCGCTCCCGATTCGCAGCGCATCGCCTTCTATCGCCTTCTTGACG
3498 3508 3516 3526

3522
3526

3524

SfaNI
Bbvl

3533
3535

MboII

3548
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3552

3619

3686

TaqI
Ddel Hinfl AsuII Ahall Hgal

I I

AGTTCTTCTGAGCGGGACTCTGGGGTTCGAAATGACCGACCAAGCGACGCCCAACCTGCCATCACGA
3560 3568 3579

3579
3599 3607

ScrFI Nael

TaqI
Hinfl Fnu4HI

Neil MspI
Hpall Hpall

Hinfl MspI Ahall

GATTTCGATTCCACCGCCGCCTTCTATGAAAGGTTGGGCTTCGGAATCGTTTTCCGGGACGCCGGCT
3626 3636 3663 3673 3678

3624 3673 3681
3674 3681
3674 3682

XhoII
Thai Xmal

Sau3AI Xcyl
Ndell Smal

Mnll ScrFI
Mbol ScrFI TaqI

Sau3AI HinPlI Neil Sau3AI
Ndell Hhal Neil Ndell
Mbol FnuDII MspI Mbol Tha

Hgal FokI Cpfl Nlalll Hpall Cpfl Fnu
Cpfl Cfol MboII Aval Banll Bbv

ii i i i i i i i i M i

GGATGATCCTCCAGCGCGGGGATCTCATGCTGGAGTTCTTCGCCCACCCCGGGCTCGATCCCCTCGC
3690 3702 3715 3734 3741 375

3686 3700 3706 3715 3735 3742 375
3690 3702 3735 3742 375
3690 3702 3735 3742
3690 3700 3736 3742

3706 3735 3741
3704 3736

3706 3736
3706 3734

3702 3734
3706
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Mnll
Bbvl
I I

PvuII Saul
Mnll Mstll

Fnu4HI
Fnu4HI Ddel

Alul CvnI
I I I I I

Thai Mnll MspI
FnuDII Hpall FokIIII I

3753 GAGTTGGTTCAGCTGCTGCCTGAGGCTGGACGACCTCGCGGAGTTCTACCGGCAGTGCAAATCCGTC
3755

3758
3765 3773
3766 3773

3769
3767 3773

3765 3773

3791
3791

3802
3797 3802

3809

SfaNI
ScrFI

EcoRII
BstNI
Apyl

I I I

FokI
Fnu4HI

Fnu4HI
I I I

Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII

Cfol
Bbvl
I I I

SfaNI
Nlalll
I I

PstI
Mnll

I I

3820 GGCATCCAGGAAACCAGCAGCGGCTATCCGCGCATCCATGCCCCCGAACTGCAGGAgTGGGGAGGCA
3827
3827

3825
3827

3838
3841

3839

3831

3849
3852

3850
3852

3850
3850

3860
3861

3874
3873

Pall
Haelll
Fnu4HI

I I

ScrFI
TaqI Neil

Sail MspI
Hindi

AccI Hpall
III I

3894
3893
3893

3903 3908
3904

3902 3908
3903 3908

3908

HinPlI
Hhal

Hgal
Cfol

I I

3887 CGATGGCCGCTTTGGTCGACCCGGACGGACGCTCCTGCGCCTGATACAGAACGAATTGCTTGCAGGC
3926

3924
3926

3924
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SfaNI
Nlalll

MboII
I I

Mnll

HinPlI
HinPlI Hhal

Saul Hhal Haell
Mstll FokI Fnu

Maelll Haell Fnu4HI
Ddel Drain Bbvl Cfol
CvnI Bbvl Cfol Bbv

II I I I I II I II I

3954 ATCTCATGAGTGTGTCTTCCCGTTTTCCGCCTGAGGTCACTGCGTGGGATGGAGCGCTGGCGCTGCT
3961
3962
3962

3979 3985 4003 4010 402
3985 3997 4006 4016

3989 4011 4017
3985 4014 402
3985 4010 4017

4008 4016
4014

4021

HphI
Fnu4HI TaqI PvuII

Alul Mnll Ddel Alul
III III I

GCGGACGGCGAGCTGCTCACCACCCACTCGACTTCTGAGGCGGAAAGAACCAGCTGTGGAATGTGTG
4033 4050 4056 4074
4034 4049 4074

4030

4088

ScrFI
NlalV

EcoRII
BstNI SphI
Apyl Nlalll
III I

TCAGTTAGGGTGTGGAAAGTCCCCAGGCTCCCCAGCAGGCAGAAGTATGCAAAGCATGCATCTCAAT
4112
4112

4110

4112
4116

4146
4146

SfaNI
I

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl

I I

4155 4167
4167

4165
4167

ScrFI
NlalV

EcoRII
BstNI
Apyl

I I I

4184
4184

4182

4184
4188

SphI
Nlalll

4155 TAGTCAGCAACCAGGTGTGGAAAGTCCCCAGGCTCCCCAGCAGGCAGAAGTATGCAAAGCATGCATC
4218
4218
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4222

4289

4356

SfaNI FokI
I I

TCAATTAGTCAGCAACCATAGTCCCGCCCCTAACTCCGCCCATCCCGCCCCTAACTCCGCCCAGTTC
4227 4249

Styl
Nlalll

Ncol
I I

4305
4309

4305

Mnll
I

Pall Sfil
Haelll Pall

Pall Fnu4HI Hael
Mnll Haelll Bgll

CGCCCATTCTCCGCCCCATGGCTGACTAATTTTTTTTATTTATGCAGAGGCCGAGGCCGCCTCGGCC
4328 4334 4339

4339
4351

4346 4354
4345 4354
4345 4351

Mnll
Ddel Mnll

Alul
I I I I

Mnll
Mnll
I I

4362
4358 4365
4359

4371
4374

Mnll

Styl
StuI
Pall
Mael

Haelll
Aatl
I I I

4386 4397
4397

4399
4397
4397
4398

Alul
I

TCTGAGCTATTCCAGAAGTAGTGAGGAGGCTTTTTTGGAGGCCTAGGCTTTTGCAAAAAGCTAATTC
4416
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4423

Pall Nael Mnll

ScrFI
Neil

MspI
Hpall

HinPlI
Hhal
Haell

Haelll
Fnu4HI

I I

MspI
Hpall

Fnu4HI
Fnu4HI

I I

Fnu4HI Mnll
Cfol Bbvl

I I I I I I I

GGGAGCGGCCACCGAGCCGGCAGAGACCCACCGAGCGGCGGCGGAGGGAGCAGCGCCGGGGCGACGA
4429

4431
4431

4440
4440
4441

4459
4462

4459

4478 4485
4474 4481

4479
4478

4476
4479
4479
4480
4480

Styl
Sau96I

NlalV Pall
Ncol Haelll TaqI Nlalll

BanI Nlalll Ahall Hgal Mael
I I I II I II III

4490 GGGCACCATGGCCCAGACGCCCGCCTTCGACAAGCCCAAAGTAGAACTGCATGTCCACCTAGACGGA
4492 4500 4507 4515 4549

4496 4501 4517 4543
4494 4501

4500
4496

Xhol
Sau3
Ndel
Mbol
Cpfl
BstI
BamH

4555
4555
4555
4555
4555
4555
4555

NlalV Mnll Mnll

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

4601
4601
4601

Mnll
Mnll
Bbvl

Alul
I I

4557 TCCATCAAGCCTGAAACCATCTTATACTATGGCAGGAGGAGAGGGATCGCCCTCCCAGCTAACACAG
4557 4585 4590 4601 4615

4619
4618
4619
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4624

4691

4758

ScrFI
Pall
Haelll

EcoRII
BstNI

HphI Ball
Fnu4HI Nlalll Fnu4HI Apyl
I III III

CAGAGGGGCTGCTGAACGTCATTGGCATGGACAAGCCGCTCACCCTTCCAGACTTCCTGGCCAAGTT
4633 4653 4660 4681

4656 4684
4681

4679
4684
4684

4681

ScrFI
MspI

Mnll Neil
Nlalll FnuDII Hpall
Bbvl Thai Fnu4HI

II I I I I I

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

TGACTACTACATGCCTGCTATCGCGGGCTGCCGGGAGGCTATCAAAAGGATCGCCTATGAGTTTGTA
4705 4714 4719

4704 4714 4722
4718 4723

4722
4723

4739
4739
4739
4739

Pall
Mnll

Haelll
I I

4768
4766

4768

Mnll
I

Rsal

4784 4801

Pall
Haelll
Ball

GAGATGAAGGCCAAAGAGGGCGTGGTGTATGTGGAGGTGCGGTACAGTCCGCACCTGCTGGCCAACT
4819
4819
4819
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4825

4892

ScrFI
NlalV

SinI
Sau96I
NlalV

ECORII ScrFI HphI
BstXI EcoRII Eco47I
BstNI BstNI Drall

NlalV Apyl Apyl Avail Mnll Mnll Mae

CCAAAGTGGAGCCAATCCCCTGGAACCAGGCTGAAGGGGACCTCACCCCAGACGAGGTGGTAGCCCT
4835 4845 4852

4845 4852
4844 4850

4843 4852
4849

4845

4863
4863
4863

4860
4864

4863
4863

4871 4876 489

ScrFI
Sau96I

Pall
Sau96I Mnll

Pall Haelll
Haelll
EcoRII

Drall
BstNI
Apyl

I I I I I

PstI FokI
I

SinI
ScrFI

Sau96I
Sau96I
Pall

Neil
MspI
Hpall

Haelll
Eco47I

Bbvl
Avail

II III

4900
4900

4902

4910 4933 4943
4942
4943

Fnu4H

AGTGGGCCAGGGCCTGCAGGAGGGGGAGCGAGACTTCGGGGTCAAGGCCCGGTCCATCCTGTGCTGC
4956

4898
4898
4898 4904

4896 4904
4904

4902
4900

4939
4941
4941
4941

4939
4938

4943
4941

4943
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4959

5026

5093

SphI
Nlalll
HinPlI

Hhal
Cfol

4964
4964

4962
4962
4962

SinI
Sau96I
NlalV

Eco47I
Avail Styl
I I I

BstXI Alul
I I

Rsal
I

Fnu4HI
I

ATGCGCCACCAGCCCAACTGGTCCCCCAAGGTGGTGGAGCTGTGTAAGAAGTACCAGCAGCAGACCG
4979
4979

4981
4979
4979

4985 4992 4998 5011 5017

Bbvl

Pall
Haelll

Ball
I

5028
5032

I

5032
5032

ScrFI
FokI

EcoRII
BstXI
BstNI
Apyl

III I

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl

I I

Fnu4HI
I

ScrFI
Mnll

EcoRII
BstNI
Bbvl
Apyl

I I I

5041
5041

5040
5039

5044
5041

5063
5063

5061
5063

5070

Scr
Nlalll
EcoRI

Bst
Apy

I I I

TGGTGGCCATTGACCTGGCTGGAGATGAGACCATCCCAGGAAGCAGCCTCTTGCCTGGACATGTCCA
5081
5081
5081

5079
5083

5081

509
509

5090
5089

509

StuI
Pall ScrFI
Haelll

EcoRII
Mnll BstNI

Aatl Apyl
II II

5095 5101
5096 5101

5099
5095
5095 5101
5095

HphI MboII
Fnu4HI

Bsml
III I

Rsal

ScrFI
Neil

MspI
Mnll

Hpall
I I I

Xmalll
Pall
Hael

Banll
I I I

GGCCTACCAGGAGGCTGTGAAGAGCGGCATTCACCGTACTGTCCACGCCGGGGAGGTGGGCTCGGCC
5120

5118
5116 5124

5130 5141
5138

5141
5142
5142

5155
5158
5158

5156
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5160

5227

5294

5165

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
ApylMnll Fnu4HI

I I II
GAAGTAGTAAAAGAGGCTGTGGACATACTCAAGACAGAGCGGCTGGGACACGGCTACCACACCCTGG

5200 5224
5224

5222
5224

ScrFI
Sau96I
Pall
Haelll

EcoRII
Drall

BstNI
Bbvl

Apyl MboII
I I I I I I

Fnu4HI
Fnu4HI

XhoII
TaqI

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

Nlalll Bglll
I I I

SinI
ScrFI

Sau96I
EcoRII

Eco47I
BstNI

Avail
Apyl

AAGACCAGGCCCTTTATAACAGGCTGCGGCAGGAAAACATGCACTTCGAGATCTGCCCCTGGTCCAG
5233 5239

5237
5233

5235
5231

5236
5236

5235
5233

5251
5254

5268 5276
5276
5276
5276
5276

5273
5276

5286
5288

5286
5288

5284
5288

5286
5288

ScrFI
NlalV Tthllll
Mnll ScrFI
EcoRII EcoRII

BstNI MspI SphI BstNI
Alul BanI Apyl Hpall Nlalll Apyl
I I I I I I I II
CTACCTCACTGGTGCCTGGAAGCCGGACACGGAGCATGCAGTCATTCGGCTCAAAAATGACCAGGTC
5294 5305 5310 5317 5332 5356

5310 5317 5332 5356
5308 5354
5308 5356

5307 5356
5310
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5361

5428

5495

5562

5629

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Hindi MboII Apyl

I I II
AACTACTCGCTCAACACAGATGACCCGCTCATCTTCAAGTCCACCCTGGACACTGATTACCAGATGA
5361 5385 5407

5407
5405

5407

Nlalll
Mnll

I I

MboII
Dral
Ahalll

I I

Pall
Haelll

Fnu4HI Mael
I I

5447
5442

5463
5463
5464

5483
5485
5485

I

CCAAACGGGACATGGGCTTTACTGAAGAGGAGTTTAAAAGGCTGAACATCAATGCGGCCAAATCTAG
5492

MboII
Mnll Alul TaqI SfaNItill I

TTTCCTCCCAGAAGATGAAAAGAGGGAGCTTCTCGACCTGCTCTATAAAGCCTATGGGATGCCACCT
5509 5523 5528 5543

5518

FokI
PstI

Mnll
I I

5565 5577
5574

Mnll
Aha 1

1

I I

MboII
HphI

Hgal
I I

Maelll
HphI Hinfl

Mnll Drain
I II II

TCAGCCTCTGCAGGGCAGAACCTCTGAAGACGCCACTCCTCCAAGCCTTCACCCTGTGGAGTCACCC
5592
5593

5600
5603

5600

5610 5617
5616 5621

5622

BstXI Ddel

5636 5643

Sau3AI
Nlalll

Ndell
MboII

Mbol
Cpfl
I I I

5683
5683

5687
5683
5684

5683
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CAACTCTGTGGGGCTGAGCAACATTTTTACATTTATTCCTTCCAAGAAGACCATGATCTCAATAGTC
5694
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TaqI
Maelll Alul

I I

5696 AGTTACTGATGCTCCTGAACCCTATGTGTCCATTTCTGCACACACGTATCGAGCTGGATACTTCCCG
5697 5749

5745

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl

I I

Nlalll
SfaNI Nael

MspI
Bbvl Hpall Fnu4HI

Thai
Thai

HinPlI
HinPlI

Hhal
Hhal
FnuDII

FnuDII
Cfol

cfol
BssHII

Bsml
I I I

Mnll

Pall
MspI MboII

Maelll
Hpall

Haelll
BstEII

III I

5763 TCCGCCAGGGGACATGCCGGCGATGCTGCAAGGTCGCGCGCATTCCCGATGAAGAGgCCGGTTACCG
5769
5769

5767
5769

5775 5780
5780

5775 5781
5779

5789 5803
5799

5801
5803

5799
5801
5801

5803
5799

5801
5799

5801

5809 5823
5820
5821

5823
5821 5826

5820
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ScrFI
Hindi

EcoRII
BstNI
Apyl

I I I

5840
5840

5838
5836

5840

NlalV
Narl

MboII
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell
Fnu4HI

Cfol
BanI
Aha 1

1

I I I I I

Hinfl
I

HinPlI
Hhal

Mnll Haell
Fnu4HI Cfol

I I I I I

5830 CCTGTTGACCTGGTGGGACGGGCAGGGCgCCGCCGAGTcTTCCCCTCGGcGGCGGGCGCTCTGCTCA
5857

5856
5859
5860
5860

5859
5857

5860
5857
5858

5865 5880 5888
5884 5889

5888
5886

SinI
Thai ScrFI
HinPlI Sau96I Sau96I

HinPlI ScrFI Neil
Hhal MspI NlalV

Hhal Neil Hpall
FnuDII Haelll

Nlalll Cfol NlalV Eco47I

Sau96I
Pall

MspI ScrFI
Hpall Mnll

Haelll
SinI EcoRII

Cfol
BssHII

I I I

MspI Pall
Hpall
II I I I I I

Drall
Avail

I I

5902 5909 5919
5904 5909 5914 5919

5899 5906 5913 5919
5904 5914
5904 5910 5915

5906 5915 5920
5902 5910 5916

5904 5912 5919
5904 5916

5919

EC047I
Avail

BstNI
Apyl

I I I

5897 TGGAGCGCGCTCCGGGGCCGGGGACCTTGCACAGATAGCGTGGTCCGGcCagGACGAcgaGGCTTGC
5939 5947
5939 5947
5939 5945

5945
5942 5948
5942 5947

5945
5939
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Sau3AI
Ndell TaqI
Mbol Clal
Cpf I EcoRI Nlalll Alul Banlll EcoRV
l l i i i i

AGGATCGGAATTCTCATGTTTGACAGCTTATCATCGATTAGTCCATTTGTTAAAGACAGGATATCAG
5966 5972 5982 5990 5998 6026
5966 5998
5966
5966

5998

SinI
ScrFI

Sau96I
EcoRI

I

Eco47I
BstNI

Avail HphI PvuII
Apyl Mael Hinfl Alul Rsal

i i i i ii i i

TGGTCCAGGCTCTAGTTTTGACTCAACAATATCACCAGCTGAAGCCTATAGAGTACGAGCCATAGAT
6037

6033
6043 6051

6055
6069
6069

6085

6037
6033

6035
6033

6037
6033

6098 AAAATAAAAGATTTTATTTAGTCTCCAGAAAAAGGGGGGAATGAAAGACCCCACCTGTAGGTTTGGC

6165

Nhel
Mael

Alul
Alul Maelll Nlalll Ddel

AAGCTAGCTTAAGTAACGCCATTTTGCAAGGCATGGAAAAATACATAACTGAGAATAGAGAAGTTCA
6168 6177 6200 6214

6172
6169

6168
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Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

Sau96I
PvuII Pall
Alul Haelll EcoRV

6232 GATCAAGGTCAGGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCTGTGGTAAGCAGTTC
6232
6232
6232
6232

6259
6259

6270
6270

6268

6281

ScrFI
Neil
MspI Sau96I
Hpall Pall

Ddel Haelll

Sau96I
PvuII Pall
Alul Haelll EcoRV

I I I I I II I

6299 CTGCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGAACAGCTGAATATGGGCCAAACAGGATATCTGTGGTA

6305
6305
6305
6305

6309 6315
6315

6313

6334
6334

6345
6345

6343

6356

SinI
ScrFI SfaNI
Neil Sau96I
MspI Sau96I NlalV
Hpall Pall Eco47I

Ddel Haelll Avail

SinI
Sau96I
Eco47I
Avail Ddel

I I I I I I I

6384
6380
6380
6380
6380

6390
6390

6388

6403
6403

6405
6403

6401
6403

6416
6416
6416
6416

I

6366 AGCAGTTCCTGCCCCGGCTCAGGGCCAAGAACAGATGGTCCCCAGATGCGGTCCAGCCCTCAGCAGT
6425
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6433

6500

Styl

Xbal
Mnll

Mael
I I I

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
BanI

Apyl NlalV
I I I I I

SinI
Sau96I
Eco47I
Drall
Avail

I

TTCTAGAGAACCATCAGATGTTTCCAGGGTGCCCCAAGGACCTGAAATGACCCTGTGCCTTATTTGA
6436

6434
6435

6458 6463 6471
6461 6471

6458 6471
6456 6471

6458 6471
6467

Thai
Thai

HinPlI
HinPlI

Hhal
Hhal
FnuDII

FnuDII
Cfol

Cfol
BssHII
I I I

SstI
SacI
HgiAI
Banll

Aval Alul
I I I

ACTAACCAATCAGTTCGCTTCTCGCTTCTGTTCGCGCGCTTCTGCTCCCCGAGCTCAATAAAAGAGC
6534 6548 6553

6536
6538

6534
6536
6536

6538
6534

6536
6534

6536

6555
6555
6555
6555
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6567

6634

6701

Xmal
Xcyl

Sinai

Banll Aval

NlalV
Narl

Mnll
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell
Cfol

BanI
Ahall

I I I I I

6568 6581 6587
6586

6589
6590

6589
6587

6586
6587
6588

ScrFI
ScrFI
Neil

Neil Rsal
MspI NlalV

Tthllll Hpall
Mnll BanI

Hinfl Aval Kpnl
Ddel

I I I I I I

Asp7 18

I I I

CCACAACCCCTCACTCGGGGCGCCAGTCCTCCGATTGACTGAGTCGCCCGGGTACCCGTGTATCCAA
6606

6608
6605

6607

6618
6614 6622

6618
6615
6615 6620
6615 6620
6616

6615
6616
6616

6614
6614

FokI Mnll SfaNI

6639 6650 6661

Styl
Mnll
I I

6675
6677

Ddel
I

TAAACCCTCTTGCAGTTGCATCCGACTTGTGGTCTCGCTGTTCCTTGGGAGGGTCTCCTCTGAGTGA
6694

Mnll
I

ScrFI
Sau3AI
Ndell

Neil
MspI

Mbol
Hpall

Banll Cpfl
I III

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl

I I

TTGACTACCCGTCAGCGGGGGTCTTTCATTTGGGGGCTCGTCCGGGATCGGGAGACCCCTGCCCAGG
6701 6739 6746

6743
6746

6743
6744

6746
6746

6744

6765
6765

6763
6765
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6768

6835

6902

SinI
Sau96I ScrFI Pall
NlalV MspI Haelll

Eco4 7

I

Mnll Neil Ball
Avail Hpall Alul Mael
ii iii ii i

GACCACCGACCCACCACCGGGAGGTAAGCTGGCCAGCAACTTATCTGTGTCTGTCCGATTGTCTAGT
6768 6785 6796 6831
6768 6781 6786 6800
6769 6785 6800

6768 6786 6800
6768

HinPlI
Hhal

Hgal Cfol
I I I

Spel
Rsal

Mael
I I I

Mael
Alul Alul

I I I

6849 6856
6856

6854

6869
6867
6868

6876 6884
6881

SinI
Sau96I

Nlal
Eco47I
Avail

GTCTATGACTGATTTTATGCGCCTGCGTCGGTACTAGTTAGCTAACTAGCTCTGTATCTGGCGGACC
6898
6898

6900
6898
6898

Xmalll
ScrFI

Pall
Neil ScrFI
MspI Mnll
Hpall EcoRII

Haelll BstNI
Fnu4HI Apyl EcoRI Nlalll

CGTGGTGGAACTGACGAGTTCGGAACACCCGGCCGCAACCCTGGGAGAGGAATTCTCATGTTTGACA
6935

6934
6931
6931
6931

6934
6931
6932

6943
6943

6941
6941

6943

6952 6962
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6969

7036

7103

7170

TaqI Hindlll
Clal EcoVIII
Banlll Alul

NlalV
Alul Banlll Alul BanItill II
GCTTATCATCGATAAGCTTTAATGCGGTAGTTTATCACAGTTAAATTGCTAACGCAGTCAGGCACCG
6970 6978

6978
6978

6985
6983
6983

7030
7032

HinPlI
Hhal

FokI Cfol
I I I

SfaNI ScrFI
NlalV EcoRII

HphI Mnll BstNI
BanI Maelll Apyl
III II II

7052 7057
7057

7055

7073 7078 7085
7072 7079 7085

7075 7083
7078 7085

FokI
I

TGTATGAAATCTAACAATGCGCTCATCGTCATCCTCGGCACCGTCACCCTGGATGCTGTAGGCATAG
7100

ScrFI
Sau96I

Pall
Neil

Rsal MspI
MspI Hpall
Hpall Haelll
II III I

Mnll
EcoRV

I I

7115 7128
7115 7124

7119 7124
7125

7128
7126

7125

7141
7139

SfaNI
Maelll
Bbvl

I I

GCTTGGTTATGCCGGTACTGCCGGGCCTCTTGCGGGATATCGTCCATTCCGACAGCATCGCCAGTCA
7167

7166
7167

SfaNI
HinPlI

Nhel Hhal
Mael Haell

Fnu4HI Cfol
III I I I I

HinPlI
Hhal
FspI
Cfol

I I I

7181 7189
7184 7190

7183 7189
7187

7191

7217
7216
7217

7215

HgiAI

CTATGGCGTGCTGCTAGCGCTATATGCGTTGATGCAATTTCTATGCGCACCCGTTCTCGGAGCACTG
7234
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7237

7304

Pall
Haelll

Fnu4HI
Fnu4HI

I I I

NlalV TaqI
I I

Thai
Sau3
Ndel
Mbol
FnuDI
Cpfl

I I

TCCGACCGCTTTGGCCGCCGCCCAGTCCTGCTCGCTTCGCTACTTGGAGCCACTATCGACTACGCGA
7252

7255
7251
7251

7285 7293 7302
7301
7302
7302
7302

7301

SfaNI

Nlalll

7309

XhoII SfaNI Nlal
Sau3AI Pall Narl

NlalV Nael Hpall
Ndell MspI HinPl
Mbol HphI Hha
Cpfl MspI Hpall MspI Cfo
BstI Mnll Hgal BanI
BamHI Hpall Haelll Ahall
ii ii i i i i i i i i i i

5GATCCTCTACGCCGGACGCATCGTGGCCGGCATCACCGGCGC
7329 7341 7355 7368
7329 7343 7353 7367
7329 7341 7356 7365 737
7329 7354 737
7329 7356 7368

7331 7357 7365
7329 7355 7368
7329 7356 7369

7368
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7371

7438

7505

Haell

7371

NlalV
Narl
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell
Cfol

Bani
Ahall

I I I I I

HphI
I

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

MboII
Banll
I I

CACAGGTGCGGTTGCTGGCGCCTATATCGCCGACATCACCGATGGGGAAGATCGGGCTCGCCACTTC
7389

7388
7391
7392

7391
7389
7389
7390

7399 7420
7420
7420
7420

7429
7430

Nlalll
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell

Banll Cfol
I II I I

Sau96I
Pall
NlalV

Haelll
Drall

I I I

ScrFI
Pall

Neil
MspI
Hpall

Haelll
I I I

7443 7451
7452

7451
7449

7447

7478
7479
7480

7479
7478

7487
7488
7488
7489

7487
7489

Nla
Narl
HinP

BanI
Aha I

I I I

GGGCTCATGAGCGCTTGTTTCGGCGTGGGTATGGTGGCAGGCCCCGTGGCCGGGGGACTGTTGGGCG
7503

7502
7503
7503
750

Hhal
Haell

Cfol
I I

7505
7506

7505

SphI
Nlalll

I

Fnu4HI Haelll
Fnu4HI HgiAI Pall Bbvl Mnll Fnu4

II I I I I I

CCATCTCCTTGCATGCACCATTCCTTGCGGCGGCGGTGCTCAACGGCCTCAACCTACTACTGGGCTG
7520
7520

7533
7536

7545 7551 7556
7551

7562 7570
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7572

7639

7706

7773

Hinfl Hgal
I I

TaqI
SfaNI

Sail
Hindi

AccI
I III

CTTCCTAATGCAGGAGTCGCATAAGGGAGAGCGTCGACCGATGCCCTTGAGAGCCTTCAACCCAGTC
7586 7592 7606

7607
7605

7602
7606

Alul
MspI
Hpall

Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII
Cfol Nlalll Fnu4HI MboII

I I

7641 7648
7648

7657
7657
7657

7655
7657

7666 7677 7684

Nla

AGCTCCTTCCGGTGGGCGCGGGGCATGACTATCGTCGCCGCACTTATGACTGTCTTCTTTATCATGC
770

HinPlI
MspI Hhal
Hpall Haell

NlalV Fnu4HI
BanI Nael Cfol
I I I I I I I I

Mnll
Bbvl

SinI
Sau96I
Eco47I
Avail

I

7720 7725 7732
7722 7728

7724
7724

7739
7743

7733
7732

7730

7753
7753
7753
7753

Tha
HinPl

Hha
Fnu
Cfo

I I

AACTCGTAGGACAGGTGCCGGCAGCGCTCTGGGTCATTTTCGGCGAGGACCGCTTTCGCTGGAGCGC
777
777
777

7770
777

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol Pall
Cpfl Haelll

I I

Hinfl Mnll Maelll
I I

GACGATGATCGGCCTGTCGCTTGCGGTATTCGGAATCTTGCACGCCCTCGCTCAAGCCTTCGTCACT
7779
7779
7779
7779

7785
7785

7806
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7840

7907

7974

8041

SinI
Sau96I
NlalV

Eco47I
Avail

7841
7841

7843
7841
7841

Pall
Haelll
I

Xmalll Thai
Pall HinPlI

Nael Nlalll Hhal
Hpall Fnu4HI FnuDII
MspI Bgll Haelll Cfol

I I I I I I

7874
7874

I I

GGTCCCGCCACCAAACGTTTCGGCGAGAAGCAGGCCATTATCGCCGGCATGGCGGCCGACGCGCTGG
7884 7889 7895 7903
7884 7893 7901
7885 7891 7903

7895 7901
7893 7901

Hgal

7907

Thai Thai
Mnll FnuDII Pall MboII
FnuDII
I I

Hgal
I

Haelll FokI Hinfl
I I

GCTACGTCTTGCTGGCGTTCGCGACGCGAGGCTGGATGGCCTTCCCCATTATGATTCTTCTCGCTTC
7928

7927 7933
7928 7933

7939 7946
7946

7954 7960
7955

ScrFI
Nlalll

Thai Pall EcoRII
SfaNI FokI BstNI

FnuDII Haelll Apyl
I I II III

SfaNI
MspI
Hpall

Fnu4HI
I I I

CGGCGGCATCGGGATGCCCGCGTTGCAGGCCATGCTGTCCAGGCAGGTAGATGACGACCATCAGGGA
7978

7974
7974

7977

7994 8003 8014
7989 7999 8014

7994 8003 8012
8008

8014

TaqI Sau3AI
Sau3AI Sau3AI SinI Ndell
Ndell Thai Ndell Sau96I Mbol
Mbol FnuDII Mbol Eco47I Maelll

Alul Cpfl Fnu4HI Cpfl Avail Cpflii ii ii ill
CAGCTTCAAGGATCGCTCGCGGCTCTTACCAGCCTAACTTCGATCACTGGACCGCTGATCGTCACGG

8044 8051 8061 8082 8090 8097
8051 8060 8082 8090 8101
8051 8060 8082 8090 8097
8051 8082 8090 8097

8081 8097
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Fnu4HI
Bgll

Mnll Nlalll
HgiAI Nlalll

NlalV
Narl
HinPlI

Hhal
Haell
Fnu4HI

Cfol
BanI
Aha 1

1

8108 CGATTTATGCCGCCTCGGCGAGCACATGGAACGGGTTGGCATGGATTGTAGGCGCCGCCCTATACCT
8123

8118
8132

8131 8136
8151 8160

8159
8162
8163
8163

8162
8160
8160
8161

Hgal
I

Thai
Mnll

FnuDII
I I

Thai
FnuDII

ScrFI
Sau96I

NlalV Pall
Neil

MspI
Hpall TaqI

Nlalll Haelll
I I I II I I

Mnll

Nael
MspI
Hpall
I I

8175 TGTCTGCCTCCCCGCGTTGCGTCGCGGTGCATGGAGCCGGGCCACCTCGACCTGAATGGAAGCCGGC
8183 8189 8199 8208 8216

8192 8199 8212
8189 8212

8213
8210 8216

8214
8213

8230
8222

8238
8238
8239

NlalV
Fnu4HI
BanI

Mnll
HphI Hinfl

8243
8242

8245

8253 8258
8257

NlalV
I

8242 GGCACCTCGCTAACGGATTCACCACTCCAAGAATTGGAGCCAATCAATTCTTGCGGAGAACTGTGAA
8280
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8309

8376

8443

HinPlI
Hhal
FspI
Cfol
Bsml

I I I

8313
8313

8312
8313

8311

Styl Hgal
Thai
FnuDII
I

8323 8333 8344
8344

HinPl
Thai Hha
FnuDII
Fnu4HI

Fnu4HI Cfo
Fnu4HI Bbvl
I I I I I I I

TGCGCAAACCAACCCTTGGCAGAACATATCCATCGCGTCCGCCATCTCCAGCAGCCGCACGCGGCGC
8361

8364
8372

837
8371

8370
8370 837

8373

SfaNI
Aval Fnu4HI

I I I

SinI
ScrFI

Sau96I
NlalV
EcoRII

Eco47I Pall
Drall Haelll

BstNI
Bbvl

Avail Ball
Apyl

I I I I I I

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol

HinPlI
Hhal

FspI Nlalll
Cpfl

Cfol
III II

Mnll
HgiAI

I I

8379 8385 8397 8411
8384 8393 8400 8414

8396 8410 8415
8397 8411

8393 8400 8409
8393 8400 8414

8395 8414
8394 8414

8393
8397

8393

8423
8425

SinI
ScrFI

Sau96I
NlalV

Neil
MspI
Hpall

Eco47I
Drall
Avail

I I I

ATCTCGGGCAGCGTTGGGTCCTGGCCACGGGTGCGCATGATCGTGCTCCTGTCGTTGAGGACCCGGC
8435
8435
8435

8439
8439
8439

8437
8435

8439
8435

Thai
FnuDII

Bbvl
Bbvl
I I

Mael HphI Hinfl
I III
TAGGCTGGCGGGGTTGCCTTACTGGTTAGCAGAATGAATCACCGATACGCGAGCGAACGTGAAGCGA
8443 8474 8479 8492 8500

8492 8503
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8510

8577

8644

8711

Fnu4HI
Fnu4HI
I I

8514
8517

Ddel
I

Nlalll
MboII
I I

CTGCTGCTGCAAAACGTCTGCGACCTGAGCAACAACATGAATGGTCTTCGGTTTCCGTGTTTCGTAA
8535 8547

8549

Thai
FnuDII

HinPlI
Hhal
Haell

Cfol
I I I

XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell

MspI
Mbol

Hpall SfaNI
Cpfl Bbvl

I I I

SfaNI
Fnu4HI

I I

AGTCTGGAAACGCGGAAGTCAGCGCCCTGCACCATTATGTTCCGGATCTGCATCGCAGGATGCTGCT
8589
8589

8601
8602

8601
8599

8621 8626
8619 8626

8621
8619

8621
8621
8621

8640
8636

HinPlI
Hhal
Haell

FokI Cfol Ddel Fok
I I I I I I

GGCTACCCTGTGGAACACCTACATCTGTATTAACGAAGCGCTGGCATTGACCCTGAGTGATTTTTCT
8648 8684 8697 871

8685
8684

8682

SinI ScrFI
Sau96I Neil

NlalV MspI
Eco4 7

1

Maelll
Avail Fnu4HI SfaNI Mnll Hpall Nlalll

CTGGTCCCGCCGCATCCATACCGCCAGTTGTTTACCCTCACAACGTTCCAGTAACCGGGCATGTTCA
8714 8721 8732 8757 8766 8774
8714 8761

8716 8766
8714 8767
8714 8767
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Maelll SfaNI
FokI Mnll Nlalll

8778
II ll i

TCATCAGTAACCCGTATCGTGAGCATCCTCTCTCGTTTCATCGGTATCATTACCCCCATGAACAGAA
8788 8815 8838

8784 8810

Sau96I
Pall

SfaNI Nlalll
Mnll Maelll Haelll

8845
i ii ii

ATTCCCCCTTACACGGAGGCATCAAGTGACCAAACAGGAAAAAACCGCCCTTAACATGGCCCGCTTT
8853 8870 8904

8873 8903
8904

8903

Thai Hgal
Alul FnuDII FokI

8912
ill 1

ATCAGAAGCCAGACATTAACGCTTCTGGAGAAACTCAACGAGCTGGACGCGGATGAACAGGCAGACA
8954 8961 8976

8961 8967

Xmnl
PvuII
Fnu4HI

Thai
Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII

FnuDII
Hinfl Bbvl Fnu4HI Cfol

Asp700 Alul Alul Bbvl Mnll

8979 TCTGTGAATCGCTTCACGACCACGCTGATGAGCTTTACCGCAGCTGCCTCGCGCGTTTCGGTGATGA
8989 9011 9022 9031 9036

8985 9009 9020 9032
8989 9023 9030

9022 9032
9032

9030
9030

9032
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9046

9113

9180

9247

HphI
I

HphI

ScrFI
Neil
MspI

Nlalll Hpall
Fnu4HI Maelll

Mnll Alul Bbvl
I I I I I II

Alul SfaNI
I I

9051 9060 9066 9071
9069

9068 9075
9075
9075
9075

9080
9083

9090 9095

ScrFI
Neil

MspI
Hpall
I I

CGGTGAAAACCTCTGACACATGCAGCTCCCGGAGACGGTCACAGCTTGTCTGTAAGCGGATGCCGGG
9109
9109
9110
9110

FokI
I

Hgal
I

Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII
Cfol

I I

9117 9124 9135
9135
9135

9133
9135

HinPlI
Hhal
Fnu4HI

Cfol
I I I

Tthlll
Nlalll

Mael
Bbvl

AGCAGACAAGCCCGTCAGGGCGCGTCAGCGGGTGTTGGCGGGTGTCGGGGCGCAGCCATGACCCAGT
9165
9166

9165
9163

9177
9178

9173
9176

Rsal
Accl Fnu4HI SfaNI Ddel
I I III

CACGTAGCGATAGCGGAGTGTATACTGGCTTAACTATGCGGCATCAGAGCAGATTGTACTGAGAGTG
9201 9219 9230 9239

9237

SfaNI
HinPlI

Hhal
Ndel Haell

HgiAI SfaNI MboII Cfol
II I I I I I

CACCATATGCGGTGTGAAATACCGCACAGATGCGTAAGGAGAAAATACCGCATCAGGCGCTCTTCCG
9249

9252
9266 9300 9306

9307
9306

9304
9306
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9314

9381

9448

9515

Bbvl
I

Mnll
Hinfl

I I

HinPlI
Hhal

Fnu4HI
Cfol
Bbvl

I I I

Fnu4HI
Fnu4HI
I I

Alul
I

CTTCCTCGCTCACTGACTCGCTGCGCTCGGTCGTTCGGCTGCGGCGAGCGGTATCAGCTCACTCAAA
9321 9329

9328
9339
9339

9335
9339

9337

9353
9356

9371

Pall
Hinfl Nlalll Haelll
I I I

GGCGGTAATACGGTTATCCACAGAATCAGGGGATAACGCAGGAAAGAACATGTGAGCAAAAGGCCAG
9404 9433 9444

9444

ScrFI
Pall NlalV
Haelll
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl

I I I

Thai
Pall
Haelll

FnuDII
Fnu4HI

I I I

NlalV
I

CAAAAGGCCAGGAACCGTAAAAAGGCCGCGTTGCTGGCGTTTTTCCATAGGCTCCGCCCCCCTGACG
9457
9457

9455
9455
9455 9461

9457

9474
9476

9473
9473

9476

9500

TaqI
SfaNI
I I

Mnll
Hgal

9526
9529

9540
9536

ScrFI
EcoRII

BstNI
Apyl

I I

AGCATCACAAAAATCGACGCTCAAGTCAGAGGTGGCGAAACCCGACAGGACTATAAAGATACCAGGC
9578
9578

9576
9578
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9582

9649

9716

9783

9850

ScrFI Mnll
EcoRII HinPlI

BstNI Hhal MspI
Apyl Alul Cfol Fnu4HI Hpall

i iIII ill i i

GTTTCCCCCTGGAAGCTCCCTCGTGCGCTCTCCTGTTCCGACCCTGCCGCTTACCGGATACCTGTCC
9591 9597 9609 9629 9636
9591 9609 9636

9589 9607
9591 9611

HinPlI
Hhal
Haell

Cfol Ddel
III l

GCCTTTCTCCCTTCGGGAAGCGTGGCGCTTTCTCAATGCTCACGCTGTAGGTATCTCAGTTCGGTGT
9676 9704
9677

9676
9674

HinPlI
Hhal

Fnu4HI
Alul HgiAI Bbvl Cfol

AGGTCGTTCGCTCCAAGCTGGGCTGTGTGCACGAACCCCCCGTTCAGCCCGACCGCTGCGCCTTATC
9733 9747 9758 9776

9772
9776

9774

MspI
Maelll

Hpall Hinfl

ScrFI
Neil
MspI
Hpall

Fnu4HI Mael
Fnu4HI Bbvl

CGGTAACTATCGTCTTGAGTCCAACCCGGTAAGACACGACTTATCGCCACTGGCAGCAGCCACTGGT
9783 9800 9809 9837 984£

9785 9809 9840 9848
9783 9809

9809

Pall
Bbvl Mnll Haelll

AACAGGATTAGCAGAGCGAGGTATGTAGGCGGTGCTACAGAGTTCTTGAAGTGGTGGCCTAACTACG
9851 9860 9907

9907
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9917

9984

10051

Mael

HinPlI
Hhal
Cfol

I I

Maelll

GCTACACTAGAAGGACAGTATTTGGTATCTGCGCTCTGCTGAAGCCAGTTACCTTCGGAAAAAGAGT
9924 9950

9950
9948

9964

Sau3AI
Ndell

MspI
Mbol

Hpall
Alul Cpfl

I I I

9990 9995
9999

9995
9999

9995
9995

Fnu4HI

TGGTAGCTCTTGATCCGGCAAACAAACCACCGCTGGTAGCGGTGGTTTTTTTGTTTGCAAGCAGCAG 1

10046

Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII

Cfol
Bbvl

I I

XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl
I

XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

I

Sau3AI
Ndell
MboII

Mbol
Cpfl

I I

10057
10059

10057
10059

10057
10057

10070
10070
10070
10070
10070

10081
10081
10081
10081
10081

10089
10089

10091
10089
10089

Ddel

ATTACGCGCAGAAAAAAAGGATCTCAAGAAGATCCTTTGATCTTTTCTACGGGGTCTGACGCTCAGT 1

10113
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Hgal Nlalll

XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell

MboII
Mbol

HphI
Cpfl

I I I

XhoII
Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol

Mael
Cpfl

10118 GGAACGAAAACTCACGTTAAGGGATTTTGGTCATGAGATTATCAAAAAGGATCTTCACCTAGATCCT 1

10118 10153 10167
10165

10167
10162

10167
10167
10167

10179
10177

10179
10179
10179
10179

Dral Dral
Ahalll Ahalll Maelll
I I I

10185 TTTAAATTAAAAATGAAGTTTTAAATCAATCTAAAGTATATATGAGTAAACTTGGTCTGACAGTTAC 1

10188 10207 10247
10188 10207

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol

NlalV Ddel FokI
Mnll BanI Cpfl Hinf

10252 CAATGCTTAATCAGTGAGGCACCTATCTCAGCGATCTGTCTATTTCGTTCATCCATAGTTGCCTGAC 1

10260 10270 10284 1031
10272 10279 10288

10284
10284
10284

Sau96I
Pall
Haelll

Mnll Bbvl NlalV Fnu4HI
I I I I I I

10319 TCCCCGTCGTGTAGATAACTACGATACGGGAGGGCTTACCATCTGGCCCCAGTGCTGCAATGATACC 1

10341 10360 10366 10374
10365
10365

10364
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Pall
Thai NlalV MspI Sau96I HinPl

HphI MspI Hpall Haelll Hha
FnuDII Hpall Bgll CfoII II I I I I I I

10386 GCGAGACCCACGCTCACCGGCTCCAGATTTATCAGCAATAAACCAGCCAGCCGGAAGGGCCGAGCGC 1

10387
10392

10387

10403
10403

10407

10442 104
10437 10445 104
10437 10443 10450

10445

SinI
Sau96I
EC047I
Avail

I

FokI
I

Mnll
I

10460
10460
10460
10460

10469 10489

ScrFI
Neil

MspI Mael
Hpall Alul
II II

10453 AGAAGTGGTCCTGCAACTTTATCCGCCTCCATCCAGTCTATTAATTGTTGCCGGGAAGCTAGAGTAA 1

10504 10511
10504 10512
10505
10505

HinPlI
Hha I

FspI
Cfol

Bbvl
III I

10520 GTAGTTCGCCAGTTAATAGTTTGCGCAACGTTGTTGCCATTGCTGCAGGCATCGTGGTGTCACGCTC 1

10549 10563 10578
10545

10544
10545

10543

PstI
Fnu4HI
I I

10567

SfaNI
Maelll

I

10578

MspI
Hpall

Alul NlalV
I I I

Sau3AI
Ndell
Mbol
Cpfl

Sau3AI
Nlalll

Ndell
Mbol

Maelll Cpfl
I I

10587 GTCGTTTGGTATGGCTTCATTCAGCTCCGGTTCCCAACGATCAAGGCGAGTTACATGATCCCCCATG 1

10611 10618
10614
10614

10625
10625
10625
10625

10636 10643
10643
10643
10644

10643
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Xorll
Sau3AI

RspI
SinI Pvul
Sau96I Ndell Pall
Eco47I Mbol Haelll

Nlalll Alul Avail Cpfl Mnll Fnu4HI
I I I I I I II

10654 TTGTGCAAAAAAGCGGTTAGCTCCTTCGGTCCTCCGATCGTTGTCAGAAGTAAGTTGGCCGCAGTGT 1

10654 10674 10682
10682
10682
10682

10689 10695
10689
10689

10692
10692

10689
10692

10713
10712
10712

Nlalll Fnu4HI Bbvl
FokI SfaNI

Nlalll
1 1 II II

10721 TATCACTCATGGTTATGGCAGCACTGCATAATTCTCTTACTGTCATGCCATCCGTAAGATGCTTTTC
10732 10740 10751 10768

10756 10769

Maelll
Seal
Rsal HphI Ddel Fnu4HI Hgal

10788 TGTGACTGGTGAGTACTCAACCAAGTCATTCTGAGAATAGTGTATGCGGCGACCGAGTTGCTCTTGC 1

10789 10802 10808 10819 10835 10848
10802

ScrFI Thai
Neil HinPlI
MspI Hhal Xmn
Hpall HincII FnuDII Dral MboII

Ahall Cfol Ahalll HgiAI Asp

10855 CCGGCGTCAACACGGGATAATACCGCGCCACATAGCAGAACTTTAAAAGTGCTCATCATTGGAAAAC 1

10859 10882 10899 10908 109
10856 10863 10880 10899 10917
10856 10882 109
10856 10880
10856 10880
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10922

10989

11056

11123

11190

XhoII XhoII
Sau3AI Sau3AI
Ndell Ndell
Mbol Mbol TaqI
Cpfl Cpfl Maelll

GTTCTTCGGGGCGAAAACTCTCAAGGATCTTACCGCTGTTGAGATCCAGTTCGATGTAACCCACTCG 1

10947 10964 10977
10947 10964 10973
10947 10964
10947 10964
10947 10964

Sau3AI
Ndell

MboII
Mbol

HgiAI Cpfl
I I I

10993 11000
11000

SfaNI
HphI HphI

I

TGCACCCAACTGATCTTCAGCATCTTTTACTTTCACCAGCGTTTCTGGGTGAGCAAAAACAGGAAGG 1

11014
11018

11049

10995
11000
11000

Fnu4HI
I

11064

MboII
I

CAAAATGCCGCAAAAAAGGGAATAAGGGCGACACGGAAATGTTGAATACTCATACTCTTCCTTTTTC 1

11104

SspI Nlalll
I I

AATATTATTGAAGCATTTATCAGGGTTATTGTCTCATGAGCGGATACATATTTGAATGTATTTAGAA 1

11126 11161

Thai
HinPlI

Hhal
FnuDII

NlalV Cfol
I I I

11208 11214
11212

11214
11212
11212

Ddel
Aha 1

1

Aatll
I I I

AAATAAACAAATAGGGGTTCCGCGCACATTTCCCCGAAAAGTGCCACCTGACGTCTAAGAAACCATT 1

11244
11241

11245
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11257

Sau96I
Pall
MboII MspI

Haelll Hpall
Nlalll Mnll Drall EcoRI
I I III II

ATTATCATGACATTAACCTATAAAAATAGGCGTATCACGAGGCCCTTTCGTCTTCAAGAATTCC 1132
11266 11288 11298 11315

11299
11300

11299
11298

11320
11320
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Listing of Supplies

Tissue culture medium: DMEM (Gibco, Cat. No. 320-1965) - see attached sheet

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) - low level endotoxin and hemoglobin, protected

from photoxic oxidation. 0.1 micron pore size triple filtered. Hyclone

Laboratories. Logan. Utah 84321.

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) - Dulbecco's calcium and magnesium free,

Gibco Laboratories. Grand Island. NY 14072

Heparin - preservative free, porcine intestinal mucosa, pH 5. 0-7. 5.

sterile, non-pyrogenic. 1000 USP units/ml in normal saline. Invenex. Melrose

Park. II 60160.

D

Lymphocyte Separation Medium (LSM )- Sodium diatrizoate/Ficoll density

1.077-1.080 g/ml . Litton Bionetics, Kensington. MD 20795.

Protamine - Protamine sulfate injection. USP, Eli Lilly and Company.

Indianapolis, IN

Other materials:

Tissue culture plates

Pipettes

Polypropylene tubes

Cellulose acetate filters (e.g.. Corning, 25942)

Syringes

Bone marrow aspriation needles

Intravenous access lines

These are all standard tissue culture or hospital supply equipment.
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DULBECCO'S 1 MODIFIED EAGLE MEDIUM

150

uTa

With Low Glucose With High Glucose

Liquid (IX) Powder Liquid (IX) Powder
Cat. No. 320-1885 Cat. No. 430-1600 Cat. No. 320-1965 Cat. No. 430-2100

COMPONENT mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L

INORGANIC SALTS:
CaClj (anhyd.) 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00

Fe(NOj), • 9H 3 0 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

KCI 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00

KNOj — — — —
MgS0« (anhyd.) — 97.67 — 97.67

MgSOa • 7HjO 200.00 — 200.00 —
NaCI 6400.00 6400.00 6400.00 6400.00

NaHCOj 3700.00 — 3700.00 —
NaHjPOa • HjO 125.00* 125.00* 125.00* 125.00*

Na
2 SeOj 5HjO — — — —

OTHER COMPONENTS:
O-Glucose 1000.00 1000.00 4500.00 4500.00

Phenol red 15.00 1500 15 00 15.00

HEPES — — — —
Sodium pyruvate 110.00 110.00 — —

AMINO ACIOS:
L-Alanine — — — —
L-Asparagine - HjO — — — —
L-Arginine • HO 84.00 84.00 84.00 84.00

L-Aspartic acid — — — —
L-Cynine 48.00 — 48.00 —
L-Cystine 2HCI — 62.57 — 62.57

L-Glutamic acid — — — —
L-Glutamine 584 00 584.00 584.00 584.00

Glycine 30 00 30.00 30.00 30.00

L-Histidine HCI • H,0 42.00 4200 42.00 42.00

L- Isoleucine 105.00 105.00 105.00 105.00

L- Leucine 105.00 105.00 105.00 JQJLQQl
1 .1 yeirsa MP1 *4600- -T46.TJ0 146.00 146.00

L-Methionine 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00

L-Phenylalanine 66 00 66.00 66.00 66.00

L-Proline — — — —
L-Serine 42 00 42.00 42.00 42.00

L-Threonine 95.00 95 00 95.00 95.00

L-Tryptophane 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00

L-Tyrosirte 72.00 — 72.00 —
L-Tyrosine (Duodium salt) — 103.79 — 103.79

L-Valine 94 00 94.00 94.00 94.00

VITAMINS:
Biotin — — — —
D-Ca pantothenate 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Choline chloride 4.00 4 00 4.00 4.00

Folic acid 4.00 4 00 4.00 4 00

i-lnositol 7.20 7.20 7.20 7 20

Nicotinamide 4.00 4.00 4 00 4 00

Pyrtdoxal HCI 4.00 4 00 4 00 4 00

Riboflavin 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 40

Thiamine HCI 4.00 4 00 4 00 4 00

Vitamin Bi] — — — —
'Oulbecco R.. Freeman G.. Virology. 8 396 (19S9) Smith J 0 ,

Freeman G.. Vogt M and Dulbecco R
.
Virology. 12 185-196 (I960) Tissue

Culture Standards Committee. In Vitro, Vol. 6. No 2. P 93

*Valuet shown are in conformance with the Tutue Culture Standardi Committee. 7n V'tro, 9. No 6 119701.
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Review of Packaging Cell Lines

Introduction

Several investigators (Cone and Mulligan. 1984; Miller et al.. 1985;

Miller and Buttimore 1986) have constructed packaging cell lines with a wide

host range specificity. The packaging cell has an integrated provirus which

itself cannot be packaged because of a deletion in its packaging sequence in

cis . but which encodes in trans all of the viral proteins necessary for

packaging a vector introduced into the cell by infection or transfection. The

construction of the packaging line is delineated in the following section. The

production of high titer virus, the detection of helper virus, and the

description of an improved packaging line which theoretically is helper-free

are al so described.

Construction of PA-12

Synopsis

To construct PA-12 the following steps were undertaken. A wild type

integrated Moloney Murine Leukemia Virus (Mo-MuLV) provirus. pMLV-1. which had

been cloned and sequenced, was used as the backbone of the construct. As

pMLV-1 was not biologically active, a second clone of a Mo-MuLV. pMLV-48. which

is biologically active, was used to determine the region of the viral genome

responsible for the inactivity of pMLV-1. This region in pMLV-1 was identified

and replaced by the homologous region in pMLV-48 to render the virus

infectious. The new construct, yielding high titer infectious virus, was

called pMLV-K. Subsequently, the envelope gene region of pMLV-K was replaced

by the homologous region of an amphotropic, or wide host range, murine virus

called 4070A, creating pAM. a virus with wide species specificity. Finally,

the region in pAM responsible for conferring in cis the ability of the virus to

be packaged, was deleted, and the contiguous ends religated, creating pPAM.

f
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This was the construct which was transfected Into NIH 3T3 TK“ cells to make the

amphotropic packaging line PA-12.

pPAM Mo-MuLV is a replication-competent type C murine retrovirus which is

able to Infect mouse and some rat cells and can grow to high titers. It

produces either T cell leukemias or lymphomas and paralysis when injected into

newborn mice (Gross. 1970: Gardner. 1978). Naturally occurring murine leukemia

viruses have been classified into three groups, primarily on the basis of their

host range. Ecotropic viruses are able to infect only murine and a few other

rodent cells, xenotroplc viruses are able to infect primarily cells of other

species (Levy. 1973). and amphotropic viruses have the capacity to infect both

murine and heterologous cells of many species (Hartley and Rowe. 1976; Rasheed

et al.. 1976). Mo-MuLV with ecotropic and xenotropic host ranges have been

Isolated. Biologic and serologic data suggest that viral host range is

determined primarily by the viral envelope glycoprotein gp70 (Chattopadhyay et

al.. 1981).

The Mo-MuLV genome contains 8332 nucleotides which encode gag , pol and

env . the trans acting proteins Involved In viral encapsldatlon and assembly,

reverse transcription of the viral genome and integration, and viral budding

and entrance Into the cell, respectively (Shlnnlck et al.. 1981) (Fig. 1). The

complete nucleotide sequence of pMLV-1, a Mo-MuLV clone has been determined

(Shlnnlck et al., 1981) (Fig 2). To make PMLV-1. the unintegrated circular DNA

form of a Mo-MuLV was cleaved at its unique Hind III site and was cloned into

bacteriophage lambda Charon 21A (Berns et al.. 1980). This 8.35 kb circularly

permuted Integrant was subsequently subcloned into the Hind III site of pBR322

(Miller and Verma, 1984) (Fig. 3) . pMLV-1 is not biologically active, however,

and could not be used in developing the packaging system. The defect in pMLV-1

was initially localized to the 5' two-thirds of the genome, spanning the gag
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and part of the pol gene (Berns et al.. 1980) and was later pinpointed to a two

base difference between pMLV-1 and pMLV-48 (Miller and Verma. 1984) (Fig. 4).

pMLV-K. an infectious hybrid between the wel 1 -characterized pMLV-1 as the

backbone and the infectious pMLV-48. was constructed by replacing the region

responsible for the inactivity of pMLV-1 with the homologous region in pMLV-48

(Miller and Verma. 1984) (Fig. 5).

To provide broad host range specificity for the packaging vector, the

envelope protein coding region of pMLV-K was replaced by the env gene of an

amphotropic clone, 4070A(Miller. et al.. 1985). Strain 4070A was isolated from

a wild mouse embryo from Lake Casitas Squab Farm (Chattopadhyay et al..

1978; 1981; Hartley and Rowe 1976) (Fig. 6).

The main differences between pMLV-K and p4070A are in the eiw region. The

envelope glycoprotein encoded by env is the primary determinant of host range.

The amphotropic envelope glycoprotein of p4070A can bind to surface receptors

of cells from a wide host range of mammalian species. The ga£ region of

Mo-MuLV determines N and B tropism (DesGroseillers and Jolicoeur. 1983).

N-tropic cells are able to replicate only in BALB/c cells and B-tropic Mo-MuLV

are restricted to NIH 3T3 cells. It was undertaken to construct a hybrid virus

with the broadest host range possible (Miller et al., 1985). The env region of

p4070A replaced the homologous region in pMLV-K. The hybrid virus was to

retain the gag region of pMLV-K which conferred it N/B-tropism. ensuring a

wider host range than of p4070A which is N-tropic.

The cloning involved the replacement of the Sal I/Cl al fragment of pMLV-K

with the homogloous Sal I/Cl al fragment of p4070A. subtending the env^ gene and

part of the pol region, creating pAM (Fig 7). When pAM helper virus was

generated after transfection into cells, it had the predicted host range:

infecting both N and B type mouse cells, a property of pMLV-K. and also
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infecting and replicating in human and chicken cells, a property of amphotropic

viruses (Hiller et al.. 1985).

To prevent PAM from being packaged, viral sequences shown to be necessary

in cis for encapsidation were deleted. It has been shown (Shank and Linial.

1980; Mann et al . , 1983) that the packaging signal for Mo-MuLV RNA lies between

the Bal I and Pst I sites at the 5' end of the virus between viral nucleotide

positions 214 and 565 (Shinnick et al., 1981). The Bal I site Is 6 bp

downstream from the splice donor site and the Pst I site Is 55 bp upstream from

ATG for Pr65 gag. pAM was digested with Bal I and Pst I, deleting the 350 base

pair segment between these two sites (Miller et al., 1985) (Fig. 7). The Bal 1

site was llnkered with Pst I polylinker and joined to the 5' Pst I site after

partial Pst I digestion, making pPAM.

PA-12

pPAM was co-transfected into NIH 3T3 TK" cells (Shank and Linial, 1980)

along with the herpes simplex thymidine kinase gene as a selectable marker at a

1:20 ratio to pPAM (Graham and van der Eb. 1973; Wigler et al., 1979; Corsaro

and Pearson. 1981: Miller et al.. 1985). The TK
+

clones were surveyed for

their ability to package a wel 1 -characterized replication-defective virus pLPL

encoding the hypoxanthine phosphorlbosyl transferase (HPRT) gene (Miller et al..

1983). One of the TK
+

transfected cell clones, which efficiently packaged pLPL

as monitored by the conversion of HPRT’ cells to HPRT
+

after transient

transfection with pLPL. was designated PA-12. PA-12 was the packaging cell

line into which the SAX vector was transfected (see section on structure of

cloned DNA In this document).

Generation of helper virus contaminant

At the time of construction. PA-12 did not produce helper virus when

transfected with a variety of Mo-MuLV based DHFR vectors (Miller et al..
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1985) (Table 1. Fig 8). When subsequently assayed, however. Miller, et al..

(1986) found that all but one neomycin phosphotransferase (Neo R
) producing N2

virus infected PA-12 clones produced helper virus (Table 2). N2 is a Moloney

based vector with a Mo-MuLV long terminal repeat (LTR) promoted Neo R gene

replacing most of the gag , the pol_ and the erw genes, with an intact packaging

sequence (Keller et al., 1985) (Fig 9).

The level of helper virus was very low (about 200 focus forming units

(FFU) ml compared with cells productively infected with amphotropic helper

(106-107 FFU/ml), but was clearly detectable. The one clone which initially did

not produce helper, did so after three weeks of culture. These results were

reproduced with N2 producing clones that were generated with repeat N2 virus

infection of PA-12 cells. It was postulated (Miller et al., 1986) that the

frequent, if not unavoidable, co-production of helper virus upon infection of

PA-12 cells with N2 virus is the result of a recombination event between

identical 5'ends of Mo-MuLV and N2, comprising about 500 bp of N2 downstream of

the packaging signal, including the gag sequences (Fig. 9). Evidence to

D
support this hypothesis was generated by the construction of a Neo vector pLNL

(Miller et al., 1986) (Fig 9) lacking the gag region. PA-12 cells infected with

this virus produced pLNL to high titers but did not produce helper (Table 2).

Construction of PA-317

In light of these findings, several new designs for packaging cell lines

were constructed (Fig 10). The one that was chosen, PA-317 contained several

mutations in addition to the deletion of the packaging signal (Miller and

Buttimore, 1986). Helper virus production was not detected, even with vectors

found to transfer packaging function to PA-12.

The 3' LTR of pPAM (Miller et al., 1985) (Fig 10) was replaced by the late

SV40 polyadenyl ation signal, constructing pPAM2. In addition to the
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polyadenyl ation. the deletion of the 3'LTR removed the site of initiation of

second-strand DNA synthesis and the 3' R region required for translation of

reverse transcriptase during first strand DNA synthesis (Varmus and Swanstrom.

1985 ). Sequences required for viral integration (Panganiban and Temin. 1983)

upstream from the 5 ' LTR viral enhancer were removed, making pPAM3. A pBR322

clone of pPAM3 was used to make the helper-free packaging line PA-317.

The constructs were introduced into NIH 3T3 TK- cells by cotransfection

with the herpes simplex thymidine kinase gene (Colbere-Garapin et al.. 1979) a

a selectable marker. TK+ colonies were screened for production of replication

competent virus using the S
+
L’ assay and for their ability to package a

standard retroviral vector containing the HPRT gene previously described. No

helper virus was detected from any of more than 70 clones analyzed. Roughly

equivalent titers were obtained from the cell lines containing pPAM. pPAM2 and

pPAM3. The best pPAM3 transfected clone was named PA-317 and was henceforth

used In all of the transfection experiments.

Assay for helper virus with N2 as previously done yielded no detectable

Neo PA-317 clones which produced helper virus on S L assay (Table 3).

Neither did NIH 3T3 cells Infected with virus from these lines assayed more

p
than two weeks after Infection. A population of over 100 independent Neo

clones was also negative for helper virus when assayed by S
+
L .
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Rf.1 Structure of Mo-MuLV provirus »nd genomic RNA. The origins of

plus (oss) and minus (tRNA rro
)- strand DNA synthesis are indicated on the

genomic RNA, as well as the structural features of LTR. Pr65**‘ and
Prl80***‘'

,<
are translated from a 35S mRNA and Pr80'"" from a spliced,

2 IS mRNA. The mature protein species of the three primary polyproteins

are indicated (RT is reverse transcriptase, the question mark indicates that

other pol products are likely but as of yet uncharacterized). The enp gene

overlaps the 3* end of the pol gene.

Fig. 1 . (Shinnick et al , 1981 )
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Fig. 2. Nucleotide sequence of pMLV-1 (Shinnick et al., 1981).
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Fig. 3. Restriction map of pBR322 (Bethesda Research Laboratories Catalogue
and Reference Guide).
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Nucleotide alteration*. Homologou* region* of DNA

from pMLV-1 and pMLV-48 were »equenced. including the to

5jfl region re*pon*ible for the difference in inactivity of the two

clone* of Mo-MLV, The nucleotide numbering tyttem is that used

by Shinnick et aJ. (22). Base difference* are indicated by circled

letter*, and the nucleot de number* are *hown. Landmark rettrsc-

tion endonucleate site* are indicated. Mo-MLV protein coding

region* are »hown at the top of the figure.
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Fig. 4. The defect responsible for biological Inactivity of pMLV-1 Is an A to 6

transition at position 1849 In the ga£ gene resulting In an amino acid change

in the p30 protein from glutamic acid In pMLV-48 to glycine In pMLV-1 and a G

to C transversion at position 2225 resulting In an amino acid residue change

from glutamic acid In MLV-48 to aspartic acid in pMLV-1. In the region between

the end of the gag coding region and the amino terminus of the reverse

transcriptase coding region (Miller and Verma. 1984).
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Fig. 5. Construction of pMLV-K . A nonpermuted clone of pMLV-1 was first

constructed. The Clal-HIndlll fragment and the Hindli I-Xhol fragment of pMLV-1

were mixed and ligated with the bacterial alkaline phosphatase (BAP)-treated

3.7 Kb Sall-Clal pBR322 fragment containing the amp
r

gene, forming construct I.

Next, the 5
' Cl al-XhoI fragment of pMLV-1 and the 3' XhoI-EcoRI fragment of

pMLV-48 were cloned Into the BAP treated Clal-EcoRI fragment of pBR322

containing the amp
r

gene, forming construct J. Construct K was made by BAP

treating and ligating the larger of the two fragments derived from the

XhoI-HI nd I I I cleavage of construct I with the 3.3 Kb Internal fragment derived

from the Hi nd I I I-Xhol cleavage of construct J. pMLV-K was active by XC assay,

yielding 2700 XC plaques/ g/10
6

cells compared to 0 for pMLV-1 (Miller and

Verma. 1984).
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KILOBASE PAIRS

Analysis of the genomes of ecotropic and amphotropic MuLV’s isolated from the California wild

mice. Each pair woe isolated from the same mouse.

Common restriction endonuclease sites iMre indicated with short

kies and the name of the enzyme indicated above. Enzyme sites that are different within the pair art

indicated with longer lines. Abbreviations' E, EcoRI', Ps, PstI, Sm, SmaJ, K, Kpnl, PI, Pvul, Ss, SstU, Ba
BamHI. He, Hindi; Hp. Hpal; Hd, Hmdlll, Sc, Sadi SI, Sail, Pv, PvulI; Xh, Xhol, Cl, Clal, Xb. Xbal; Be,

BcU.

Fig. 6 . Amphotroplc viruses were grown In the permissive Mus Carol 1 or Hus

dun 1

1

cell lines, which were acutely Infected with Mo-MuLV from chronically

Infected cells. DNA was extracted on day 16 to 18 after Infection, and the

viral DNA was separated from genomic DNA by velocity sedimentation of denatured

genomic DNA In the presence of SDS and NaCl , while taking advantage of the

spontaneous renaturatlon of high copy number, low sequence complexity viral DNA

which remained In the supernatant (Hlrt. 1967). The viral DNA supernatant was

preparatlvely el ectrophoresed (Rands et al.. 1981). Purified form I 4070A

viral DNA was linearized with EcoRI and cloned Into the EcoRI site of pBR322

(Chattopadhyay et al., 1981). The DNA clones were restricted and analyzed on

32
nitrocellulose paper after electrophoresis and transfer, with P cDNA probes.

Restriction endonuclease maps of p4070A amphotroplc virus are shown

(Chattopadhyay et al., 1981).
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Construction of the amphotropic packaging vector. Restriction sites are indicated (E, EroRI; C. C/aI; S. Safi; H, Mind III; P, Pi/I).

There were other Ball sites which are not shown. Splice donor (SO) and splice acceptor (SA) sites for generation of the env mRNA are

indicated. The env gene and part of the pot region of MoMLV DNA clone pMLV-K (22) were replaced with a Jafl-to-C/al fragment Iron
amphotropic virus clone 4070A (3) to make pAM. Packaging vector pPAM was derived from pAM by deletion of a Ball (MoMLV nucleotide

position 214 (28]}-to-Pj/l (MoMLV nucleotide position 363 (28]) fragment spanning the packaging signal for the virus. A Pi/I linker was lipted

to the Ball site and then joined to the 3' Pi/I site after partial digestion of a molecule containing both Pi/I sites present in pAM. p4070A is

shown in its nonpermuted form, although the actual DNA done used was permuted and was cloned into pBR322 by using the unique EroRI
she in env. The other viruses shown were inserted between the C/al and Piwll sites in pBR322 in place of the Tet r gene. kb. Kilobase.

Fiq. 7. (Miller and Buttimore, 1985)
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DHFR-virus constructs. Restriction enzyme sites arc indicated (E. EcoRI; H. //mdlll: S. So/1; F. Frrl; X, Xhol, B. fomHl; N.
A/col). DHFR expression plasmid pFR400 (29) is shown at the top. DNA sequences between the £VoRI and Pul sites at Ihe left ends of the

viral constructs, including the S' LTRs. were derived from a cloned MoMSV provirus' pMSVrlL (31. 32). The wavy lines indicate mouse
genomic sequences adjacent to the provirus integration site. Viral sequences at the right ends of the constructs, including the 3' LTRs, ware
derived from a cloned unintegTated MoMLV DNA. pMLV-1 (22 . 28). pMLV-1 Is a circularly permuted clone, to sequences to the right of
the 3' LTRs art identical lo sequences to the right of the MoMLV S' LTR. These EroRI to Bull fragments were inserted between the EcoRJ
and Pvoll sites in pBR322 in place of the Tet' gene (Bal1 and Pvull both leave blunt-end DNA and thus can be ligated directly). For construct

pLDLl the mutant DHFR cDNA was excised from expression plasmid pFR400 by using //mdlll and A/roI (position 736 in the DHFR cDNA)
(29). This fragment was inserted between the Pul site of Moloney murine sarcoma virus (MoMSV) and a A/roI site (position 7229) (28) is

MoMLV by using a piece of DNA from MoMSV (positions 4.936 (Arrl) lo 3.023 (//mdlll)) (31) to join the Pul and //mdlll sites. This piece

of DNA from MoMSV contains no ATC initiation codohs that might interfere with DHFR translation. A DNA fragment consisting of
restriction enzyme linkers in the order Pul-Xhol-BamHl-Xhol-Pjll (provided by Paul Kaplan) was inserted at the Pul site;. For construct

pLDL2 a Pul linker was added at the />*<HI Site (position 43) in mutant DHFR cDNA done pFR*00-12 (29), and this Pjrl-lo-Bf/U (position

731) fragment containing the entire mutant DHFR coding region minus the polyadenylation site was inserted between the retroviral LTRs at

the Pul site of MoMSV (position 996) (31) and the BomHl site of MoMLV (position 6.339) (28). For construct pLSDL the early promoter
region of SV40 was excised with Pvull and //mdlll, a BomHl linker was added to the Pvull site, and the resultant Ba/nHl-//mdlll fragment

Was inserted into pLDLl at the unique RorriHI and //mdlll sites, replacing some MoMSV sequences. For construct pLHDSL (he entire

expression unit from mutant DHFR expression plasmid pFR400 (29) was excised with Sail and A/rol (nucleotide position 333 in SV40), and
P/col partial digestion was bsed to obtain a fragment including the complete SV40 early promoter and inserted between the kho\ and Ncol
sites of pLDLl. kb. Kilobasc.

Fiq. 8. (Miller and Verma, 1985)
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Viral vectors. The DHFR-virus plasmid pSDHT was constructed as follows. A Hindi! I to Ncol fragment from

the plasmid pFR400 (28) that contains the coding region for a methotrexate-resistant DHFR gene was inserted in place

of the gp52 envelope gene of the SFFVA-L clone of spleen focus-forming virus (37) between the XmalH and Clal sites.

The mRNA encoding DHFR is presumably a spliced message, as is theSFFV envelope mRNA.TheNeo-virus plasmid

pN2 was constructed by inserting the coding region for neomycin resistance (30) between the long terminal repeats

(LTRs) and viral replication signals from Mo-MLV (IS). The plasmid pPAM has been described (4) and was used to

make the PA 1 2 retrovirus packaging cell line. pPAM lacks the signal required for RNA packaging into virions, or psi

site, but encodes all of the proteins required for viral replication. pLNL2 was made by inserting a Bglll to Sail fragment

from the plasmid TnS, that contains the coding sequences for neomycin phosphotransferase, into the BamHI site of a

Mo-MLV-based retrovirus vector, after addition of a BamHI linker to the Sail site of the Neo insert. The overlap in the

gag region of pN2 and pPAM, and the area of the psi site deletion in pPAM as compared with pN2 and pLNL2 are

shown by dashed lines. SD, splice donor; SA, splice acceptor.

Fig. 9. (Miller et al . , 1986)
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Fig. 10 . pPAM2 The 3' end of pPAM was cleaved with restriction endonuclease

Rsal at position 7762. Just upstream of the termination coding of env_ (Van

Beveren et al.. 1985) and a synthetic oligonucleotide was added to duplicate

the 3' end of env which was removed. A 237 bp BamHI-BclI fragment from SV40

viral DNA. containing the late polyadenyl atlon signal was ligated to a Bam HI

site downstream of the terminator codon for env present In the synthetic

oligonucleotide described above. pPAM2 thus contained a deletion of the

packaging signal, and a polyadenyl atlon signal. Instead of the 3'LTR.

pPAM3 pPAM2 was cleaved with Sau3AI at position -352 In the 5'LTR. (Van

Beveren et al.. 1985) removing the viral sequences 5‘ to the enhancer region.

This precluded the synthesis of a proper Integration signal, preventing viral

Integration (Panganiban and Temin. 1983). pPAM3 was Inserted Into pBR322 In

place of the tetracycline resistance gene (Tc
r

) between the Bam HI and the

PvuII sites (Fig 3). Only the Sau3AI site at the 5' end of pPAM3 remained.

The site at the 3' end was destroyed by cloning. pPAM and pPAM2 were cloned into

the pBR322 Clal and PvuII sites In the place of Tc
r

(Miller and Buttimore. 1986).
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DHKR TRANSDUCING RETROVIRUSES

Amy of helper-free DHFR transducing virus*

No. or Mu' colonies

per ari of medium
No. of helper viruses

per ml of medium

PA-LDL1 c6 1.6 * 10* <2
PA-LDL1 c7 sj * io* <2
PA-LDL1 cf 4.2 x 10* <2

* Medium was harvested after 12 b from confluent dishes of the clonal cdl
Iks and assayed for virus as described in the teat.

Table 1. (Miller et al., 1985)
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Vims Production from Vector-Infected

PA 1 2 Cells'

A. DHFR-virus- DHFR-virus Helper

infected PA 12 titer titer

cell done (CFU/ml) (FFU/ml)

1 2 x 10* <1

2 2 x 10* <1

3 2x10* N.D.*

4 1 x 10* N.D.*

3 4 x 10* N.D.*

6 4 x 10* <1

B Neo-virus (N2) Neo-virus Helper

•infected PA 12 titer tiler

cell clone (CFU/ml) (FFU/ml)

1 3 x 10* 20

2 4 x 10* <1

3 2 x 10’ 40

4 1 x 10’ 190

3 3 x 10* 200

C. Neo-virus (LNL2) Neo-virus Helper

-infected PA 1

2

titer titer

cell clone (CFU/ml) (FFU/ml)

10 5 x I0
3 <1

11 <101 <1
12 10* <1

13 I0
3 <1

14 10
3 <1

13 <10* <1

16 2 x 10
3 <1

*Virus titer was measured in medium exposed to cells for

24 h.

*N.D., not determined.

Table 2. (Miller et al. f 1986)
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Virus production from packaging cell* containing N2
Neo virus*

cell hne

M2 virus*

infected

cell ciooe

Neo virus

titer

(CFU/mJ)

Helper
titer

(FFU/ml)

Neo vinis

titer after

helper virus

infection

(CFLWml)

PA12 1 3 x 10* 20

2 4 x 10* <1
3 2 x 10’ 40
4 1 x 10’ 190

5 5 x 10* 200

PA317 1 t x 10* <1 2 x 10’

2 1 x 10* <1
3 2 x 10* <1 3 X 10’

4 4x 10* <1
5 2x 10* <1
« 1 x 105 <1 4x10’
7 4 x 10* <1 1 x 10’

• 6 x 10* <1
10 2 x 10* <1
11 1 x 10’ <1

Population' (x 10* <1

* For experimental condition*, see Table 2. footnote m.
* FFU, Focus-forming units.

* A population of over 100 independent done* was analyzed to check for

lire event* leading to helper virus production.

Table 3. (Miller and Buttimore, 1986)
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Fig I Construction of a retroviral shuttle vector containing the coding sequence of human ADA. The ADA -coding sequence was

iaoiaied from the ADA cDNA clone pLL (V'aieno et al., 1 9S-*b) which was inserted into the BamH\ aite of pZIP-NeoSV(X)l (Cepko

et al.. 1984) This clone was designated pZIP-ADA LTR long teratmal repeat. 3'as 3 aplice acceptor used in the formation of the

Moloney Murine Leukemia Vmis en mRN'A, aeo: the Tnf aec gene (Davies and Jimenez. 1980, Colbere-Garaptn et aL. 1981, Southern

and Berg. 1982).
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of al MJiijLV seojevces From me 5' L~ to me 5a— m s.-e was 'smaiy

me 0-1 C «£ -agmem ort pZP .me Pst see at raideotoe 56c >'vmo et

« . 19B
- ' was ctxtrened to a Bar- rt s-*e o, me aooton of a The

3’ SS fragment er.e-.2s from me MAAuLV Bgf I see a- ndeotoe 509 to

me Xba i see a; -o&eotoe S’Sc ano encooes a 3 soce acceptor

secuence jtAzed r me tormaton of me sjogenomuc erv RNA The nec

fragment was ongm-alr, the 1 4 tt> Hrxj t-Sa fragment -am. Tn5 (Jorgerv

se- et a! 1975 Sojme" ane 5e-g '962 Seo-*nces aoe.ee SVor were

denied from pSvOO '.fetor et a . 1961 anc ereno from Svac -vjcaeoMe

16C to tufeoue 5171 (Tocze 1981) The oSBor seojtrces ereno from

rooectoe 252' to nuoeoooe 2'C2 (SdlcWe 1978) (the onenoaon o< these

seo^e-ces has "o' see- established The 3’ enc of me .actor was taken

frer-. pZP frer- me -ea sue at nudeotoe 7197 tc me 3' end of the cZP

pro^rus The reskicfron sues rat created amg me consr-coor are

as shown For reference o' pZP sees me standard m-kalv map car. be

consoled (Shmck et a ".961, Wess et a . i962i
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Structure of the MSV DHFR-NEO genome. The derivation

of the Moloney MSV vector backbone has been described in detail

elsewhere
15

. Briefly, the sequences of the Moloney murine sarcoma

virus genome that have been retained in the vector include the

LTRs, sequences involved in the reverse transcription process and

sequences necessary for the efficient encapsidation of the viral

genome21
(designated *). The S' splice site used in the generation

of Moloney MLV env message is designated 5'ss. The retroviral

gag-pol sequences have been replaced by a wild-type mouse cDNA
encoding dihydrofolate reductase

23
. Because the Moloney MSV

genome lacks the 3'ss signals necessary for generation of spliced

tnv transcripts, sequences encoding the splicing signal have been

re-introduced into the vector as shown. Adjacent to a 1.4-kb DNA
fragment encoding neomycin and G4I8 resistance in bacterial and

mammalian cells, respectively
23

(labelled neo), there is a small

FnuDU fragment of pBR322 encoding the plasmid origin of repli-

cation. The total sue of the MSV DHFR NEO genome is S.l kb.

Restriction endonuclease cleavage sites are as shown. AAoIII docs

not cleave the recombinant viral genome. The +2 line harbouring

the genome produces a litre of >10 7 G4 1 8-resistant colonies per

ml of culture fluid on 3T3 cells. The recombinant genome that is

transmitted contains a deletion of a majority of DHFR sequences

(C. Cepko, unpublished).
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the int*

grated vector (proviral)

N2. 0 to 1.5 and 3.0 to 3.8

kb: Moloney murine leuke-

mia vims sequences; 1.5 to

3.0 kb box: Tn5 sequence

containing the neo” gene
Scale in kiobates (Bgl 1-Bam HI fragment

from Tn5) (14), the hatched area is the coding sequence. LTR, long terminal repeat; 5*. the

donor splice site at the 5' end; packaging sequence; restriction enzyme sites: S, Sac I; P, Pst

1; E. Eco Rl; X, Xho 1; C. Cla I.
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FlG. 1. Construction of retrovirus-HPRT hybrid plasmids Recombinant plasmids were made using standard techniques (26, 27). Restriction

enzyme abbreviations are P, Pst I; B, SamHI; H, tftndlll; E, EcoRl; R, Rsa I; Hp, Hpa I; S, Sal I. To reduce unwanted ligation products, the indicated

fragments were treated with bovine alkaline phosphatase (BAP). Cross-hatched segments represent HPRT cDNA, boxes with interior arrows rep-

resent viral LTRs with orientation indicated by the arrow (5' —» 3"), thin lines indicate viral sequences, thick lines indicate pBR322, and wavy lines

indicate mouse cell sequences surrounding proviral DNA.

i
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FIG. 1. PNP and ADA recombinant retroviruses The large boxes contain the viral LTRs, the medium boxes contain the HPRT-. ADA-,
or PNP-coding sequences, and the small boxes contain sequences derived from the promoter region of the mouse metallothionein I gene.

Other viral sequences are located on the solid lines between the LTRs. Abbreviations for restriction sites: S, Sjfl; X. Xba 1; B, BglII. See text

for details and sequence sources.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the ttmcture of tix retroviral

vectors used in this study. HSV, herpes simplex virus.
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Fig. 1. Retroviral vectors. Arrows indicate promoters. SV40

indicates the early-region enhancers and promoter of simian virus 40,

(A)n indicates polyadenylylation signals, and SD and SA are splice

donors and splice acceptors, respectively, kb, Kilobase.
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Fic. 1. Construction of retrovirus vectors containing human ADA sequences. pZIP-Neo SV(X)1 is described in ref. 23. pADA 211 (11)

contains the ADA 211 cDNA subcloned in pBR325 (31) Orientations of ADA sequences in pSVX-ADA 1 and 2 were determined by digestion

with Bgl II. NEO. TnJ neomycin resistance gene: 3'SS. Moloney MuLV 3' splice site; SV, simian virus 40 origin of replication; UT.

untranslated region; bp. base pairs; pBRori. pBR322 origin of replication.
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FIG. 1. DHFR-virus constructs. Restriction enzyme sites are indicated (E, EroRl; H. Hindlll: S, Sail ; P. Prrl; X, Xhol: B. BamHl: N,
NcoI). DHFR expression plasmid pFR400 (29) is shown at the top. DNA sequences between the EroRl and Pul sites at the left ends of the

viral constructs, including the 5' LTRs. were derived from a cloned MoMSV provirus, pMSVrlL (31, 32). The wavy lines indicate mouse
genomic sequences adjacent to the provirus integration site. Viral sequences at the right ends of the cohstnicts, including the 3' LTRs. were
derived from a cloned unintegTated MoMLV DNA. pMLV-1 (22. 28). pMLV-1 Is a circularly permuted clone, so sequences to the right of

the 3' LTRs are identical to sequences to the right of the MoMLV S' LTR. These EroRl to Bui1 fragments were inserted between the EroRl
and Pvull sites in pBR322 in place of the Tefgene (Ball and Pvull both leave blunt-end DNA and thus can be ligated directly). For construct

pLDLI the mutani DHFR cDNA was excised from expression plasntid pFR400by using Hindlll and Ncol (position 736 in the DHFR cDNA)
(29). This fragment was inserted between the Pul site of Moloney murine sarcoma virus (MoMSV) and a Ncol site (position 7,229) (28) in

MoMLV by using a piece of DNA from MoMSV (positions 4.936 [Ps/I] to $.023 (///ndlll]) (31) to join the Pul and Hindlll sites. This piece

'of DNA from MoMSV contains no ATG initiation codons that might interfere with DHFR translation. A DNA fragment consisting of

restriction enzyme linkers in the order Pstl-Xhol-BamHl-Xhol~Psll (provided by Paul Kaplan) was inserted at the Pul site. For construct

pLDL2 a Pst I linker was added at the E#iu4HI kite (position 43) in mutant DHFR cDNA clone pFR400-12 (29), and this Psil-to-Bg/ll (position

738) fragment containing the entire mutant DHFR coding region minus the pofyadenylation Site was inserted between the retroviral LTRs at

the Pst 1 site of MoMSV (position 986) (31) and the BamHl site of MoMLV (position 6.339) (28). For construct pLSDL the early promoter

region of SV40 was excised with Pvull and Hindlll , a BamHl linker was added to the Pvull site, and the resultant Ba/nHI-/f/ndIII fragment

was inserted into pLDLI at the unique BamHl and Hindlll sites, replacing some MoMSV sequences. For construct pLHDSL the entire

expression unit from mutant DHFR expression plasmid pFR400 (29) was excised with So/1 and Ncol (nucleotide position 333 in SV40), and
Ncol partial digestion was Used to obtain a fragment including the complete SV40 early promoter and inserted between the Xhol and Ncol
sites of pLDLI. kb. Kilobasc.
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Btl*»4,dd SIX'-

LTR N«o SVsri J'SS LTK

FTf I Construction of the 4JT oell line. The SV(B) plasmid

vector *u cleaved with Xhol, filled in with KJenow and treated

with calf intestinal phosphatase (C1P). The pADA211* plasmid

containing a full-length human ADA* cDNA was dcaved with

£coRJ and Dde I, thus renewing the 3' polv(A) addition site, filled

in with KJenow and blunt-end ligated to the SV(B) vector. The
"SVBADA2I1 plasmid was isolated by banding in CaQ, and 10 tig

purified DNA was used to transform PA-12 (ref. 9) cells by CaPO«
precipitation. Supernatant from these cells, containing the

transiently expressed SVBADA2II virus with an amphotropic
envelope, was collected at 44 h and used to infect #, cells. These
cells were placed in Dulbecoo's modified Eagle's medium
(DMEM) with 10% PCS containing G41I (300 |sg ml* 1

). Ninety-

six G4|l-resistant dooes were selected and plaoed in UAAU
(l.l nM adenosine, 30 mM alanosine, 1.0 mM uridine) plus 30 nM
dcoxycoformycin (dCf). Two cell lines, 4.1T and 4_2T, were able

to grow in this selective medium, and 4.2T had both higher

expression of human ADA and higher litre virus production. LTR,
long terminal repeat. SVori, SV40 origin of replication; pBRori,

origin of replication from pBR322; J’SS, 3' splice site; kb, kilobaaaa
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MAMMALIAN GENES IN RECOMBINANT RETROVIRAL VECTORS

GENE REFERENCE

Mouse dihydrofolate reductase Williams et al, 1984
Miller et al, 1985
Miller et al, 1986
Narayanan et al, 1986

Human adenosine deaminase Valerio et al, 1984
Friedman, 1985
Kantoff et al, 1986
Williams et al, 1986
Belmont et al, 1986
Mclvor et al, 1987

Human hypoxanthine-phosphoribosyl
transferase Miller et al, 1983

Mclvor et al, 1987
Chang et al, 1987

Mouse alpha-globin Shimotohmo & Temin, 1982

Human beta-globin Cone et al, 1987
Karlsson et al, 1987

Mouse IL3 Lemischka et al, 1986
Wong et al, in press

Mouse GM-CSF Lang et al, 1985

Rat alpha TGF Watanabe et al, 1987

Human glucocerebrosidase Sorge et al, 1987

Human phenylalanine hydroxylase Ledley et al, 1986

Human alpha-l-antitrypsin Garver et al, 1987

Human alpha-chorionic gonadotropin Sorge & Hughes, 1982

Mouse c-myc Lemischka et al, 1986

Human EJ bladder oncogene ii ii it ii

Chicken thymidine kinase Bandyopadhyay & Temin, 1984

Mouse immunoglobulin
segments Lewis et al, 1984
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Effects of Different Promoters upcn ADA Gene Expression in Imnortalized ADA T Iynphocytes

Cells were oocultivated with vector-producing fibroblasts, selected in G418 for three
weeks and then assayed for ADA activity.

T Cell Line Vector (Promoter-Gene) ADA Activity1 % Normal

Normal no vector 495 100%

ADA-deficient no vector 3 <1%

ADA-deficient N2 (Lm-Neor gene) 4 <1%

ADA-deficient SAX (SV40 early gene-hADA2 ) 1580 319%

ADA-deficient CAX (Cytanegalovirus inmediate
early gene-hADA)

1484 300%

ADA-deficient HAX (Murine MHC locus3 H2D-hADA) 1694 342%

ADA-deficient TAX (Thymidine kinase-hADA) 725 146%

ADA-deficient BAX (Human beta-actin-hADA) 943 193%

1.

nanomoles inosine produced/minute/108 cells

2.

hADA = human ADA cENA

3.

MHC locus = major histoccmpatibilty locus
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ADA & NEO** EXPRESSION IN DAY 10 MOUSE SPLEEN FOCI

VECTOR
DNA

DOT BLOT
ADA

STARCH GEL NPT ASSAY
FPLC SEPARATION
ADA TLC NPT

N2 + (’85%) N.D. + (50%) N.D. N.D.

AX25 + (50%) - - - -

SAX + (63%) - - - +/-

CAX + (82%) - - N.D. N.D.

HAX + (67%) - - - N.D.

BAX N.D. - N.D. - N.D.

TAX N.D. N.D. — N.D.

Methods

:

DNA dot blot: DNA was prepared from individual foci, spotted
onto nitrocellulose paper, and hybridized to vector-specific
radiolabelled probe.

ADA starch gel and Neomycin phosphotransferase (NPT) assay:
Clarified cell lysates were separated electrophoretically

,

and the enzyme activity detected in an in situ colorimetric
assay.

FPLC separation: Clarified cell lysates were separated on a
Mono Q ion-exchange column and peak ADA isoenzyme or NPT
fractions were collected

ADA TLC: The conversion of radiolabelled adenosine to inosine
was determined following their separation by thin layer
chromotography

.
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THE N2 FAMILY OF ADA VECTORS

F i- f "0 T'

PROMOTER VECTOR NAME

NONE
SV-40 EARLY GENE
HUMAN CYTOMEGALOVIRUS IMMEDIATE

AX25
SAX

EARLY GENE
MURINE MHC LOCUS H2D
HERPES VIRUS THYMIDINE KINASE
HUMAN BETA ACTIN

CAX
HAX
TAX
BAX
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Table 2 Gene transfer and expression In vitro using retroviral vectors
derived frost Mo-MuLV.

Vector Genes Promoter Cell type Cells Ref

Infected assayed

PlPAL human HPRT Mo-MuLV LTR a rat HPRT cells 20BF Hiller et al.. 1983

PL PL human HPRT LNSV PNAS 80. A709

Flbrobl asts

5 8

2 5
<X Q
0 c—
01 4#

« T) U K
— 4» 4* O O
> C M L < C

b « T3 Z « C 4» O
c o c >» O ^ —
W- C u « *f* —

4* 6 TJQV*'
M U 4 If a ^ >> o o
U « TJ - I O w «— «—CW CO L V- U I
« 4 « 3 **
3 — C— «-*<UCC 4<

0 M « C t- « E
4* 4» v* — ^ O' Of

L C I* 4
•» - T) z:w u • a •

- —
L VQ< IU ZZ
a c < a. oo f-o.2

3 .30— “06
O* *

4 0 U 0 4*’*- —

MLV-NEOI
b

neo SV40 early murine bone CFU-GM Joyner et al .. 1983
region marrow Nature 305. 556.

pZIP-AOA human AOA c/neo Mo-MuLV LTR murine flbro- NIH 3T3 Valerio et al .. 1984
bl asts Gere 34. 163.

PZPAH human PAH neo Mo-MuLV LTR murine fibro- NIH 3T3 Ledley et al.. 1986
blast murine PNAS 83. 409.

hepatoma cells heoal -a

PZIPOHFR OHFR*
e
/ human AOA Mo-MuLV LTR murine lymphoid 70Z pre Williams et al.. 1986

-ADA cells B cells PNAS 83. 2566.
thymoma
cel 1 s

pZIPHFR OHFR*/human AOA Mo-MuLV LTR' human AOA" B GM2471 .

-SVAOA SV40 eariy cells
region

POOL human GC
f
/neo Mo-MuLV LTR human Gaucher GM126C Choudary et al.. 1986

HP10 flbrobl asts Mol . Biol . Med. 3. 293

pN2 neo Mo-MuLV LTR human bone CFU-GM Hock i Miller. 1986

marrm BFU-E Nature 320. 275.

CFU-MIx

pN2 neo Mo-MuLV LTR murine flbro- NIH 3T3 Kwok et al.. 1986

bl asts PNAS 83. 4552.

Mo-MuLV LTR canine flbro- CFZTH .

bl asts

SV40 early canine bone CFU-GM .

promoter marrow

SAI neo/ human AOA Mo-MuLV LTR/ human AOA * T TJF-2 Kantof f et al .

.

SV40 early cells 1986. PNAS 83.

region human AOA *
B GM 2756 6563.

cells GM 4258A

pZIP-SV neo/ human AOA Mo-MuLV LTR murine bone CFU Belmont et al . . 1986

(B1A0A marr»« Nature 3 22. 385.

LNSAL neo/ human ADA Mo-MuLV LTR/ AOA human H0F-SFO3 Palmer et al . . 1987

SV40 early flbrobl asts PNAS 84. 1055.

region

pNZ-FAT neo/ human Mo-MuLV LTR/ murine flbro- NIH 3T3 Garver et al . . 1987

nj - AT 9 SV40 early bl asts PNAS 84. 1050.

region

LHM S PL/ HPRT/human PNP
h

Mo-MgLV LTR/ murine flbro- Mclvor et al .. 1987

LHM : PL MMP 1 bl asts Molec. Cell Biol. 7.

838.

LHM s Al/ HPRT/human AOA MO-MuLV LTR/ murine flbro-

LHM « PL MMP bl asts

nZIP- human HPRT/neo Mo-MuLV LTR murine HPRT NIH 3T3 Chang et al . . 1987

NeoSV(l)/ cells HPRT Molec . Cell 81 ol . 7

.

HPRT (3)
854.

HPRT human RJK984

lymphobl asts

oSVI t (PO) human glob In/ Mo-MuLV LTR murine erythro- MEL Cone et al . . 1 987

neo leukemla cells Mol ec . Cel 1 Biol . 7

.

887.

SAX neo/human AOA Mo-MuLV LTR/ murine flbro- NIH 3T3 McLachlln et al ..

SV40 early bl asts CV-1 1987 Analy. Slo-

region monkey kidney chem. (In press)

cells CV-1
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Tab! e 3 Gene transfer and expression in vivo using retroviral vectors derived
from Mo-MuLV.

Vector Gene(s) Promoter Cell type Tissue Ref.

infected assayed

pLPL human HPRT Mo-MuLV LTR murine
bone marrow

spl een
bone marrow

Miller et al . . 1984
Science 225. 630.

MLV-NEO I neo SV40 early
region

murine
bone marrow

CFU-GM
bone marrow
reconstituted
mice.

Dick et al . . 1985
Cell 42. 71.

Neo neo mouse Iq

heavy chain

enhancer

II II II

N2. N3 neo Mo-MuLV LTR murine bone
marrow

CFU. spleen
bone marrow
thymus

Keller et al .. 1985
Nature 318. 149.

N2 neo Mo-MuLV LTR murine
bone marrow

CFU-S Eglitis et al .. 1985

Science 230. 1395.

SAX neo/ human ADA Mo-MuLV LTR/

SV40 early
monkey bone
marrow

bone marrow
peri pheral

bl ood

Kantoff et al .

.

J. Exp. Med. (in press)
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FIGURE 2

U3 «5

«3 U5

(«*)—0} mpo< •*»
*>3a

Fig. 1. Generalized diagrams offour different configurations of inserted

proviral DNA, an activated cellular gene and the resulting transcript

Protein-coding domains art m black boxes, (a) Insertion of the LTR ofa
deleted provirus in the promoter region ofa gene, upstream from the first

coding exon, such as occurs frequently near c-myc. (b) Enhancement
activation ofgenes like int andnm by a downstream intactprovirus. In this

example, the brovirus is integrated in the untranslated trailer of the gene,

leading to a hybrid RNA but to an unaltered protein, (c) Insertion ofan
intact MLV brovirus within c-myb. The pmtein-encoding domain is

disrupted ana transcription startingfrom the 5' viral LTR joins viral gig
sequences to the remainder of c-myb. (dj ALV insertions near c-ts\>-B,

with similar disruptions to thou in (c), but with a transcript containing
viral env sequences as well The remaining exons ofc-txb-B correspond to

the intracellular domain of the EGF receptor.

(Reference: Nusse, 1986)
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Monkey Safety Protocol (P3 Containment)

AMENDMENT TO ANIMAL RESEARCH PROTOCOL » 4-CH-l

A) Brief description Including purpose, experimental design and animal

selection.

The purpose of this study Is to determine the safety of amphotroplcal ly

packaged murine retroviral vectors administered to primates.

Current strategies for human gene therapy require the exposure of human

bone marrow cells to recombinant retroviruses. To assess the hazards of

exposing human cells to these retroviral vectors, we propose to inject a large

quantity of the replication defective amphotroplc SAX vector Intravenously Into

primates. (The SAX vector contains a neomycin resistance gene and a SV40

promoted human adenosine deaminase gene within the LTR regions of the Moloney

Murine Leukemia Virus). Since the recombinant retroviral vectors that will be

used for human gene therapy may be contaminated with replication competent

helper virus, we also plan to Inject a high dose of wild-type amphotroplc

helper virus (4070A) intravenously and monitor for adverse effects.

Adverse effects to be monitored are (1) viremia. by S
+
/L~ assay of plasma

(2) infection, by assaying tissues such as bone marrow for evidence of the

provirus and vector/viral expression (3) recombination, by performing DNA

analysis on any virus Isolated (4) long term complications (e.g.. malignancy).

B) Retroviral vector preparations to be administered:

Animal 1 - Inject 10 ml /kg (approximately 40 ml) of S3A supernate

(amphotropical ly packaged SAX vector with a titer of 2 x 10^ and

3
contaminating helper virus with a titer of approximately 2 x 10 ).

Animal 2 - Inject 8 ml /kg of S3A supernate with 2 ml /kg of amphotroplc wild

type virus 4070A.

Animal 3 - Inject 10 ml /kg of 4070A.
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C) Description of experimental animal procedures.

Animals to be studies will be Rhesus monkeys currently located In the

primate colony Buildings 14/3.

PROTOCOL

Day -6. The animal will be transferred to the P3 Primate Biohazard

Facility. Building 36. 5C corridor. Studies In this facility will be under the

supervision of Dr. William T. London. Chief Experimental Pathology Section,

Infectious Diseases Branch. NINCDS.

The animal will be acclimated to the facility for one week. During this

time blood will be obtained from the animal on Wednesday and Friday (6 ml in a

purple top tube for serum and 6 ml in a red top for plasma). Samples will be

sent to the Laboratory of Molecular Hematology. Building 10. Room 7D-18 for

evaluation under the direction of Dr. French Anderson.

Day 0. Animal will be pretreated 30 minutes prior to virus Injection with

2 mg/kg of Benadryl followed by 15 mg of hydrocortisone, each given IV over 5

minutes. 10 ml/kg of the appropriate viral supernate will be given by IV

Injection at 1 ml/min. Immediately. (1 minute) thereafter 12 ml of blood, (6

ml In a red top and 6 ml In a purple top tube), will be obtained for

evaluation. Demerol (1 mg/kg) will be ready for IV administration should the

animal develop fever or rigors after supernate Injection.

Every Monday. Wednesday and Friday that the animal Is within the Primate

Biohazard Facility 12 ml of blood. (6 ml red/6 ml purple), will be obtained.

When 2 consecutive S
+
/L~ assays (excluding day 0) are negative the animal

will be returned to the primate colony. Buildings 14/3. under the supervision

of Dr. Joe Pierce.

After return to the colony, blood (6 6 ml) will be obtained 2 times per

week for the first month, weekly for 6 months, then once every month thereafter.
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bone marrow (and possibly liver) biopsies will be obtained every 6 months to

monitor for viral production and the presence of the provirus.

If after return to the colony the animal becomes vlremlc. It will be

removed from the colony and (1) returned to the Primate Biohazard Facility In

Building 36. or (2) placed In Isolation In Building 3 or (3) sacrificed.

D) Sample Analysis

Blood samples will be transported to Building 10. Room 7D-18 In a sealed

plastic bag labeled biohazard. Studies will be performed under P2 conditions.

Serum and plasma will be obtained after centrifugation of the blood

sample. 1 ml of plasma will be processed for immediate assay by S
+
/L* (to

detect the presence of replication competent retrovirus).

The remaining serum and plasma will be frozen and stored In 1 ml aliquots

for future use.

S
+
/L" assays require 3-5 days.

DNA analysis by Southern blot and/or PCR (for neo and ampho envelope

fragment) will be performed to determine If the provirus can be detected and if

recombination has occurred.

E) Complications

Potential complication Include:

1) Injection of the viral supernate can potentially elicit a variety of

allergic reactions. Including anaphylaxis or renal failure. The

animal should be monitored at the time of Injection and thereafter

for these complications.

2) Amphotroplc retrovirus has the potential to Infect other primates.

Proper protection methods should be taken by those who care for the

animals and those who process the samples.

3) If the animal becomes 111 It will be evaluated with the appropriate
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blood work and diagnostic tests. Supportive care and treatments,

such as antibiotics, shall be administered where appropriate.

Should the animal die an autopsy will be performed to determine the

cause of death. Tissue shall be studied for the presence of the

provirus. DNA analysis will be performed on portions of body organs

as well as any malignant tissue.
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Listing of Follow-iip Clinical Studies

LAB TESTS

TEST pretransplant frequency autopsy

GENE TESTS

ADA level:
whole blood yes monthly yes
white blood cells yes bimonthly yes

B and T cell lines will be tested for ADA activity when cells available

dATP assay:
white blood cells yes monthly yes
urine

NUCLEIC ACID TESTS

RNA assays:
white blood cells

yes monthly yes

in situ hybridization yes monthly yes
northern

DNA assays:
white blood cells

yes every 3 months yes

per yes weekly x 4

then monthly
yes

Southern yes if per positive yes

B and T cell lines will also be tested for RNA and DNA when available

G418 RESISTANCE
Cfu-C, B cells and T cells will be tested when they become available

HLA TYPING

T CELL TESTS

Monoclonal
antibody markers:
T3 , T4 , T6, T8 , Til

yes yearly

Leu 11, Dr, helper,
suppressor, TAC

yes weekly x 4

then monthly
yes

Mitogens:
PHA, CONA, PWM yes bimonthly yes

Antigen proliferation:
Candida, tetanus, sk-sd
diphtheria, mumps

, yes every 4 months yes

MLR, CML yes bimonthly yes

altered self vs. qp70 yes every 4 months yes
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Listing of Follow-up Clinical Studies

LAB TESTS

TEST pretransplant frecruencv autoosv

B CELL TESTS

Serum Ig levels:
IgG, IgA, IgM, IgE

IgG and IgA
subgroups

yes

yes

biweekly x 5 yes
then monthly

every 3 months yes

Antibody titers:
blood group, E.coli,
diphtheria, tetanus,
gpvo

yes monthly yes

in vivo immune
challenges

:

killed polio vaccine
HiB, Pneumovac,
phiX174

, KLH

, no
no
no

12 months after
15 months after
12 months after

therapy
if pt>2 years
therapy

RETROVIRAL TESTS
S+L-
virus rescue

yes
yes

monthly
monthly

yes
yes

see B cell tests for
see T cell tests for

antibody to gp70
altered self assay with gp70

TISSUE SAMPLES
thymus biopsy
lymph node biopsy

yes
yes

lyr
lyr

yes
yes

PRODUCING CELL LINES
T cell:
both IL-2 expanded and yes
HTLV-1 transformed

every 3 months yes

B cell:
EBV transformed yes every 3 months yes

Banked samDles
serum, white
blood cells

yes weekly x 6

then monthly
yes

bone marrow
examination

yes at time of
treatment
then every
6 months

yes
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Listing of Follow-up Clinical Studies

OTHER TESTS FOR POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS

These tests will be done to follow for possible side effects
of the therapy to other organs. These tests are done in addition to
the other clinically indicated tests and tests previously mentioned.
Only a brief outline is given to save space. Testing may be more
frequent then indicated.

GENERAL:
weight, height, heart rate weekly x 6 then monthly
respiratory weight, temperature
blood pressure, head circumference

Infectious disease:
routine viral, fungal,
and bacterial cultures
for SCID patient

every 6 months

liver function tests
(blood sample)

same

kidney function tests same

gastrointestinal/nutrition
evaluations

same

cardiac:
EKG, echocardiac exam
nuclide scan

same

respiratory evaluation:
chest Xray, ear oximetry

same

skin biopsy yearly

Central Nervous System:
CAT scan and/or MRI
lumbar puncture

every 6 months

Neuropsychiatric testing same

Eye exam same

Hearing evaluation same

PUBLIC HEALTH TESTS

gp70 titers and altered self
assay to gp70 of family and
health care workers

before Bone Marrow Transplant
and monthly while exposed to
patient and then every 3 months
for 6 months after exposure.
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Appendix B: Published Papers

I. From our group

A. Reviews

1. Anderson. Science . 1984.

2. Gil boa. et al.. BloTechnlques . 1986.

B. Original research papers

1. Eglltls et al.. Science . 1984

2. Yu et al.. PNAS, 1986

3. Kantoff et al.. PNAS . 1986

4. Armentano et al.. J. Virol . 1987. In press

5. McLachlln et al.. Anal Blochem . 1987. in press

6. Kantoff et al.. J. Experm. Med. 1987. In press

C) Ethics

1. Anderson 4" Fletcher. NEJM. 1980

2. Anderson, J Med Phil . 1985

3. Fletcher. J Med Phil . 1985

II. From other groups

A) Packaging lines

1. Mann et al.. Cell . 1983

2. Miller et al.. Som Cell Molec Gen . 1986

3. Miller and Buttimore. Molec Cell Biol, 1986

B. Safety

1. Temln, 1987. In press (draft)
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Prospects for Human Gene Therapy

W. French Anderson

Gene therapy, the insertion into an

organism of a normal gene which then

corrects a genetic defect. has Seen car-

ried out in fruit dies t/l (Drosophila

inelanouaster) and mice I ’I. How soon

gene therapy might he available for the

treatment of human genetic diseases and

what criteria should be used in determin-

son-like elements have not been identi-

fied in vertebrates. Retroviruses, howev-

er. arc structurally and functionally simi-

lar in many ways to the mobile genetic

elements found in lower organisms, and

retroviral vectors have now been used to

transfer functioning genes into mouse

hone marrow cells.

Summary Procedures have now been developed lor inserting functional genes into

the bone marrow ol mice. The most eflective delivery system at present uses

retroviral-based vectors to transfer a gene into murine bone marrow cells in culture.

The genetically altered bone marrow is then implanted into recipient animals. These

somatic cell gene therapy techniques are becoming increasingly efficient Their luture

application in humans should result in at least partial correction of a number of genetic

disorders However, the safety ol the procedures must still be established by further

animal studies before human clinical trials would be ethical

ing when clinical trial-, should begin are

issues examined in this article. Several

investigators are now preparing proto-

cols for clinical trials of gene therapy in

seriously ill patients t.f). Since most of

these protocols will be based on the use

of retroviral vectors as a delivery sys-

tem. these structures will be empha-

sised. It may well be. however, that one

of the other delivery systems described

below-, or a new one not yet developed,

will be the procedure of choice in the

future.

Gene Therapy in Lower Species

The most elegant system thus far dem-

onstrating successful gene therapy is the

work in Drosophila (/). The transposable

genetic element, the P factor, has been

used to transfer a normal gene coding for

the enzyme that produces the wild-type

red eye color in Drosophila embryos

which have a genetically defective gene.

The result is that (he treated flies acquire

normal eye color. Similar transfer ex-

periments under way use other genes.

Despite considerable searching, transpo-

Th< .iiithor i% chief i*4 the l.aboralort of Mok\uldf
. N.iIh'OuI Heun. 1 un^; .ind Inti-

tule. N.»n«*nal Intitule* «*f Health. Hcihe*Ja. Marc-
iand

2b IK mill K I'UU

The first genetic "cure" reporled in a

mammal (.?) was in a strain of mice,

called little. These have a mutation that

results in reduced serum levels of grow th

hormone, and the mice are therefore

dwarfs. The equivalent human disease is

pituitary dwarfism Hammer cl al. (2)

succeeded in inserting a rat growth hor-

mone gene into the cells of these mice in

such a way that the gene is expressed at

a high level. The deficiency in growth

hormone was corrected, and the animals

grew rapidly . but the gene was not con-

trolled appropriately, and gigantism re-

sulted—namely, a mouse one-and-a-half

times as large as a normal animal. A
major research effort is focusing on how

to correctly regulate transferred genes.

Gene Therapy in Humans

/Ionian disease candidates lor nene

therapy. Pituitary dwarfism in humans is

not a reasonable initial candidate. Genes

making hormones that circulate in (he

bloodstream are probably not appropri-

ate for early attempts at gene therapy in

humans. First, the normal feedback con-

trols m DNA that regulate the expression

of hormone genes in the body are not

now known. Therefore, physiologically

correct levels of hormone production

would probably not be possible. Second,

it would be easier and safer to use

recombinant DNA manufacturing tech-

niques to produce sufficiently large

quantities of hormone so that the active

polypeptide itself could be given to the

patient. Hormone levels could then be

titrated precisely.

At first, clinical investigators thought

that the human genetic diseases most

likely to be the initial ones successfully

treated by gene therapy would be the

hemoglobin abnormalities (specifically.

(J-thalasscmia) because these disorders

are the most obvious ones carried by

blood cells, and bone marrow is the

easiest tissue to manipulate in vitro (•?>.

Regulation of globin synthesis, however,

is unusually complicated. Not only are

the embryonic, fetal, and adult globin

chains carefully regulated during devel-

opment. but also the u- and (5-globin-like

chains arc always maintained in a I to I

ratio despite the fact that the u- and 3 -

globin loci are on different chromo-

somes. To understand the regulatory sig-

nals that control such a complicated sys-

tem and to develop means for obtaining

controlled expression of an exogenous 3 -

glohin gene will take considerably more

research effort. The recent development

of a mouse model for 3-thalassemia

should aid these investigations (.'I.

Gene therapy should be beneficial pri-

marily for the replacement of a defective

or missing enzyme or protein that must

function inside the cell that makes it. or

of a deficient circulating protein whose

level does not need to be exactly regulat-

ed ifor example, factor VIII). Early at-

tempts at gene therapy will almost cer-

tainly be done with genes for enzymes

that have a simple "always-on" type of

regulation. Three genes are the initial

prime candidates: hypoxanthine-guanine

phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT). the

absence of which results in Lesch-Ny-

han disease: purine nucleoside phos-

phorylasc (PNP). the absence of which

results in a severe immunodeficiency

disease: and adenosine deaminase (ADA),

the absence of which results in severe

combined immunodeficiency disease.

For all three, the clinical syndrome is

profoundly debilitating. The defect in

each is found in the patient's bone mar-

row (although the severe central nervous

system manifestations of Lesch-Nyhan

disease are due to absence of HPRT in

brain cells and probably cannot be cor-

rected with current techniques). In all

three there is no. or minimal, delectable

enzyme in marrow cells from patients

homozygous (or hemizygousi for the de-

fect. and the production of a small frac-

tion of the normal enzyme level should

Jiu
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be beneficial. Furthermore, a mild over-

production of enzyme should not be

harmful to the cell. In addition, in all

three the gene has been cloned and a

complementary DNA is available.

Since combined immunodeficiency

due to a defect in the ADA gene in T
lymphocytes can be corrected by infu-

sion of normal bone marrow cells from a

histocompaiible donor, selective replica-

tion of the normal T cells appears to take

place (61. This observation offers hope

that defective bone marrow can be re-

moved from a patient, the normal ADA
gene inserted into a number of cells

through gene therapy, and the treated

marrow rcimplanted into the patient

where it may have a selective growth

advantage. There is also evidence that

marrow cells containing HPRT ( FIPRT ' f

may have a selective advantage (in both

mice and humans) over cells that do not

(FIPRT ) (7). If selective growth occurs,

no ablation of the patient's own marrow

would be necessary. If. however, cor-

rected stem cells have no growth advan-

tage over endogenous ones, then partial

or complete marrow destruction (either

by irradiation or by other means) may be

required in order to allow- the corrected

marrow cells an environment favorable

for expansion.

Lillies. The ethics of gene therapy in

humans has been discussed for many
years (If) and is being widely debated at

present (9). Essentially all observers

have stated that they believe that it

would be ethical to insert genetic materi-

al into a human being for the sole pur-

pose of medically correcting a severe

genetic defect in that patient—that is.

somatic cell gene therapy. Attempts to

correct germ cells (that is, to permit the

new gene so be passed on to the patient's

children) or to enhance or improve a

"normal'’ person by gene manipulation

do not have societal acceptance at this

time (9). Flowcver. somatic cell gene

therapy for a patient suffering a serious

genetic disorder would be ethically ac-

ceptable if carried out under the same
strict criteria that cover other new and

experimental medical procedures (10).

The techniques that are now being devel-

oped for human application are for so-

matic cell, not germ line, gene therapy.

The question examined here is: What
criteria should be used in evaluating gene

therapy protocols? Three general re-

quirements. first presented in 1980 (10).

are that it should be shown in animal

studies that (i) the new' gene can be put

into the correct target cells and will

remain there long enough to be effective:

(ii) the new gene will be expressed in the

cell at an appropriate level: and (iii) the

mi:

new gene will not harm the cell or. by

extension, the animal. These three requi-

sites. summarized as delivery, expres-

sion. and safety, will each be examined

in turn.

Delivery

At present, the only human tissues

that can be used for gene transfer are

bone marrow and skin cells. No other

cells can be extracted from the body,

grown in culture to allow manipulation,

and then successfully rcimplanted into

the patient from whom the tissue was

taken. In the future, as more is learned

on how to package the injected DNA and

to make it tissue- or even cell type-

specific. the intravenous route would be

the simplest and most desirable. At-

tempting to give a foreign gene by injec-

tion directly into the bloodstream is not

advisable w'ith our present state of knowl-

edge. since the procedure would be enor-

mously inefficient and there would be little

control over the DNA's fate (II).

Studies are considerably more ad-

vanced with bone marrow than skin cells

as a recipient tissue for gene transfer.

Bone marrow consists of a heteroge-

neous population of cells, most of which

are committed to differentiation into

erythrocytes, lymphocytes, megakaryo-

cytes. and so on. Only a small proportion

(0.1 to 0.5 percent) of nucleated bone

marrow cells arc stem cells (that is. cells

that have not yet differentiated into spe-

cific cell types and which divide as need-

ed to maintain the marrow population).

In gene therapy, stem cells would be the

primary target. Because they are low in

number and are not recognizable, a de-

livery system for transferring a gene into

stem cells must be efficient.

Techniques for transferring cloned

genes into cells can be grouped in four

categories: (i) viral, both RNA viruses

(or retroviruses) and DNA viruses (for

example. SV40. adenovirus, and bovine

papilloma): (ii) chemical, such as calci-

um phosphate-mediated DNA uptake:

(iii) fusion, that is. fusion of DN A-loaded

membranous vesicles, such as lipo-

somes, red blood cell ghosts, or proto-

plasts. to cells: and (iv) physical, that is.

microinjection or electroporation. Each

technique is valuable for certain types of

experiments, but none can yet be used to

insert a gene into a specific chromosomal

site in a target cell. Fusion techniques

are the least well characterized and will

not be discussed. As noted, retroviral-

based vectors appear to be the most

promising approach at present for use in

humans.

Viral Techniques

RNA viruses (retroviruses). There are

a number of advantages of vectors de-

rived from retroviruses as a gene deliv-

ery system. First, up to 100 percent of

cells can be infected and can express the

integrated viral (and exogenous) genes;

this is in contrast to chemical methods

where, although most cells take in the

DNA. as shown by positive assays after

48 hours, only one cell in 10* to I0
7

stably expresses the exogenous gene.

Second, as many cells as desired can be

infected simultaneously: I0
h

to I0
7

is a

convenient number for a simple proto-

col. Third, under appropriate conditions

the DNA can integrate as a single copy at

a single, albeit random, site, whereas the

chemical and physical techniques often

result in the insertion of multiple copies

of the transferred gene, all linked head-

to-tail in tandem repeats. Fourth, al-

though integration is random with re-

spect to the host genome, it is precise

with respect to the viral genome—that is.

the structure of the integrated DNA is

known. Fifth, the infection and long-

term harboring of the retroviral vector

usually docs not harm cells. Finally, a

wide and controllable host range is avail-

able. A number of retroviral vector sys-

tems have been developed. Here we
concentrate on vectors based on Ma-

loney murine leukemia virus (MoMLV).
I) Life cycle and structure. The details

of the life cycle of retroviruses have been

reviewed recently (12). In brief, the ret-

rovirus. composed of an RNA-protcin

core and a glycoprotein envelope, enters

a cell where the RNA acts as a template

for the reverse transcription of the genet-

ic information into a double strand of

DNA. This DNA can precisely integrate

as a single copy, called a provirus, at a

random location in the genome of the

host.

Although much has been learned

about the regulatory features of retrovi-

ruses. uncertainties remain. Those fea-

tures of the proviral structure that are

thought to be necessary for transcription

and transmission of the viral genome are

(see Fig. I): a long terminal repeat (LTR)

sequence on each end. containing regula-

tory signals for initiating and terminating

transcription, sequences required for re-

verse transcription and others for provi-

ral integration: short sequences (called

here, for short, r~ and r') immediately

adjacent to each LTR and necessary for

reverse transcription: the packaging se-

quence called J; in MoMLV. necessary

for the viral RNA to be packaged into an

infectious viral particle: and the donor

(D) and acceptor (A) splice sites.

st ii-nci:. vot. ::r.
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LTR 0 A LTR

Kip. I. Simplified \truclurc of MoMI.V retroviral provirus l)NA. Abbreviations E. enhancer:

P. promoter; I. initiation (('apt cite for viral KNA synthesis: r . replication initiation site for

minus UNA strand (transfer KNA hindinp site): I). donor splice site: 4. packaging sequence: A.

the major acceptor splice site: r’. replication munition site for plus l)N A strand (purine-rich

silci. T. terminal IpolytAl additionl site for viral KNA synthesis; t.TK. lonp terminal repeat:

UJ. K. and l).' arv portions of the I.TK: j•«»*. group-specific (that is. viral core) antipens: pi.',

p 1 2. p.Vl. and p Ml; pul. KNA-dcpendent UNA polymerase (reverse tninscriptasel: and rue.

envelope proteins: gp7tl. pl.'E. and K. (Not drawn to scale)

Retroviral KNA is synthesized from

the proviral DNA by Ihe host cell’s own

RNA polymerjsc. A portion of this RNA
is used in the cell’s translational machin-

ery to synthesize the viral proteins that

go into the final viral panicles along with

the genomic RNA. These viral panicles

bud ofT from the cell and can then infect

other cells.

From experimental studies as well as

the existence of a number of naturally

occurring defective viruses, it is known

that almost all of the regions coding for

viral proteins pol. and ntr in Fig.

I

)

can be deleted and some or all of these

sequences replaced with other DNA.
Once the viral genes are deleted, the

retroviral vector becomes defective. In

order to obtain infectious viral panicles,

a cell harbonng a defective provirus

must be infected with a "helper" virus,

which carries all the viral functions need-

ed—that is. the genes for /><*/. and

ntr.

2) Use as gene delivery system. The

proviral DNA for the desired retrovirus

Icommonly cither MoMLV or murine

sarcoma virus (MSV)| is isolated and

insened into a convenient plasmid. The

viral genes can then be replaced with the

exogenous genes of choice by standard

recombinant DNA techniques. This con-

struct is used to transfect tissue culture

cells (for example. NIH 3T3 cells t by a

convenient gene transfer procedure (for

example, calcium phosphate). After in-

fecting the cells with a helper virus (such

as intact MoMLV). infectious viral parti-

cles. possessing both the retroviral vec-

tor and the helper virus, bud oirfrom the

cells into the surrounding medium. This

panicle-containing supernatant is col-

lected and used to infect bone marrow

cells in culture or. more simply, freshly

extracted bone marrow is incubated di-

rectly with (he cells budding the viral

panicles. The marrow cells are removed

and injected intravenously into a mouse

whose bone marrow has been killed by

x-rays (lethally irradiated). The animal is

then studied to determine if the trans-

ferred marrow cells express the desired

gene from the vector.

3) Successful gene transfer into adult

mice. Joyner el til. ( IJ) have successfully

used this procedure to transfer a func-

tional gene for neomycin resistance

{ntrt>' ) into mouse hematopoietic progen-

itor cells by use of a MoMLV retroviral

vector. The presence and expression of

this gene in granulocytic progenitor cells

rendered these cells resistant to the neo-

mycin-like antibiotic G4I8 as determined

by in vitro colony assays. Treated cells

were injected into lethally irradiated

mice: Southern blot analysis and colony

» (N'tltlll K tnu

assays showed that the net/ gene is

present and functional in the spleens of

(he recipient animals |/.f).

An improvement on this procedure

would be to treat bone marrow cells with

a retroviral panicle that could deliver the

vector but which would nut itself pro-

duce a spreading infection. Mann el til.

( 14) have developed a technique for ac-

complishing this goal. The regulatory

signal <1» ( Fig. I ) contains a sequence, the

exact size and structure of which arc not

yet known (/.'). that must be present in

the viral KNA for it to be packaged into a

viral panicle. A helper virus was con-

structed with this sequence deleted (tfc I

by making use of convenient restriction

endonuclease sites (Bal I and Pst 1

1

flanking the sequence in MoMLV. The

tl) helper is able to produce all the viral

proteins required to make a particle, but

the panicle does not package its own
KNA. Since the retroviral vector has a <k

sequence, it is packaged Consequently,

the panicle can just infect once: it is only

a delivery system for the vector, not an

infectious agent.

In order to use the d> helper virus

conveniently, a line of NIH 3T3 cells

was established with the helper proviral

DNA permanently integrated (/*/):

helper viral RNA is produced constitu-

livcly. The transfection of this cell line

(called tl»-2) with the retroviral vector

DNA results 48 hours later in a superna-

tant that contains viral panicles with

only the vector.

Williams el til. t/6) have used the ti»-2

cell line to place a functioning net/ gene

into (he hematopoietic cells of adult

mice. Freshly extracted murine bone

marrow was layered onto tit-2 cells pro-

ducing a retroviral vector called MSV
DHFR-NEO. which contains genes for

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and

nco’ in an MSV backbone. The marrow
and ti<-2 cells were incubated for 48 hours

under standard incubation conditions:

similar results were obtained when bone

marrow cells with the ti>-2 MSV DHFR-

N EO cell layer were incubated for 6 days

under Dexter-type conditions 117). The
viral panicles that budded off into the

supernatant contained the MSV DHFR-
NEO vector but. to the extent that could

be determined, no helper viral RNA.
Ten days after lethally irradiated mice

were injected with the treated bone mar-

row cells, analysis of the regenerating

spleens showed that the mice carried the

MSV DHFR-NEO proviral DNA in their

hematopoietic cells. Individual spleen

colonics, each arising from a single stem

cell, were generated by injecting an esti-

mated one to ten stem cells into another

group of lethally irradiated mice. Cells

from individual colonies were able to

produce spleen colonies in a secondary

group of lethally irradiated animals.

These mice also were shown to carry

MSV DHFR-NEO DNA in their total

spleen DNA and. in each case, to have

the same integration site restriction pat-

tern as the colony from the primary

mouse. These data show that (he deliv-

ery system is effective, at least for mouse

bone marrow cells. Preliminary evidence

indicates that the neu' gene is expressed

</A).

Southern blot analysis of total spleen

DNA with a number of restriction en-

zymes revealed in some cases a small

number of proviral integration sites. This

result suggests that only a few infected

stem cells were proliferating to repopu-

late the irradiated spleen. Secondary

transfers of individual colonies showed

that only 7 of 48 colonies (15 percent)

contained the net/ gene. This is a lower

limit since an occasional colony might

have been formed from endogenous stem

cells that survived the irradiation. These

data suggest that the present bone mar-

row procedure might still be made more

efficient as a delivery system.

A similar retroviral vector system

based primarily on MoMLV has been

developed by Verma and his co-workers

(/#). In their vk helper virus they substi-

tuted an amphotrophic (that is. wide host

ant
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range) env gene tor the MoMI.V env

gene, whieh produces a particle coal

with a narrow host range. This helper

vir.il construct is called pSAM. Miller cl

til. I/V) huill a retroviral vector contain-

ing a full-length complementary DNA for

the human enzyme HPRT. T his vector,

called pLPL. was cotransfected along

with the vli helper. pSAM. into HPRT
BALB/3T3 cells. One clone Ic7cl) was

obtained that produced high levels of

viral particles containing the HPRT vec-

tor. Injection of these cells into Icthally

irradiated mice resulted in animals that

continued to produce HPRT-vcctor par-

ticles for at least 6 months (/V). The
infectious particles resulted from the

presence of low levels <<().! percent of

the HPR T-vector virus) of packagcahlc

helper virus along with the injection of

MoMLV as additional helper which led

to multiple rounds of replication in the

host. In addition, human HPRT enzyme
was detected in spleen cells.

4) Shortcomings of retroviral delivery

systems. The evidence indicates that ret-

roviruses can be used as a reasonably

efficient delivery system. A gene therapy

procedure, however, also requires a reli-

able system. In most of the work report-

ed to date, a number of cells are found to

contain altered proviral DNA. The big-

gest problem appears to be that retrovi-

ruses have a strong propensity for delet-

ing sequences during virus replication

t/Vu). Many vectors have been ineffec-

tive because the foreign DNA is partially

or totally removed from the construct or

is rearranged. For example. Joyner and

Bernstein (2//) have used the Friend

spleen focus-forming virus as a potential

vector system for hematopoietic cells.

Constructs containing a thymidine ki-

nase (TK) gene in the v«V region and an

intact env gene tgp55) were used, along

with MoMLV as helper, to obtain viral

particles. The particles were injected

into Icthally irradiated mice and also

layered onto rat TK (LTA) cells.

Southern blot analysis of the integrated

proviral DNA in erythrolcukemic

spleens demonstrated vector constructs

with intact gp55 genes but deleted TK
sequences, whereas TK' LTA clones

possessed intact TK genes but deleted or

rearranged gp55 sequences. In other

words, in no case could a provirus be

found that still contained both the TK
and gp55 genes. Even the successful

MSV DHFR-NEO vector, which pro-

duces neo' expression in mice, has lost a

portion of its DHFR gene during produc-

tion of the viral particles 1/6). Several

approaches are being tried to circumvent

this problem of instability (/V«).

5) Properties still needed for an opti-

4IU

mal delivery system. An ideal delivery

system not only would be stable but also

would be tissue-specific. When a genetic

disorder is in the hematopoietic system,

then the isolated bone marrow can be

treated. But no other tissue, except skin

cells, can be removed, treated, and re-

placed at present. Since many viruses

are known to infect only specific tissues

(that is. to bind to receptors that are

present only on certain cell types), a

retroviral particle containing a coat gly-

coprotein that recognizes only human
hematopoietic stem cells would permit

the retroviral vector to be given intrave-

nously with little danger that cells other

than (hose in the marrow would be in-

fected. Such specificity could permit the

liver and brain, for example, to be treat-

ed individually. In addition, the danger

of inadvertently infecting germ cells

could be eliminated. One problem, how-

ever. is that cell replication appears to be

necessary for integration. It would not

be possible to infect nondividing brain

cells, for example, as far as we now’

know.

The optimal system not only would

deliver the vector specifically into the

cell type of choice but would also direct

the vector to a predetermined chromo-

somal site. Specific insertion into a se-

lected site of a chromosome by means of

homologous recombination can be readi-

ly achieved in lower organisms but ap-

pears to be a formidable task in mam-
mals. whether retroviral vectors or plas-

mid-based vectors arc used. Present evi-

dence suggests that homologous site-

specific integration occurs at a very low

level, when it occurs at all. in mammals
121 ).

DNA druses. Viruses, such as SV40.

with DNA as the nucleic acid in their

core have been employed for several

years as gene transfer vectors (22). A
conditionally nonreplicating adenoviral

vector has recently been developed that

will efficiently infect animal and human
cells (including hematopoietic cells) with

the result that one or a few copies of the

recombinant virus are integrated into the

host cell's genome {23). Whether adeno-

viral vectors will be as efficient as retro-

viral vectors, or will offer other advan-

tages as a gene transfer delivery system,

remains to be determined. One subcate-

gory of DNA viruses should be men-

tioned: bovine papilloma virus (BPV)
(24). This viral DNA replicates extra-

chromosomally so that BPV-based vec-

tors may prove to be useful for maintain-

ing genes in cells in a nonintegrated

manner. Transfection of hematopoietic

cells with BPV- vectors has not vet been

reported.

Chemical Techniques

The other procedure under active con-

sideration for insertion of genes into hu-

man bone marrow cells is calcium phos-

phate-mediated DNA uptake. The origi-

nal procedure of Graham and van der Eb
(23) was modified by Wigler cl til. (26) in

order to insert into the genome of mam-
malian cells growing in culture a frag-

ment of DNA carrying one or more

genes. A number of genes have been

used including the herpes simplex TK
gene complementing TK cells, the

DHFR gene protecting against the drug

methotrexate, and the ncor gene protect-

ing against the antibiotic G4I8.

Procedure. Transfection is carried out

by pipetting a suspension of DNA. com-

plcxcd into small precipitates with calci-

um phosphate, onto a monolayer of cells

growing in a tissue culture dish (26). A
number of techniques are used to in-

crease the efficiency of transfection in

different cell types: for example, diethyl-

aminocthyl dextran can be employed in-

stead of calcium phosphate or the cells

can be shocked with glycerol after 2

hours of incubation (27). The efficiency

of the process varies with the cell line.

Under optimal conditions and very re-

ceptive cells (for example, mouse L
cells), one cell in I0

:
to 10’ can be

obtained that has integrated and ex-

pressed the exogenous DNA. Because

the usual efficiency is 10"' to I0'
7

. a

procedure is required to detect the occa-

sional transfected cell. In other words, a

gene must be present that can protect the

cell from a lethal selective agent that is

added to the incubation medium or that

complements a genetic defect (HPRT or

TK. for example). The transfected cell

will survive while all others arc killed.

Attempts to obtain transfected cells

without selective pressure have general-

ly been unsuccessful.

Transfection appears to work poorly

in suspension cells, namely bone marrow

cells. Efficiencies can only be estimated,

but the value is probably one cell in I O'*

or 10
7

. Using the powerful selection sys-

tem offered by the mutant DHFR gene

(isolated from 3T6-R400 cells) that pro-

vides exceptional resistance to metho-

trexate. Carr ct til. (2/0 reported that the

calcium phosphate transfer technique

can be successfully employed to obtain

mouse bone marrow- cells that contain a

functional exogenous DHFR gene. The

permanently transfected cells can par-

tially repopulate a lethally irradiated

mouse. These results support the studies

of Cline ei til. (2V) who reported success-

ful transfer of a functional DHFR gene

into the bone marrow of mice. However.

sc ii nc k. vo!.. ;:c.
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the presence of the DHFR gene has not

been confirmed with DNA hybridization

studies and. until such experiments are

reported, the efficiency of the calcium

phosphate procedure is uncertain.

Shortcomings of chemical techniques.

If a chemical technique for gene transfer

were used in a protocol designed for

humans, the predicted results appear dis-

couraging. Recovery from hone marrow

of approximately 10'“ nucleated cells (of

which I0
7

to 10* arc stem cellsi can

routinely be obtained from patients for

marrow transplantation. F.fficiency of I

in 10* would mean that only 10 to 100

stem cells would be transfected. Reinser-

tion of these cells into the total stem cell

pool of 10* to It)'* cells would be very

unlikely to have any noticeable effect on

a patient's course unless there was an

extraordinary selective advantage for the

treated cells. Any human gene therapy

protocol that uses chemical means for

transfection would have to establish,

therefore, that either a few transfected

stem cells might have a detectable bene-

ficial effect on the patient's course or

that the investigator has improved sub-

stantially the efficiency of the procedure

for human bone marrow cells.

Physical Techniques

Microinjection (20) and electropora-

tion Ul I are the two principal classes of

physical techniques. Electroporation. a

relatively new technique, is the transport

of DNA directly across a cell membrane

by means of an electric current. It has

been used to transfer a variety of genes

into a number of different cells including

the immunoglobulin k gene into B cells

(2/). Its potential for human gene thera-

py is uncertain.

Microinjection has been used for a

number of years and has the advantage

of high efficiency (up to one cell in five

injected can be permanently transfect-

ed!. However, the distinct disadvantage

is that only one cell at a time can be

injected. Transfection of a large number

of hematopoietic stem cells is not feasi-

ble. Even if a stem cell could be recog-

nized it would have to be fixed to a slide

for injecting. The effect of attaching,

injecting, and subsequent detaching is

unknown. Microinjection of mouse
crythrolcukcmia (MEL) cells is difficult,

although possible (22). and these cells

arc much easier to manipulate in culture

than are bone marrow cells.

Transfer ofgenes into mouse eggs. An
area where microinjection has had spec-

tacular success is in transferring genes

into fertilized mouse eggs (2.1). Gordon

XK.TOIII K IVK4

el ol. (Ml first demonstrated that if plas-

mid DNA is microinjccted into one of the

two pronuclci of a recently fertilized

mouse egg. and the ovum is then placed

into the oviduct of a pseudopregnant

female, the egg could develop into a

normal mouse carrying the plasmid DNA
in every cell of its body. Furthermore,

the injected DNA can he transmitted to

offspring in a normal Mendelian manner.

Mice carrying an exogenous gene in their

genome are called "transgenic."

Hammer el al. (2) used this technique

to partially correct a mouse with a defect

in its growth hormone production. By
attaching a rat growth hormone gene to

an active regulatory sequence (specifi-

cally. the promoter that normally directs

the synthesis of mctallolhioncin mes-

senger RNA in mice), they obtained a

recombinant DNA construct that active-

ly produces growth hormone in the ge-

netically defective mouse. Although the

level of growth hormone production is

inappropriately controlled—that is. in-

fluenced by signals that normally regu-

late mctallolhioncin synthesis—these ex-

periments do show that microinjection

can be used as a delivery system that can

put a gene into every cell of an animal's

body.

Nonapplicuhility for human*. Should

the technique of microinjecting a fertil-

ized egg be employed for human gene

therapy at the present lime? The answer

is no on three grounds: the procedure

has a high failure rate, can produce a

deleterious result, and would have limit-

ed usefulness. Microinjcction has a high

failure rate because the majority of eggs

are damaged by the microinjection and

transfer procedures so that they do not

develop into live offspring. In one recent

experiment involving microinjcction of

an immunoglobulin gene (22). 3<X) eggs

were injected. 192 <M percent) were

judged sufficiently healthy to be trans-

ferred to surrogate mothers, only 1 1 (3.7

percent) proceeded to live birth and f> (2

percent) carried the gene. These results

are from a highly experienced laboratory

in which thousands of identical eggs

from the same hybrid cross of inbred

mice have been injected over a number
of years. The mice were chosen precise-

ly because they gave the best results for

gene transfer by microinjcction. Experi-

ence with attempts to microinjcci growth

hormone genes into livestock eggs have

met with a number of major biological

and technical problems (26). Successful

gene transfer by microinjcction of human
eggs, without a long period of trial and

error experimentation, is extremely un-

likely.

Second, microinjcction of eggs can

produce deleterious results because

there is no control over where the inject-

ed DNA will integrate in the genome,

l.acy el ol. (27) showed that the integra-

tion of an exogenous rabbit [J-globin

gene in transgenic mice could sometimes

occur into a chromosomal location that

results in expression of the (1-globin gene

in inappropriate tissue, namely, muscle

or testes. There have been a number of

cases reported where integration of mi-

croinjccted DNA has resulted in a patho-

logical condition (2/0. Although there is

no control over where exogenous DNA
will integrate in any gene transfer proce-

dure. the damaging effect caused by a

harmful insertion site could be great

when it occurs in the egg but may be

negligible when it occurs in one or a few

of a large number of bone marrow cells.

I hird is limited usefulness. Not only is

it of questionable ethics to experiment

on human eggs because of the expected

losses, but even if "success" were ob-

tained. it would be applicable primarily

when both parents are homozygous for

the defect. When the parents are both

carriers, only one fertilized egg out of

four would result in an affected child

(2V(. Since a homozygous defect cannot

yet be recognized in an ovum, and since

the procedure itself carries such a high

nsk. it would be improper to attempt any

manipulation in this situation. Further-

more. most of the very serious genetic

disorders result in infertility (or death

before reproductive age) in homozygous

patients. Consequently, there would be

little use for the procedure even if it were

available. A different approach for hu-

man gene therapy is required.

Expression

The second criterion for evaluating a

human gene therapy protocol is that

there be appropriate expression of the

new gene in the target cells. Even when a

delivery system can transport an exoge-

nous gene into the DNA of the correct

cells of an organism, it has been a major

problem to get the integrated DNA to

function. A vast array of cloned genes

have been introduced into a wide range

of cells by the several gene transfer

techniques discussed above. "Normal"
expression of exogenous genes is the

exception rather than the rule.

Active exogenous promoters in trans-

genic mice. Microinjcction of fertilized

eggs with exogenous DNA to obtain

transgenic mice carrying an expressing

gene has resulted in several spectacular

successes, but also in a considerable

number of unpublished failures. Thus far

4II<
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only four genomic promoters have been

reported to show significant activity: me-

tnllothioncin (2). transferrin I.U). immu-

noglobulin (,f5l. and elastase (40). How-

ever. essentially any complementary

DNA can be attached to an active pro-

moter. such as metallothionein. and the

coding sequence will usually he ex-

pressed in a transgenic mouse under the

control of that promoter.

Why are most promoters inactive after

microinjection into mouse oocytes? At

least one promoter has been examined in

this regard: mouse (i"
1
'*' globin. The se-

quences are found to be heavily methyl-

ated in mouse tissues where they tire

inactive but relatively unmethylated in

tissue culture cells where they are active

(V/). Therefore, the mouse zygote ap-

pears to respond to this foreign DNA by-

covering it with methyl groups which

remain on the DNA throughout the life-

time of the animal. Attempts to decrease

the methvlation of the genomic DNA by

treating adult mice carrying an exoge-

nous (J-globin promoter with the hypo-

methylating drug 5-azacytidinc have

been essentially unsuccessful (//). The

metallothionein promoter, however,

even if methylated, can remain active

(42). Why some promoters are inactivat-

ed by methylalion. or other mechanisms,

while others are not is not know n.

Expression from retroviral vectors. If

a retroviral vector is used for gene trans-

fer. the transcriptional signals in the re-

trovirus's own LTK's can be used (Fig.

I). Expression of exogenous genes car-

ried by retroviral vectors into bone mar-

row- cells has been reported by three

laboratories. The two studies in which a

neo' gene was expressed in mouse bone

marrow were described above ( 13. 16).

The most extensive data, however, are

from Willis et al. (4.t). A homozygous
Lesch-Nyhan (l.N) lymphoblast cell line

was used to determine whether an

HPKT human hematopoietic cell could

be corrected by a retroviral vector con-

taining a functional HPK T gene. The LN
cells have all the characteristics of a cell

line totally defective in HPRT. specifi-

cally a disruption in their inosinate cycle

that leads to a high purine production

and a number of other metabolic abnor-

malties (44). LN cells infected with viral

particles containing the HPRT vector

could be rescued in selective medium.

Seventeen HPRT' clones were isolated

and studied. These cell lines had HPRT
levels ranging from 4 to 23 percent of the

normal level, and the abnormalities asso-

ciated with a deranged inosinate cycle

were partially to nearly completely cor-

rected (4.f). In a corollary study, viral

particles containing the HPRT-vector

4IK>

were used to infect mouse bone marrow

cells that were then injected into lethally

irradiated mice (/V). Both human HPRT
proteins and chronic production of

HPRT- vector particles were detected in

the hematopoietic tissue of the mice.

A problem must still be overcome,

however. Even though expression of

HI'RT and neo' genes has been obtained

in the hematopoietic tissue of irradiated

mice, the efficiency of the combined

delivery-expression system is poor. If 15

percent of stem cells can be infected and

if 4 to 23 percent of normal expression

can be obtained in them, can sufficient

enzyme be synthesized to be of benefit

to a patient? The issue, once again, is

whether or not the treated cells w ill have

a selective growth advantage in the pa-

tient's body. If they do not. then, either

the patient's own bone marrow must be

partially or totally eliminated before re-

implantation of the treated cells or the

gene therapy protocol must demonstrate

at least some expression in nonirradiated

animals. It must be recognized, howev-

er. that, in the absence of a true animal

model for a given genetic disease, it

might be difficult or impossible to dem-

onstrate selective growth advantage ex-

cept in human patients.

Use of enhancers to increase expres-

sion. How can the level of expression be

increased and properly regulated? One
key element may be the enhancers.

These are DNA sequences usually 50 to

150 base pairs in length that increase the

expression of the adjacent gene 10 to

1000 times (45). A retrovirus has its own
enhancer immediately upstream from its

promoter in the LTR (Fig. I). Enhancers

are known to be species-specific (46). A
primate enhancer (for example, the 72

base pair repeat from SV40) is several

times more active in primate tissue cul-

ture cells than in rodent cells. Likewise,

a mouse enhancer (for example, the 73

base pair repeat from MSV) is more

active in rodent cells than in primate

cells. The promoter acted upon does not

influence the species specificity (a

mouse (3-globin promoter and a primate

SV40 promoter are both activated more

by a primate enhancer in primate cells

than in rodent cells), although different

promoters can be enhanced to different

extents (47). Retroviral vectors designed

for therapeutic application in humans

may need primate, or even human, en-

hancing sequences rather than the mouse

ones that are now used.

Some enhancers may even be tissue-

specific (4#). With a tissue-specific en-

hancer it may not be necessary to devel-

op a cell-specific delivery system. The

DNA cogld be integrated into all cells

but only be expressed significantly in

(hat tissue in which the enhancer is ac-

tive. Even more precision may he

achieved if one could place a tissue-

specific coat on a retroviral particle that

would direct the virus into the target cell,

along with a tissue-specific (and possibly

even a devclopmental-lime-period-spe-

cific) enhancer in the construct itself.

Systems like globin undoubtedly have

other regulatory regions in addition to

enhancers which recognize cellular fac-

tors that are involved in control. Much
information still needs to be learned

about the regulatory signals in these mul-

tigene families.

Expression from plasmid-haseJ

expression vectors. If a chemical gene

transfer technique is used as a delivery

system, then the gene must be inserted

into an appropriate expression vector.

An expression vector is a plasmid (usual-

ly pBR322l in which the complementary

DNA (or genomic gene) of interest is

inserted together with regulatory signals.

A typical expression vector would be

composed of a promoter (for example,

from the mouse metallothionein gene),

the complementary DNA of choice, a

splice site and polyadenylation site (nec-

essary for correct processing of the tran-

scribed RNA). and an enhancer.

Plasmid-based expression vectors con-

taining an enhancer have not yet been

used to transfect bone marrow cells.

Therefore, how effective expression might

be is unknown. The inefficiency of the

presently available delivery systems for

these vectors was discussed above.

One additional complication is that

calcium phosphate-directed transfec-

tion. as well as microinjection, does not

usually result in the integration of a

single copy of the expression vector. The

plasmid DNA vector appears to be ligat-

ed or replicated, or both, inside the cell

to form a long hcad-(o-tail structure

called a tandem repeat (49). This tandem

repeat, which can be a few or up to

hundreds of copies in length, is randomly

inserted usually in one site in the

genome. The tandem repeals may pro-

duce problems for genes requiring intri-

cate regulation because of the uncertain-

ty as to how many of the copies are

active.

Regulation hy genomic control sig-

nals. Can cither plasmid-based expres-

sion vectors or retroviral vectors be used

to transfer genes that are controlled by

the gene's own genomic regulatory se-

quences? Plasmid-based expression vec-

tors in transgenic mice do respond to

normal physiological control signals in

some cases. Mctallothionein-promoted

genes express primarily in the liver, the

sctrNtT.. vot.. ::r.
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normal tissue for mctallothioncin synthe-

sis. and can be induced by cadmium, as

occurs in vivo for the endogenous gene:

however, they do not respond to ste-

roids. which arc another physiologic in-

ducer in vivo (.50). An immunoglobulin

gene is expressed in the spleen, the cor-

rect in vivo tissue, and not in liver (,f.5|.

A mouse-human (i-globin fusion gene

expresses in hematopoietic tissue (.5/1.

In tissue culture cells, a number of

plasmid-based expression vectors have

demonstrated at least a degree of normal

regulation. For example, the human |i-

globin gene with approximately I kilo-

base of genomic 5' Hanking sequence can

be induced (along with endogenous

mouse globin) in a transfected MEL cell

(J2). The level of expression is not as

high as that of the normal endogenous (i-

globin gene, suggesting that other regula-

tory signals arc needed. However, trans-

fection of MEL cells with cosmids carry-

ing 30 to 40 kilobases of human genomic

DNA containing (he human (3-globin

gene docs not result in higher expression

of human P globin messenger RNA (.5./).

Miller el al. (.54) obtained encouraging

results when they placed a rat growth

hormone complementary DNA together

with 237 bases of genomic 5’ Hanking

sequence into the env region of the

HPRT-vector already described above.

This growth hormone gene was regulated

in rescued HPRT fibroblast cells by its

own genomic promoter and regulatory

sequences as shown by (i) stimulation by

glucocorticoid and thyroid hormones,

which are normal in vivo regulators, and

(ii) equal activity whether the fragment

was placed in the same direction or op-

posite to the vector's LTR's (.54).

Expression of (he vector in an animal has

not yet been studied.

These data provide hope that vectors

can be built with all the genomic regula-

tory signals necessary to produce cor-

rectly controlled expression in target

cells. In the future, one might use only

selected portions of a retrovirus in order

to construct a delivery and integration

system that would place one copy of the

vector DNA into the target cell's

genome. Expression would be controlled

by the exogenous gene's own genomic

regulatory signals. One possible problem

is size: it appears that MoMLV con-

structs must not be over 9 to 12 kilobases

in order to be packaged. Since 2 or 3

kilobases are necessary for essential

function, only 6 to 9 kilobases are avail-

able for insert. This amount may be

adequate, but further studies are needed

to determine the answer (.5.5).

Importance ofchromosomal loc ation.

A major question that remains is: How

XXTOIU K IVX4

important is chromosome location? Inte-

gration of a proviral structure can in

some cases activate a downstream gene,

as can occur with oncogenes. This prob-

lem could be eliminated by deleting the

enhancer and promoter regions from the

3’ (right-hand) LTR in the retroviral vec-

tor. One round of reverse transcription

could (hen occur which would result in

double-stranded retroviral DNA with

both LTR's defective. The retroviral

vector DNA would then integrate with

no transcription initiation signals. There-

fore. expression would have to be con-

trolled by exogenous signals in the in-

serted gene, and no downstream activa-

tion of other genes could take place.

Certainly an integration site that dis-

rupts an important gene or regulatory

sequence would normally be detrimen-

tal. How often this would occur must be

determined by experiment. It is probable

though that in most such cases the inser-

tional event would dimmish the fitness of

the recipient cell so that it would be

outgrown by normal cells.

Are there only certain active chroma-

tin regions that can allow expression of a

gene? Or could an expression vector

take its own "active domain" with it so

that essentially any location would be

acceptable? The answers to these ques-

tions arc still not known.

Safety

The third and final criterion for evalu-

ating a human gene therapy protocol is

that the delivery-expression system be

safe.

Retroviral vectors. Although retrovir-

uses have many advantages for gene

transfer, they also have disadvantages.

One problem is that they can rearrange

their own structure as well as exchange

sequences with other retroviruses. In the

future it might be possible to modify

retroviral vectors in such a way that they

become less unstable. At present, how-

ever. there is the possibility that a retro-

viral vector might recombine with an

endogenous viral sequence (,5b) to pro-

duce packageablc. infectious recombi-

nant virus. Properties that such a recom-

binant would have arc unknow-n. but ihe

potential homology between retroviral

vectors and as-yet unknown primate

cancer retroviruses or human T-ccll leu-

kemia viruses might be sufficiently close

so that possible recombinants should be

sought. There is. however, a built-in

safety feature with the mouse retroviral

vectors now in use. These mouse struc-

tures have a very different sequence

from known primate retroviruses, and

there appears to be little or no homology
between the two (.57). Therefore, a po-

tentially "safe" proviral vector con-

struct might he one composed of mouse
LTR's. with their enhancer and promot-

er regions deleted, and a human gene

controlled by the appropriate human ge-

nomic regulatory signals.

With the present constructs, three

types of experiments ought to be carried

out before any retrovirus-treated bone

marrow is injected into a patient. These

protocols, designed to test the safety of

the delivery-expression system, are nec-

essary since once treated bone marrow is

reinserted into a patient, it and all retro-

viruses that it contains arc irretrievable.

First, studies in vitro with human bone

marrow arc needed. Marrow cultures

infected with the therapeutic vector

should be tested for a period of lime for

the production of recombinant viruses.

Any infectious virus isolated should be

studied for possible pathogenicity.

Second, studies in vivo with mice are

needed. Since many retroviral vectors

arc constructed from mouse retrovir-

uses. and expression studied in mouse
bone marrow transplanted into Icthally

irradiated (or nonirradiated) mice, these

animals should be followed to determine

if genomic rearrangement or the site of

chromosomal integration has resulted in

any pathologic manifestations or the pro-

duction of any infectious viruses.

Third, studies in vivo with primates

arc needed. A protocol similar to the one

planned for human application should be

carried out in primates, not just mice,

because the endogenous proviral se-

quences in primate, including human.

DNA are different from those in mouse

DNA. Therefore, the nature of any viral

recombinants would be different. Treat-

ed bone marrow should be reimplanted

into primates, the successful transfer of

intact vector DNA into hematopoietic

cells demonstrated, the expression of at

least small amounts of gene product veri-

fied. and the existence of infectious

recombinant viruses sought and. if

found, analyzed.

Plasmid-hased expression vectors.

The calcium-phosphate procedure for

transferring a plasmid-based expression

vector into human bone marrow has not

yet been demonstrated to be an effective

delivery system. However, the proce-

dure itself docs not appear to represent a

significant risk of harm. In theory, of

course, a stem cell could be altered to

make it carcinogenic so that it would still

be necessary to follow treated mice over

time to determine the likelihood of pa-

thology. Primate studies, however,

would appear not to be necessary.

407 t
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Review Procedure

The initial clinical protocols designed

to carry out gene therapy in patients will

probably be evaluated in the following

way. Under current Department of

Health and Human Services regulations

for the protection of human research

subjects, a human gene therapy protocol

must be reviewed by the Institutional

Review Board at the investigator's home
institution. In addition, because of the

widespread public interest and concern

in this area, the National Institutes of

Health has announced (5#) that any fed-

erally funded gene therapy experiment

involving recombinant DNA must first

be approved by the NIH after review by

the Recombinant DNA Advisory Com-
mittee (RAC). Prior to review by RAC.
proposals will be examined by a special

RAC working group on human gene ther-

apy (59). In addition, the Food and Drug

Administration could regulate the DNA
used in a human trial as a biological drug,

analogous to polynucleotide interferon

inducers, interferons, and vaccines (60).

The Food and Drug Administration is

currently exploring its regulatory re-

sponsibilities in this area (61 ).

Representative Albert Gore's proposal

for a President's Commission on the

Human Applications of Genetic Engi-

neering (62) has just passed both houses

of Congress in a modified form. This

commission, if signed into law. would

probably concern itself primarily with

matters of policy and procedure rather

than the review of individual recombi-

nant DNA research proposals (63 ): the

initial protocols, however, might be of

particular interest to the commission in

helping it to define the scope of its ef-

forts.

Conclusion

It now appears that effective delivery-

expression systems are becoming avail-

able that will allow reasonable attempts

at human gene therapy. These systems

are based on treatment of bone marrow

cells with retroviral-vectors carrying a

normal gene. The safety of the proce-

dures is the remaining major issue. Pa-

tients severely debilitated by being ho-

mozygous for a defect in the gene for one

of the enzymes HPRT. PNP. or ADA are

the most likely first candidates for gene

therapy.

It is unrealistic to expect a complete

cure from the initial attempts at gene

therapy. Many patients who suffer from

severe genetic diseases, as well as their

families, are eager to participate in early

40K

clinical trials even if the likelihood is low

that the original experiments will allevi-

ate symptoms. However, for the protec-

tion of the patients, particularly since

those with the most severe diseases and.

therefore, the most ethically justifiable

first candidates, are children, gene thera-

py trials should not be attempted until

there arc good animal data to suggest

that some amelioration of the biochemi-

cal defect is likely. Then it would be

necessary to weigh the potential risks to

the patient, including the possibility of

producing a pathologic virus or a malig-

nancy. against the anticipated benefits to

be gained from the functional gene. This

risk to benefit determination, a standard

procedure for all clinical research proto-

cols. would need to be carried out for

each patient.

In summary, institutional review

boards should carefully evaluate thera-

peutic protocols to ensure that the deliv-

ery system is effective, that sufficient

expression can be obtained in bone mar-

row cultures and in laboratory animals to

predict probable benefit, even if small,

for the patient, and that safety protocols

have demonstrated that the probability is

low for the production of either a malig-

nant cell or a harmful infectious retrovi-

rus. Once these criteria are met, I be-

lieve that it would be unethical to delay

human trials. Patients with serious ge-

netic diseases have little other hope at

present for alleviation of their medical

problems. The issues of germ line thera-

py and enhancement engineering need to

be debated widely in society, but argu-

ments that genetic engineering might

someday be misused do not justify the

needless perpetuation ofhuman suffering

that would result from an unnecessary

delay in the clinical application of this

potentially powerful therapeutic proce-

dure (64 ).
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INTRODUCTION

It has been a little more than 10 years

since the genetic engineering revolution

began. Initially, "genetic engineering”

applied only to manipulation of genes

in bacteria, being a technology which

enables the isolation and large scale pro-

duction of specific DNA molecules

from any source, whether or not they

encode a gene. If properly engineered,

such genetic manipulations can be used

for the large scale production of specific

gene products in bacteria and other sim-

ple organisms.

Genetic engineering of higher eucar-

yotic or mammalian cells requires the

introduction and expression of genes in

these cells. One method for transferring

genes into mammalian cells is DNA
transfection in which DNA is intro-

duced into cells in culture as part of a

copredpitate with calcium phosphate or

dextran sulfate (26). A successful result

is a viable cell containing one to many
copies of the new gene which contin-

uously expresses the new genetic infor-

mation. Unfortunately, DNA transfec-

tion has its limitations. Most signifi-

cantly, it is a very inefficient means of

transferring genes into mammalian
cells. At best only one in a thousand

cells (more typically, one cell in a

million) will incorporate the newly

transferred gene. Additionally, not all

cultured cell lines are susceptible to this

method of gene transfer. Thus, a cen-

tral issue in genetic engineering as ap-

plied to mammalian cells is gene trans-

fer: How to deliver a gene into a large

fraction of any given cell population. A
second important issue is the question

of expression— once delivered, how to

ensure the proper expression of the gene

in the recipient cell.

In the past several years, a new gene

transfer technology has emerged which

appears to be superior to the DNA
transfection and other previous tech-

niques and which may offer a new ap-

proach to the therapy ofhuman genetic

diseases (1). This new technology is

known as retroviral-mediated gene

transfer, i.e., the use of retroviruses to

deliver genes into cells.

In order to explain how retroviruses

can be utilized for gene transfer, it is im-

portant to describe some of the salient

features of their replication (For more
detailed information on retroviruses,

see Ref. 25.). Retroviruses are RNA
viruses, that is, the viral genes are en-

coded in an RNA molecule rather than

in a DNA molecule. When the virus

Vol. 4. No. 6(1986)
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penetrates a cell, the viraJ RNA is first

converted to DNA, the DNA enters the

nucleus and integrates randomly into a

chromosome, becoming indistinguish-

able from any other cellular gene (see

Fig. 1). It is from this integrated form,

the provirus, that the viral genes are ex-

pressed. Progeny virus are formed

which leave the cell by budding from the

cell membrane. It is important to point

out that the integration of the viral

genome into the cell’s chromosome is

an essential pan of its replication. With

a few exceptions, the presence of the

viral genome in the infected cell, the ex-

pression of its genes, and the formation

of progeny virus have no apparent ef-

fect on the viability of the infected cell.

Thus, retroviruses have features that

make them particularly suitable for

gene transfer. By replacing the viraJ

genes with the gene of interest and using

the efficient viral integration process, it

is now possible to transfer a gene into

the infected cell as if it were a viral gene.

How does this work? The viral gen-

ome, encoded in an RNA molecule in

the virion and in a double stranded

DNA in the infected cell, contains two

types of information which can be class-

ified as cis and trans functions. The
trans functions are the viral proteins

such as the polymerase and the envelope

glycoprotein. The cis functions are the

various signals scattered throughout the

viral genome, such as the promoter and

enhancer sequences required for initia-

tion of RNA transcription. Other ex-

amples of cis functions are the various

sequences which direct the integration

of the viral genome into the chro-

mosome of the infected cell as well as

the encapsulation signal (VO required for

virus packaging. To construct a virus

that can be used as a vector, the cis func-

tions must be retained while the trans

functions can be replaced by the gene of

interest. What is thereby created is a

replication defective retrovirus missing

its own genes. The trans functions

which were removed can be supplied by

another virus (called a helper virus) in

the same cell or by a second defective

virus that still contains the trans func-

tions missing in the vector. This

mechanism for obtaining viability by
combining the activities of two defective

components (commonly used in

Vol. 4. No 6(1986)

Fijure 1. The retroviral lifr cycle. After adsorption and uptake (i.e.. binding and infection) of the

viral genome, the stngle-sirandedlSS) RNA is convened to double-stranded (DS) DNA by reverse

transenptase. After uptake into the nucleus, the DNA integrates randomly into a chromosome to

form the provirus. The provirus serves as a template both for mRNAs to yield viral proteins and
for new. full length genomic RNA. The genomic RNA and viral proteins combine and. by bud-

ding. release a new infectious virus to repeat the cycle (Reprinted with permission from A. Bernstein

tt at. in Genetic Engineering: Principles and Methods, p. 235. Plenum. NY, 1985 .)

somatic cell hybridization) is called

complementation. Thus, the retroviral

vector carrying the gene of interest can

be assembled into a virion, exit from the

cell, infect a target cdl, and, through the

cis functions retained in the vector, the

foreign gene is transferred into a

chromosome of the cell as if it were a

viral gene.

In the laboratory, this process takes

place in two steps as shown in Fig. 2.

First, a preparation of retrovirus is

generated (by, for example, transfection

of a packaging cell line, see below) that

contains the foreign gene (this is,

therefore, a recombinant virus): second,

the gene is delivered to the target cell by

infection of the target cells with the

recombinant virus. Recombinant DNA
techniques allow the manipulation of

DNA sequences, but not RNA sequen-

ces. Therefore, the initial procedure is

to combine the portions of the retroviral

DNA carrying the cis functions, with

the DNA fragment carrying the foreign

gene (and removing in the process the

viral trans functions). How is this vec-

tor DNA converted into a correspond-

ing vector RNA and encapsidated into

a virus? To do this, the vector DNA is

introduced by the standard (however in-

efficient) DNA transfection procedures

into a specially designed cell line called

a packaging cell (18. 22). The packag-

ing cell line harbors a virus that is defec-

tive in the cis function that is required

to be present for the viral RNA to be

able to encapsidate into a virion. All its

trans functions are normal, however, so

that they will complement those func-

tions missing from the incoming vector

DNA. It is then possible to identify and

isolate the rare cells that have taken up

the vector DNA by use of a selectable

gene present in the vector. For example,

cells infected with a vector containing a

Neo* gene are resistant to toxic levels

of the neomycin-like antibiotic, G418.

The vector DNA not only is tran-

scribed into RNA which is translated

within the cell, but also it is transcribed

into viral genomic RNA which is encap-

sidated into a retroviral virion, and

secreted into the medium. The recom-

binant virus carrying the foreign gene

can now infect a target cell and then in-

tegrate into its genome, carrying the

foreign gene with it. Since the viral

RNA carrying the trans functions can-

not encapsidate, the virions carry only

vector RNA. These particles can infect

only once since the viral RNA they con-

tain have no trans function genes. The
particles are a one-time-only delivery

system.

At present, it is now possible to insert

a gene into a retroviral vector, obtain

recombinant virus, and then infect

target cells and express the foreign gene

from the cells’ chromosomes. What has

proven more difficult is to make this

process efficient. An efficient gene

transfer system is desirable for its use-

fulness to basic research, but is an abso-

lute prerequisite for application to

human therapy (1). Indeed, a large ef-

BioTechniques SOS
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Figure 2. Generation or retroviral vectors. A native retrovirus (M-MuLV: Moloney-Murine Leukemia

Virus) is genetically engineered such that its structural genes are replaced by an exogenous gene (5).

This construct is cloned into E. coli and the DNA is then introduced by conventional transfection

(step 1 -see text) into a packaging cell line. These cells provide the structural proteins in trans to per-

mit both packaging of the vector and budding of vector-containing viral particles (infectious virus)

into the medium. Target cells are infected (step 2) with these viral particles, where the natural cycle

of reverse transcription and integration occurs. The stably integrated vector provirus then generates

its gene product(s).

fori is currently underway in several

laboratories to improve this technology.

Two parameters define an efficient

retroviral gene transfer system. First is

the capacity to infect a large proportion

of the target cells, a property dependent

at least in pan on the ability to generate

a high concentration (or titer) of recom-

binant virus. Second is the capacity to

have the gene expressed properly.

RETROVIRAL VECTORS

One of the key components of this

technology is the nature of the retroviral

vector itself. It is the vector that will

determine both the titer of recombinant

virus obtained and the ability of the

transduced gene to be expressed. The
development of an all-purpose superef-

ficient retroviral vector has proved

elusive, arising from the fact that we do
not understand many of the details of

the structure and biology of this group

of viruses. Ongoing research on the

basic biology of these viruses is,

therefore, vital for the dev elopment of

improved vector systems.

Three main strategies of retroviral

vector construction are shown in

Figures 3-5. A short description and

discussion of their properties will

follow. Note that these vectors cany not

one but two genes. One gene is the gene

of interest and the second one is a selec-

table gene. This second gene is not ab-

solutely essential to include in the vec-

tor but its presence greatly facilitates

their use. A selectable gene, as its name
implies, enables the identification and

isolation of cells harboring the retroviral

vector as w-as discussed above. In some
cases, the gene of interest is a selectable

gene and therefore only one gene is in-

corporated (4, 12, 20, 21).

Double Expression (DE) Vectors

The structure of a prototype double

expression DE vector is shown in Fig.

3. In retroviruses, most of the important

cis functions are present at the ends of

the viral genome and are maintained in

the corresponding vectors. The termini

of retroviruses are redundant and are

called long terminal repeals, or, in

short, LTRs. They are represented in

Fig. 3 and henceforth by black boxes.

As shown in Fg. 3, the MuLV viral

506 QioTcchniqucs

genes are expressed from two mRNA
forms. The gag and pol genes are ex-

pressed from an unspliced RNA species

which is colinear with the viral genome.

The env gene is expressed from a spliced

RNA form generated from the un-

spliced RNA species by the removal of

the long intron. In the cytoplasm of the

infected cells, similar amounts of both

mRNA species are present and, there-

fore, the retroviral genome must
regulate the efficiency with which the in-

tron is removed. DE vectors as shown
in Fig. 3 contain two foreign genes, one

replacing in effect the gag/pol genes

(which is expressed from the unspliced

RNA form) and a second gene replac-

ing the viral env gene (which is expressed

from the spliced RNA form). The dis-

tinguishing feature of this type of vec-

tor is that it provides not only the cis

functions for the transmission of the

foreign genes into the target cells but

also provides the cis functions for their

Vol. 4. No. 6(1936)
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(wavy lines): Unipliced (jij/pol) and spliced (en») RNA. both under the regulation of the LTR*
(black boxes). In a DE vector the gag pol and env genes are replaced with exogenous genes A and

B. Then, the norma) splicing mechanisms are used to generate mRNAi for genes A and B. with ex-

pression of bosh regulated by the 5 ' LTR.

Flgere 4. VIP vectors. VIP vectors rely only on the very J ' portion of the retronra) genome for

their function. A selectable gene product (e g.. Neo*) is generated from a transcript regulated by

the retroviral J ' LTR. Asecond gene of interest is insened distaHy. under the regulation of its own
promoter, generating a separate, unique mRNA. Titers (viral particles'' ml) are listed it the right,

showing wild type titers with those of two VIP vectors. N4 and N2.

expression, i.e., the enhancer and pro-

moter present in the 5 ' LTR. the poly-

adenylation signal in the 3 ' LTR, and

the intron splice sites encoded internal-

ly. Such a DE type vector was first

reported by Cepko, et al. (2), and used

successfully in several studies (3, 7, 17,

24. 27, 28).

There are two major drawbacks in

using DE vectors. First, the expression

of the two genes introduced into DE
vectors is dependent on the efficient for-

mation of the two viral RNA species as

shown in Fig. 3, which, in turn, is de-

pendent on a properly regulated splic-

ing process. In the construction of the

DE vectors described by Cepko. et al.

(2). it was assumed that h is the viral

splice junction sequences which regulate

the splicing process. However, there is

now mounting experimental evidence

that this is not the case; rather, se-

quences within the viral intron play an

essential role (10. 11. 19) in modulating

the levels of spliced and unspliced RNA
forms present in the cytoplasm. The
second major drawback of the DE type

of vector is that the transduced gene is

expressed from the retroviral promoter

and. therefore, its usefulness will be

limited to target cells where the viral

promoter is active and to those ex-

periments where this is the promoter

that one wants to study.

Vectors with I ntemaJ Promoters (VIP)

VIP vectors were designed to circum-

vent these limitations. As shown in Fig.

4, in these vectors the selectable gene is

directly linked to the left end of the viral

DNA and is therefore expressed from

the viral promoter. The gene of interest,

however, is fused to another DNA frag-

ment containing a promoter which is

responsible for its expression. This pro-

moter DNA fragment can be derived

from any gene and, therefore, these vec-

tors possess the flexibility to express the

transduced gene in a manner most

appropriate for a particular target cell

(6. 23).

Figure 4 also shows the structure of

our primary VIP vector, N2. This vec-

tor yields very high titers of virus (1-3 x

10* cfu/ml) compared to other vectors

(of the DE or VIP design) and efficient-

ly expresses the selectable gene, in this

case the bacterial Neo* (neomycin

Vot 4. No. 6 (19t6)
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Figure 5. The deleted LTR trick. An initial vector is constructed in a plasmid such that the pro-

moter/enhancer elements are deleted from the 3 ’ LTR (dLTR). Upon transfection into a packag-

ing cell line, this structure is maintained. When the resulting vector is introduced into target cells,

the 3 ' LTR is used as a template for both LTRs during the process of reverse transcription. Therefore

the provirus in the target cell has both LTR promoter/enhancer sequences deleted, leaving the vec-

tor genes reliant on internal promoters for expression.

the regulation of a metallothionein (MT) or SV40 (SV) promoter. After infection, the 5 ’ LTR would

be disabled as described in Figure 5. Therefore, only the shorter transcripts produced with the in-

ternal promoter would be generated.

resistance) gene. Interestingly, if one ex-

amines the structure of the vector, it

should not have worked at all. It was

originally made as part of a study to

determine the length of the packaging

sequence (D. Armentano, Ph.D. Thesis,

Princeton University, 1986). In contrast

to other VIP vectors such as N4, in N2
41 8 bp of the viral gag coding sequences

(including the start code word) has been

retained, but the NeoR gene is out of

frame and therefore one might have

assumed that it would not be expressed.

However, it appears that it is this gag

coding sequence which is responsible

for the higher levels of virus generated

from N2 vectors. It turns out that this

DNA has unexpectedly introduced a

cryptic 3 ' splice site just upstream from

the Neo R gene which generates a

spliced RNA form that serves as the

mRNA for the Neo R gene (Armen-

tano, et al., submitted). Evidence is

accumulating from several laboratories

that the N2 vector and its derivatives are

exceptionally useful retroviral vectors,

especially for the transfer of genes into

suspension grown lymphoid cells (13)

and bone marrow progenitors of several

mammalian species (5, 9, 15, 16). (More

on this topic below.)

Self-Inactivating (SIN) Vectors

SIN vectors are the latest addition to

retroviral vectors (29). The LTRs at the

two ends of the retroviral genome con-

tain an element called an enhancer

which not only can affect the expression

of the vector’s gene but, when inte-

grated into a cell’s chromosome, can

also activate adjacent oncogenes (a

process called insertional activation) (8).

SIN vectors are designed to eliminate

these two effects by “self-inactivating”.

During the process of reverse transcrip-

tion and integration, a portion of the

virus DNA which includes the enhancer

and promoter sequences becomes
deleted. As a result, the proviral DNA
in the infected cells becomes transcrip-

tionally inactive, thus producing two

consequences: The uninhibited expres-

sion of the foreign gene and the reduc-

tion of insertional activation.

How this self-inactivation works is

shown in Figure 5. SIN vectors contain

a 299 bp deletion in the 3 ' LTR (dLTR).

This deletion encompasses the pro-

moter and enhancer sequences which

control the accurate and efficient

transcription of the viral genome. Only
the sequences in the 5 ' LTR are

necessary for the generation of viral

RNA. Therefore, their removal from

the 3 ' LTR, as shown in Fig. 5, does not

affect viral functions. A consequence of

the replication of retroviruses (25) is that

a region of the 3 ' LTR (which encom-

passes this deletion) is the template for

the synthesis of that region in both the

5 ' and 3 ' LTRs. Since the viral

enhancer and promoter are absent from
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Figure 7. Outline of tbe rauiioe bone marrow (ranjplantatioo/gene transfer protocol. Bone mar-

row (BM) cells are isolated from the femur, exposed to the vector by co-cultivation with vector pro-

ducer cells, and then introduced into lethally irradiated recipient mice. CFU-S are progenitor cells

whose lineage n assayable by colonies (or foci) formed in the spleen. The number of spleen foci

are proportional to the total number of stem cells injected.

ihc template, they wiU be absent from

both LTRs in the target cells.

The structure of a prototype SIN vec-

tor is shown at the top of Figure 6. The

selectable gene is expressed from an in-

ternal promoter (cloned into the vector

along with the gene) rather than from

the viral LTR as with the VIP vectors

discussed in the previous section. Since,

upon infection of the target cells, the

promoter activity in the viral LTR is in-

activated, the expression of the selec-

table gene in the target cells is controlled

by its own internal promoter. SV-N and

MT-N are two examples of SIN vectors

shown in the lower portion of Fig. 6; the

early SV40 (SV) or mouse metallothio-

nein I (MT) promoters are used respec-

tively to drive the expression of the

selectable gene coding for neomycin

resistance (Neo*). The gene of interest

can be inserted into SIN vectors either

in front of or behind the selectable

marker, utilizing the presence of unique

restriction sites (BamHI and Xhol,

respectively. Fig. 6).

Although it has been demonstrated

that SIN vectors indeed self-activate in

the target cell (29), the titer of virus

generated from this type of vector are

disappointingly low (~10* cfu/ml),

probably not sufficient for use in

human therapy. It is hoped that ap-

propriate modifications, together with

advances in the understanding of the

retroviral genome, will increase the per-

formance of SIN vectors.

EXPRESSION

Retroviral vectors are much more ef-

ficient for the insertion of DNA sequen-

ces than other presently available means

of gene transfer. They are valuable not

only for cells growing attached to a

substratum, but also for cells grown in

suspension culture. This latter quality

has given geneticists access to a great

many types of cells previously refrac-

tory to genetic engineering.

If hematopoietic stem cells could be

infected with a vector, the potential ex-

ists for new genetic material to become
a permanent pan of the blood tissue’s

genetic complement. Stem cells are

most abundant within the bone mar-

row. Yet even there they are present

only as a tiny fraction (less than one cell

in a thousand) of the total nucleated

cells. It is only by means of retroviral

vectors, with their combined character-

istics of very high efficiency and ap-

plicability to cells in suspension, that

genetic manipulation of the totipotent

stem cells of the hematopoietic system

has become practical.

Several laboratories have published

protocols by which the hematopoietic

cells of mice have had new genes in-

troduced with retroviral vectors ex vivo,

with subsequent reintroduction of the

treated cells into the bone marrow in

vivo. The basic outline of such a bone

marrow transplantation/gene transfer

protocol is very simple (Fig. 7). Marrow
cells are obtained from a donor and in-

cubated with a monolayer of vector-

generating producer cells (27). Since

marrow cells, unlike the producer cells,

do not attach to the culture dish, they
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Table 1. Summary of Spleen Focus Analysis From Bone Marrow Infections

-IL3 + IL3

Percent Percent

Hours of Average Foci 0 DNA DNA Average Foci DNA
Cell Culti- Initial Spleens Total Foci per Ana- Postlve Positive Spleens Total Foci per Ana- 1 DNA Positive

Line vation Titer Studied Foci Spleen lyzed Foci Studied Foci Spleen lyzed Positive Foci

F-5B 24 hr. 1.2x10* 2 10 5.0 9 7 78 8 94 11.8 49 42 86

48 hr. 2.0x10* 1 8 8.0 8 6 75 8 71 8.9 18 14 78

are easily recovered after co-cultivation.

The hematopoietic cells are then in-

troduced into a recipient animal by in-

travenous injection. Space in the he-

matopoietic system to receive the

vector-treated marrow must be made,

usually by lethally irradiating the

recipient.

Using this protocol, highly efficient

introduction of exogenous genes into

hematopoietic progenitor cells have

been achieved. Experiments, such as

those presented in Table 1 , have shown
that greater than 85^o of spleen focus

stem cells (so called CFU-S) can be in-

fected with the N2 vector (5). Viability

of the stem cells does not appear to be

impaired, and the vector has been

shown to integrate in its intact form. In

some cases, relatively low efficiencies

have been improved by pre-selection of

infected marrow prior to introduction

into a recipient mouse (4, 15). Advan-

tage is taken of the presence of a selec-

table gene in the vector to enrich the

total population of marrow for cells

containing the vector. Incubation in

high concentrations of the selective

agent for one or two days between in-

fection and transplantation has im-

proved the recovery of infected cells be-

tween three- and ten-fold (4, 15).

Not surprisingly, the titer of the vec-

tor is of great importance in the suc-

cessful transfer of exogenous genes in-

to hematopoietic progenitor cells. In

general, titers of at least 10
4 cfu/ml

seem to be required (Fig. 8). Although

vector instability appeared to be a prob-

lem in early efforts at gene transfer in-

to bone marrow (12), recent experi-

ments with helper-free vectors show this

to be a reduced concern (4, 5, 15).

Minimizing the viral sequences retained

in the vector reduces the likelihood of

recombinatorial disruption of the

vector.

Expression of transferred genes in

tissue culture cells is very efficient. At

present, N2 is the only vector that has

been consistently shown to exhibit effi-

cient expression (of the Neo R gene) in

the mature hematopoietic cells of long-

term reconstituted mice (5, 15). Drug
resistant colony forming progenitor

cells and enzymatically active protein

can be obtained from mice several

months after gene transfer (Fig. 9 -right

panel). Thus, these initial mouse studies

have borne out the potential of

retroviral vectors for the high efficiency

transfer of intact, functioning vectors

stably into bone marrow cells.

We have added an SV40-promoted

human adenosine deaminase (ADA)
gene to the N2 vector as shown in Fig.

10. This VIP vector, called SAX (for

SV40, human ADA, inserted into the

Xhol site), has been used to introduce

the ADA gene into the hematopoietic

cells of several species other than mouse
(Table 2). Lymphocyte lines from both

Figure 8. Effect of titer on Infectivlty of murine

CFU-S. Bone marrow was treated with vectors

of the titers shown. Titer is expressed by the

number of drug resistant colony forming units

(efu) per ml assayed in vitro on a tissue culture

cell line (usually 3T3 cells, a murine fibroblast

cell line). A titer of 10* cfu/ml seems critical for

successful infection. Interleukin- 3 (IL-3), whjch

is a growth stimulating factor, may improve in-

fection slightly by stimulation of the bone
marrow.

neo r phosphotransferase gene expression
IN N2 - TREATED IRRADIATED MICE

in to Oav Soieen Foci ,n 4 Moo,h ncconci.twi« M.ce

Figure 9. Neo* phosphotransferase gene expression in N2-tre*ted irradiated mice. Bone marrow
cells were infected with the N2 vector as shown in Fig. 7. In the left panel, individual spleen foci

were isolated and assayed for the presence of the Neo*-gene-coded phosphotransferase (see Ref.

5). In (his case, all six individual foci had detectable levels of enzyme activity, although amounts
varied. * .

positive tissue culture control; -, uninfected spleen foci cells; Pool, activity of 8 pooled

foci from one spleen. In the right panel, four mice were analyzed four months after receiving suffi-

cient numbers of treated bone marrow cells to reconstitute their entire hematopoietic system (see

Fig. 7). In three of four mice (#1 , 3, and 4), low levels of enzyme activity were still detectable in

the bone marrow (M). In one of these three mice (#3). activity was also detected in the blood (B).
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Table 2. Successful Transfer and Expression Lsing N2 (of N2-like> Retroviral Vectors iaio

Hemniopovetic Precursors of Various Sperm

SPECIES VECTOR ASSAY REF.

MCuSd N2 CFU-S. mature celts (5)

N2 CFU-GM. mature cells (14)

Neow GEMM. CFU-GM. BFU-E (4)

Dog N2 CFU-GM (16); a

Human N2 GEMM. CFU-GM. BFU-E (9)b

N2 GEMM. CFU-GM b

N2 CFU-GM. BFU-E c

SAX ADA' T celts (13)

Monkey N2, SAX CFU-GM. mature ceils a

Sheep N2 GEMM. CFU-GM. BFU-E. CFU-E e

N«Ow <s a vocior similar lo N2. as described in (4). SAX cs a VIP vector derived from

N2 contauung iri* human adenosine deaminase cONA regulated by an SV40 pro-

moter (13).

a) Lot* roe. C . Egbtis. M et al. unpublished observations

b) Dupree. J.. personal communication; Bernstein. A_. personal communication.
Humphries RK. personal communication.

C) Egi'tis. M et ai.. unpublished observations

d) Kantoft. P.. OReiRy. R.. Nienhws. A. el al.. unpublished observations

e) Zan (
ani. E. Kantoh. P. Flake. A et al.. submitted lor pubbcalon

N2
s* * •
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Figare 10. Map of SAX vector. SAX was made (13) by interims an SV40-promoted human ADA
cDNA into the previously described (5) parental vector N2. The following regions arc indicated

0-1. J and 4. 7-J.5 kb. Moloney murine leukemia virus sequences. 1 .5-2. S and 4 6-4 " kb. neomycm-
resistancc gene fNeo*) from TnJ transposori (the hatched area is the coding sequence); 2.9- 3.3 kb.

Kpo I -Hind III fragment of the SVaOearty promoter; 3.3-4 6 kb. human ADA cDNAthADA. black

boa); LTR. viral long terminal repeat; V. nral packaging signal Restriction sites; S. Sac 1; P. Pst

l;E. EcoR!;C. Clal.

monkeys and humans have been suc-

cessfully infected, with significant ex-

pression of the Neo* and ADA genes

(13. 14). Bone marrow of humans,

dogs, sheep and monkeys have been

infected and assayed in vitro. Produc-

tive transfer of exogenous genes has

been achieved with each species tested,

although, in general, at efficiencies

lower than those found for mice. Suc-

cessful transfer and expression of genes

Voi 4. No 6(1986)

into bone marrow in vivo has also been

obtained in both sheep and non-human
primates (14). Extensive studies are now

underway to increase the overall effi-

ciency of gene transfer in these and

other large animals.

PERSPECTIVES

Retroviral vectors have proven to be

an efficient means of gene transfer.

They will undoubtedly be applied to a

wide range of genetic studies of
eukaryotic cdls. Even more exciting is

the possibility of their use for the treat-

ment of human genetic disease.

However, many aspects of the structure

and function of retroviruses must still

be elucidated to optimize them as vec-

tors. Particularly in the use of retroviral

vectors for gene transfer into large

animals, problems remain in the effi-

ciency of infection of pluripotent stem

cells and in the long-term stability of ex-

pressed genes. I f these problems can be

solved, then the next few decades could

well see retroviral vectors at the heart of

a revolution in the medical treatment of

genetic disease.
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Gene Expression in Mice After High Efficiency

Retroviral-Mediated Gene Transfer

Abstract. A retroviral expression vector IN2) containing the selectable gene, neo".

has keen used to determine the optimal conditions for infecting marine hematopoiet-

ic progenitor cells at high efficiency. After infected hone marrow cells were

introduced into lethally irradiated mice, the presence, stability, and expression ofthe

vector l)NA sequences were analyzed either in individual spleen foci 10 days later or

in the MimhI. bone marrow, and spleens of mice 4 months later. When hone marrow

cells were collared in mediam containing virus with tilers of more than /(/* colony-

forming anils per milliliter in the presence ofpurified marine interleukin-}. more than

85 percent ofthe resaltingfoci contained vector DNA. This proviral vector DNA was

intact. Efficient expression of the neo* gene was demonstrated in most of the DNA-
positive fttci examined. The spleens of reconstituted animals lover a long term)

contained intact "vector DNA" and the blood and hone marrow expressed the neo*

gene in some animals. Thus, a retroviral vector can he used to introduce intact

exogenous DNA sequences into hematopoietic stem cells with high efficiency and
with substantial expression.
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The life cycle of retroviruses makes

them attractive candidates for use as

agents for gene transfer. Several features

are particularly relevant for their poten-

tial use for gene therapy II). Recombi-

nant retroviral "vectors" can be used to

introduce new genetic material into the

progenitor cells of the hematopoietic

system of the mouse 12-4). Joyner et al.

12) detected expression of a transferred

neo
K gene in individual CFU-GM colo-

nies in vitro at an efficiency of 0.3 per-

cent. Subsequently, Miller et al. U)
showed transfer of a functional human

HPRT (hypoxanihine phosphoribosyl-

transferase) gene into hematopoietic

stem cells that subsequently colonized

the hematopoietic system of a whole

mouse. Williams et al. (4). using the

helper-free system that we utilize below,

showed that a retroviral vector could be

used to introduce DNA sequences con-

taining a neo R gene into about 15 percent

of the CFU-S. We have characterized in

vivo an efficient new retroviral vector

derived from Moloney murine leukemia

virus (Mo-MLV) and have determined

the conditions for bone marrow gene

transfer so that more than 85 percent of

CFU-S are infected and the transferred

gene is expressed efficiently.

M DECEMBER IW5

The proviral form of the recombinant

retrovirus N2 < Fig. I) can produce high

tiler virus. Infection with this virus re-

sults in turn in a stable provirus capable

of expressing genes. Vector develop-

ment has been described (5). A large

portion of the Mo-MLV codirtg sequence

has been deleted in N2 and replaced with

the bacterial neomycin-resistance gene

(neo
R

) which confers on eukaryotic cells

resistance to the neomycin analogue

G4I8. After transfection into the helper-

free cell line di2 (6) and subsequent selec-

tion in G4I8. individual clones were

isolated that produced N2 virus at liters

ranging from less than 10' cfu/ml (colo-

ny-forming units) to more than 10*

cfu/ml. More than 50 percent of isolated

colonies generated virus at a titer more

than 10* cfu/ml. When NIH-3T3 cells

infected with N2 virus produced by the

high-titer clone F-5B were examined by

restriction enzyme analysis and South-

ern blotting, no evidence for deletions or

rearrangements in the vector DNA was

found. Furthermore, there was signifi-

cant expression of neo
R-coded phospho-

transferase activity in these cells.

To determine optimal time for co-culti-

vation of bone marrow cells with the F-

5B cells, we first established the time

course for viral particle production.

Soon after the F-5B cells had reached

confluence, the medium was changed,

and the titer was measured for the next

72 hours. The effective liter increased

rapidly for the first 24 hours and then

continued to increase slowly over the

next 48 hours. Hence, for bone marrow
infections, fresh marrow cells were plat-

ed onto the F-5B cells 24 hours after a

medium change.

The optimal period of time for co-

cultivation of bone marrow cells with F-

5B cells (Table I) was 24 hours. Bone
marrow cells were also co-culturcd with

F-5B cells in the presence or absence of

purified growth factor interleukin-3 (IL-

3) (7). but there was only a small benefi-

cial effect of IL-3 (Table I).

Since these infection efficiencies (86

percent) are greater than those reported

earlier (15 percent) (4). the potential

mouse strain specificity of these results

was investigated (Table I). A small in-

crease in the efficiency of CFU-S infec-

tion was observed when mice of the

DBA/2J strain were utilized (86 percent),

in comparison to another mouse line

used in retroviral studies. NFS/N mice

(74 percent).

These results indicate that vector ti-

lers of more than 10* cfu/ml are very

efficient at introducing exogenous genes

into the murine hematopoietic stem cell

(CFU-S) population. To determine the

efficiency of bone marrow infection with

lower titer virus, bone marrow cells were

co-cultured with sub-confluent plates of

F-5B (Table I). In addition, bone mar-

row cells were co-cultivated with indi-

vidual ii/2 cell clones (obtained at the

same lime as the higher titer clone F-5B)

having lower viral tilers (Table I). No
evidence of successful stem cell infec-

tion was found until the titer of the virus

in the medium was 6 x I0
4

cfu/ml or

greater (Fig. 2). regardless of whether

the liter was the result of diluted, high

titer cells or the total productivity of a

given clone. The proportion of infected

stem cells increased as the viral titer

increased, with efficiencies more than 80

percent being obtained when titers were

s2 x I0
5
cfu/ml. The effect of IL-3 was

to slightly increase only both the overall

proportion of CFU-S infected (Table 1

and Fig. 2) and the average number of

splenic foci found after infection (9.6

versus 8.4) (Table 1).

LTR 5' V LTR

Fig. I. Diagram of the inte-

grated vector (proviral)

N2. 0 to t.5 and 3.0 to .3.8

kb: Moloney murine leuke-

mia virus sequences; 1.5 to

1 3.0 kb box: Tn5 sequence

containing the neo* gene

Scale tn kitobases (Bgl 1-Bam HI fragment

from Tn5) (ML the hatched area is the coding sequence. LTR. long terminal repeal: 5'. the

donor splice site at the 5' end; tli. packaging sequence: restriction enzvme sites: SacU . Pst

i: E. Eco Rl: X. Xho 1: C. Cla I.

JWS

.1 L.
20 2 5
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Virua IH*r

Axs Bpxs C 5 p Fig. 2 (left I. Tiler cflect\ upon efficiency of

hone marrow infection. Indicated liters were

. ^ obtained from clonal populations of various

N2-prixJucing cells as tabulated in Table I.

Culture conditions were as described in the

legend to Table I. Fig. 3 fright). Southern

blots of DNA prepared from individual pri-

mary spleen foci and a whole, reconstituted
mm spleen. Bone marrow cells were co-cultured.

% as described in the legend to Table I. for 24

hours, with F-5B cells producing N2 at a titer

*
• of 2 x 10* cfu/ml. DNA from two individually

• . isolated 10-day spleen foci obtained from in-

* feclions done at different times (A and B) and

_ from a long-term reconstituted spleen (C) was
prepared as described in Table I. The spleen

DNA was prepared from a mouse 4 months after the lethally irradiated animal received 5x10*
infected bone marrow cells. For blots A. B. and C equal amounts of DNA (30 p.g per lane) were
digested with restriction enzymes and then subjected to electrophoresis through 0.7 percent

agarose gels. After electrophoresis, the gels were blotted ( 18) onto Biotrans filler membranes
according to the suppliers' (ICN) instructions. Hybridizations were as described in the legend to

Table I. with films exposed for 5 days. Enzyme digestions were with Xho I (X). Sac I (S). and

Pst I (P). Large arrows indicate the position of the 3.2-kb Sac I fragment (Fig. 1 1: small arrows

indicate the position of the l).9-kh Pst I fragment (Fig. I).

Table I. Spleen focus analyses from bone marrow infections. N2. a Moloney-based retroviral vector containing the neo" gene, was transfected

using calcium phosphate 1 ' into 'P2 cells at 20 wg per 5 * 10' cells per tissue culture plate (100 mm). Permanently transfected G4I8* clones were

isolated after 10 to 14 days selection, then individually expanded and the number of virus particles conferring G4IX resistance to 3T3 cells was de-

termined. The individual cell lines were grown to confluence at 37*C in 5 percent CO; in air at 100 percent humidity on tissue culture plates ( 100

mm) in 10 ml of NIH 3T3 medium defined as DMEM (Dubecco minimal essential medium) (Biofluids. No. 104) plus 10 percent (by volume)

defined fetal bovine serum (Hyclone) plus freshly added L-glutamme (300 ug/ml). The medium was changed and then removed 24 hours later: it

was centrifuged to remove floating cells, and the supernatant (containing viral particles) was frozen until the time of titration. The 3T3 cells for ti-

tration were plated (5 * Iff* cells per 60-mm plate) in 4 ml of 3T3 medium, and 18 to 24 hours later the medium was removed and replaced with I

ml of serial diluted thawed viral supernatant containing Polybrene (8 wg/ml) to increase virus adsorption. Plates were rocked every 15 minutes for

2 hours at which point 4 ml of fresh 3T3 medium was added. About 48 hours after infection the culture fluid was replaced with fresh 3T3 medium
containing G4 18 ( I mg/ml). From 10 to 12 days later, plates were scored for G4 1

8* colonies both by microscopic counting and by methylene blue

staining. Bone marrow was isolated from female DBA/2J (of NFS/N) mice (8 to 12 weeks of age). It was flushed from both femurs with a-medium
(AMEM. Biofluids. No. 109). Single cell suspensions were made, cell counts were determined, and 5 x 10* cells in a volume of less than I ml
were added to a 100-mm culture plate containing a confluent monolayer of virus-producing 'P2 cells. The ^2 cells (2 x 10*) had been seeded into

10 ml of 3T7 medium 48 hours earlier. Fresh 3T3 medium was added 24 hours before the addition of bone marrow cells. Individually isolated 'P2

clones F-5B. E-IB. E-IA. E-4A. and F-2B were used to produce N2 vector at the indicated titers. Titers of 2 x 10' and 6 x 10' cfu/ml were
achieved by plating the F-5B cell line at 1/10 and 1/3 the usual density. Polybrene was added to the cultures at a final concentration of 4 ml. The
concentration of IL-3. when added, was 20 U/ml. Purified IL-3 (7) had a specific activity of 0.05 ng/unit: it was diluted 1 : 100 into RPMI I W0 with

10 percent fetal bovine scrum, filter sterilized, and kept frozen until use. Cells were cultured in 10 ml of 3T3 medium plus penicillin ( 100 U/ml) and
streptomycin ( 100 wg/ml) at 37*C in a 100 percent humidified atmosphere of 5 percent CO; in air. After the indicated times, bone marrow cells

were recovered by gentle pipetting, and the plate was rinsed with 5 ml of a-medium. The pooled cells were sedimented and resuspended in o-me-
dium at a final cell density of 5 * IO*/ml. A cell suspension of I x 10* cells (0.2 ml) was injected into the tail vein of each of several syngeneic 10-

week-old mice that had been irradiated with 900 rad from a "’Cs source 2 to 3 hours earlier. Ten days after injection of the bone marrow cells,

spleens were dissected and individual foci were isolated. Celt suspensions were made of each focus and DNA was prepared (16). DNA dot blot

analysis of the individual foci (12 ug of DNA) was performed as described (17) with a nick-translated (Nick-Translation Kit. BRL) Hind lll-Bgl II

fragment isolated from pNco (P-L Biochemicals). Ten positive foci were further analyzed by Southern blot analysis (18). and in all cases the

presence of DNA of the expected restriction pattern was confirmed. The 49 foci analyzed for the * IL-3 24-hour data point were from a number of

different animals infected in each of five independent experiments. The IS foci analyzed for the + IL-3 48-hour point were from three animals

infected in one experiment.

No IL-3 With IL-3

Cell

line

Con-
flu-

ence

(*)

Co-cul-

tiva-

tion

(hr)

Initial

titer

Mouse
strain

Spleens

studied

TouJ
foci

Aver-

se
foci/

spleen

Foci

anal-

yzed

(A0

DNA
posi-

tive

(A0

DNA
posi-

tive

foci

(%)

Spleens

studied

Total

foci

Aver-

age

foci/

spleen

Foci

anal-

yzed

(A0

DNA
posi-

tive

(A0

DNA
posi-

tive

foci

(%)

F-5B 100 24 1.2 * 10* DBA 2 10 5.0 9 7 78 8 94 11.8 49 42 86

100 48 2 x 10* DBA 1 8 8.0 8 6 75 8 71 8.9 18 14 78

F-5B 100 24 1.0 x 10* NFS 4 38 9.5 23 17 74

F-5B 30 24 6 x 10' DBA 8 8 100

10 24 2 x 10' DBA 16 13 81

E-IB too 24 2 x 10' DBA 1 10 10.0 8 5 63 2 19 9.5 17 15 88

E-IA 100 24 6 x 10* DBA 6 65 10 8 38 15 39 3 32 10.7 30 14 47

E-»A 100 24 l.l x 10' DBA 4 31 7.8 22 0 0 4 24 6.0 23 0 0

F-2B 100 24 8 x 10-' DBA 3 19 6.3 12 0 0 4 40 10.0 16 0 0

Totals 17 143 8.4 97 33 318 9.6 200
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Fig. 4. Neo^-coded phosphotransferase activ-

ity in extracts from spleen foci. Spleen foci

were assayed for neomycin phosphotransfer-

ase activity t/V). l.ysates were subjected to

electrophoresis on a nondenaturing polyacryl-

amide gel: the gel was then overlayed with

agarose containing kanamycin at 25 (ig/ml and

2 nM |y-' :P|ATP (>5000 Ci/mmol). Subse-

quently. the gel was blotted with Whatman
PHI paper. The arrow indicates the position of

neo*-coded phosphotransferase activity.

(Lane I) Lysate of I x 10' F-5B cells. (Lane

2) Lysate of approximately I x 10' uninfect-

ed spleen focus cells. (Lane 3) Lysate of K

pooled foci from one mouse, approximately

5 * 10-’ cells after bone marrow infection with

F-5B cells as described (legend to Table I).

(Lanes 4 to 9) Lysate of six individual foci

(approximately 0.5 x |0' to 2 x |(F cells

each) after bone marrow infection with F-5B

cells.

In (he above experiments, bone mar-

row cells were infected by co-cultivating

them with virus-producing cells. To de-

termine whether direct contact with vi-

rus-producing cells was required, the fol-

lowing infection protocols were per-

formed: (i) infection by co-cultivation

with F-5B cells: (ii) infection by co-

cultivation with F-5B cells that had been

washed three times with phosphate-buff-

ered saline and then had 10 ml of fresh

medium added just before addition of

bone marrow cells (to reduce the starting

virus titer to near zero): (iii) infection

using cell-free medium derived from (ii):

and (iv) infection as in (iii) but using

frozen medium from F-5B cells rather

than fresh. The results demonstrate that

supernatant alone can infect bone mar-

row cells but at about one-third the effi-

ciency obtained when F-5B cells are

present (Table 2). The lower efficiency

could simply be due to the lack of fresh

viral particles being generated over the

24 hour co-cultivation period.

Although N2 virus was known to be

stable when used to infect tissue culture

cells. Southern blots were performed

with DNA obtained from individual foci

to test whether rearrangements or dele-

tions of the proviral sequences occur

during the proliferation and differentia-

tion of the infected hematopoietic stem

cells in vivo (Fig. 3. A and B). No
evidence of gross rearrangement was de-

tected with several restriction endonu-

cleases. With Sac I. which digests N2
within both LTR's. releasing a fragment

2H IM-C'KMHI-R IVX<

nearly unit length, a band of expected

size (3.2 kb) (Fig. I) was always found.

When the enzyme Xho I was used,

which cleaves N2 at only one internal

site, several bands with different intensi-

ties were often detected on the blots

when infection took place at a high viral

titer. This indicated that some stem cells

had been infected several limes. DNA
was also digested with Pst I generating

the expected 0.9-kb fragment.

Southern blot analysis provides only

coarse evidence for the absence of se-

quence alterations. However, the pres-

ence of transcripts and phosphotransfer-

ase enzyme activity would provide evi-

dence that the transcriptional machinery

of the provirus remained functional. To
this end. mice were lethally irradiated

and given a portion of the cells from a

DNA-positive spleen focus. Spleens

were removed from these secondary

mice and RNA was prepared (#) and

analyzed. A neoK-containing fragment of

the appropriate size was detected on Tl

ribonucleasc gels (9).

The neoK 'genc product was assayed

by its phosphotransferase activity in ex-

tracts from individual and pooled foci.

The majority of foci tested demonstrated

expression of the neoK gene. All six of

the individual foci (Fig. 4. lanes 4 to 9)

were positive but to different extents.

Table 2. Bone marrow infection with cell-free

virus-containing medium. Bone marrow cells

were isolated as described in Table I. Single

cell suspensions were cultivated for 24 hours.

All cultures of bone marrow contained IL-3

(20 U/ml). Polybrene (4 ng/ml). penicillin ( 100

U/ml). and streptomycin (100 p.g/ml). The
cells were cultivated for 24 hours, recovered,

and injected into lethally irradiated mice.

Spleen foci were recovered after 10 days for

dot blot analysis (Table I).

Medium Foci
DNA

positive

(No.)

DNA
positive

condition analyzed focim
Willi cells

24 hour* 14 II 79

Fresht 12 9 75

No cells

24 hour! 10 3 30

Frozen 24 hour§ 12 1 8

‘Co-cultivation with F-5B cells producing N2 at a

titer of ! x ||f cfu/ml 24 hours after a medium
change. 1F-5B cells with fresh medium. The
cells were washed three times with PBS and fresh

medium was added just prior to the addition of bone
marrow cells. tThc bone marrow cells were plat-

ed into cell-free medium removed from the confluent

F-5B cells in B. The F-5B cells had been growing in

this medium for 24 hours producing a titer of

2.J x 10*. Before the bone marrow cells were add-
ed. the medium was centrifuged to remove cells and
9 ml of supernatant was placed in a separate tissue

culture dish. SThe bone marrow cells were plat-

ed into cell-free F-5B medium that had been stored

for several weeks in liquid nitrogen after removal
from confluent F-5B cells. F-5B cells had been
growing in this medium for 24 hours and had a titer

of 1.6 » IlF cfu ml

t 2 3 4 $ • r

Fig. 5. NcoM-codcd phosphotransferase activ-

ity in the bUntd and bone marrow of four long-

term reconstituted mice. (Lane I) Lysate of
I x lo*

1

whole blood cells from mouse A.
(Lane 2) Lysate of I x l(T bone marrow cells

from mouse A. (Lane 3) Lysate of I x 10**

whole blood cells from mouse B. (Lane 4)

Lysate from I x 10* bone marrow cells from
mouse B. (Lane 5) Lysate from I x |0* whole
blood cells from mouse C. <l.ane ft) Lysate

from l x |0* bone marrow cells from mouse
C. (Lane 7) I x 10* bone marrow cells from
mouse D. The positive band in lane 7 is much
clearer on longer exposures. The arrow indi-

cates the position of neoM -coded phospho-
transferase activity. The dark slower migrat-

ing band in each lane represents a phospho-
transferase activity seen to various degrees in

all tissues studied, and is unrelated to the

presence or absence of the neo* gene.

The variation in activity among different

foci might be partially due to varying

sizes of the foci since cell numbers were

not exactly equalized. More likely, how-
ever. is that the neo K gene may be ex-

pressed at different levels in different

foci, either because of multiple single-

copy insertions of the N2 vector or for

some other reason (such as a position

effect due to the random chromosomal

integration of each proviral sequence).

Studies arc under way to evaluate these

possibilities.

To determine the long-term structural

stability of N2 proviral sequences, total-

ly reconstituted animals were obtained

by injecting irradiated mice with 5 x I0
6

infected bone marrow cells and letting

those cells repopulate the animal over a

period of several months. Spleens, bone

marrow, and blood were recovered and

analyzed by Southern blot or phospho-

transferase assays (or both). Southern

blots demonstrated that the N2 se-

quences remained intact even after 4

months (Fig. 30. However, the propor-

tion of total hematopoietic cells carrying

N2 may have decreased since band in-

tensity in spleen DNA appeared to be

reduced when compared with an equal

amount of DNA isolated from spleen foci

(compare Fig. 3. A and B. with C). •

Of major interest was whether the

blood and bone marrow of long-term

reconstituted animals express the neo R

gene. Phosphotranferase was detected in

the bone marrow of three of the four

animals tested (Fig. 5. lanes 2. 6. and 7).

In one animal (lane 5). a strong neo K
-

nv7
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coded phosphotransferase signal was

also found in the blood. Therefore, the

neo* gene is active in the circulating

hematopoietic system of at least some of

these animals four months after bone

marrow infection and transplantation.

It is not apparent why we have ob-

tained so much higher efficiency (even in

the absence of IL-3) of infection and in

vivo expression compared to the work of

others. One explanation may be stability

differences between N2 and the retro-

viral vectors used by others. A second

possibility is that, although little strain

difference was found here between the

DBA/2J and NFS/N mouse lines, the

efficiency of infection of the bone mar-

row of other mouse strains (for instance.

C3H/HeJ 4
) is substantially different. Per-

haps the 12- to 14-day foci examined by

Williams tl al. (4) have a lower infection

frequency than the 10-day foci we stud-

ied. A final potential difference is in the

reported liters of the vectors. If actual

titers do differ significantly between lab-

oratories {J). then marked apparent dif-

ferences in bone marrow infection effi-

ciency r >ild be produced.

To be applicable for gene therapy,

vectors such as N2 would carry addition-

al gene sequences. Such additional se-

quences may have potential detrimental

effects on tiler. The results here indicate,

however, that titers as low as 6 * Id
4

cfu/ml still infect murine hematopoietic

stem cells with high enough efficiency to

have possible therapeutic value.

In a complementary study by Keller ri

al. HO) it was demonstrated that the N2
vector can be found integrated and ex-

pressed in all the blood cell lineages in

long-term reconstituted mice, including

T and B lymphocytes. Similar studies

with a slightly different vector have re-

cently been published by Dick mil. ill).

In a number of earlier studies it was

shown that retroviral vectors can under-

go rearrangements and/or deletions. Us-

ing a vector derived from Friend spleen

focus-forming vims. Joyner and Bern-

stein reported deletions of either (he

inserted thymidine kinase sequences or

of the viral env gene {12). Others have

reported similar problems of rearrange-

ment in their vectors (4. 13). Although

we have not yet sequenced the provims.

analyses such as those presented here,

with Southern blots. Tl ribonuclease and

neo* gene product assays suggest an

intact vector structure both during initial

infection of stem cells and during subse-

quent in vivo stem cell proliferation and

differentiation.

The utility of retroviruses as vectors

for the high efficiency transfer of exoge-

nous genetic sequences into hematopoi-

mwk

ctic cells has potential elinieal relevance

(/). A number of genetic diseases are

known where the primary effect is upon

the hematopoietic system. This report

has established the conditions for the

high efficiency transfer and expression of

a gene into murine bone marrow using a

new retroviral vector.
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ABSTRACT A retrovirus-derived vector called self-inac-

tivating (SIN) vector was designed for the transduction of whole

genes into mammalian cells. SIN vectors contain a deletion of

299 base pairs in the 3' long terminal repeat (LTR), which

includes sequences encoding the enhancer and promoter func-

tions. When viruses derived from such vectors were used to

infect NIH 3T3 cells, the deletion was transferred to the S'

LTR, resulting in the transcriptional inactivation of the

provirus in the infected cell. Introduction of a hybrid gene

(human metallothionein-promoted c-fos) into cells via a SIN
vector was not associated with rearrangements and led to the

formation of an authentic mRNA transcript, which in some
cases was induced by cadmium. SIN vectors should be partic-

ularly useful in gene transfer experiments designed to study the

regulated expression of genes in mammalian cells. Absence of

enhancer and promoter sequences in both LTRs of the inte-

grated provirus should also minimize the possibility of activat-

ing cellular oncogenes and may provide a safer alternative to be

used in human gene therapy.

Retroviruses are now being used as an efficient delivery

system for transferring genes into tissue culture cells (1-6)

and into intact animals (7-11). Replication of retroviruses is

dependent on an efficient process unique to this group of

viruses. This process involves the insertion of the viral

genome into the chromosome of the infected cell, from which

the viral genes are constitutively expressed, in most cases

without measurable effect on the viability of the infected cells

(for a review, see ref. 12). This efficient process is the basis

for using retroviruses as vectors for gene transfer. An
expendable portion of the viral genome (containing functions

that can be complemented in trims) is replaced with a foreign

gene. The result is an efficient gene-transfer system in which

a large fraction of recipient cells will have incorporated and

will express the transduced gene.

In this report, we describe the construction of a retroviral

vector that transmits a nonselected transduced gene in a

stable manner. With this type of vector, the viral enhancer

and promoter sequences are lost upon integration into the

chromosome of the target cell, allowing nonviral regulation of

the expression of the transduced gene. The elimination of the

enhancer and promoter sequences from both long terminal

repeats (LTRs) in the target cell is also useful in the design of

safe vectors for potential use in human gene therapy (13).

because they may reduce substantially the possible activation

of cellular oncogenes. Since the loss of enhancer and pro-

moter sequences is a consequence of the mechanism of

replication of retroviruses, resulting in the transcriptional

The publication costs of this article were defrayed in pan by page charge

payment. This aniclc must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement"

in accordance with IK U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.

inactivation of the provirus in the target cell, this type of

vector is called a SIN (.self-i/iactivating) vector.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Derivation of Recombinant Virus. Vector DNA was intro-

duced into d/2 cells (14) by calcium phosphate-mediated DNA
transfection (15). and single colonies were isolated by selec-

tion with G418 (1 mg/ml) (16. 17). and expanded to cell lines,

and 1.0 ml of the supernatant containing =10* colony-forming

units of nerZ-expressing viruses per ml was used to infect

1.0-2.0 x 10
5 NIH 3T3 cells. Productively infected cells were

isolated in selective medium.
Southern Blotting. Genomic DNA was isolated, digested

with Aflie I. subjected to electrophoresis in 1 9c agarose gels

(18). blotted to Biodyne A paper, and hybridized with a
,:
P-labe!ed probe. Each DNA preparation was derived from

NIH 3T3 cells infected with a virus preparation originated

from an independently transfected d»2 cell.

RNA Blotting. RNA was isolated from NIH 3T3-infected

cells using 0.1 7c Nonidet P-40 in 10 mM TrisHCl. pH 7.5/0.

2

M NaCI/5 mM MgCK, and nuclei were removed by centrif-

ugation at 1000 x g for 5 min. NaDodS04 was added to the

supernatant, extracted four times with phenol/chloroform

(1:1) and twice with chloroform, and precipitated with

ethanol. Poly(A)-containing cytoplasmic RNA was isolated

by oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography and electrophoresed

in \% formaldehyde/agarose gels (19). transferred to

Biodync A paper, and hybridized with a
52P-labeled probe.

RESULTS

Structure of the SIN Vectors. The principle underlying the

structure and function of the SIN vectors is illustrated in Fig.

1. The integrated retroviral genome, called a provirus, is

bound by two LTRs, which are composed of three regions:

U3, R, and U5. The U3 sequence is present in the 3' end, R
is on both ends, and U5 is at the 5' end of the viral RNA (Fig.

1A). The integrated proviral genome is transcribed from LTR
to LTR: the 5' end of the viral RNA corresponds to the 5' end

of the R region and the 3' end of the viral RNA, which is

polyadenylylated, corresponds to the 3' end of the R region

at the other end of the genome (Fig. 1A). The enhancer and

promoter sequences are encoded within the U3 region of the

two viral LTRs. However, they function only when present

in the 5' LTR. It is not clear why the same sequences are

inactive in the 3' LTR. It is a consequence of the mechanism

of replication of retroviruses that the U3 region in the 3' LTR

Abbreviations: LTR. long terminal repeat: Mo-MuLV. Moloney
murine leukemia virus: SV40. simian virus 40: MT. metallothionein:

TK. thymidine kinase: bp. base pairts): kb. kilobase(s).

$To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the Mo-MuLV genome and the principle of

SIN vectors. 04) Structure of the viral DNA, which is present in an

integrated form in the chromosome of the infected cell (proviraJ

DNA), and the structure of the viral RNA, which is incorporated into

virions. (B) A deletion in the U3 region of the 3' LTR of the provira)

DNA is transferred to the 5' LTR of the progeny proviral DNA (see

text). (C) The deletion introduced into the 3' LTR of SIN vectors.

The 299-bp deleted segment includes most of the two 72-bp repeats

associated with the viral enhancer and the presumptive promoter

region, which contains the canonical "CAAT" box (20, 21). E,

enhancer; P, promoter; dLTR, LTR containing the deletion shown in

C.

of a provirus serves as a template for the formation of both

U3 regions in the progeny provirus (12). Therefore, as shown
in Fig. LB, a deletion in the U3 region of the 3' LTR
(encompassing the enhancer and promoter sequences) will be

transferred to both LTRs in the progeny provirus, provided

that the deleted sequences do not encode other essential

functions—i.e., functions involved in replication or

polyadenylylation. As a consequence of the removal of the

enhancer and promoter sequences from both the 5' and 3'

LTR in the progeny provirus, the viral transcriptional unit is

eliminated. The deletion that we have introduced in the U3
region of the Moloney murine leukemia virus (Mo-MuLV) 3’

LTR, which extends from a Pvu II site to a Sac I site, is

shown in Fig. 1C. This deletion of 299 base pairs (bp) removes
most of the two 72-bp repeats, which contain enhancer
activity as well as the promoter region (20, 21), but leaves

behind the TATA box.

The structure of a prototype SIN vector derived from
Mo-MuLV carrying the deletion in the 3' LTR is shown in

Fig. 2. This vector contains a selectable marker gene ex-

pressed from an internal promoter as well as two cloning sites

for insertion of genes, either 5’ to (BamHI) or 3’ to (Xho I) the

selectable marker. The presence of a selectable gene within

the vector facilitates the isolation and characterization of the

transfected cells (when the recombinant DNA constructed in

Escherichia coli is introduced into tissue-culture cells) as well

as the infected cells (when the corresponding virus is used to

infect the target cell). An internal promoter is essential for the

continued expression of the selectable gene in the infected

cells. If the selectable gene is expressed from the viral 5'

LTR, h will not function in the infected cells because the

Prototype

LTR v
t.

o»!

dLTR

tpm

MT-N

SV-N

Nh»I
— 3400 1 3200 )

El. l xo Am
3200 KT

* 2200 WT

>t‘*
* X00MT

2200 NT

r*

R

Fig. 2. Structure of SIN vectors derived from Mo-MuLV and
the structure of the corresponding proviruses in the infected cells.

{Upper) A Mo-MuLV-derived prototype SIN vector consists of four

parts; (0 An intact LTR (black box) followed by -300 bp (thin line),

which contains the viral packaging signal (14). The 3' end of this DNA
fragment was generated by BAL-31 digestion and maps *»60 bp
upstream from a Pvu I site present in this region of the Mo-MuLV
genome; (if) a DNA fragment containing a promoter driving the

expression of (Hi) a selectable gene; and (iv) a second LTR containing

a DNA fragment containing the deletion shown in Fig. 1C. The 5' end

of this DNA fragment corresponds to the Mo-MuLV Cla I site

present 140 nucleotides upstream from the LTR. MT-N and SV-N
are two SIN vectors carrying the nee/ gene as a selectable marker,

which is expressed from the mouse MT or early SV40 promoter.

Digestion of MT-N and SV-N with Nhe I generates a characteristic

3400- and 3200-bp DNA fragment, respectively (reflecting the dif-

ference in size of the MT and SV40 DNA fragments). MT-N
generates a 3200-nucleotide RNA transcript initiated in the 5' LTR
and a 2200-nucleotide RNA transcript initiated in the MT-derived

DNA fragment. Similarly, SV-N generates a 3000- and a 2200-

nucleotide RNA transcript. (Lower) Genomic DNA was digested

with Nhe I and analyzed by Southern blotting. Vector-specific DNA
was detected by hybridization with a uP-labeled nee/ probe. SV-N
and MT-N contain 2-5 pmol of vector DNA and 10 pg of N1H 3T3
cell DNA. Lanes S-l to S-3 and M-l to M-3, cell lines infected with

virus corresponding to SV-N and MT-N, respectively. Each cell line

was derived by infection with virus that originated from an indepen-

dently transfected +1 cell. Each lane contains 10 pg of DNA.

enhancer and promoter sequences have been removed (Fig.

1). Indeed, when virus derived from a SIN vector in which the

nee/-gene expressed from the viral LTR was used to infect

NIH 3T3 cells, the neo'-gene was not expressed and no

G418-resistant cells could be isolated (data not shown).

A number of different SIN vectors with internally promot-

ed selectable genes were constructed. Two such vectors

shown in Fig. 2 contain the bacterial nee/-gene as a selectable

marker (22), driven by the mouse metallothionein I (MT), or

by the early simian virus 40 (SV40) promoter. Similar vectors

have been constructed that contain the hamster methotrex-

ate-resistant dihydrofolate reductase cDNA as a selectable

marker (23). The DNA constructs shown in Fig. 2 were

introduced into t/»2 cells by the calcium phosphate-mediated

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12 [
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DNA transfection procedure (15). 02 cells are a derivative of

N1H 3T3 cells that contain a packaging deficient Mo-MuLV
helper provirus (14). The RNA transcribed from the trans-

fected DNA constructs is packaged into retrovirus virions

and is secreted into the medium. The hybrid virus generated

from the vectors shown in Fig. 2 was used to infect NIH 3T3

cells, and cells expressing the neo' gene were selected in

medium containing G418 (1 mg/ml) (16. 17). The titer of

nco'-containing viruses was determined by infection of NIH
3T3 cells with serial dilutions of the medium obtained from

independently isolated transfected colonies. For each vector

construct, the titer from six to eight transfected colonies was
determined. In all cases, the highest titers of the hybrid

viruses were similar, ranging from 2 x 10
4

to 1.0 x 10*

colony-forming units/ml. In all subsequent experiments de-

scribed in this paper, the virus preparation used to infect the

cells originated from an independently transfected colony.

Biochemical Analysis of Cells Infected with SIN Vectors. The
structure and transcriptional activity of SIN vectors in the

infected cells was characterized. NIH 3T3 cells (2 x 10
5

) were

infected with undiluted virus at 0.01-0.1 colony-forming units

per cell and were grown for 2-3 weeks under selective

conditions in the presence of G418. Under these conditions,

the majority of the infected cells will contain one copy of the

provirus (data not shown). The structure of the provirus

integrated in the chromosome of the infected cells was
determined by Southern blot restriction analysis (18). The
purpose of this analysis was to determine whether the

deletion present in the 3' LTR of the SIN vectors constructed

in E. coli was. as predicted, transferred also to the 5' LTR of

the provirus in the infected cell. The data are shown in Fig.

2. Three virus preparations containing the MT promoter

linked to the neo' gene (MT-N) and three virus preparations

containing the SV40 promoter linked to the neo' gene (SV-N)
were analyzed in this experiment. Each lane represents the

DNA content of NIH 3T3 cells infected with virus secreted

by cells originating from an independently derived trans-

fected colony. The restriction enzyme Nlie I was used

because it has a unique recognition site in the viral LTR
between the 5' end of U3 and the 5' end of the deletion,

generating a characteristic restriction fragment 3400 and 3200

bp long when MT-N and SV-N are digested with Nlte I.

respectively (Fig. 2). If the 299-bp deletion present in the 3’

LTR of MT-N or SV-N is transferred to the 5’ LTR of the

integrated provirus, the Nlte I fragment in the infected cells

will be 299 bp shorter. This is indeed the case in all three virus

preparations derived from SV-N and in one of three virus

preparations obtained from MT-N (Fig. 2). as well as from

two virus preparations obtained from F-TK-N (see Fig. AB).

Digestion with Tilt III-I was used to confirm that the 3’ LTR
ofihe integrated proviruses does not differ from the original

vectors and still contains the original deletion (data not

shown).

The DNA structure of proviruses originating from the two
virus preparations M-2 and M-3 (Fig. 2) differs from the

predicted structure. In addition to the expected band, a

second slower-migrating band is seen, similar in size to the

original MT-N DNA construct. The virus preparations de-

rived from the transfected 02 cells and used to infect NIH 3T3
cells generating the cell lines SI. S2. S3, and Ml shown in Fig.

2 always gave rise to the same proviral structure upon
subsequent infection of NIH 3T3 cells. This suggests that the

rearranged viruses (M-2. M-3) arose through recombination

during transfection, and. as indicated in Fig. 3. regenerated

a functional 5’ LTR. Therefore, in using SIN vectors, several

independently transfected colonies should be isolated and
expanded to cell lines, and the structure of proviruses can be
determined by DNA blotting as shown in Fig. 2. Virus-

producing cell lines that generate unrearranged virus (e.g..

virus preparations used to infect NIH 3T3 cells in Fig. 2: SI.

Proc. Nall. Acad. Sci. USA S3 <1986)

cm r> cm r>

vn I I I

* - »s

r*

Fig. 3. RNA analysis in cells infected with SV-N and MT-N
vectors. Poly(A)-containing cytoplasmic RNA from the cell lines

described in Fig. 2 was analyzed by RNA blotting. Vector-specific

RNA was detected by hybridization with a neo'-specific probe. The
diagram in Fig. 2 shows the predicted sizes of the RNA transcripts

(including the poly(A) tail] originating from the viral LTR and the

internal promoter. The migration of mouse 18S and 28S rRNA is also

shown (1950 and 4500 nucleotides, respectively). (Upper) An 18-hr

exposure. (Lower) A 6-day exposure of the same gel.

S2. S3, and Ml) are then selected for further use. providing

an unlimited source of nonrearranging virus.

The transcriptional activity of the proviruses was analyzed

next. As shown in Fig. 2. the vectors MT-N and SV-N
contain two transcriptional units. One transcriptional unit is

initiated in the 5' LTR and the second unit is initiated in either

the MT or the SV40 DNA fragment. Both transcriptional

units use a common polyadenylylation signal present in the 3'

LTR. When the deletion in the 3' LTR is transferred to the

5' LTR in the integrated proviruses, the LTR-driven tran-

scriptional unit should be eliminated and. if so. the infected

cells will contain only one transcript initiated from the

internal promoter. As shown in Fig. 3, this is indeed the case.

Cell lines SI. S2. S3, and Ml express predominantly one
RNA species in the cytoplasm corresponding in size to the

RNA transcript expressed from the internal MT or SV40
promoter. Only when the autoradiogram is overexposed is a

faint band noticeable corresponding in size to the transcript

initiated in the 5' LTR. The level of this transcript is 0.1-1%

of the transcript expressed from the internal promoter. On
the other hand, in cells infected with M2 or M3, in which an

apparently functional S' LTR was regenerated (Fig. 2). or in

cells infected with similar hybrid vectors containing intact 5’

and 3’ LTRs (data not shown), the level of transcripts

initiated in the viral LTR is equal to or higher than that of

transcripts expressed from the internal promoter.

Transfer and Expression of the Inducible Hybrid Gene by

Using a SIN Vector. The use of SIN vectors to transduce

whole genes was demonstrated by using the hMT-c-/os

hybrid gene in which the promoterless c-fos gene containing

its three introns and a polyadenylylation signal (24) is fused

to the inducible human MT promoter (25). In this experiment,

we show that the MT-c-/or gene [4.9 kilobases (kb) long] is

introduced into NIH 3T3 cells through a retroviral SIN vector

without undergoing gross rearrangements, and an authentic

c-fos RNA transcript is formed that is inducible by the heavy

metal cadmium. Moreover, no readthrough RNA transcript

originating from the viral LTR is present in the cells.

As shown in Fig. AA. the hMT-c-/rw hybrid gene was

cloned in the antisense orientation, into the BamHi site, in

from of the thymidine kinase (TK)-promoted neo' gene. The
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Fic. 4. Expression of the MT-c-/»i hybnd gene in NIH JT) cells

introduced by infection with a SIN vector. (A) The MT-c-fos DNA
construct (27) consists of the human MT promoter linked to the

promoterless mouse c-/<*i gene, which contains three tntrons and a

polyadcnylylalion signal l24). A 4,V-kb £c oRI/V/mdlll DNA frag-

ment was cloned into the 0</»iHI site of TK-N. a SIN vector

containing the neu'-gene expressed from the herpesvirus TK promoter.

The MT-c-/m construct was inserted in TK-N in the antisense onen-
tation This construct. F-TK-N. generates three transenpts initiated

from the TK. MT. and viroJ promoters. (B I Analysis of provjraJ DNA
in cells infected with virus derived from F-TK-N. Virus derived from

independently transfected *2 cells was used to infect NIH 3T3 cells, and
analysis of the cellular DNA by Southern blotting was performed as

described in Material t and Mnlutdt and in the legend to Fig 2. Cellular

DNA was digested with Nhe I. which has a recognition site within the

viral LTRs (see Fig. I) as well as within the c-/r>i gene generating a

3.5-kb and a 4.5-kb DNA fragment as sho»vn in A . If the deletion in the

J' LTR of F-TK-N is transferred to the 5’ LTR of the provirus, a 3.2-kb

fragment (300 bp shorter) will be present in the infected cell. The DNA
bkx was hybridized with a

' :P-labeled c-/oi-contaimng plasmid. Lanes

I and 3. two cell lines infected with virus preparations derived from two
independently derived transfected cell lines; lane NIH 3T3. uninfected

cells: lane P. F-TK-N plasmid. The 4.5- and 3.5-kb DNA fragments in

F-TK-N as well as the 3.2-kb DNA fragment in the infected cells is

indicated by the arrows. The third band in lane P migrating below the

3.5-kb band represents plasmid sequences. The two upper bands

present in all lanes, including the uninfected NIH 3T3 cells, are

endogenous c-fos sequences. The origin of the additional band in lane

3. which is 6-7 kb long, is not known and can also be detected as a faint

band in uninfected NIH 3T3 cells. (C) Analysis of RNA in cells infected

with viruses derived from F-TK-N was performed as described in Fig.

3. Lanes 1. 2. and 3. three cell lines derived by infection with viruses

onpnating from an independently transfected <*2 cell. K„ is a cell line

denved by transfection with the MT-c-/«j hybnd gene alone (25).

Hybndization was performed with a
<:
P-labeled c-/os-specific probe

and a
' :P-labeled ras-specific probe, which serves as an internal control

for the amount of RNA loaded in each lane. * and - indicate cells that

were or were not incubated for 6 hr in the presence of 5 *iM CdCI- before

isolation of RNA.

virus (called F-TK-N) from three independently derived

transfected colonies was used to infect NIH 3T3 cells. The

titer of the three virus preparations was » 10' colony-forming

units/ml. 1/ 10th the liter of the parent vector TK-N. The
structure of the proviral DNA in two cell lines generated with

two different virus preparations was analyzed by Southern
restriction analysis as shown in Fig. 4fl. This analysis has

shown that the provirus in the infected cells is intact and that

the deletion from the 3’ LTR was transferred to the 5' LTR.
as stated above. Analysis of cytoplasmic RNA in the infected

cells by RNA blotting and hybridization with a c-/o.t-specific

probe, as shown in Fig. 4C. reveals the presence of only one
RNA transcript. This RNA species comigrates with the

2300-nucleotide-long authentic c-fos mRNA present in cells

transfected with the hMT-c-fos DNA construct alone (Fig.

4C. ACJ. No readlhrough transcripts. «7500 nucleotides long

extending from LTR to LTR (see Fig. 4A). can be seen.

Expression of the hMT-c-/w gene is induced by cadmium in

cells transfected with the hybrid DNA construct (ref. 25: Fig.

4C. K„). Expression of the same hMT-c-/w transcript in cells

infected with virus derived from F-TK-N is also inducible by
cadmium (Fig. 4C). In cell line 3. the extent of cadmium
induction is similar to (he cell line transfected with the

h.MT-c-/f>i gene alone (Fig. 4C. Ka ) and in cell lines 1 and 2.

the extent of induction is lower.

DISCUSSION

In this report, we have described a retroviral gene transfer

system designed for the efficient transduction of whole genes

based on so-called SIN vectors enabling the expression of the

transduced gene without the interference of a readlhrough

transcript originating in the viral LTR. The main feature of

SIN vectors is a deletion introduced in the 3' LTR. which is

transferred to the 5" LTR in the proviruses integrated in the

target cell, eliminating the virus's transcriptional activity.

The development of useful retrovirus-derived vectors for

the transduction of whole genes has been plagued by several

problems. In many cases, it was shown that the infected cells

selected for the expression of the selectable gene contained

rearranged proviruses from which large portions of the

transduced gene had been deleted (26-28). It is possible that

the instability of these vectors stems from the fact that a

whole gene is inserted within the retroviral genome resulting

in unfavorable interactions between the two transcription

units. Another disturbing aspect of retroviral-based gene

transfer systems is the presence of two functional LTRs,
resulting in an RNA transcript extending through the

transduced gene. This, as well as the presence of enhancer

sequences within the LTRs. is likely to influence the overall

levels and the regulated expression of the transduced gene.

In the SIN vectors described in this study, the deletion of

299 bp removes most of the two 72-bp repeats that constitute

the viral enhancer and the promoter region but leaves the

TATA box intact (20. 21). In the design of the SIN vectors,

we were careful not to remove all U3 sequences up to the 3’

end of the R region because it was suggested (29. 30) that this

region may be involved in the polyadenylylation process. On
the other hand, removal of only the enhancer region—for

example, by a deletion of a Pva ll/Xba I fragment (Fig. 1)

—

may not suffice because it is reasonable to expect that in

many cases the internal promoters carrying their own en-

hancers will activate the enhancerless LTR. In fact, it is

possible that the low level of LTR-driven transcription seen

in Fig. 3 (0.1-19J) is due to such an effect mediated by the

SV40 enhancer, while the apparent absence of such LTR
transcription in the MT-coniaining proviruses may be due to

the lower efficiency of the enhancer activity associated with

this promoter. It is also possible that the low level of

transcription originating from the viral LTR seen in Fig. 3

occurs due to recombination in the process of infection.
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representing a low percentage of cells in which the LTR is

fully active transcriptionally.

SIN vectors should be especially useful to introduce genes

into animals in experiments in which the regulated expression

of the transduced gene is under study. This was demonstrated

in this report by using the hybrid gene containing the

inducible human MT promoter fused to the c-fas gene.

F-TK-N (Fig. 4). The regulated synthesis of the authentic

c-fos RNA transcripts in the infected cells (Fig. 4C) as well

as the analysis of the proviral structure (Fig. 45) demonstrate

that the SIN vector used in this experiment can transfer the

nonselectable gene to the target cells in a stable manner
without rearrangements involving the loss of the transduced

gene. In this regard. SIN vectors differ from previous

retroviral vectors used to transduce whole genes that were

unstable, resulting in (he loss of the nonselected transduced

gene in the infected cells (refs. 26-28: unpublished results).

It is possible, although unlikely, that the MT-c-/rw gene
possesses special features that allow its stable transmission

via a retrovirus vector. The ability of SIN vectors to

transduce, in a stable manner, genes other than those studied

so far (c-fos: Fig. 4) has to be demonstrated before the general

utility of these vectors can be established.

Retrovirus vectors are currently being used to design

somatic cell human gene therapy procedures (13) using bone
marrow cells as the target cells for infection (refs. 7-11;

unpublished results). One of the safety concerns associated

with this procedure is the potential activation of cellular

oncogenes through the enhancer and promoter sequences

encoded in the viral LTRs. By using SIN vectors, the viral

enhancer and promoter sequences will be lost from both

LTRs in the infected cell, thus reducing the possibility of

activating adjacent cellular oncogenes.
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ABSTRACT A retroviral vector called SAX, containing

the cloned human cDNA for adenosine deaminase (ADA), has

been constructed and used lo Introduce the ADA gene into

cultured T- and B-lymphocyte lines derived from patients with

ADA deficiency. DNA analysis showed that the SAX vector was

inserted intact into the T and B celts at approximately one copy

per ceil. The treated cells produced the characteristic isozymes

of human ADA at a level similar to normal T and B lympho-

cytes. It is known that ADA-deficient lymphocytes are unusu-

ally sensitive to high levels of 2' -deoxyadenosine, and (his is the

mechanism thought to underlie the selective lymphocytoloxk-

ity associated with ADA deficiency in vivo. Expression of the

introduced ADA gene was sufficient to reverse the hypersen-

sitivity of these genetically deficient lymphocytes to 2'-

deoxyadenosine toxicity. These results support the suggestion

that retroviral vector gene-delivery systems show promise for

application to human gene therapy.

Retroviruses are able to transfer their genetic information at

high efficiency into eukaryotic cells. These viruses can be

genetically manipulated to replace their own genes with

exogenous genes and thereby become vectors for gene

insertion (1). Reports from several laboratories employing

retroviral vectors (2-13) have demonstrated successful trans-

fer and. in many cases, expression of exogenous genes in

various hematopoietic cell types in vitro as well as in murine

bone marrow stem cells.

Successful human gene therapy will require efficient gene

transfer as well as adequate expression of the delivered gene

in appropriate target cells (1). An initial candidate for gene

therapy is adenosine deaminase (ADA; adenosine aminohy-

drolase, EC 3. 5. 4. 4) deficiency, a rare genetic disorder that

underlies approximately one-quarter of all cases of severe

combined immunodeficiency (SCID), a disease with pro-

found defects of both cellular and humoral immunity (14. 15).

ADA catalyzes the irreversible deamination of adenosine and

deoxyadenosine to inosine and deoxyinosine. respectively

(16). The molecular basis for the deficiency of ADA in most

cases is the production of a caialytically defective enzyme
molecule (17). The deficiency of ADA leads to selective

toxicity affecting primarily T cells and. to a lesser and

variable extent. B cells, with consequent severe immunologic

dysfunction. This dysfunction is most likely caused by a toxic

intracellular accumulation of deoxyadenosine and its metab-

olites, particularly deoxyadenosine 5’-triphosphate (18. 19).

The publication costs of (his arncle were defrayed in parr by page charge

payment This article must therefore be hereby marked "ad\ rriisemenl"

in accordance with 18 U.S.C. 117)4 solely to indicate this fact.

We report here the use of a retroviral vector to study

transfer and expression of the human ADA gene in ADA-
deficient T- and B-lymphocytc lines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of Viral Particle-Producing Cell Lines. The
helper virus-free 3T3 packaging cell line PA-12 (5) was used

to generate replication-defective viral particles containing the

vector SAX. This cell line provides all the functions neces-

sary for encapsidation of the vector RNA into a viral

envelope capable of infecting a wide (i.e.. amphotropic) host

range without producing replication-competent virus (5).

PA-12 cells were transfected with SAX plasmid DNA by the

method of Wigler el al. (20). Stably transformed clones were

isolated by their resistance to the neomycin analogue G418
(GIBCO). conferred by the function of the SAX neoR gene.

These clones were then analyzed for viral production by

serially diluting the supernatant from their cultures and

adding it to 3T3 cells in the presence of Polybrene (8 /ig/ml;

Aldrich). The medium was changed to selective medium (i.e.,

with G418 at 400 Mg/ml) 48 hr later, and G418-resistant

colonies were scored after 10-12 days. More than 50% of the

clones analyzed produced viral panicles containing SAX
vector at titers greater than 5 x 103 colony-forming units

(cfu)/ml. The clone used in these experiments had a viral titer

of 2-5 x 10* cfu/ml.

T- and B-Cell Lines. An ADA-deficient T-cell line (TJF-2)

and two control normal T-cell lines (K7 and HM) were

established by using the procedure of Mitsuya et al. (21) (see

Results). T cells were maintained in RPM1 1640 medium
supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine. gentamicin (50 Mg/
ml), 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 10%
(vol/vol) interleukin 2 (Cellular Bioproducts. Buffalo, NY) at

37*C in 5% COj. Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS)

analysis of the TJF-2 cell line showed it to be uniformly

positive forT3 (pan-T-cell marker). T9 (transferrin receptor).

Til (sheep erythrocyte receptor). Tac (interleukin 2 recep-

tor). and la (activated-T-cell marker). Approximately half the

cells were T4-positive and half were T8-posiiive. The cells

were uniformly negative for B1 (pan-B-cell marker) and for

T6 and T10 (intrathymic lymphocyte markers). GM2756 and

GM4258A. well-characterized ADA-deficient human B-cell

lines, were obtained from the Human Genetic Mutant Cell

Abbreviations: ADA. adenosine deaminase. HTLV-I. human T-

lymphotrophic virus type I; LTR. long terminal repeat; SCID, severe

combined immunodeficiency; SV40. simian virus 40; bp. base

pain s). kb. kilobase(s).

*To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
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Repository (Camden. NJ). Control ADA-positive B-cell line

JM was established from cells of a normal donor by

Epstein-Barr virus infection. CEM cells, also used as an

ADA-positive control, are a well-characterized lymphoblas-

toid T-cell line.

SAX Vector Transduction of ADA-Deficient Cells. Conflu-

ent monolayers of PA-12 cells producing SAX-containing

viral particles were changed from Dulbecco's modified Ea-

gle's medium with 10% FBS to RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS 24

hr before transduction. The SAX-producing cells were irra-

diated (1500 rads; 1 rad = 0.01 Gy) just prior to transduction,

in order to eliminate fibroblast contamination ofT and B cells

after cocultivation. ADA-deficient Tor B cells (lO'-lO
7
) were

cocultured with the monolayers (containing 5 x 10* SAX-
producing PA-12 cells) for 24 hr in the presence of Polybrenc

(2 /xg/ml). After transduction, the lymphocytes were re-

moved from the monolayer, grown in culture for 24 hr to

allow adherence of any residual fibroblasts, pelleted, and

resuspended in fresh medium. These cells were then either

grown in mass culture or. in some cases, grown in medium
containing G418 (1.0 mg/ml) for 3 weeks, to enrich for

SAX-containing cells, prior to analysis.

Southern Blotting. DNA was prepared from cell lines by the

method of Gross-Bellard et al. (22). Thirty micrograms of

genomic DNA was digested with Sac I or EroRI restriction

endonuclease under the conditions specified by the supplier

(S«r I. Boehringer Mannheim: EcwRI, New England Biolabs)

and then subjected to Southern blot analysis (23) as previ-

ously described (11). The probe was a nick-translated 1.6-

kilobase (kb) ////idlll-SrwiHI fragment containing the neoR

gene isolated from pNeo (P-L Biochemicals). The copy

number of approximately one was estimated based on band

intensity compared with the intensity of other single-copy

genes run in comparison.

Assays for ADA Activity. The [

MC]adenosine assay for

ADA activity was performed essentially as described by Van
der Weyden and Bailey (24). The results were calculated as

nanomoles of inosine produced per min per 10" cells. The
starch gel electrophoretic analysis for ADA isozymes was
performed by the method of Spencer el al. (25).

Assay of 2'-Deoxyadenosine Resistance. As a functional

assay for restoration of ADA activity, the inhibition of cell

proliferation by 2'-deoxyadenosine was compared between

ADA-deficient T (or B) cells before and after ADA gene

transduction. Exponentially growing cells were plated in

96-well flat-bottomed microwell plates (Costar, Cambridge.

M A) at 50,000 cells per well in 200 /xl of RPMI 1640 with 10%
heat-inactivated horse serum, 10% (vol/vol) interleukin 2,

and various concentrations of 2'-deoxyadenosine (Sigma) in

triplicate. Cells were then incubated for 24 hr at 37°C in 5%
CO;, after which [

5H)thymidine incorporation over 4 hr was
measured. Results are expressed as percent inhibition of

[

JH]thymidine incorporation by cells in the presence of

deoxyadenosine compared to untreated cells. The concen-

tration of deoxyadenosine that led to 50% inhibition (IC ?0 )

was calculated from the dose-response curves.

RESULTS

Construction of the SAX Vector. The ADA gene-containing

vector SAX was cloned in a multistep fashion. The parental

plasmid vector N2 is a Moloney murine leukemia virus-based

vector with the region coding for viral structural genes

deleted and the bacterial neomycin-resistance gene (neoR )

inserted as a dominant selectable marker (11). A fusion gene

was created between the simian virus 40(SV40) promoter and

the ADA structural gene as described in the legend to Fig. 1.

This SV40 promoter-ADA gene fusion product was inserted

into the single Xlio I site of the N2 vector with the same
polarity as the parental vector, so that the initiation of

s

...!. >

LTR V

P P | »• P P l» I i s

NEO" SV40 hADA LTR

1

0 •»

]

1 0 i *» ?i) ? *i 3 n :i •» 4 ii

kb

4 «» Ml ••!» t. •

Fig. 1. Map of SAX vector. SAX was made by inserting a

SV40-promoted human ADA cDNA into the previously described

(II) parental vector N2. A fusion gene was created between the SV40
promoter and the ADA structural gene by placing the 400-base-pair

(bp) Kpn I-//mdlll fragment containing the enhancing and promoting

elements of the SV40 early promoter immediately upstream of a

1300-bp sequence containing the full-length ADA cDNA |Ec«RI-Acc
I fragment of clone ADA 211 (26)|. The following regions are

indicated: 0-1.5 and 4. 7-5. 5 kb. Moloney murine leukemia virus

sequences; 1.5-2.8 and 4. 6-4. 7 kb. neomycin-resistance gene (rteo
K

)

from Tn5 transposon (the hatched area is the coding sequence):

2.9-3. 3 kb. Kpn 1-W/ndlll fragment of the SV40 early promoter:

3. 3-4. 6 kb. human ADA cDNA (hADA. black box); LTR. viral long

terminal repeat; <b. viral packaging signal. Restriction sites: S. Sac I;

P. Psi 1: E. £V«R1: C. Cla I.

transcription of the ADA gene would occur in the SV40
promoter and terminate in the 3' long terminal repeat (LTR)
of the vector (Fig. 1). The name SAX thus stands for S (SV40
promoter), A (human ADA gene). X (inserted into the Xlio 1

site of N2).

Characterization of the SAX Vector. The SAX vector was
initially used to infect 3T3 cells. After infection and selection

in medium containing 0.5 mg of G418 per ml. the cells were
biochemically analyzed. By blot hybridization analysis of

electrophoretically fractionated poly(A)* RNA, three vector-

specific transcripts were shown to be present, two presum-

ably initiating within the 5' LTR and the other, shorter

transcript presumably initialing within the SV40 promoter
(data not shown).

Gene Transfer into T and B Cells. This SAX retroviral

vector was used to transduce the human ADA gene into

ADA-deficient T and B cells. The ADA-deficient T-cell line

TJF-2 was established from a 2-ycar-old patient (JF) with

ADA-deficient SCID by infection of peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells with human T-lymphotrophic virus type I

(HTLV-I), using the procedure of Mitsuya et al. (21). Two
control normal T-cell lines (K7 and HM) were similarly

established by HTLV-1 infection. Southern blot analysis of

the transduced T- and B-cell lines showed that the integrated

proviral vector DNA is intact (Fig. 2). Since Sac I cuts once

in each LTR (Fig. 1), an intact provirus would releasea4.9-kb

fragment. This fragment was present in Sac I-digested DNA
from SAX-transduced TJF-2 (lane 1) and two SAX-
transduced B-cell lines (lanes 2 and 3) but was absent in the

nontransduced T-cell line (lane 5). Further analysis with the

restriction endonuclease EcoRI. which produces a 3.3-kb

internal fragment (lanes 6-8). confirmed that at this level of

analysis the vector DNA present in the transduced cells is

intact. Quantitative analysis of Southern blots from a popu-

lation of SAX-transduced TJF-2 cells revealed that they

contain, on the average, one proviral copy per cell. The
overall efficiency of infection ranged between 23% and 50%
in different experiments as determined by DNA dot blot

analysis of individual clones of T cells derived by limiting

dilution following SAX infection (data not shown).

Expression of the Transferred Genes in T and B Cells. Starch

gel electrophoresis for ADA isozymes was performed on cell

lysates to assess the expression of the introduced gene (Fig.

3). The control B- (lane 1) and T- (lane 7) cell lines show a

normal pattern of three human ADA isozymes. ADA-defi-

cient B (lane 2) and T (lane 4) cells show no ADA activity.

However, after transduction with the SAX vector, the

nonselected uncloned population of cells shows ADA activity

[
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Fie. 2. Southern blot of ADA-deficient and ADA -deficient.

SAX-transduced T- and B-cell lines. Thirty micrograms of genomic

DNA was loaded per lane except for lanes 2 and 7. which received

10 lit Lanes l-V Sat l-digesled DNA from TJF-2 (lane II.

GM4258A (lane 21. and GM275 (lane .1) cells transduced with SAX
virus and selected with G41K Lane 4: SAX plasmid DNA (30 pgl

digested with Sac I. This amount of plasmid gives a band intensity

equivalent to “1 gene copy per genome. Lane 5: Sac l-digested DNA
from uninfected TJF-2 cells. Lanes 6-8: CrxRI-digested DNA from

TJF-2 (lane 6). GM4258A (lane 7). and GM2756 (lane 8) cells

transduced with SAX virus and selected with G418. Lane 9: SAX
plasmid DNA (30 pgl digested with £r«RI. Lane 10: £roRI-digested

DNA from uninfected TJF-2 cells. Markers at right show migration

positions and si/es (kh) of //mdlll fragments of phage K DNA.

comparable to the ADA ‘ B- and T-cell normal controls (lanes

3 and 5). Therefore, the transduced ADA-deficient T and B

cells produce apparently normal ADA enzyme. The produc-

tion of enzymatically active protein is not due to the activa-

tion of the endogenous mutant ADA gene as a nonspecific

consequence of retroviral infection, since cells transduced

with a vector similar to SAX but not containing the ADA gene

(viz., the parental N2 vector) do not produce enzymatically

active ADA protein (Table 1).

ADA enzymatic activity in lysates of the T- and B-cell lines

was quantitated by measuring the conversion of [

uC)adeno-
sinc to

[

,4
C|inosine (Table 1). ADA-deficient T- and B-cell

lines produced » 19f of the adenosine-deaminating activity of

normal T and B cells, in agreement with previous reports (27,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

• t Y t

Fig. 3. Starch gel electrophoresis of ADA-deficient and ADA-
deficient. SAX-transduced T- and B-cell lines Lysate from 2 x 10*

cells was added per lane. In situ chemical staining for human
isozymes of ADA was done according to (he method of Spencer ct

at. (25). Lane 1: ADA-positive B-cell line VSD-O. Lane 2: ADA-
deficient B cells (GM2756) Lane 3: ADA-deficient B cells (GM27.S6)

transduced with SAX virus and selected in G-»18 Lane 4: ADA-
deficienl T cells (TJF-2) Lane 5: ADA-deficient T cells (TJF-2)

transduced with SAX virus and selected in G41X, Lane 6: blank.

Lane 7: ADA-psisitivc T-cell line CKM.

Table 1. ADA activity and susceptibility to inhibition by

2'-deoxyadenosine of normal ADA-positive. ADA-
deficienl. and SAX-transduced T and B cells

Cell type ADA activity* IC„ I
.’ mM

T-cell lines

HM (normal ADA') 413 2 55 2940

TJF-2 (ADA )

Not transduced 4.7 2 1.5 100

SAX-transduced >C**41
r**

-r 280

SAX-transduced. selected 1 1020 2 136 2600

SAX-transduced. selected;*

10 m-M 2’-deoxycoformycin <1.0 <100

N2-transduced 4.5 110

B-cell lines

JM (normal ADA*) 454 2 119 8100

GM2756 (ADA )

Not transduced 2.7 2 0.4 210

SAX-transduced 314 2 99 1100

SAX-transduced. selected* 1250 2 134 7400

'The |‘*C)adenosine assay for ADA activity was performed essen-

tially as described by Van der Weyden and Bailey (24). Results are

expressed as nmol of inosine produced per min per 10* cells (mean
2 SEM for 5 determinations, except N2-transduced TJF-2. for

which the value is the result of a single determination).

’Concentration of 2'-deoxyadenosine that inhibits incorporation of

| *H (thymidine to 5091 of control value after 24 hr of culture.

(Grown for 3 weeks in medium containing G4I8 at 1 mg/ml.

28) in which a non-ADA aminohydrolase was detected in

ADA-deficient cells with of normal activity. After

introduction of a normal ADA gene by the SAX vector, these

cells produced ADA activity at levels approximately half that

of normal cell lines (Table 1). The expression of the intro-

duced human ADA gene in human T and B cells is dependent

upon the type of promoter used to facilitate transcription of

the ADA gene. The ADA vector SAX. containing the early

promoter of SV40 (a virus with tropism for primate cells),

produced a considerably greater increase in ADA activity in

TJF-2. GM2756. and GM4258A cells than similar vectors

promoting ADA gene transcription with either the mouse
metallothionem or the Moloney LTR gene promoter (data not

shown).

The T and B cells transduced with the SAX vector also

express a second enzyme, neomycin phosphotransferase (the

product of the neo* gene), at levels adequate for selection in

medium containing the neomycin analogue G418. Growth of

cells in the presence of G418 allows the evaluation of ADA
expression in an enriched population of transduced cells

because cells do not survive in the presence of G418 unless

they express the neo* gene. Selection of the SAX-transduced
cells with G418 (1 mg/ml) resulted in cell populations with

levels of ADA activity in the normal range (Table 1).

Protection of SAX-Transduced TJF-2 Cells from 2'-

Deoxy adenosine Toxicity. Proliferation of ADA-deficient lym-

phocytes is inhibited by much lower concentrations of

2'-deoxyadenosine than is the proliferation of normal lym-

phocytes (29). Populations of ADA-deficient T and B cells

that were transduced with the SAX vector were tested for

growth inhibition in the presence of 2’-deoxyadenosine. Both

T and B cells treated with this vector showed a substantially

increased resistance to 2’-deoxyadenosine (Fig. 4 and Table

1). SAX-transduced cells isolated after selection with G418 (1

mg/ml) were fully restored to normal levels of resistance to

2'-deoxyadenosine toxicity. Addition of 2'-deoxycoformy-

cin. a specific inhibitor of ADA activity (30). rendered these

transduced cells sensitive to 2'-deoxyadenosine. demonstrat-

ing that the resistance to 2 -deoxyadenosine of the SAX-
transduced cells is. in fact . due to the production of functional

ADA enzyme activity (Table U.
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Kig. 4. Inhibition of proliferation of TJF-2 cells by 2’-deoxyad-

enosine. c. TJF-2: a. SAX-transduced TJF-2: z. SAX-transduced.

G-«18-selecied TJF-2. Points and a represent 50%-inhibitory

concentrations for K7 and HM. two nonleukemic ADA-positive

T-cell lines derived by transformation with HTLV-I during one

typical experiment, presented for reference. All points represent the

geometric means of 3-5 separate experiments, each with triplicates.

Individuals heterozygous for ADA deficiency, as well as

rare individuals with partially defective ADA protein, may be

immunologically normal and yet have only a fraction (5-50%)

of the normal concentration ofADA enzyme activity (14, 17).

Furthermore, transfusions with ADA-positive erythrocytes

can occasionally improve the immune function of ADA-
deficient SCID patients (31-33). It appears, therefore, that a

small percentage of ADA-positive cells can partially correct

the metabolic disturbances in ADA deficiency and restore

immune function in some patients. To test whether a similar

effect could be observed in vitro , we added increasing

proportions of irradiated (10,000 rads: 1 rad = 0.01 Gy),

SAX-transduced, G418-selected TJF-2 cells, as a nonpro-

liferating source of detoxifying ADA activity, to ADA-
deficient TJF-2 cells cultured in inhibiting concentrations of

2'-dcoxyadenosine. Fig. 5 shows that in the presence of 300

/xM 2'-deoxyadenosine. proliferation of the ADA-deficient T
cells was restored to normal levels when 10-20% of the cells

in the cultures were ADA-positive. This experiment not only

demonstrates that functional ADA was obtained by gene

transfer with SAX but also suggests that beneficial in vivo

effects may be obtained when only a minority of the patient's

lymphoid cells are transduced with the ADA gene.

DISCUSSION

Genetic diseases in which the primary pathology is localized

to the lymphohematopoietic system are likely to be early

candidates for gene therapy, since the tissue can be readily

explanted, manipulated ex vivo, and reimplanted. Retrovi-

ruses provide an efficient means by which this type of genetic

manipulation can occur. Part of the retroviral life cycle

involves the infection of susceptible cells, followed by the

reverse transcription of its RN A into double-stranded circu-

lar DNA and then the integration of this DNA into the host

cell's genome. This system has been manipulated to facilitate

the transduction of exogenous genes into hematopoietic cells

several orders of magnitude more efficiently than other

gene-transfer systems such as. for example, calcium phos-

phate precipitation (1). Retroviral vectors have been utilized

to successfully introduce the bacterial neo R
(2. 4). human

hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (3. 5. 7). human

Fig. 5. Reversal of 2'-deoxyadenosine inhibition of proliferation

of TJF-2 cells by addition of ADA-positive cells. The ADA-positive
cells were TJF-2 transduced by SAX and selected in G418. Prior to

addition of these cells to cultures of 50 x 10’ ADA-deficient TJF-2
cells, they were lelhally irradiated (10.000 rads). 2’-Deoxyadenosine
was present at 300 fiM. One hundred percent thymidine incorpo-

ration was 35,000 cpm. Fifty thousand irradiated SAX-transduced
TJF-2 cells incorporated 316 cpm.

ADA (6). murine granulocyte/macrophage colony-stimulat-

ing factor (8), and murine dihydrofolate reductase (13) genes
into murine (2, 6, 8) or human (3, 7) hematopoietic cells in

vitro or into mouse bone marrow in vivo (4, 5, 13). Retroviral

vectors have also been used to introduce the neoR gene at

high efficiency into long-lived stem cells of murine bone
marrow in vivo (9-11). Recently, we have obtained prelim-

inary data demonstrating that the SAX vector can success-

fully transfer the ADA gene into primates by means of an

autologous bone marrow transplantation protocol (12).

Two prior reports (6, 34) have demonstrated construction

of retroviral vectors containing the human ADA gene. Both

of the vectors produced ADA transcripts using the Moloney
LTR promoter. Introduction of these vectors into murine

lymphoid (6) or 3T3 cells (34) resulted in levels of human
ADA activity equal to or greater than the level of murine

enzyme activity. In this report, we have constructed and used

the SAX vector to deliver an S V40-promoted human ADA
gene into human ADA-deficient T and B cells. Human ADA
enzyme activity with a normal isozyme pattern was detected

in the transduced T and B cells. Quantitation of the ADA
activity in the total unselected population indicated an

increase from 1.1% to 35% of normal for TJF-2 (T cells) and

from 0.6% to 69% of normal for GM2756 (B cells). The
G418-selected TJF-2 and GM2756 populations both demon-
strated total ADA activity that reached or even exceeded the

range of values for an identical number of normal human T or

B cells. The gene transfer and conferred ADA enzyme
activity in ADA-deficient cells led to functional correction of

the hypersensitivity to 2’-deoxyadenosine toxicity character-

istic of ADA deficiency. An example of the effects that

genetically corrected cells have on ADA-deficient cells was
shown when irradiated, SAX-transduced cells were used as

a source of enzyme to detoxify 2’-deoxyadenosine in the

medium of ADA-deficient cells.

For gene therapy to be clinically useful, the transferred

gene must be capable of expressing enzymatically active

protein in physiologic quantities in the proper target cells. T
cells or their precursors are the cells that are most severely

affected in ADA deficiency. Peripheral lymphoid cells, es-

pecially T lymphocytes, are not readily obtainable from

patients with ADA deficiency due to the severe lymphopenia
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that is a characteristic finding in SC1D. To our knowledge,

the TJF-2 cell line represents the first ADA-deficient T-cell

line available to assess ADA functional activity. It is not

clear, however, what relation HTLV-I-immortalized T cells

have to normal T cells, much less to the pluripotent stem cell

(or the lymphoid-lineage stem cell) that would be the cell that

needs to be corrected in viva in ADA deficiency. Nonethe-

less. the experiments described here, together with the

studies previously published (2-13). do provide encourage-

ment that retroviral-based vectors may provide the clinical

means for correcting ADA deficiency and other genetic

diseases.
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Abstract

Expression of the human ADA cDNA encoded by the Moloney murine leukemia

virus (M-MuLV) spliced RNA form is enhanced by intron-contained sequences.

Presence of sequences corresponding to the viral gag gene in an M-MuLV based

vector results in the generation of 10-40 fold higher titers of virus.
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The utility of retroviral vectors is often limited by the low and variable

titer of the recombinant viruses and the low efficiency of expression of the

transduced gene in the infected cell. In the studies reported here, two

different designs of retroviral vectors are examined and the effect of internal

viral sequences on the function of each is investigated.

Double expression (DE) vectors The structure of two DE vectors are shown in

Fig. 1 A . In this type of vector first described by Cepko et.al.(2) The

selectable Neo gene replaces the viral gag/pol coding sequences and is expressed

from an unspliced RNA species. The ADA cDNA replaces the sequences coding for

the viral envelope gene and is expressed from a sliced RNA species. In DE-NA/S,

similar but not identical to the vectors described by Cepko et. al.(2), the DNA

fragment derived from the M-MuLV intron (which encodes the 3' splice junction

sequences) is about 800 base pairs (bp) long . In DE-NA/X, the viral DNA

fragment encoding to 3' splice junction is about 4000 bp long which includes a

large portion of the retroviral intron. Two vector specific transcripts are

present in NIH 3T3 cells infected with DE-NA/S and DE-NA/X virus as shown in

Fig. 2 A. The slower migrating RNA species corresponds in size to the unspliced

RNA form which is longer in DE-NA/X compared to DE-NA/S infected cells,

reflecting the presence of additional intron sequences in DE-NA/X. The faster

migrating RNA species expressed from each vector corresponds in size to the

spliced RNA form and as
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predicted, is of equal size. Fig. 2A also shows that DE-NA/S infected cells

contain 5-10 fold less of the spliced RNA form as compared to cells harboring

the DE-NA/X vector. Consistent with this observation is that DE-NA/X infected

cells contain measurable levels of human ADA activity, about 10% of the

endogenous mouse ADA activity, whereas no human ADA activity can be detected in

cells infected with DE-NA/S virus (Fig.3B). Other DE vectors containing the

human beta interferon or the mouse DHFR cDNAs in the envelope position have also

been shown to be dependent on the presence of additional intron sequences for

the efficient expression of the spliced gene product. (unpublished results).

These results are consistent with our previous findings that sequences within

the M-MuLV intron are essential for the efficient formation of the spliced RNA

form (5) and, together with similar studies of others (7,13,16), further

emphasize the importance of internal sequences in the biogenesis of M-MuLV RNA

species.

The N2 vector system . Fig. IB shows the structure of two M-MuLV derived

vectors in which the selectable Neo gene is directly flanked by two LTRS. In

N4, the viral sequences present downstream from the 5' LTR encode the packaging

signal (11) but exclude the first functional viral initiation codon so that the

selectable gene is expressed from an LTR-initiated unspliced RNA species. N2,

on the other hand, differs from N4 , by containing sequences downstream from the

LTR which extend into the viral gag gene coding sequences. Therefore, the Neo

gene is preceded by a functional initiation codon as well as by 418 bp of coding

sequences (determined by direct sequencing) containing a total of nine AUG

codons. In addition, the Neo and gag initiation codons are out of frame.

The titer of infectious Neo containing virus generated from N2 ranges from

1-5X10^ Neo cfu/ml, which is 10-40 fold higher than the titer of virus generated

from N4 . The difference in titer of infectious Neo virus generated by N2 and N4
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producer cells correlates with a similar difference in the amount of Neo

containing virus released into the medium (Fig.4), suggesting that the

difference in the titer of infectious virus is real and is not due to nore

efficient Neo expression in N2 infected cells. The difference between N2 and

N4 does not reflect the size difference between the two vectors because

additional DNA sequences downstream from the Neo gene present in LNL-2 (12), or

DNA sequences inserted in both N4 and N2 (unpublished results and see below), do

not abolish the difference in the titer of the corresponding viruses. Cells

infected with N2 and N4 virus express an RNA transcript which corresponds in

size to the predicted LTR driven transcript . N2 , but not N4 infected cells

express a second, shorter transcript. Because this shorter RNA transcript

hybridizes both to a Neo probe (panel C) and to a probe corresponding to the 5'

end of the RNA transcript (panel B), it is probably a spliced RNA form. Further

evidence to support this hypothesis is shown in Fig. 5, which is an SI nuclease

protection assay designed to map the 3' splice site of this aberrantly spliced

RNA form. Using a 5' end labelled probe extending from within the Neo insert

into the upstream viral sequences, it is shown that N2 infected cells, but not

N4 infected cells, contain a second SI protected band which is smaller them the

probe used. Using an appropriate marker, shown in Fig. 5, the 3' end of the

shorter protected band was mapped to the viral sequences, about 100 nucleotides

5' to the Neo insert. These data suggest that the mRNA for the Neo gene is a

spliced RNA form generated by the removal of about 500 bp intron resulting from

the interaction of the naturally occurring viral 5' splice site present 68

nucleotides downstream from the LTR, and a cryptic 3' splice site present in the

viral gag coding sequences about 100 nucleotides upstream from the Neo gene (see

figure IB). As a result of this splicing event, the gag coding sequences

preceeding the Neo gene are removed.

1254]
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The high titer of virus generated from N2 and the presence of a cryptic 3*

splice site necessary for the expression of the Neo gene is not unique to this

vector construct. Three similar vectors, N1, N2 and N3 , all of which contain

varying amounts of gag coding sequences preceding the Neo gene , generate higher

titers of virus as compared to N4 or DE vectors. All three vectors activate a

cryptic 3' splice site enabling the efficient expression of the Neo gene,

although in each vector, a different 3' splice site is activated (unpublished

results). It is therefore tempting to speculate that this region of the M-MuLV

intron contains currently unidentified functions which may be important for the

efficient replication of this virus. For example, sequences involved in

packaging may extend into this region.

N2 derived ADA vectors

The usefulness of the N2 vector system for transfer and expression of

nonselectable genes was tested next. In these studies, the human ADA cDNA was

fused to a DNA fragment encoding the mouse metallothionein I (MT) promoter or

the SV40 early promoter and was inserted into the N2 vector, downstream from the

Neo gene, in the same transcriptional orientation as that of the LTR (Fig. IB,

MAX and SAX, respectively). The titer of virus generated from the MAX and SAX

vector was about 0.5-2.x10^ cfu/ml. Thus, the insertion of the MT-ADA or

SV40-ADA DNA fragments in N2 had little, if any, effect on the otherwise high

titer of the corresponding virus.

Both MAX and SAX infected cells express the two LTR driven unspliced and

spliced RNA forms (Fig. 2, panels B,C,D). Note that the insertion of the MT-ADA

or the SV40-ADA into N2 (about 1400 bp downstream from the cryptic 3' splice

site) results in a 5-10 fold reduction in the level of the aberrantly spliced

RNA form, the presumptive mRNA for the Neo gene product (Fig. 2). This reduction

is also reflected at the level of the Neo qene product (Fiq.3A) further
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indicating that the spliced RNA species is the mRNA for the Neo gene. In SAX,

but not MAX, infected cells a third RNA species is detected by hybridization

with a human ADA-specific probe (Fig. 2, Panal D) . This RNA species corresponds

in size to the SV40-promoted RNA transcript and is the presumptive mRNA for the

ADA gene product. The absence of a similar transcript in MAX infected cells

probably reflects the low level of activity of the uninduced MT promoter in the

infected cells. Fig. 3B shows that the NIH 3T3 cells infected with SAX virus

contain 2-3 fold more human ADA enzyme activity than endogenous mouse ADA

activity. On the other hand, MAX infected cells express very low amounts of the

newly introduced human ADA cDNA, which is consistent with the RNA data shown in

Fig. 2.

The N2 vector has been successfully used in diverse experimental systems to

transfer genes in vitro ( 3 ,4 ,8,9, 10 ,Karlsson et.al. in press; Garver et.al. in

press) and in vivo (3,9). The unique features of the N2 vector described in

this report may be responsible for its successful use.

We thank Dan Kuebbing for DNA sequencing and Evelyn Karsan for the phospho-

transferase assay. We thank Nancy Plum and Cathy Magruder for assistance with

the manuscript. This work was funded in part by the American Cancer Society

grant MV-116C and March of Dimes grant 1-856.
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Structure of M-MuLV derived vectors containing the human ADA cDNA.

1A. DE-NA/X (Double Expression vector containing the Neo and ADA genes)

consists of the following parts: (a) A 5' LTR and downstream viral sequences

extending to a region between Pvul (422, numbering according to Shinnick et.

al. (15) to PstI (568) which was generated by Bal31 digestion from the PstI site

toward the 5' end followed by the addition of EcoRI linkers. (b) The bacterial

Neo gene derived from Tn5 (6) by digestion with Bglll and Xhol. (c) A DNA

fragment derived mainly from the M-MuLV intron, about 4100 bp, extending from an

Xhol site present at nucleotide 1560 to an undetermined site about 100 base

pairs downstream from the 3' splice site (nucleotide 5547). (d) A 1300 bp DNA

fragment containing the coding sequence of the human ADA gene derived from the

cDNA clone ADA 211 (19) by digestion with EcoRI and Accl. (e) A DNA fragment

derived from M-MuLV extending from a Clal site (7675) and including a whole LTR.

DE-NA-S. Is similar to DE-NA/X with the exception that the DNA fragment encoding

the viral 3' splice acceptor is considerably smaller, about 800 bp extending

from a SacII site (nucleotide 4952) to the same 3' end as in DE-NA/X.

IB. The N4 vector consists of (a) A DNA fragment containing the viral LTR and

downstream viral sequences, identical to the corresponding fragment present in

the DE vectors shown in panel A. (b) The bacterial Neo gene derived from Tn5

and (c) a second LTR containing DNA fragment. The N2 vector is similar to N4,

with the exception that the viral sequences present downstream from the 5' LTR

extend further into the gag coding sequences to nucleotide 1040 as determined by

DNA sequencing. Therefore, the coding sequences of the Neo gene are preceded by

418 bp of the viral gag coding sequences. The Neo gene is out of frame with the

aaa codina sequence.
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SAX and MAX A 0.7 kb (KpnI-Bglll ) DNA fragment encoding the mouse

metallothionein I promoter (MT) and a 0.4 kb DNA fragment (KpnI-Hindlll

)

encoding the early SV40 promoter were fused to the 1300 bp human ADA cDNA

(EcoRX-AccI) and inserted into the Xhol site of the N2 vector in the same

transcriptional orientation as the viral transcriptional unit. Virus was

generated by transfection of the vector DNA into til cells and infection of PA12

cells (11,12). The titer of virus was determined as infectious Neo containing

viruses per ml of supernatant. The two to four-fold variations in virus titer

represents the variations in measured titer among 3-5 independently derived high

titer producer cell lines.
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Legend to Fig 2 - RNA blot analysis of NIH 3T3 cells infected with recombinant

viruses

A high titer virus preparation obtained from the PA12 packaging cell line was

used to infect NIH 3T3 cells at an M.O.I. of 0.01-0.1 Neo infectious units per

cell; 10^-10^ infected cells were isolated by selection with G418, pooled and

expanded for further analysis. Cytoplasmic polyA RNA was subjected to

electrophoresis in 1% formaldehyde-agarose gels blotted to nitrocellulose paper

and hybridized with a -*2p labelled probe (see below). The migration of

ribosomal 23S and 18S RNA species is indicated.

In panel A, the -* 2P labelled probe was the 1300 bp EcoR-AccI DNA fragment

corresponding to the human ADA cDNA (19), which does not hybridize to the

endogenous mouse ADA RNA. The 32P labelled probe in panel B was a 178 bp

Ball-Kpnl DNA fragment derived from the M-MuLV LTR, specific for the 5' end of

the RNA transcripts expressed from the vectors shown in Fig IB. In panel C, a

Neo specific 32P labelled probe was used and in panel D the RNA blot was

hybridized with the human ADA-specific probe described in panel A.

[
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Legend to Fig 3 - Neo directed phosphotransferase activity and expression of the

human ADA enzyme in NIH 3T3 cells infected with ADA containing vectors * A. The

presense of the Tn5 encoded phosphotransferase activity in cell extracts of NIH

3T3 cells was determined according to the procedure of Reiss et.al (14). Lane

3T3—Cell lysates derived from NIH 3T3 cells showing no phosphotransferase

activity. The rest of the lanes show the phosphotransferase activity in NIH 3T3

cells infected with various retroviral vectors as indicated (structures shown in

Fig 1).

B. Presence of human ADA activity in mouse cells was determined by starch gel

electrophoresis of cell extracts followed by in situ chemical staining for the

human and mouse ADA isozymes (17). Each lane represents 2x10^ cells. CEM, a

human T-cell line, shows the migration of the human ADA isozymes which can be

separated from the mouse ADA isozyme present in NIH 3T3 cells (lane 3T3). The

rest of the lanes are NIH 3T3 cells infected with various virus preparations as

indicated (see Fig 1 for structures).
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Legend to Fig 4 - Quantitation of Neo containing virions secreted into the

medium of NIH 3T3 cells transfected with N2 and N4.

N2 or N4 vector DNA (Fig IB) was transfected into NIH 3T3 cells and productively

transfected cells were selected with 1 mg/ml G418. Colonies (50-200) were

pooled, infected with helper M-MuLV at an M.O.I. of 0.01-0.1, and grown for an

additional 10-15 days until cells became uniformly infected. Infection and

virus spread was monitored by measuring reverse transcriptase activity in the

medium. 24-hour-old medium obtained from confluent cells was centrifuged in a

20-50% sucrose gradient. The visible virus band was removed with a syringe,

deproteinased, blotted on nitrocellulose paper and hybridized with a -* 2P

labelled Neo or M-MuLV LTR specific probe as indicated.

The Neo and LTR hybridized slot blots were exposed for 24 hours and 2 hours,

respectively, reflecting the more efficient formation of wild type M-MuLV

virions.
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Fig 5. SI nuclease analysis of NIH 3T3 cells Infected with N2 and N4 virus.

SI nuclease analysis of total cytoplasmic RNA was performed according to Berk

and Sharp (1) as modified by Weaver and Weissman (18). The presence and

position of a 3
' splice site (or the 5' end of a novel RNA species) was

determined by using a probe spanning the junction of Neo and upstream viral

sequences. The DNA probe was labeled at the Ncol site 599 bp within the Neo

sequences extending to a Pvul site within the viral sequences 279 bp downstream

from the LTR. For the N4 vector, the size of the probe was approximately 650

bp, and for the N2 vector, the size was exactly 1220 bp (the junction of N2 but

not N4 was determined by DNA sequencing). In each case (lanes N4 and N2)

hybridization of the cytoplasmic RNA obtained from N4 or N2 infected NIH 3T3

cells led to the formation of one SI nuclease resistant band which comigrated’

wit the corresponding probe, not present when RNA from uninfected NIH 3T3 cells

was used (not shown).
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A method for the chromatographic leparadoa of human adenosine deaminase (ADA) from

murine and monkey ADA is described. This procedure was developed in order to detect the

expression oflow or moderate levels ofhuman ADA following retroviral-mediated gene transfer

of cloned human ADA gene sequences into both mouse and monkey cells. Protein separation

was achieved oo a Mono Q (HR 5/5) anion-exchange column using the Pharmacia fast protein

liquid chromatography system and was found to be a highly reproducible method yielding

enzymatically active protein. An increasing linear gradient extending from 0.05 to 0.5 M
potassium chloride (pH 7.5) was used to elute the enzyme. Under these conditions, most human
ADA does not bind to the column and elutes in the low-salt buffer (0.05 M KG), while murine

ADA elutes at 0.12 m KG and monkey ADA at 0.15 M KC1. The column fractions were assayed

for ADA activity, and the characteristic isozyme banding patterns for human, mouse, and

monkey ADA were confirmed by starch gel electrophoresis. This procedure allows the rapid and

reproducible separation of human ADA from that of other species and yields partially purified

enzymatically active protein, e imt Aerntmc Fnm. lac

Key Words; adenosine deaminase; ion-exchange chromatography, FPLC. TLC

Adenosine deaminase (ADA 1

; EC 3. 5. 4. 4)

is an important enzyme of purine metabo-

lism, catalyzing the deamination of adeno-

sine and deoxyadenosine (1). In man, an ab-

sence of ADA activity is associated with one

form of severe combined immunodeficiency

disease (ADA-
SCID; reviewed in (2,3)). The

ADA protein has been identified and charac-

terized from a variety of sources including

amphibians (4,5), birds (6), and mammals
(7-12). In humans, ADA is a ubiquitous

1 Abbreviations used; ADA, adenosine deaminase;

DCF, 2'-deoxycoformycin; EHNA, erythro-9-{2-by-

droxy-3-nonyl)adeninc; MTT, (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-

2-y1}-2,5-dipbenyltetrazolium bromide: Thiazolyl blue);

RBC, red blood cell; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline;

FPLC, fast protein liquid chromatography, LSM, Lym-
phocyte Separation Medium; Buffer A. 0.05 M potas-

sium chloride. 20 mM Tris-HG, pH 7.5; Buffer B, 1.0 M
KQ. 20 mM Tria-HO, pH 7.5.

protein with several isozymes that differ in

their electrophoretic mobilities (13-16).

Human red blood cell (RBC) ADA presents

a characteristic triple-banded pattern when
analyzed by starch gel electrophoresis (9),

while ADA from other tissues is composed of

isozymes which do not migrate toward the

anode as far as RBC ADA (13). Human
erythrocyte ADA also exhibits multiple elec-

trophoretic forms by isoelectric focusing (15)

corresponding to a single polypeptide chain

with an approximate molecular weight (A/r)

of 38,000 (17) which has undergone variable

degrees of glycoslyation (16). A larger form

of human ADA (A/r 298,000) has been iso-

lated from several tissues (15,18) and deter-

mined to be a complex of the 38,000 M,
ADA species and a larger binding protein

(M, 200,000). The large form is predominant

in tissues which exhibit lower ADA specific

0005-2697/87 J3.00
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activity (e.g., lung, liver, lddney), whereas in

tissues with greater specific activity (e.g.,

spleen, stomach, erythrocytes, lymphocytes),

ADA is present almost solely as the small-

molecular-weight form (15,17-19).

Human (20-22), murine (23), and rat (24)

ADA gene sequences have been cloned. Ex-

pression of human ADA has been demon-
strated in cultured mouse cells (25,26) and

monkey cells (27) transfected with cDNA se-

quences. Human ADA sequences which en-

code functional protein have also been intro-

duced into cultured mouse fibroblasts using

a retroviral vector as a means ofgene transfer

(28). To assess the expression of human
ADA gene sequences after introduction into

mouse or monkey cells, human ADA has

been separated from endogenous ADA activ-

ity by electrophoresis in cellulose acetate gels

(26,28), by isoelectric focusing (25), or by

starch gel electrophoresis (27) followed by

ADA staining in situ. Recently, a major ef-

fort has involved the introduction of human
ADA gene sequences into mouse and mon-
key hematopoietic cells using retroviral me-
diated gene transfer, which necessitated

identifying low levels of human ADA in

mouse or monkey peripheral blood cells. In

the present report, we outline a procedure for

the separation of human ADA isozymes

from either mouse or monkey endogenous

ADA using ion-exchange liquid chromatog-

raphy. This method, which involves the ini-

tial separation of ADA of different species

from a crude cell extract and the subsequent

concentration of partially purified protein,

allows the resolution ofeven small quantities

of human ADA activity from the back-

ground levels of endogenous ADA enzyme.

This technique is particularly useful when
levels ofexpression of a gene introduced by a

retroviral vector are below the limits of sensi-

tivity for the existing methods of analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals. ADA, Type V from bovine

spleen (in 50% glycerol, 50 mM potassium

phosphate, pH 6.0) was purchased from
Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Aden-

osine from Boehringer-Mannheim and ino-

sine from Sigma Chemical Co. were used as

standards in thin-layer chromatography. For

the radiochemical ADA assay, [8-
l4C]adeno-

sine (CFA-191) was obtained from Amer-
sham. The ADA inhibitors 2'-deoxycofor-

mycin (DCF) and erythro-9-(2-hydioxy-5-

nonyl)adeninc (EHNA) were gifts from Dr.

David Poplack (Pediatric Oncology Branch,

NCI, Bcthesda, MD) and Dr. S. Winston

Singleton (Burrough Wellcome Co., Re-

search Triangle Park, NQ, respectively.

Sample preparation. Cells in culture were

harvested and washed twice in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS), and the pellet was re-

suspended in 200-500 nl of 0.05 M KC1, 20

mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. The cells were lysed

by freeze-thawing 6 to 8 times and the sam-

ple was spun at 12,000; in an Eppendorf

centrifuge at 4°C for 10 min. The lysate

could then be assayed directly forADA activ-

ity or fractionated by the FPLC procedure

outlined below.

Mononuclear peripheral blood leukocytes

were prepared from heparinized whole blood

using Lymphocyte Separation Medium
(LSM) obtained from Litton Bionetics (Ken-

sington, MD). For small volumes of blood, 4

ml of whole blood was layered over 7 ml of

LSM at room temperature in a 15-ml sterile

centrifuge tube (Falcon No. 2095) and cen-

trifuged at 3000 rpm for 8 min in a Sorvall

RC3B centrifuge with an H-6000A rotor

(2600;) at 25 °C. For larger samples, 15 ml of

whole blood was layered over 25 ml ofLSM
in a 50-ml sterile centrifuge tube (Falcon No.

2070) and spun at 3000 rpm for 10 min. The
lymphocyte band at the plasma/LSM inter-

face was aspirated in a small volume (2-5

ml) and was washed with a large volume
(35-40 ml) of PBS. The cells were pelleted at

1600 rpm (400;) for 15 min (4°Q in a Sor-

vall GLC-2B centrifuge with an HL-4 rotor.

The recovered cells were resuspended in 4 ml
of PBS and layered again over 7 ml of LSM,
and the above procedure was repeated. After
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the cells were washed in PBS they were

counted and subsequently lysed by repeated

freeze-thawing in 200-500 m! 0.05 M potas-

sium chloride, 20 mM Tris-HQ, pH 7.5.

Chromatography. A fast protein liquid

chromatography (FPLC) system from Phar-

macia (Uppsala, Sweden) was used through-

out this study. The apparatus consisted of

two high-pressure P-500 pumps, an

LCC-500 gradient controller, and an MV-7
valve sample injector. The absorbance at 280

nm of the effluent was monitored contin-

uously with a single-path uv flow cell cou-

pled to a strip-chart recorder. A Pharmacia

Mono Q (HR 5/5) anion-exchange column
was equilibrated with Buffer A (0.05 M potas-

sium chloride, 20 mM Tris-HC, pH 7.5),

and the sample (500 m1 total volume) was

loaded onto the column at a flow rate of 0.5

ml/min. The column was then washed with

10 ml of Buffer A at the same flow rate fol-

lowed by a 45-ral increasing linear gradient

ofKQ (0.05-0.5 M) in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.5. Finally, the column was washed with 5

ml of Buffer B (1.0 M KQ, 20 mM Tris-HQ,

pH 7.5) to remove any remaining proteins.

All buffers were Altered through a Nalgene

0.2'tim filter unit (Nalge Co., Rochester,

NY) and degassed prior to use. Each col-

lected fraction (1.0 ml) or combined frac-

tions were then assayed for ADA activity

using one or more of the methods outlined

below.

Starch gel electrophoresis. A procedure for

the electrophoretic separation of human,
mouse, and monkey ADA using starch gels

was adapted from the method of O’Brien et

al. (29). Gels were prepared using 12% starch

(Electro-starch Co., Madison, Wl) buffered

with 1.7 mM citric acid, 6.0 mM Tris-HQ
(pH 7.1) and were run at 4*C for 18-20 h

(150 V) in a Buchler vertical gel apparatus

(Buchler Instruments, Fort Lee, NJ). The
running buffer was 0.025 M citric acid, 0.085

M Tris-HQ, pH 7.1. The ADA enzyme was

detected on the cut surface of the gel using an

agar overlay method (9). The agar contained

80 mg of adenosine, 2.0 units of nucleoside

phosphorylase, and 0.8 unit of xanthine oxi-

dase (all from Boehringer-Mannheim); 15

mg of tetrazolium salt; M IT’ and 10 mg of

phenazine methosulfate (both from Sigma);

and 1.8 g Difco-Bacto agar (Difco Labs, De-

troit, MI) in 100 ml of 0.025 M potassium

phosphate (pH 7.5).

Thin-layer chromatography. ADA activity

of individual or combined FPLC column
fractions was also assayed by measuring

the conversion of [8-
,4C]adenosine to

[8-
l4C]inosine according to the method of

'Soberman and Karnovsky (30). Column
fractions were concentrated individually or

in pairs by ultrafiltration using a Centricon-

30 microconcentrator (Amicon, Danvers,

MA). The [8-
|4C]adenosine (sp act 56 mCi/

mmol) was lyophilized and resuspended with

unlabeled adenosine in 100 mM Tris-HQ,

pH 7.4, to achieve a final concentration of

1.2 mM adenosine. The reaction mixture

(consisting of 20 m! of [8-
l4C]adenosine and

20 pi of concentrate from the FPLC protein

fraction) was incubated for 2 h at 37°C and

then heated for 3 min at 100°C to terminate

the reaction. Samples were centrifuged at

12,000g in an Eppendorf centrifuge for 5

min at room temperature and 6 m1 was ap-

plied to cellulose thin-layer chromatography

plates (Kodak No. 13254) on which unla-

beled carrier adenosine and inosine (10 mM)
had been applied to the origin. Chromato-

graphic separation was achieved using 0.1 M
Na 2HP0 4 , pH 6.8, saturated ammonium
sulfate, and n-propyl alcohol (100:60:2) for

30 min. The adenosine and inosine spots

were identified with ultraviolet light (254

nm) and 1-cm 2
spots were cut out, placed in

vials with 10 ml of Hydrofluor (National

Diagnostics, Somerville, NJ), and counted in

a Beckman LS8100 liquid scintillation

counter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A variety of elution buffers, salt gradients,

and pH values were tested on an FPLC
Mono Q column to establish optimal condi-
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tions for separating ADA of different species.

It was determined that the salt concentration

and pH of the column fractions containing

ADA did not interfere with enzyme activity

in subsequent assays. In all cases, clarified

whole cell extracts were fractionated on an

Mono Q column (HR 5/5), and fractions

were combined in pairs and concentrated ap-

proximately 20-fold by ultrafiltration (see

Material and Methods). ADA activity in col-

umn fractions was demonstrated by starch

gel electrophoresis with in situ histochemical

staining and/or by measuring the conversion

of radioactively labeled adenosine to inosine.

Lysates of human peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells and murine NTH 3T3 cells were

fractionated on separate Mono Q columns,

and the combined fractions were assayed for

ADA by conversion of
[

|4
C]adenosine (Fig.

1). When a lysate of human peripheral blood

mononuclear cells was fractionated on a

Mono Q column and assayed for ADA activ-

ity, one major and one minor peak of en-

zyme activity were detected (open circles).

The majority ofhuman ADA did not bind to

the column and eluted in fractions 2-4 while

a small peak of activity was detected in frac-

tions 19 and 20. It was not possible to find

conditions on either Mono Q (a strong anion

exchanger) or Mono S (a strong cation ex-

changer) columns under which human ADA
would bind. When the same ADA-contain-

ing fractions were analyzed by starch gel elec-

trophoresis (data not shown), the major peak

of activity in fractions 2-4 had an isozyme

pattern characteristic of red cell ADA while

the minor peak of activity had less electro-

phoretic mobility, similar to that previously

described for tissue ADA (13,14). The ob-

served ADA activity from both peaks of the

human sample was completely inhibited by

both DCF and EHNA at concentrations of

10 and 100 mm, respectively. Both DCF and

EHNA are inhibitors of adenosine deamin-

ase (3 1 ). A single peak of murine ADA activ-

ity was- identified (closed circles). Lower
levels of ADA activity are cleared detectable

in fractions 15 and 16 and 23 and 24 by the

radioactive assay, whereas in the same sam-

ple analyzed by starch gel electrophoresis de-

monstrable ADA activity was found only in

fractions 17 and 18 and low levels of staining

in fractions 19 and 20, indicating the lower

sensitivity of the start gel method of ADA
analysis. The effect of loading a larger

amount of protein from 3T3 cells is also il-

lustrated. There was no evidence of murine

ADA eluting from the column in the frac-

tions containing the majority of human
ADA (3 and 4).

Similar results were obtained when a lysate

from 10* mononuclear cells from macaque

bone marrow was fractionated on a Mono Q
column. A broad peak of endogenous mon-

key ADA was identified, with the majority of

the activity eluting in fractions 19 and 20 as

assayed by starch gel electrophoresis. When
the assay was performed by measuring the

conversion of [

|4
C]adenosine, there was no

detectable ADA activity in fractions 2-6

where human ADA elutes (data not shown).

We next demonstrated that NIH 3T3 cells,

when infected with a Moloney-based retro-

viral vector containing the human ADA
cDNA called SAX (32), will express human
ADA which can be separated from the en-

dogenous mouse ADA by FPLC Mono Q
fractionation. A whole-cell extract of SAX-
infected 3T3 cells was fractionated on the

column and then assayed for ADA activity

by starch gel electrophoresis. The protein

profile of the FPLC column is shown in Fig.

2A. Human ADA isozymes were demon-
strated in fractions 3-6, and the endogenous

mouse activity was present in fractions

17-20 when concentrated column fractions

were analyzed by starch gel electrophoresis

(Fig. 3). These results show that the human
ADA sequences introduced by a retroviral

vector were expressed in mouse cells and

eluted from the FPLC column in the same

region that the majority of human ADA in

control human cells is detected. It is interest-

ing to note that the three characteristic iso-

zymes of human ADA are produced in a

mouse cell line, suggesting appropriate post-
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translational modification of a single gene

product. There was no detectable human
ADA activity in the mouse ADA region

when starch gel electrophoresis was used,

and the mouse ADA isozymes did not ap-

pear electrophoretically altered as a result of

the retroviral infection. When CEM cells (a

human T-cell line) are combined with 3T3

cells and a mixed cell lysate is fractionated

on an FPLC Mono Q column, the same sep-

aration ofhuman and mouse ADA isozymes

is seen following starch gel analysis of the

column fractions (data not shown).

This technique of separation was also de-

veloped in an effort to have a more sensitive

measure of the expression of human ADA
following retroviral-mediated gene transfer

into monkey bone manow cells. For this

reason, we needed to show that the human
ADA expressed from the SAX vector in a

cultured monkey cell line had properties

similar to ADA from control human cells

and could be separated from the endogenous

monkey ADA. The production of human
ADA was investigated in CV-1 cells, a mon-
key kidney cell line, after the introduction of

Flo. I. Graph of ADA activity from mouse 3T3 cells (closed circles) and human mononuclear white

Wood cells (open circles) following fractionation of whole cell extracts on separate FPLC columns. ADA
activity was assayed by measuring the conversion of [8-“C]adenosine to [8-“C]inosine and separating the

reaction products by thin-layer chromatography.

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12 [2751
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FIG. 2. Elution profiles of cell lysates separated by FPL-ion-exchange chromatography. A Mono Q
column (HR 5/5) w« equilibrated with 0.05 M KG, 20 dm Tris-HG buffer, pH 7.5 (Buffer A). The

clarified cell extract was loaded on the column in Buffer A in a volume of 500 at a flow rate of 0.5

ml/min. The column was washed with 10 ml of Buffer A followed by the linear KG gradient shown.

Fractions with a volume of 1.0 ml were collected and assayed for ADA activity. The upper protein profile

(A) is a lysate from NIH mouse 3T3 cells infected with the SAX vector, and the lower protein profile (B) is

a lysate from monkey OM cells infected with the SAX vector.

the human ADA cDNA using the SAX ret-

roviral vector. A total cell lysate was sepa-

rated on the Mono Q column (Fig. 2B), and
paired fractions were analyzed by starch gel

electrophoresis (Fig. 4). Human ADA iso-

zymes eluted from the column in fractions

3-6, whereas typical endogenous monkey
isozymes were visible in fractions 17-20.

CEM cells and uninfected CV-1 cells were

run as human and monkey cell controls on
the same gel. These results show that the

human ADA protein produced by the SAX
vector in CV-l cells has the characteristic

human isozyme pattern and can be separated

from the endogenous monkey ADA on a

Mono Q column. Similar studies have dem-
onstrated the separation of human from

monkey ADA in the lysates of cynomolgus

macaque cultured T cells that were success-

fully infected in vitro with the SAX vector

(data not shown). Therefore, the human
ADA isozyme pattern observed after transfer

of the human ADA gene is the same whether

the host cell is from a low-expressing (kid-

ney) or high-expressing (lymphocyte) tissue.

Also, when a cell extract from a mixture of

human CEM cells and peripheral blood

mononuclear cells from the monkey is frac-

tionated on a Mono Q column, the same sep-

aration of human and monkey ADA en-

zymes is observed (data not shown).

The method outlined in this paper de-

scribes the separation of human ADA, intro-

duced by a retroviral vector, from mouse or
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monkey endogenous ADA by fast protein

liquid-ion-exchange chromatography. It

allows the detection of human ADA activity

at levels lower than endogenous ADA levels

for several reasons. The ADA proteins from

different species are first separated by FPLC
under nondenaturing conditions, and the

partially purified protein fractions can then

be concentrated and assayed individually

using a radioactively labeled substrate which

has a sensitivity greater than that ofstarch gel

electrophoresis and in situ staining of the

gels. As a measure of sensitivity, this method

has been used successfully in detection oflow

levels of human ADA equivalent to 2 units

of enzyme activity (1 unit - 1 nm inosine

produced/min) from peripheral blood

mononuclear cells of cynomolgus macaque

monkeys infected with the SAX vector (33).

F)G. 3. Slurb gd electrophoresis of ADA activity in

mouse 3T3 cells following the introduction of human
ADA cDNA by infection with the SAX retroviral vector.

A whole-cell lysate from the vector-treated cells was

fractionated on an FPLC Mono Q column to separate

human and mouse ADA isozymes. Unfractionated

human CEM cells and uninfected 3T3 cells were used as

cootrois. Expression of human ADA was detected in

combioed fractions 3 and 4 and 3 and 6 from the FPLC
column, having been separated from the endogenous

mouse XDA isozymes appearing in combined fractions

17 and IS. Lanes designated Blank did not have any

protein loaded onto the starch geL

FlG. 4. Monkey CV-I ceUs infected with the SAX
vector. A whole-cell lysate was fractionated oo an FPLC
Mono Q column and the presence of human and endog-

enous monkey ADA was analyzed by starch gel electro-

phoresis. Unfractionated human CEM cells and unin-

fected CV-I cells in lanes I and 2 were used as controls.

In the CV-I cells infected with SAX, human ADA iso-

zymes arc present primarily in fractions 3 and 4 and 3

and 6 with the endogenous monkey ADA activity in

fractions 17 and IS and 19 and 20. The lane designated

Blank did not have any protein loaded onto the starch

gd and the Lane designated CV-I SAX contained a

portion of the unfractionated cell lysate.

In future gene-transfer studies this method

should prove useful for the separation of

human ADA from that of other animal spe-

cies.
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The development of retroviral vectors capable of efficient insertion of

genes into manmalian hematopoietic cells (1-7) has generated interest in gene

therapy as a potential approach for the treatment of lethal genetic disease

(8,9). The cloning of a cDNA for the human adenosine deaminase enzyme (h-ADA)

(10-12) has made the ADA deficient form of severe combined imnunodeficiency

(SCID) a potential candidate for such therapy. We recently described (13) a

retroviral vector called SAX that contains the h-ADA cDNA (Figure 1). Using

this vector, the h-ADA gene was transferred into ADA deficient human T cells

that had been previously immortalized with human T cell leukemia virus

(HTLV-1) . After gene transfer, the T cells produced the ADA enzyme from the

new gene at levels similar to those seen in normal cells. This level of

expression was sufficient to make the treated cells resistant to levels of

deoxyadenosine that are toxic to untreated ADA deficient T cells in vitro (13).

Therefore, the SAX retroviral vector appears to function efficiently in T cells

cultured in vitro from ADA deficient patients.

Severed, groups have attempted to establish in vivo models of h-ADA gene

transfer in the mouse. Considerable success has been achieved in transferring

the h-ADA gene into murine hematopoietic cells (14), and recently expression of

this gene has been observed in CFU-S (15), but not yet in the fully

reconstituted animal. To test the feasibility of a bone marrow transplant/gene

transfer approach in a large animal model more analogous to roan, we have

developed a primate autologous transplantation model for the study of

retroviral mediated ADA gene transfer into bone marrow cells. This report

provides evidence for a low level of transfer and expression of the h-ADA gene

in circulating hematopoietic cells in cyncmolgus monkeys for short periods of

time.
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Materials arid Methods

Animals and Cell lines

The animals used in these studies were cyncmolgus macaque monkeys obtained

from Hazelton Research Animals. NIH 3T3 cells were kindly provided by Dr.

Sandra Ruscetti, and the PG-4 cell line (used as a helper virus indicator for

S+L
-

assays) by Dr. Robert Bassin.

Vector Construction

The construction of the retroviral vector SAX (Figure 1) and the

generation of the virus producer cell line S3A have been described previously

(13) . Briefly, SAX was made by inserting a SV40-prcmoted human ADA cDNA into

the previously described (5,6,16) parental vector, N2. A fusion gene was

created between the SV40 promoter end the ADA structural gene by placing the

400 bp Kpn I-Hind III fragment containing the enhancer and promoter elements of

the SV40 early region irrmediately upstream of a 1300 bp sequence containing the

full-length ADA cDNA (10) (Eco RI-Acc 1 fragment of clone ADA 211)

.

Bone Marrow Processing end Transplantation

Marrow (approximately 40-60 ml) was harvested from the long bones of the

animal prior to irradiation. Mononuclear cells were isolated by 3% gelatin

sedimentation end Ficoll/Hypaque gradient separation. These cells were then

incubated with vector producing cells or vector-containing supernatants at 37

in the presence of 8 ug/ml polybrene (Aldrich) as described in the text. The

cyncmolgus primates received a dose of 1000 rads total body irradiation (
60
Co

at 10 rads/min.) immediately followed by infusion of their autologous bone

marrow infected with the SAX vector. This dose of irradiation produces

permanent aplasia in unreconstituted animals in this primate model.

Hematopoietic Cell Culture

The CFU-C assay for nyeloid progenitors has been described (17,18). The
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assay medium was McCoy's supplemented with 20% prescreened heat-inactivated

fetal bovine serum (Hyclone) , 10% giant cell tumor conditioned medium (Gibco)

as a source of GM-CSF, and 0.6% agarose (Gibco). CFU-C were allowed to grow at

37° C and were counted on day 14-17 after plating.

DNA Southern Blotting

High molecular weight DNA was prepared by the method of Gross-Bellard (19)

and was digested with Kpn I restriction endonuclease (New England Biolabs),

electrophoresed on a 1.0% agarose gel (Seakem), and transferred bo

nitrocellulose (Schleicher and Schuell) by the method of Southern (20) . The

blot was hybridized with a 3 2P-labelled neo
R

gene probe (specific activity >

10 8
dpra/yg).

Adenosine Deaminase Assay

The separation of primate from human adenosine deaminase activity using

Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) has been described in detail

elsewhere (21) . Briefly, proteins were fractionated on a Pharmacia Mono Q

column (HR 5/5) using a linear gradient of 0.05 M to 0.5 M KC1, 20 mM Tris-Cl

(pH 7.5). ADA activity in column fractions was determined by measuring the

conversion of
1

4

C-adenosine (Amershara) to
14C-inosine followed by thin-layer

chromatographic separation using 0.1 M ^28^)4 (pH 6.8), saturated anrooniura

sulfate and n-propylalcohol (100:60:2) according to the method of Soberman and

Karncvsky (22).

Neomycin Phosphotransferase Assay (NPT)

Cell lysates were made frcm nucleated cells derived fran Ficoll-Hypague

separation. The lysates were electrophoresed for 15 hours at 50 V on a

non-denaturing polyacrylamide (Pharmacia) gel system and transfer of
S2
P fran

y
32P-ATP (Araersham) to a Kanamycin (Sigma) substrate was achieved using the

method of Reiss et al (23) to detect NPT activity.
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In situ hybridization

Marrow or peripheral mononuclear hematopoietic cells, after Ficoll-Bypaque

separation, were adjusted to 2 x 10* cells/ml in Dulbecco's Minimal Essential

Medium (Biofluids) containing 10% fetal calf serum (Gibco). Cells were

transferred onto poly-L-lysine (Miles) coated slides by cytocentrifugaticn and

fixed with freshly made 4% v/v paraformaldehyde (Sigma) in phosphate-buffered

saline (Biofluids) containing 5 mM MgCl
2 (sigma) for 15 minutes at roan

tenperature. The slides were stored at 4
#C in 70% v/v ETOH/H^. The methods

of hybridization, washing, and exposure of film emulsion were those of Singer

et al (24). The probe used was an **S-labelled neoR probe.

T cell cloning

T cell cloning was performed utilizing the methods previously described by

Kernan et al (25)

.

Results

Infection of Primate Hematopoietic Cells In Vitro

Initial studies in our primate model were undertaken to establish whether

and to what degree primate hematopoietic cells could be infected by the SAX

p
vector and express the vector-containing neo (neaiycin phosphotransferase,

NFT) and h-ADA genes. Conditions were established for in vitro analysis of

infection of hematopoietic progenitor cells, based on the resistance of cells

p
expressing the neo gene to the toxic neomycin analogue G418. As shown in

Figure 2, the growth of normal cynomolgus marrow CFU-C (curve A) is completely

suppressed at a G418 concentration of 0.29 mg/ml and above.

Two protocols for infecting bone marrow progenitor cells in vitro were

used. In the first, Ficoll/Hypaque-separated bone marrow mononuclear cells

were cocultured for various periods of time with the SAX vector-producing NIH

3T3 cell clone S3A. This producer cell line, derived from the PA12 araphotropic
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packaging cell line (25), generates infectious SAX virus at concentrations as

high as 6.0 x 106 neo^ cfu/ral. Cocultivation of cynomolgus monkey bone narrow

mononuclear cells with an S3A monolayer for periods ranging from 4-24 hours

conferred resistance to 1.7 mg/ml G418 in a maximum of 7% (at 24 hrs.) of the

CFU-C detected on day 14 (Fig. 2, curve B). In the second protocol, bone

marrow cells were exposed to virus-containing supernatants derived from the S3A

producer cells, using ratios (SAX virustbone marrow mononuclear cells) of

between 5 and 10 to 1. After 2 hours of exposure, followed by extensive

washing with phosphate-buffered saline (FES), over 10% of day 7 CFU-C (data not

shewn) and 28% of the day 14 CFU-C (Figure 2, curve C) detected were resistant

to toxic concentrations of G418.

In Vivo Studies

The in vitro results outlined above were subsequently supported by the

results of autologous bone marrow transplants of SAX vector-infected bone

marrow cells administered to cynomolgus monkeys. For these experiments, 40-60

ml of heparinized bone marrow was collected from the animal. Following gel

sedimentation and Ficoll/Hypaque separation to remove red blood cells, the

washed bone marrow cells were infected with the SAX vector, either by

cocultivation with S3A producer cells for 18-24 hours or by incubation with

S3A-derived cell-free supernatants for 2 hours. Daring the separation and

infection of marrow cells, the animals underwent total body irradiation,

receiving a midline dose of 1000 rads. There is no animal model for ADA

deficiency and, therefore, the monkeys required lethal irradiation in order to

ablate their remaining marrow and make space for the treated cells. The

SAX-infected bone marrow cells were then infused back into the same animal.

Following transplantation, the animals were maintained in gown and glove

isolation, and received transfusions of blood products, antibiotics and
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intravenous nutritional support by an indwelling catheter in the superior vena

cava until they achieved normal hematopoietic function and reconstitution of

all bleed cell lines. At intervals after transplantation, blood and bone

marrow samples, or tissues obtained at autopsy, were analyzed for vector DNA

and for both h-ADA and NPT activities. The results of the first six bone

marrow/gene transplants -are summarized in Table 1.

Cocultivation Protocol

The first two monkeys received bone marrow that had been cocultured with a

monolayer of S3A producer cells (Table 1). One of these animals (#855) died of

systemic bacterial infection 30 days post-transplant without evidence of

recovery of normal hematopoietic function and was not studied. The other

animal (#10) experienced a rapid recovery of his white blood cells (achieving

an absolute neutrophil count of 1000/^In , by day 20), but never achieved a

normal platelet count throughout the post-transplant period (Figure 3) . Animal

10 was sacrificed at day 69 and the tissues were analyzed for evidence of gene

transfer. A * *P-labelled-neo gene probe was used for Southern blot analysis

of DNA fran peripheral blood mononuclear cells (FBMC), bone marrow and spleen

following digestion with Kpn I restriction endonuclease. As shewn in Figure 4,

a 4.9 kb Kpn I band, representing the known unit length fragment characteristic

of the intact SAX vector (see Fig. 1), was detected in blood and marrow but not

spleen. This band was also present in the plasmid control lame, but was absent

in the lane containing ENA from the FBMC of a non-infected monkey. Analysis of

the blot suggests that the equivalent of a single copy of the vector sequence

was present in 5-10% of blood and marrow cells, since these bands are less than

1/10 the intensity of the plasmid control which contained a quantity of ENA

equivalent to approximately one copy/cell. Similar results were obtained

probing the same blot with a * 'P-labelled-h-ADA gene. Bcwever, in addition to
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hybridization of sequences in the bone marrow and peripheral blood, a light

band was detected at 4.9 kb in the spleen lane (data not shown).

FBMC obtained from animal #10 on day 69 were also analyzed for h-ADA and

KPT activities. Fractionation of cell proteins by FPLC Mono Q ion exchange

chromatography effectively separates human from priirate ADA as assessed by

starch gel analysis of species specific ADA isozymes (21). In animal #10, 1%

conversion of 1

4

C-labelled adenosine to 1

1

*C-inosine can be detected in the

fractions in which human but not monkey ADA elutes. The human ADA activity

detected was calculated to be less than 0.01% of the endogenous primate ADA

activity (see legend Table 1) . NPT activity (which elutes from the column

later, see Fig. 5) was also detected in the PBMC at lew levels at the same

time.

Supernatant Infection Protocol

In the first two transplants there was poor recovery of bone marrow cells

from the tissue culture dishes after the 24 hour co-cultivation period (Table

1) . In an attempt to increase the number of cells recovered after transfer

manipulations and to eliminate the possibility of S3A cell contamination, the

subsequent two vector transfers (animals #56 and #57) were performed by

incubating bone marrow cells with a filtered (0.22 v) supernatant collected

from the SAX vector-producing S3A cells. Infection was for 2 hrs., a time that

had been determined to be adequate to infect CFU-C in vitro (Figure 2) and to

yield a good recovery of viable bone marrow progenitor cells (Table 1). The

ratios of total infectious SAX virus (as measured by G418-resistant cfu/ml) to

total bone marrow cells were 8.3:1 and 4.9:1 in monkeys #56 and #57,

respectively. The 14 day CFU-C analysis of an aliquot of the treated marrow

cells shewed that 25% of the colonies were resistant to 1.7 mg/ml G418 for

animal #56 (data not shown) and 28% for animal #57 (Figure 2, curve C). Both
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primates achieved a rapid and sustained return of normal hematopoietic function

with full reconstitution of all blood cell lines entirely analogous to that

observed following transplants of untreated autologous bone marrow cells.

These animals survived and are healthy more than 1 year post transplantation.

Hematopoiesis remains normal in these animals and no evidence of retroviremia

has been detected by S+L” assay.

Southern blot analyses (of DNA extracted from PRMC obtained on days 34 and

52 as well as of ENA from bone marrow on day 104) for evidence of SAX vector

sequences in these two animals were repeatedly negative. This suggests that

the vector, if present, was inserted in less than 5% of cells, that is, below

the limits of detection of the method used. PBMC were also analyzed for h-ADA

activity and for NFT activity. Both monkeys demonstrated low, but readily

detectable levels of h-ADA at several time points during the post-transplant

course (Table 1). FBMC from animal #56 contained a level of h-ADA activity

equivalent to 0.2% of the endogenous primate activity at day 104j in animal

#57, the peak levels of h-AEA on day 69 brought about a 66% conversion of

1 *C-labelled adenosine to 1 *C-inosine (Table 1) which was calculated to be 0.5%

of endogenous primate ADA activity. The separation of human (fractions 2-4)

frcm primate (fractions 16-25) ADA using FPLC and the levels of human and

primate ADA activity detected in animal #57 at day 69, expressed as percent

adenosine to inosine conversion, are presented in the top panel of Figure 5.

These results are contrasted with those obtained frcm a control animal that

received uninfected autologous bone marrow: this animal (as well as several

other control aninals) had no detectable activity in the column fractions that

would contain h-ADA (Figure 5, lower panel) despite greater total protein being

loaded onto the column. Sequential assays of FBMC frcm animals #56 and #57 for

h-ADA (Figure 6) demonstrated h-ADA activity between days 60 and 120 h-ADA was
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no longer detectable after day 160 in either animal. NFT activity was also

detected early in the post-transplant period (day 52) but was not detected at

day 104 at a time when h-ADA was still discernible (Figure 7)

.

In an attempt to determine the frequency of cells expressing the vector

encoded RNA, situ hybridization was performed using a -^^S-labelled-neo^

probe on PBMC obtained from animal #57 on day 127 (Figure 8) . Hybridization

was detected in 28 of the 3415 (0.8%) cells counted.

To define the lineage (s) of cells containing the vector, we examined

marrow CFU-C and clonable peripheral blood T cells for evidence of G418

resistance. Assays of marrow from both animals #57 and #58 for G418 resistant

CFU-C performed on days 28, 104 and 169 failed to demonstrate myeloid colonies

resistant to the same high concentration (1.7 mg/ml) of G418 that was used to

detect CFU-C cultured from vector-infected marrow at the time of

transplantation (Figure 2, Table 2). However, with concentrations of G418

lower than maximal (0.29 mg/ml), but still toxic for non-infected controls,

resistant colonies were obtained frcm monkey #56 at day 28 and 169 post

transplant, and frcm monkey #57 at day 169 post transplant (Table 2)

.

In limiting dilution analyses of peripheral blood lymphocytes as a means

-

of quantitating the frequency of clonable T lymphocytes expandable in the

presence of mitogen (PHA) and IL-2, clonable T cells resistant to

concentrations of 0.1 mg/ml G418 were detected in animal #56 at a frequency of

1/93 on day 181 post-transplant (Figure 9) • By comparison, the overall

frequency of clonable T cells detected without selection in the PBMC from this

animal was 1/7. Thus, approximately 8% of the clonable T cells detected in the

circulation were resistant to 0.1 mg/ml G418. In contrast, assays of normal

cyncmolgus monkey lymphocytes have consistently failed to detect clonahle T

cells resistant to this concentration (0.1 mg/ml) of G418. Further analysis
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of these G418-resistant clones for h-ADA activity and/or vector DMA sequences

could not be performed because of the limited lifetime and number of available

cells.

The bone marrow cells of two additional animals #77 and #78 were infected

with a modified protocol: the viral supernatant was at pH 7.4 rather than 6.8

and the polybrene was mixed with the supernatant before addition of the marrow

cells rather than afterwards. Although both animals reconstituted rapidly (see

Figure 2) , animal #77 showed no evidence of h-ADA activity and animal #78 had

an h-ADA level equivalent to only 0.05% of endogenous monkey activity (Tahle

1) . In neither case were vector sequences or NFT activity detected.

Preliminary analysis using the modified protocol to measure gene transfer into

marine CFU-S suggests that both modifications decrease - the number of spleen

foci that acquire vector DMA sequences (data not shown) . Whether these

modifications can account for the primate results is still not clear.

Discussion

These studies were undertaken to establish a large animal model to

evaluate protocols which might ultimately be used for gene therapy in humans.

We have utilized an amphotropic retroviral vector containing the h-ADA cDNA,

SAX, to infect the marrow of cynomolgus primates for subsequent infusion back

into donor animals following total bodhf irradiation. Our studies with primates

have demonstrated that adequate numbers of autologous bone marrow cells will

survive after in vitro culture and exposure to a retroviral vector to provide

the animal with full hematopoietic reconstitution and long term survival. The

reconstituted animals have also provided evidence for a lew level of successful

gene transfer together with expression of the inserted genes.

As detailed in Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1, the method of infection of

bone marrow cells is an important variable. In previous studies with the mouse.
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Our results demonstrate that infection and integration of the retroviral

vector SAX in primate marrow cells can be obtained under conditions which favor

the recovery of viable cells and that expression of low levels of the gene

products, both h-ADA and NPT enzymatic activities, can be detected for short

periods in circulating blood and marrow cells from seme reconstituted animals.

Although the levels of expression in the PBMC and bone marrow are low, they may

represent moderate levels of expression on a per cell basis. It is unfortunate

that, for logistic reasons, we do not have more complete data for animals #56

and #57 during the critical period from 60 to 120 days. The data for animal

#57 are summarized in Table 3. Since the limit of resolution on our Southern

blots is approximately 1 copy in 20 cells, the negative Southern blots on days

34, 52, and 104 for animal #57 would indicate that vector ENA was present on

those days in less than 5% of the PBMC. The presence of neoR FNA in 28 of 3415

cells as detected by in situ hybridization on day 127 indicates that at that

time at least 0.8% of the cells contained vector (more may have had

non-expressing vector ENA sequences) . The number of cells containing vector on

day 69, when the maximum level of h-ADA was found (0.5% of endogenous monkey

ADA activity) , is unknown. If 5% of PBMC contained vector on day 69, then

infected cells may produce h-ADA at around 10% of endogenous monkey ADA levels

(in addition to endogenous monkey ADA already being produced in the cell). If

fewer than 5% of the cells contained vector on day 69, then the amount of h-ADA

produced on a per cell basis could exceed 10%.

It should be noted that vectors that do not express genes in one species

may be capable of doing so in others. We have used the SAX vector to

efficiently transfer the ADA gene into mouse hematopoietic cells but have not

detected any ADA expression in vivo in the mouse. We are currently

investigating whether this is a vector and/or pranoter specific phenomenon.
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Our results demonstrate that infection and integration of the retroviral

vector SAX in primate marrow cells can be obtained under conditions which favor

the recovery of viable cells and that expression of low levels of the gene

products, both h-ADA and NFT enzymatic activities, can be detected for short

periods in circulating blood and marrow cells from some reconstituted animals.

Although the levels of expression in the PBMC and bone marrow are low, they may

represent moderate levels of expression on a per cell basis. It is unfortunate

that, for logistic reasons, we do not have more complete data for anInals #56

and *57 during the critical period from 60 to 120 days. The data for animal

57 are sunmarized in Table 3. Since the limit of resolution on our Southern

blots is approximately 1 copy in 20 cells, the negative Southern blots on days

34, 52, and 104 for animal #57 would indicate that vector DNA was present on

those days in less than 5% of the PBMC. The presence of neoR RNA in 28 of 3415

cells as detected by in situ hybridization on day 127 indicates that at that

time at least 0.8% of the cells contained vector (more may have had

non-expressing vector ENA sequences) . The number of cells containing vector on

day 69, when the maximum level of h-ADA was found (0.5% of endogenous monkey

ADA activity) , is unknown. If 5% of PBMC contained vector on day 69, then

infected cells may produce h-ADA at around 10% of endogenous monkey ADA levels

(in addition to endogenous monkey ADA already being produced in the cell). If

fewer than 5% of the cells contained vector on day 69, then the amount of h-ADA

produced on a per cell basis could exceed 10%.

It should be noted that vectors that do not express genes in one species

may be capable of doing so in others. We have used the SAX vector bo

efficiently transfer the ADA gene into mouse hematopoietic cells but have not

detected any ADA expression in vivo in the mouse. We are currently

i ,
investigating whether this is a vector and/or promoter specific phenomenon.
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Our studies indicate that the expression obtained appears to be transient

although in both animals G418-resistant T cells could be obtained as late as

5-7 months after transplant. The transient expression of vector-derived genes

in blood cells obtained from the reconstituted animals could be explained by

any of several possibilities. For exairple, infection might have been

restricted to the more differentiated bone marrow cells which have a limited

life span. Alternatively, infection might have been achieved only in a very

small number of stem cells, with subsequent progressive dilution of these cells

in the absence of a positive selective growth advantage. It is also possible

that infected cells undergo cell membrane modification or express extraneous

neo-antigens that could elicit a response fran activated macrophages, NK cells

or immune lymphocytes that are regenerating in the irradiated,

marrow-reconstituted host. Finally, the decline in h-ADA activity could be

explained by the selective loss of vector sequences due to vector instability,

by a decrease in the level of expression of the vector genes in individual

cells over time, or by overproduction of ADA thereby inhibiting or killing

positive cells.

Our failure to detect CFCJ-C equally G418-resistant post-transplant as were

found pre-transplant is also consistent with any of the above hypotheses. The

detection of G418-resistant clonable T cells in the circulation of animal #56

at day 181 (Figure 9) and of T cells capable of growth in G418 from animal #57

at day 230 (Table 3) raises the possibility that long-lived T lymphocytes

infected with the SAX vector survive for extended periods in these animals.

Vector gene expression among the animals in our series has not been

consistent. For example, in monkey #10 h-ADA activity was detected at levels

20 to 50 fold lower than in monkeys #56 and #57 despite the fact that Southern

blot analysis of circulating cells detected vector DNA in this animal. Thus,
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animal #10 had a higher proportion of cells containing the integrated vector

DNA, bat expressed the vector at a much lower level. It appears that vector

expression in vivo is dependent on variables that are not yet understood.

Permanent engraftment of cells containing an expressing gene will probably

require the successful infection of pluripotent self-replicating stem cells and

a means to maintain in vivo positive selective pressure. Selective pressure

nay occur for hematopoietic cells containing an expressing ADA gene in patients

with ADA deficiency (8).

In conclusion, the data presented indicate that we have been able to

obtain h-ADA expression in 4 out of 5 reconstituted animals. Four of these

animals are still alive greater than 9 months after transplant. These aninals

have shown no sign of retroviremia (S
+
L~ assays of serum) , marrow dysfunction,

hematopoietic malignancies, solid tumors or other signs of pathology. The

animals will continue to be studied. It should be pointed out that the S3A

cell line produces, in addition to the SAX viral particles, approximately 0.1%

helper virus. Whether or not this lev level of helper virus affects the

infection frequency is not established (27) . It is unlikely, however, that an

ongoing pro- ductive viral infection was established in vivo since no evidence

of retroviremia has been detected in any of the animals. A complementary gene

transfer program using the SAX vector into rhesus monkeys has shown low levels

of h-ADA activity (in 2 out of 3 animals) and neo
R

activity (in 1 out of 3

aninals) . In addition, these animals have shown no evidence of retroviremia or

marrow pathology. Clinical application of this gene transfer protocol will

require, we believe, a higher and more stable level of expression of the

inserted h-ADA gene as well as greater reproducibility among animals than has

been achieved to date.
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Summary

Primate bone marrow cells were infected with a retroviral vector carrying

the genes for human adenosine deaminase (h-ADA) and bacterial neaiycin

resistence (neofy . The infected cells were infused back into the lethally

irradiated donor animals. Several monkeys fully reconstituted and were shown

to express the h-ADA and neo^ genes at low levels in their circulating

hematopoietic cells for short periods of time.
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Table 2 Resistant bone marrow colonies (CFU-C) assayed at the time of
infection and post-transplantation

PRIMATE CFU-C CFU-C CFU-C
MARROW CELLS PRETRANSPLANT DAY 28 POST DAY 169 POST

TRANSPLANT TRANSPLANT
G418 (mq/ml) CONCENTRATION

0 0.29 1.71 0 0.29 1.71 0 0.29 1.71

Uninfected
control 37 0 0 26 0 0 55 0 0

Monkey #56 56 17 14 153 5 0 61 1 0

Monkey #57 41 12 12 ND ND ND 53 0.6 0

Bone marrow cells were harvested, processed and incubated with the supernatant

frctn S3A producer cells that generate viral particles (containing the SAX

retroviral vector) at a titer of 2 x 10^ cfu/ml, as described in the legends of

figures 2 and 3. After infection, cells were iranediately plated in increasing

concentrations of G418-containing CFU-C medium. For the post-transplant time

points, bone marrev mononuclear cells were collected and prepared as described

and directly plated into the G418-containing CFU-C medium. The values of

colonies are reported for 1 x 10^ cells. The number of cells plated were 3 xr

105 for the controls (no G418) and 1.2 x 10
6
for G418- containing points. H),

not determined.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1 Map of SAX vector. The following regions are indicated: 0-1.5 and

4. 7-5. 5 kb, Moloney murine leukemia virus sequences 1.5-2. 9 and 4. 6-4.7 kb,

neomycin -resistance gene (neo^) from Tn5 transposon (the hatched area is the

coding sequence) 2. 9-3. 3 kb, Kpn I-Hind III fragment of the SV40 early

promoter 3. 3-4. 6 kb, human ADA cDNA (h-ADA, black box) LTR, viral long

terminal repeat 5', 5' donor splice site viral packaging signal.

Restriction sites: S, Sac I K, Kpn I P, Pst I E, Eco RI C, Cla I.

Figure 2 Susceptibility of cyncmolgus primate nyeloid progenitors (day 14

CFU-C) to increasing concentrations of the neonycin analogue G418. Curve

A: survival of control non-infected colonies. Curve B: survival after a 24

hour cocultivation of bone marrow cells on a monolayer of SAX-producing NIH

3T3 cells. Curve C: survival of marrow cells from animal #57 after a 2

hour incubation with cell-free supernatants containing the SAX vector at a

6 R 5
titer of 2 x 10 neo cfu/ml. Triplicates of 1 x 10 bone marrow

mononuclear cells/plate were utilized for each experimental point. The

total number of colonies in the absence of G418 was 36-58/plate. The

indicated concentrations of G418 (active
j
dry weight is twice as high) were

added to the culture system immediately before plating. Colonies were

counted on day 14.
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Figure 3 Hematopoietic reconstitution of primates post-transplant.

Panel A : the hematopoietic reconstitution of white blood cells (open

symbols) and platelets (closed symbols) of primates #10 (
i
Q) and #855

( • >

°

)

,

whose marrow cells were cocultivated for 24 hours on a monolayer

of SAX-producing NIH 3T3 cells. After coculture the nonadherent cells

were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and infused back into the

animal. Panel B: the hematopoietic reconstitution of primates #56

(

m

,
O ) and #57 ( • ,

o ) who received autologous bone marrow cells

infected during a 2 hour incubation with a cell-free supernatant

containing SAX vector at a titer of 2 x 10 neo cfu/ml. Two additional

primates described in this paper were also transplanted with a similar

protocol (Table 1 - primates #77 and #78) ? their pattern of

reconstitution was similar to those of primates #56 and #57.

Figure 4 Southern blot of DNA extracted from tissues obtained at autopsy on

day 69 fran animal #10. DNA was prepared from spleen (S) , bone marrow

(M) and blood (B) . Lane 1 (-) contains 30 g of DNA prepared from

peripheral blood mononuclear cells of a control private. Lane 2 (+)

contains 5 pg of the plasmid SAX mixed with 30 y g control private DNA

digested with Kpn I. Lanes 3 (S), 4 (M), and 5 (B) contain 30 yg of ENA

prepared from spleen, bone narrow and blood of animal #10. To determine if

the 4.9 kb band in lanes 4 and 5 might be due to contaminating plasmid DNA,

the DNA samples were re-assayed but without Kpn I digestion. The band of

positive hybridization then appeared at the origin with high molecular

weight DNA.
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Figure 5 FPLC fractionation of hematopoietic mononuclear cell lysates fran

animal #57 and a non-infected control animal . ADA activity (both

endogenous monkey and vector-derived human) in primate #57 bone marrcw

cells 69 days after transplantation is shown in the upper panel. An

uninfected control is shown in the lever panel. The graph represents the

absorbance at 280 nm of bone marrow cell lysate fractionated fcy ion

exchange chromatography on an FFLC Mono Q column using a KC1

salt gradient. Stippled bars represent ADA activity expressed as the

percent conversion of l^-adenosine to ^^-inosine (%A -— I) . Following

thin layer chromatographic separation of adenosine and inosine, the raw

14
data for fraction 3 (66% conversion) was 9045 cpm in the C-adenosine

spot, and 17,889 cpra in the * ^-inosine spot. Background counts were: 407

cpm for * 4
C-adenosine after 100% conversion (viz., fractions 17-18) and

426 cpn for
^ 4
C-inosine after 0% conversion (viz., fraction 1). Fractions

p
containing human ADA, monkey ADA or neo activity are indicated.

Figure 6 The h-ADA activities following FFLC fractionation detected in animals

#56 and #57 over time after total body irradiation (TBI), retroviral gene

transfer and bone marrow transplantation CBJfT) . The data point at day 69

for animal #57 was taken from Figure 5 expressed as percent conversion of

14 14
C-adenosine to C-inosine.

Figure 7 The neo phosphotransferase (NFT) activity detected in animals #56

and #57 on day 52 and day 104. Bone marrow samples were taken on day 52

and peripheral blood samples were obtained on day 104. The lanes denoted

by (+) contained lysate of 5 x 10
5

3T3 cells that had been infected with
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the N2 vector. The d52 lames denoted by #56 aind #57 contained lysate of 1

x 107 bone marrow cells from day 52. The dl04 lanes denoted as FB

contained lysates of 1 x 107 peripheral blood cells and the lanes denoted

as Col. were the neo^ fractions from an FPLC Mono Q column that had been

used to fractionate 1 x 108 peripheral blood cells (see Fig. 5). The

lanes denoted by. (-P) and by d52 #56 and #57 demonstrate the 29 kD band

(the size of the NPT enzyme as determined by previous experiments).

Figure 8 In situ hybridization of peripheral blood from animal #57 at day 127.

Two positive cells (one, in a cluster of negative cells in the lower left

hand portion of the figure, and the other at the upper edge on the right)

showing overlying silver grains produced by hybridization of an

35 p
S-labelled-neo probe to vector-derived mRNA are shown. There were no

positive cells found on slides made from uninfected control primate FBMC.

Figure 9 Limiting dilution analysis of clonable G418-resistant T cells from

peripheral blood mononuclear cells from monkey #56 collected on day 181

after autologous transplantation of SAX infected marrow. The fraction of

negative wells was determined by microscopic examination on day 10 of

culture. The slope of line A is the frequency (1/7) of clonable T cells

in the absence of G418. The slope of line B is the frequency (1/93) of

clonable T cells in the presence of 0.1 mg/ml of G418. This concentration

of G418 completely inhibited growth of T cells isolated from non-infected

animals (i.e., no positive wells in 4 separate control experiments).
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SOUNDING BOARDS

GENE THERAPY IN HUMAN BEINGS:
WHEN IS IT ETHICAL TO BEGIN?*

Ti ik recent rapid expansion of research in the area

of molecular genetics, resulting in large part from the

application of rccombinant-DNA technology, has pro-

duced uncertainty in the minds of some physicians

about how much has been accomplished in the area of

genetic engineering. Successful introduction of genes

into intact mice'- 2 and into mouse embryos’ indicates

that the transfer of certain genes into human beings

may now be technically feasible. Indeed, the Los

Angeles Times reported on October 8 that an attempt at

gene therapy in human beings was conducted this

summer. 4
Is it ethical to carry out such a new thera-

peutic procedure, aimed at alleviating a serious or

lethal disease in a patient, before the probable bene-

fits and risks of the procedure have been determined

in animals? The ethical arguments that have guided

therapy-oriented medical research in the recent past

have indicated overwhelmingly that the answer is no

(although exceptions may be permissible for criti-

cally ill subjects). At what point, then, is it ethical to

begin a revolutionary new treatment procedure? In

this paper, we briefly summarize some of the relevant

ethical arguments and the current state of the art of

gene therapy; we then attempt to explain what still

needs to be learned from animal studies before exper-

iments with human beings should begin.

Ethical Background

One of the cornerstones of the ethics of clinical in-

vestigation is the rule governing when to start experi-

mental therapy in human beings. A persistent prob-

lem is embodied in the question, “When is it ethical to

begin the experiment?” Beginning with the Nurem-
berg Code,’ a body of ethical guidelines for investi-

gators and peer-review groups has accumulated. As

stated by Rule 3 of the Nuremberg Code:

The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of

animal experimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of

the disease or other problem under study that the anticipated re-

sults will justify the performance of the experiment.'

This rule is repeated or paraphrased in every major

code of ethics governing clinical investigation and

developed by international groups, 6 medical associa-

tions,
7 and single institutions.' Henry Beecher sum-

marized the ethical considerations involved in pre-

paring to begin experiments with human beings by

stating: “A study is ethical or not at its inception; it

does not become ethical because it succeeds in pro-

ducing valuable data. . .

.” 9 The fundamental prin-

ciple is that it should be determined in advance that

the probable benefits outweigh the probable risks.

•The views expressed in this article are those of the authors and jre not in-

tended to represent official policies of the National Institutes of Health or

the Department of Health and Human Services.

These statements were made in an era when the

first (and only) line of defense in clinical research was

the conscience of the individual investigator. Two
additional procedures intended for the protection of

subjects have been broadly accepted: prior review of

research protocols by a local Institutional Review

Board (IRB), and procurement of the written con-

sent of the subject or proxy. The Belmont Report, 10

the most definitive recent statement of the ethical

guidelines that should govern IRB review, stressed

that the adequacy of preparation for research in

human beings is vitally related to answering the

paramount question of the review process: Are the

benefits and risks in a favorable ratio? A systematic-

analysis of risks and benefits requires an examination

of information about all aspects of the proposed re-

search, including consideration of whether additional

animal research might be more appropriate than sub-

jecting human beings to the possible risks, given the

existing state of knowledge. The investigators are

obliged to explain how they know that the pre-

suppositions of the research have probable validity

and whether the information can be obtained in any

safer way than by trials in human beings. Such con-

siderations are inherent in the requirements of the

Food and Drug Administration for treatment of a pa-

tient with a new drug. In short, the moral justifica-

tion for initialing therapeutic research in human be-

ings rests on an assessment of the validity of the hope

of success. T his assessment is usually based on re-

sults of experiments with animals or other studies in

human beings that suggest, on balance, that the pro-

posed research question may be answered with ac-

ceptable risk to the subject.

T he definition of acceptable risk is complex and de-

pends in part on the severity of the patient’s illness.

Current standards for medical research in the area of

cancer therapy, for example, permit experimental use

of highly dangerous therapeutic agents in patients

with fatal illnesses for which no effective conventional

therapy is known. These agents include toxic muta-

gens that are capable of killing or altering the genetic

composition of somatic and germ cells. The use of

such treatments obviously requires very thoughtful

prior assessment. Similarly, considerable caution

should be exercised before giving a patient genetic

material in an attempt at therapy. The severity of the

illness, despite existing therapy, would have to be so

great that a potentially considerable risk from the new

therapy might be justified. There are a number of

genetic diseases that fall into this “severe-illness” cat-

egory. Two of them, d-thalassemia and sickle-cell

anemia, have been extensively studied at the molecu-

lar level and are known to result from an abnormality

in the amount (in d-thalassemia) or type (in sickle-cell

anemia) of beta-globin chains. In theory, these two

seriously debilitating genetic anemias could be treat-

ed by insertion of a beta-globin gene into the pa-

tient's bone marrow; this approach would direct the
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erythroid tells to produce normal amounts of normal

beta globin

Although IRIi s have faced questions of benefit ver-

sus risk in new and potentially dangerous therapeutic

regimens before, they have never had to evaluate

treatment procedures designed to influence the geno-

type of human cells. Correction of the germ line of the

patient so that future offspring will be phenotypically

normal may even be possible. Such new therapy may
involve substantial risks, as we shall discuss, al-

though gene therapy may turn out to be far safer and
more effective than existing treatments for some dis-

orders, including these lethal anemias.

In summary, the conclusion drawn from consider-

ation of these ethical codcs i lu
is that before any gene

is administered to a human being, animal studies

must ensure that the new gene has a reasonable

chance of producing the desired result and that there

is a reasonable expectation that it will not produce a

harmful result.

Present State of the Art of Gene Therapy

Our present concept of a gene is that it is a specific

sequence of nucleotides in the l)NA of a cell. A gene is

recognized by the product that it makes. Any gene

coding for a molecule can, in theory, be identified in

total cellular DNA. The gene can then be isolated,

purified, modified, and attached to other DNA se-

quences — for example, to other genes isolated from

other sources. This final DNA fragment, perhaps

containing several genes, can then be inserted into

living mammalian cells in a number of ways: genes

can be injected directly into .in individual cell with a

micropipctte"; they can be introduced into a popu-

lation ol cells in a culture dish by exposing the cells to

a precipitate of DNA containing the desired genes 12
;

or they can be inserted into a viral particle (modified

so that it will no longer be pathogenic), with the re-

combinant virus then used to infect a population of

cells. ,, - l< A number of genes have been inserted into

living cells with these techniques. In summary, a gene

can be isolated from normal cells, attached to other

selected DNA sequences, and inserted into other cells

in which, in some cases, the inserted gene will func-

tion.

With use of these techniques, experiments with

genetic material inserted into intact animals have

begun. It has been possible to introduce a gene that

confers resistance to the toxic drug methotrexate into

the bone-marrow cells of mice '- 2 The treated mice

were more resistant to the drug as the result of the

gene therapy. In another experiment, a viral gene was

injected into mouse embryos, and a small number of

newborn mice retained the viral DNA sequences in

their cells ’ Clearly, research in the area of mamma-
lian genetic engineering has progressed dramatically

in recent years. Some workers may believe that the

progress is so great that gene therapy in human beings

should begin. Let us examine what we think should

still be accomplished before experiments with human
beings are justified

Animal Studies Needed before Attempting Gene
Therapy in Human Beincs

Successful experimentation with genetic material

inserted into laboratory animals needs to be accom-
plished before that material is introduced into human
subjects. At least three requirements should be met
for each gene introduced: First of all, the new gene

should be put into the proper target cells and should

remain there. If, however, the gene also enters other

cells, it should be shown that the presence of the gene

or its product does not damage the non-target cells.

Secondly, the new gene should be regulated appro-

priately in the target cells. In other words, the gene's

product should be made in amounts that are suffi-

cient to correct the genetic defect but not so large as to

have a detrimental effect.

Thirdly, the presence of the new gene (and all other

DNA sequences associated with it) should not harm
the cell. Specifically, the inserted genetic material

should not produce mutagenic events in the organ-

ism. interfere with regulatory pathways within the

cell, or otherwise adversely affect critical cell func-

tions.

We submit that these three criteria should be satis-

fied to a considerable degree in animals before gene

therapy is attempted in human beings. Although ad-

vances may shorten the time or effort needed to meet

these criteria, no advance can eliminate the necessity

that all three requirements be met. However, we think

that once all three are satisfied, attempts to cure

human genetic diseases by treatment with gene ther-

apy will be ethical The goal of biomedical research is,

and has always been, to alleviate human suffering.

Gene therapy is a proper and logical part of that

effort.

What Knowledge Is Necessary to Meet the

Three Requirements?

The New Gene Should Be Put Into the Target Cells and
Remain In Them

As yet, little is known about the cell's recognition

signals. Ultimately, it may be possible to add nucleo-

tide sequences to a gene that will allow that gene to

enter or function only in a particular type of cell, but

this is not feasible at present. Inserting a gene into the

proper target cells may not be difficult in a few cases,

however Lxperiments in mice have shown that bone-

marrow cells can be removed, given a drug-resistance

gene (see above), and replaced in the animal, with

successful function of the gene .

1 - 2 Similarly, bone-

marrow cells could be removed from a patient w-ith

d-lhalasscmia or sickle-cell anemia and given the

normal beta-globin gene; the genetically altered mar-

row could then be introduced into the patient (non-

erythroid marrow cells would also be exposed to the
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gene in this case). If animal studies were successful,

liver cells could he obtained by biopsy from patients

with phenylketonuria, the normal phenylalanine

hydroxylase gene could be inserted into the liver cells,

and then the cells could be reimplanted under condi-

tions (such as partial liver resection) that encourage

multiplication of the implanted cells. For other dis-

eases, skin fibroblasts could be used.

Will the new gene get out of the target cells and
spread to other cells and tissues? Recent evidence in-

dicates that genes inserted into cells in the form of

gene-containing plasmids (plasmids are bacterial

cxtrachromosomal DNA molecules used as molecu-

lar vehicles to carry genetic material in experiments

on gene transfer) may exist not only as integrated

genes but also as free extrachromosomal elements

within the cell." It is not known whether or to what

extent these gene-containing plasmids may move be-

tween cells. Furthermore, it is not known whether the

new gene will persist unchanged inside the cell. A
plasmid now being commonly used for gene transfer

(known as pBR322) appears to manifest recombina-

tion and deletion events with itself (including any in-

serted genes) when placed in mammalian cells, thus

leading to replication of mutant genes within the host

cell."

These unsettling questions concerning the stability

of new genes transferred into target cells can proba-

bly be answered in experiments with animals. The
presence of gene-containing plasmids or the genes

themselves can be monitored in various animal tissues

after administration of the gene to a specific target

organ. However, such experiments will take time to

complete, and they are just now being initiated. If the

new genes are found in non-target tissues, their level

of function must be assessed together with the result-

ing effects, if any, on the non-target cell.

The New Gene Should Be Regulated Appropriately

Appropriate regulation (the ability of the gene to

correct or ameliorate the genetic defect) docs not

necessarily mean normal regulation. For example, it

may take many years to understand normal regula-

tion of the hemoglobin genes (i.e., the proper switch-

ing on and off of the genes for the embryonic, fetal,

and adult globin chains)." At present, although glo-

bin genes have been inserted into animal cells, it has

not been possible to make them function except at

ineffectively low levels. Correction of the defect

in /d-thalasscmia and alleviation of the defect in sick-

le-cell anemia may be accomplished by linking a

“naked” bcta-globin gene (i.e., one without any nor-

mal regulatory sequences) to a known regulatory re-

gion that will cause the beta-globin gene to express at

the right level (i.e., to produce enough normal beta

globin to equal the amount of alpha globin produced

in d-ihalasscmia or to dilute the sickle hemoglobin

in sickle-cell anemia). This latter approach is now
under active investigation. However, to find the most

effective regulatory region and to line tune it to en-

sure the beta-globin gene will make the right amount
of product will undoubtedly require considerable ex-

perimentation in animal cells. Fortunately, there arc-

strains of mice that have a disease analogous to thal-

assemia. 1 '' 1 ’ Experimental studies with these animals

should be helpful.

On the other hand, enzymes such as thymidine ki-

nase or hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase

(HPRT) that are required in every cell may be regu-

lated efficiently in whatever cell they are located. The
evidence appears to indicate that a viral thymidine ki-

nase gene functions effectively when inserted into any
of a number of different mammalian cells." The
human HPRT gene might, therefore, be regulated

appropriately if inserted into the cells of a patient with

Lesch-Nyhan disease.

The Presence of the New Gene Should Not Harm the Cell

This requirement will be the most difficult to study

since it will require determining what problems may
develop years or generations after gene therapy.

Treated animals (e g., mice) and their offspring

should be studied carefully throughout their lifetimes

to determine whether any pathologic process is detect-

able. It is possible that the introduction of a new gene

into a cell would interfere with the normal regulatory

system of that cell and cause, for example, slow

growth, organ-system dysfunction, reduced fertility,

increased incidence of cancer, or early death. Fortu-

nately, the short life span of mice should allow mean-

ingful data to be obtained fairly rapidly. The extent of

studies in larger animals and primates that should be

completed before studies in human beings begin is

difficult to estimate. The decision about how- much is

adequate should be based on the realization that re-

sults in larger animals will take a long lime to obtain,

that human beings may react differently from other

animals and, therefore, may respond better or have

fewer side effects, and that we are attempting to treat

tragic and lethal human diseases. It would be just as

inappropriate to delay treatment of patients while we

are awaiting long-term results in primates as it would

be to rush into experimentation with patients before

studies of small animals have been completed.

What Can and Cannot Be Expected From
Research on Gene Therapy in Human Beincs

Many fear where research on gene therapy may be

leading us. Despite the enormous amount of informa-

tion obtained on DNA in recent years, our basic un-

derstanding of cells and how they function is still ex-

ceedingly elementary. At this point we can purify only

genes whose products are known and can be isolated.

We can transfer such a gene into animal cells, in

which, in a few cases, it will function. But we are deal-

ing only with single genes. We are currently attempt-

ing to influence in a known way only single-gene

defects. Intelligence, personality, fertility, organ struc-
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lure, and physical, mental, and emotional character-

istics are all presumably controlled or influenced by

vast arrays of genes about which we know little or

nothing. There are dozens (hundreds?) of genes with-

in every cell that make regulatory substances used by

the cell in unknown ways. We do not know what the

substances are, how they work, or what genes are in-

volved. Any planned alteration of multigenic traits

will not be accomplished by gene therapy for many
decades to come, if ever.

Conclusions

We argue that gene therapy for some genetic disor-

ders will be possible in the foreseeable future. Ethical

codes 1 ' 10 emphasize that before any experiments are

performed in human beings, there should be reason-

able evidence from studies in animals that the patient

will benefit (or that knowledge that may benefit fu-

ture patients will be acquired), and there should be a

reasonable expectation of minimal, or at least accept-

able, risk. It is our view that knowledge in several

areas should be obtained from studies in animals be-

fore gene transfer in human beings is ethically justi-

fied. Specifically, experiments in animals should dem-

onstrate that the new gene can be put into the target

cells and remain in them, that the new gene can be

regulated appropriately, and that the presence of the

new gene does not harm the cell.

We must await a full scientific report of the facts of

the recently reported attempt to treat 0-thalassemia

with gene therapy before judgment can be made
about this experiment.

We recognize that the urgent desire to treat pa-

tients having lethal or extremely serious genetic dis-

eases may lead the attending physician to attempt

promising, though not fully tested, new regimens. In

this sense, treatment of a critical illness by gene ther-

apy differs little from treatment of cancer with a new
chemotherapeutic agent or treatment of a congenital

malformation with a complex and dangerous new
surgical procedure. In each case, the ethical prin-

ciples governing experimentation in human beings

apply. The successful application of gene therapy in

human beings offers the strong possibility of enor-

mous good by reducing the suffering and death caused

by genetic diseases. W'e hope that this laudable goal

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12

will not be jeopardized by premature experiments

that could prove needlessly ineffective or hazardous.

National Institutes of Health
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W. FRENCH ANDERSON

HUMAN GENE THERAPY: SCIENTIFIC AND ETHICAL

CONSIDERATIONS

ABSTRACT. The term ‘gene therapy’ encompasses at least four types of applica-

tion of genetic engineering for the insertion of genes into humans. The scientific

requirements and the ethical issues associated with each type arc discussed.

Somatic cell gene therapy is technically the simplest and ethically the least

controversial. The First clinical trials will probably be undertaken within the

next year. Germ line gene therapy will require major advances in our present

knowledge and it raises ethical issues that are now being debated. In order to

provide guidelines for determining when germ line gene therapy would be ethical,

the author presents three criteria which should be satisfied prior to the time that

a clinical protocol is attempted in humans. Enhancement genetic engineering

presents significant, and troubling, ethical concerns. Except where this type of

therapy can be justified on the grounds of pseventive medicine, enhancement

engineering should not be performed. The fourth type, eugenic genetic engineer-

ing, is impossible at present and will probably remain so for the foreseeable

future, despite the widespread media attention it has received.

Key Words : genetic engineering, somatic cells, germ cells, enhancement, eugenics,

humanhood.

There are four potential levels of the application of genetic engineer-

ing for the insertion of a gene into a human being (Anderson, 1982):

(1) Somatic cell gene therapy: this would' result in correcting a

genetic defect in the somatic (i.e., body) cells of a patient,

(2) Germ line gene therapy: this would require the insertion of

the gene into the reproductive tissue of the patient in such a way
that the disorder in his or her offspring would also be corrected.

(3) Enhancement genetic engineering: this would involve the

insertion of a gene to try to ‘enhance’ a known characteristic; for
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Lung, and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20205, U.S.A.
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example, the placing of an additional growth hormone gene into a

normal child.

(4) Eugenic genetic engineering: this is defined as the attempt to

alter or ‘improve’ complex human traits, each of which is coded by

a large number of genes: for example, personality, intelligence,

character, formation of body organs, and so on.

SOMATIC CELL GENE THERAPY

There are many examples of genes which, when defective, produce

serious or lethal disease in a patient. Gene therapy should be bene-

ficial primarily for the replacement of a detective or missing enzyme

or protein that must function inside the cell that makes it, or of a

deficient circulating protein whose level does not need to be exactly

regulated (for example, blood clotting factor VIII which is deficient

in hemophilia). Early attempts at gene therapy will almost certainly

be done with genes for enzymes that have a simple ‘always-on’ type

of regulation. (For a technical discussion of the state-of-the-art of

somatic cell gene therapy, together with extensive references, sec

Anderson. 1984.)

initial Candidates for Gene Therapy

The most likely genes to be used in the first experiments on human
gene therapy are: hypoxanthinc-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase

(HPRT), the absence of which results in Lesch-Nyhan disease (a

severe neurological disorder that includes uncontrollable self-mutila-

tion); adenosine deaminase (ADA), the absence of which results in

severe combined immunodeficiency disease (in which children have

a greatly weakened resistance to infection and cannot survive the

usual childhood diseases); and purine nucleoside phosphorylase

(PNP), the absence of which results in another form of severe im-

munodeficiency disease. For all three, the clinical syndrome is pro-

foundly debilitating. The disorder in each is found in the patient’s

bone marrow (although the severe central nervous system manifesta-

tions of Lesch-Nyhan disease are due to absence of HPRT in brain

cells and probably cannot be corrected with current techniques). In

all three, there is no, or minimal, detectable enzyme in marrow cells

from patients who have no copies of the normal gene. In these

patients, the production of a small percentage of the normal enzyme
level should be beneficial and a mild overproduction of enzyme
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should not be harmful. In addition, in the case of all three disorders,

the normal gene has been cloned and is available.

Previously, clinical investigators thought that the human genetic

diseases most likely to be the initial ones successfully treated by gene

therapy would be the hemoglobin abnormalities (specifically, beta-

thalassemia) because these disorders are the most obvious ones

carried by blood cells, and bone marrow is the easiest tissue to mani-

pulate outside the body. Regulation of globin synthesis, however,

is unusually complicated. Not only are the embryonic, fetal, and

adult globin chains carefully regulated during development, but also

the subunits of the hemoglobin molecule are coded by genes on two

different chromosomes. To understand the regulatory signals that

control such a complicated system and to develop means for obtain-

ing controlled expression of an exogenous (i.e., inserted by gene

therapy) beta-globin gene will take considerably more research effort.

Severe combined immunodeficiency due to a defect in the ADA
gene can be corrected by infusion of normal bone marrow cells from

a histocompatible donor. Therefore, selective replication of the nor-

mal marrow cells appears to take place. This observation offers hope

that defective bone marrow can be removed from a patient, the nor-

mal ADA gene inserted into a number of cells through gene therapy,

and the treated marrow reimplanted into the patient where it may
have a selective growth advantage. There is also evidence that marrow

cells containing the normal gene for HPRT may have a selective

advantage (in both mice and humans) over cells that do not. If selec-

tive growth occurs, elimination of the patient’s own marrow would

not be necessary. If, however, corrected marrow cells have no growth

advantage over endogenous (i.e., the patient’s own untreated) cells,

then partial or complete marrow destruction (either by irradiation

or by other means) may be required in order to allow the corrected

marrow cells an environment favorable for expansion. The latter situa-

tion would require much greater confidence that the gene therapy

procedure would work before a clinical trial should be undertaken.

Ethics

The ethics of gene therapy in humans has been discussed for many
years and is being widely debated at present. John Fletcher (1985)

has reviewed this area in detail in this issue. Essentially all observers

have stated that they believe that it would be ethical to insert

genetic material into a human being for the sole purpose of med-

ically correcting a severe genetic defect in that patient, in other
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words, somatic cell gene therapy. Attempts to correct a patient’s

reproductive cells (i.c., germ line gene therapy) or to alter or improve

a ‘normal’ person by gene manipulation (i.e., enhancement or eugenic

genetic engineering) are controversial areas. However, somatic cell

gene therapy for a patient suffering a serious genetic disorder would

be ethically acceptable if carried out under the same strict criteria

that cover other new experimental medical procedures. The tech-

niques now being developed by clinical investigators for human
application are for somatic cell, not germ line, gene therapy.

What criteria should be satisfied prior to the time that somatic

cell gene therapy is tested in a clinical trial? Three general require-

ments, first presented in 1980 (Anderson and Fletcher, 1980), arc

that it should be shown in animal studies that (i) the new gene can

be put into the correct target cells and will remain there long enough

to be effective: (ii) the new gene will be expressed in the cells at an

appropriate level; and (iii) the new gene will not harm the cell or,

by extension, the animal. These three requisites, summarized as

delivery, expression, and safety, will each be examined in turn.

These criteria arc very similar to those required prior to the use

of any new drug, therapeutic procedure, or surgical operation. The

requirements simply state that the new treatment should get to the

area of disease, correct it, and do more good than harm. Some flexi-

bility is necessary since the criteria might be altered for a critically

ill patient for whom no further conventional therapy is available.

The exact definitions of what is ‘long enough to be effective’, what

level is ‘an appropriate level’, and how much harm is meant by ‘harm’,

are questions for ongoing discussion as more is learned about gene

therapy. Ultimately, local Institutional Review Boards and the

National Institutes of Health (NIH), the latter through its newly

created Working Group on Human Gene Therapy, must decide if a

given protocol is ready for human application. Once the criteria are

satisfied, that is, when the probable benefits for the patient are

expected to exceed the possible risks, then attempts to cure human
genetic disease by treatment with somatic cell gene therapy would

be ethical. The goal of biomedical research is, and has always been,

to alleviate human suffering. Gene therapy is a proper and logical

part of that effort.

Delivery

At present, the only human tissue that can be used effectively for

gene transfer is bone marrow. No other cells (except, perhaps, skin
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cells) can be extracted from the body, grown in culture to allow

insertion of exogenous genes, and then successfully reimplanted into

the patient from whom the tissue was taken. In the future, as more

is learned about how to package the DNA and to make it tissue-

specific, the intravenous route would be the simplest and most

desirable. However, attempting to give a foreign gene by injection

directly into the bloodstream is not advisable with our present state

of knowledge since the procedure would be enormously inefficient

and there would be little control over the DNA’s fate.

Studies are considerably more advanced with bone marrow than

skin cells as a recipient tissue for gene transfer. Bone marrow consists

of a heterogeneous population of cells, most of which are committed

to differentiate into red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets, and

so on. Only a small proportion (0.1 to 0.5 percent) of nucleated

bone marrow cells are stem cells (that is, blood-forming cells that

have not yet differentiated into specific cell types and which divide

as needed to maintain the marrow population). In gene therapy, it

would be these rare, unrecognizable stem cells that would be the

primary target. Consequently, a delivery system useful for gene ther-

apy must be efficient.

Several techniques for transferring cloned genes into cells have

been developed (Anderson, 1984). Each procedure is valuable for

certain types of experiments, but none can yet be used to insert a

gene into a specific chromosomal site in a target cell. At present the

most promising approach for use in humans employs retrovirus-

based vectors carrying exogenous genes.

Vectors derived from retroviruses possess several advantages as a

gene delivery system. First, up to 100 percent of cells can be infected

and can express the integrated viral (and exogenous) genes. Second,

as many cells as desired can be infected simultaneously; 10 6 to 10 7

is a convenient number for a simple protocol. Third, under appro-

priate conditions, the DNA can integrate as a single copy at a single,

albeit random, site. Finally, the infection and long-term harboring

of a retroviral vector usually does not harm cells. Several retroviral

vector systems have been developed; those projected for human use

at the present time are constructed from the Moloney murine (mouse)

leukemia virus. Evidence obtained from studies with experimental

animals and in tissue culture indicates that retroviruses can be used

as a reasonably efficient delivery system.

An ideal delivery system would be tissue-specific. When a genetic

disorder is in the blood cells, the isolated bone marrow can be
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treated. But no other tissue (except skin cells) can be removed,

treated, and replaced at present. Since many viruses arc known to

infect only specific tissues (that is, to bind to receptors that are

present only on certain cell types), a retroviral particle containing

a coat that recognizes only human blood-forming cells would permit

the retroviral vector to be given intravenously with little danger that

cells other than those in the marrow would be infected. In the future,

such specificity could permit the liver and brain, for example, to be

treated individually. In addition, the danger of inadvertently infecting

germ cells could be eliminated. One problem, however, is that cell

replication appears to be necessary for retrovirus integration. It

would not be possible to infect nondividing brain cells, for example,

so far as we now know.

The optimal system not only would deliver the vector specifically

into the cell type of choice, but would also direct the vector to a

predetermined chromosomal site. Specific insertion into a selected

site on a chromosome can be achieved in lower organisms but has not

yet been possible in mammals.

l:\yression

In order for gene therapy to be successful, there must be appropriate

expression of the new gene in the target cells. Even when a delivery

system can transport an exogenous gene into the DNA of the correct

cells of an organism, it has been a major problem to get the integrated

DNA to function. A vast array of cloned genes have been introduced

into a wide range of cells by several gene transfer techniques. ‘Normal’

expression of exogenous genes is the exception rather than the rule.

Expression of exogenous genes carried by retroviral vectors into

intact animals via treated bone marrow cells has been reported by

three laboratories. Two studies demonstrated the expression of an

antibiotic resistance gene in mice (Joyner et al., 1983; Williams et al.,

1984). The most extensive data, however, are from studies with the

enzyme HPRT (Miller et al., 1984; Willis et al., 1984). A homozygous
Lesch-Nyhan (LN) lymphoblast (white blood cell) line, which lacks

a functional HPRT gene, was used to demonstrate that an HPRT
-

human blood-forming cell could be corrected by a retroviral vector

containing an active HPRT gene. In a corollary study, viral particles

containing the HPRT-vector were used to infect mouse bone marrow
cells that were then injected into lethally irradiated mice. Both

human HPRT protein and chronic production of HPRT-vector par-

ticles were detected in the blood-forming tissues of the mice. These
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data provide hope that vectors can eventually be built with all the

regulatory signals necessary to produce correctly controlled expres-

sion of exogenous genes in target cells.

Safety

Finally, a human gene therapy protocol must be safe. Although

retroviruses have many advantages for gene transfer, they also have

disadvantages. One problem is that they can rearrange their own
structure, as well as exchange sequences with other retroviruses. In

the future it might be possible to modify non-infectious retroviral

vectors in such a way that they remain stable. At present, however,

there is the possibility that a retroviral vector might recombine with

an endogenous viral sequence to produce an infectious recombinant

virus. Properties that such a recombinant would have are unknown,

but there is a potential homology between retroviral vectors and

human T-ccll leukemia viruses so that the formation of a recombinant

that could produce a malignancy is a possibility. There is, however,

a built-in safety feature with the mouse retroviral vectors now in use.

These mouse structures have a very different sequence from known
primate retroviruses, and there appears to be little or no homology

between the two. Therefore, it should be possible, with continuing

research, to build a safe retroviral vector.

With the present constructs, three types of experiments ought to

be carried out before any retrovirus-treated bone marrow is injected

into a patient. These protocols, designed to test the safety of the

delivery-expression system, are necessary since once treated bone

marrow is reinserted into a patient, it and all retroviruses that it con-

tains are irretrievable.

First, studies with human bone marrow in tissue culture are

needed. Marrow cultures infected with the therapeutic vector should

be tested for a period of time for the production of recombinant

viruses. Any infectious virus isolated should be studied for possible

pathogenicity.

Second, studies in vivo with mice are needed. Treated animals

should be followed to determine if genomic rearrangement or the site

of chromosomal integration of the retroviral vector has resulted in

any pathologic manifestations or the production of any infectious

viruses.

Third, studies in vivo with primates are needed. A protocol similar

to the one planned for human application should be carried out in

primates, not just mice, because the endogenous viral sequences in
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primate, including human, DNA are different from those in mouse

DNA. Therefore, the nature of any viral recombinants would be

different. Treated bone marrow should be reimplantcd into primates,

the successful transfer of intact vector DNA into blood-forming cells

demonstrated, the expression of at least small amounts of gene

product verified, and the existence of infectious recombinant viruses

sought.

Conclusion

It now appears that effective delivery-expression systems are becom-

ing available that will allow reasonable attempts at somatic cell gene

therapy. The first clinical trials will probably be carried out within

the next year. The initial protocols will be based on treatment of

bone marrow cells with retroviral vectors carrying a normal gene.

The safety of the procedures is the remaining major issue. Patients

severely debilitated by having no normal copies of the gene that

produces the enzyme HPRT, ADA, or PNP are the most likely first

candidates for gene therapy.

It is unrealistic to expect a complete cure from the initial attempts

at gene therapy. Many patients who suffer from severe genetic dis-

eases, as well as their families, are eager to participate in early clinical

trials even if the likelihood is low that the original experiments will

alleviate symptoms. However, for the protection of the patients

(particularly since those with the most severe diseases and, therefore,

the most ethically justifiable first candidates arc children), gene

therapy trials should not be attempted until there are good animal

data to suggest that some amelioration of the biochemical defect is

likely. Then it would be necessary to weigh the potential risks to the

patient, including the possibility of producing a pathologic virus or

a malignancy, against the anticipated benefits to be gained from the

functional gene. This risk to benefit determination, a standard proce-

dure for all clinical research protocols, would need to be carried out

for each patient.

In summary, Institutional Review Boards and the NIH should

carefully evaluate therapeutic protocols to ensure that the delivery

system is effective, that sufficient expression can be obtained in

bone marrow cultures and in laboratory animals to predict probable

benefit, even if small, for the patient, and that safety protocols have

demonstrated that the probability is low for the production of either

a malignant cell or a harmful infectious retrovirus. Once these criteria

are met, I maintain that it would be unethical to delay human trials.
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Patients with serious genetic diseases have little other hope at present

for alleviation of their medical problems. Arguments that genetic

engineering might someday be misused do not justify the needless

perpetuation of human suffering that would result from _ unneces-

sary delay in the clinical application of this potentially powerful

therapeutic procedure.

GERM LINE GENE THERAPY

The second level of genetic engineering, gene therapy of germ line

cells, would require a major advance in our present state of knowl-

edge. It would require that we learn how to insert a gene not only

into the appropriate cells of the patient’s body, but also how to

introduce it into the germ line of the patient in such a way that it

would be transmitted to offspring and would be functional in the

correct way in the correct cells in the offspring. Based on the small

amount of information now available from animal studies, the step

from correction of a disorder in somatic cells to correction of the

germ line would be difficult.

Cenn Line Therapy in Animals

Germ line transmission and expression of inserted genes in mice has

been obtained by several laboratories but with a technique that is

not acceptable for use in human patients, namely, the physical micro-

injection of fertilized eggs. Microinjection into tissue culture cells

has been used for a number of years and has the advantage of high

efficiency (up to one cell in five injected can be permanently trans-

fected). However, the distinct disadvantage is that only one cell at

a time can be injected. Transfection of a large number (like 10 6
)
of

blood-forming stem cells is not feasible.

Microinjection has been used with considerable success in trans-

ferring genes into mouse zygotes. DNA can be microinjected into one

of the two pronuclei of a recently fertilized mouse egg. This egg can

then be placed into the oviduct of a pseudopregnant female where

it can develop into a normal mouse carrying the exogenous DNA in

every cell of its body including its germ cells. Consequently, the

injected DNA can be transmitted to offspring in a normal Mendelian

manner. Mice carrying an exogenous gene in their genome are called

‘transgenic’.

It is this technique that was used to partially correct a mouse with

a defect in its growth hormone production (Hammer et al., 1984).
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By attaching a rat growth hormone gene to an active regulatory

sequence (specifically, the promoter that normally directs the

synthesis of metallothionein messenger RNA in mice), researchers

obtained a recombinant DNA construct that actively produces

growth hormone in the genetically defective mouse and in a number

of its offspring. Although the level of growth hormone production

was inappropriately controlled (that is, influence by signals that

normally regulate metallothionein synthesis), these experiments did

show that microinjection can be used as a delivery system that can

put a gene into every cell of an animal’s body, that a genetic disorder

can, as a result, be corrected, and that the correction can be passed

on to the next generation of animals.

Why is the technique of microinjecting a fertilized egg not accept-

able for use for human gene therapy at the present time? First, the

procedure has a high failure rate; second, it can produce a deleterious

result; and third, it would have limited usefulness. Microinjection has

a high failure rate because the majority of eggs are so damaged by the

microinjection and transfer procedures that they do not develop into

live offspring. In one recent experiment (Brinster et al., 1983) involv-

ing microinjection of an immunoglobulin gene into mouse eggs, 300

eggs were injected, 192 (64 percent) were judged sufficiently healthy

to be transferred to surrogate mothers, only 11 (3.7 percent) pro-

ceeded to live birth, and just 6 (2 percent) carried the gene. These

results are from a highly experienced laboratory in which thousands

of identical eggs from the same hybrid cross of inbred mice have

been injected over several years. The mice were chosen precisely

because they gave the best results for gene transfer by microinjection.

Attempts to microinject functional growth hormone genes into live-

stock eggs met with several major biological and technical problems

before being accomplished. Successful gene transfer by microinjec-

tion of human eggs, without a long period of trial and error experi-

mentation, is extremely unlikely.

Second, microinjection of eggs can produce deleterious results

because there is no control over where the injected DNA will inte-

grate in the genome. For example, the integration of an exogenous

rabbit beta-globin gene in transgenic mice can sometimes occur at a

chromosomal location that results in expression of the beta-globin

gene in an inappropriate tissue, viz., muscle or testis (Lacy et al.,

1983). There have also been several cases reported where integration

of microinjected DNA has resulted in a pathological condition. Al-

though there is no control over where exogenous DNA will integrate
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in any gene transfer procedure, the damaging effect caused by a

harmful insertion site could be great when it occurs in the egg but

may be negligible when it occurs in one or a few of a large number

of bone marrow cells.

The third objection to microinjection of eggs is limited usefulness.

Not only is it ethically questionable to experiment on human eggs

because of the expected losses, but even if ‘success’ were obtained,

it would be applicable primarily when both patients arc homozygous

for the defect. When the parents are both carriers of a recessive trait,

only one fertilized egg out of four would result in an affected child.

Since a homozygous defect cannot yet be recognized in early em-

bryos, and since the procedure itself carries such a high risk, it would

be improper to attempt any manipulation in this situation. Further-

more, most of the very serious genetic disorders result in infertility

(or death before reproductive age) in homozygous patients. Conse-

quently, there would be little use for the procedure even if it were

feasible.

Ethics

Even when the technical capability becomes available to attempt

germ line gene therapy in humans, there are major medical and ethical

concerns to consider. The medical issues center primarily around the

question: will the transmitted gene itself, or any side effects caused

by its presence, adversely affect the immediate offspring or their

descendants? Since in this case one must study several generations

of progeny to obtain answers, it will clearly take longer to gain

knowledge from animal studies on the long-term safety of germ line

gene therapy than on somatic cell gene therapy.

Germ line therapy deserves careful ethical consideration well in

advance of the time when the technical capability for carrying it out

arrives. The critical ethical question is: should a treatment which

produces an inherited change, and could therefore perpetuate in

future generations any mistake or unanticipated problems resulting

from the therapy, ever be undertaken?

What criteria would be needed to justify the use of this unique

type of therapy? At least three conditions should be met prior to the

time that germ line gene therapy is attempted in human beings.

First, there should be considerable previous experience with so-

matic cell gene therapy that clearly establishes the effectiveness and

safety of treatment of somatic cells. There is a wide range of biologi-

cal variability among humans. Even if the first few patients treated
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by somatic cell therapy are Helped, the next ones may not be, or may

even be harmed. Therefore, extensive experience with many patients

over a number of years will be necessary before somatic cell therapy

can properly be judged to be safe and effective. If somatic cell ther-

apy has not become highly efficient with very minimal risks, germ

line gene therapy should not be considered.

Second, there should be adequate animal studies that establish the

reproducibility, reliability, and safety of germ line therapy, using the

same vectors and procedures that would be used in humans. Of
greatest importance would be the demonstration that the new DNA
could be inserted exactly as predicted and that it would be expressed

in the appropriate tissues and at the appropriate times. It should

be remembered that gene therapy does not remove or correct the

defective genes in the recipient: it only adds a normal gene into the

genome. It is not now known what the influence of this combination

of defective and normal genes may be on the developing embryo.

Might the regulatory signals still associated with the non-functional

genes adversely affect the regulation of the exogenous gene during

development?

Third, there should be public awareness and approval of the

procedure. New drugs, medical regimens, and surgical techniques

certainly do not require individual public approval prior to their

initiation. There arc already regulatory processes in place that insure

the protection of human subjects (this issue has been addressed in a

previous publication (Anderson and Fletcher, 1980)). Somatic cell

gene therapy is receiving widespread public attention, but prior

public approval is not being specifically sought. Germ line gene

therapy, however, is a different and unique form of treatment. It

will affect unborn generations and has, therefore, a greater impact

on society as a whole than treatment confined to a single individual.

The gene pool is a joint possession of all members of society. Since

germ line therapy will affect the gene pool, the public should have a

thorough understanding of the implications of this form of treat-

ment. Only when an informed public has indicated its support, by

the various avenues open for society to express its views, should

clinical trials begin. In vitro fertilization, surrogate motherhood,

animal organ transplants into humans, holistic treatment of cancer,

and other controversial medical procedures can take place based

on the decision of the patient (with his/her doctor and/or family)

whether society as a whole approves or not. But the decision to

initiate germ line gene therapy demands assent from more than the
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individual involved, since the effects go beyond that individual. If

and when germ line therapy is approved by society for clinical trials,

then the decision to apply it in any individual case again should be

made privately by the patient with his/her doctor.

In conclusion, my position is that germ line therapy, since it is the

correction of a genetic defect (albeit in the future), would be ethical

and appropriate if the three conditions discussed above were met.

ENHANCEMENT GENETIC ENGINEERING

The third level of genetic engineering, enhancement genetic engineer-

ing, is considerably different in principle from the first two. This is

no longer therapy of a genetic disorder; it is the insertion of an addi-

tional normal gene (or a gene modified in a specific way) to produce

a change in some characteristic that the individual wants. Enhance-

ment would involve the insertion of a single gene, or a small number

of genes, that code for a product (or products) that would produce

the desired effect — for example, greater size through the insertion

of an additional growth hormone gene into the cells of an infant.

Enhancement genetic engineering presents a major additional scien-

tific hurdle, as well as serious new ethical issues. Except under very

specific circumstances as detailed below, genetic engineering should

not be used for enhancement purposes.

Scientific and llthical Concerns

The scientific hurdle to be overcome is a formidable one. Until now,

we have considered the correction of a defect, of a ‘broken part’, if

you will. Fix the broken part and the human machine should operate

correctly again. Replacing a faulty part is different from trying to

add something new to a normally functioning system. To insert a

gene in the hope of improving or selectively altering a characteristic

might endanger the overall metabolic balance of the individual cells

as well as of the entire body. Medicine is a very inexact science.

Every year new hormones, new regulators, and new pathways are

discovered. There are clearly many more to be discovered. Most

impressive is the enormously intricate way that each cell coordinates

within itself all of its thousands of pathways. Likewise, the body as

a whole carefully monitors and balances a multitude of physiological

systems. Much additional research will be required to elucidate the

effects of altering one or more major pathways in a cell. To correct

a faulty gene is probably not going to be dangerous, but intentionally
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to insert a gene to make more of one product might adversely affect

numerous other biochemical pathways.

We possess insufficient information at present to understand the

effects of attempts to alter the genetic machinery of a human. Is it

wise, safe, or ethical for parents to give, for example, growth hor-

mone (now that it is available in large amounts) to their normal sons

in order to produce very large football or basketball players? Un-

fortunately, this practice now takes place in this country. But even

worse, why would anyone want to insert a growth hormone gene

into a normal child? Once it is in, there is no way to get it back out.

The child’s reflexes, coordination, and balance might all be grossly

affected. In addition, even more serious questions can be asked:

might one alter the regulatory pathways of cells, inadvertently affect-

ing cell division or other properties? In short, we know too little

about the human body to chance inserting a gene designed for

‘improvement’ into a normal healthy person.

An Acceptable Use

There is, however, a set of circumstances under which enhancement

genetic engineering may be ethical. This is when it could be justified

on grounds of preventive medicine. For example, it is well established

that heart attacks and stroke are a direct result of atherosclerosis (i.e.,

hardening of the arteries). The rate of development of atherosclerosis

appears to correlate directly with elevated levels of cholesterol in

the blood. The level of blood cholesterol is regulated, at least in part,

by its rate of clearance from the blood by the low density lipoprotein

(LDL) receptors on body cells (Goldstein and Brown, 1983). LDL is

the major cholesterol-transport protein in human plasma, if further

research should verify that an increased number of LDL receptors on

cells would result in lower blood cholesterol levels and, consequently,

in a decreased incidence of heart attacks and strokes, then the inser-

tion of an additional LDL receptor gene in ‘normal’ individuals could

significantly decrease the morbidity and mortality caused by athero-

sclerosis. In this type of situation, the purpose of the intervention

would be the prevention of disease, not simply the personal desire

of an individual for an altered characteristic. The concerns expressed

above about disrupting the regulatory pathways in the body still

should be considered, of course. However, since there is a range for

the number of receptors on a cell’s surface, shifting a person with a

“low normal” number of receptors to a “high normal” number may
not be disruptive to other physiological or biochemical pathways.
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EUGENIC GENETIC ENGINEERING

The fourth level is 'eugenic' genetic engineering. This area has received

considerable attention in the popular press, with the result that at

times unjustified fears have been produced because of claims that

scientists might soon be able to re-make human beings. In fact,

however, such traits as personality, character, formation of body

organs, fertility, intelligence, physical, mental, and emotional charac-

teristics, etc., are enormously complex. Dozens, perhaps hundreds,

of unknown genes that interact in totally unknown ways probably

contribute to each such trait. Environmental influences also interact

with these genetic backgrounds in poorly understood ways. With

time, as more is learned about each of these complex traits, individ-

ual genes will be discovered that play specific roles. Undoubtedly,

disorders will be recognized that are caused by defects in these genes.

Then, somatic cell gene therapy could be employed to correct the

defect. But the concept of ‘re-making a human’ (i.e., eugenic genetic

engineering) is not realistic at present.

Complex polygenic traits may never be influenced in a predictable

manner by genetic engineering, but, at a minimum, developing the

techniques for producing such changes will take many years. There-

fore, there is no point to a scientific discussion of eugenic genetic

engineering at present — there is simply no science to discuss. But

from a philosophical standpoint, a discussion of the ethics of eugenic

genetic engineering is very important. After all. what is it that makes

us human? Why are we what we are? Arc there genes which are in-

deed ‘human’ genes? If we were to alter one of these genes, would

we be other than human? These are important questions for us to

think about and discuss.

If eugenic genetic engineering were possible today, I would be

strongly opposed to its use on philosophical and ethical grounds.

Our knowledge of how the human body works is still elementary.

Our understanding of how the mind, both conscious and subcon-

scious, functions is even more rudimentary. The genetic basis for

instinctual behavior is largely unknown. Our disagreements about

what constitutes ‘humanhood’ are notorious. And our insight into

what, and to what extent, genetic components might play a role in

what we comprehend as our ‘spiritual’ side is almost non-existent. We
simply should not meddle in areas where we are so ignorant. Regard-

less of how fast our technological abilities increase, there should
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be no attempt to manipulate, for other than therapeutic reasons, the

genetic framework (i.c., the genome) of human beings.

CONCLUSION

In summary, somatic cell gene therapy for human genetic disease

should be possible in the very near future. The scientific basis on

which this new therapeutic approach is founded has been thoroughly

documented in a number of publications, as has the ethical justifica-

tion for its use. Germ line gene therapy is still in the future, but the

technical ability to carry it out will almost certainly be developed.

Society must determine if this therapeutic option should be used.

Enhancement genetic engineering should also be possible and its

medical and disturbing ethical implications need continuing dis-

cussion. Eugenic genetic engineering, on the other hand, is purely

theoretical and will, from a practical standpoint, be impossible for

the foreseeable future. The topic is valuable for reflective thinking

but not for scientific discussion.

Many of the fears generated by some articles in the popular press

that discuss 'gene therapy* or ‘genetic engineering’ are simply un-

founded. Insertion of single functional genes should soon become
possible, but claims that new organs, designed personalities, master

races, or Frankenstein monsters will be created can be given no

credence in the light of what is presently known. Even so, we should

be concerned about the possibility that genetic engineering might be

misused in the future. The best insurance against possible abuse is a

well-informed public. Gene therapy has the potential for producing

tremendous good by reducing the suffering and death caused by

genetic diseases. We can look forward to the day when, with proper

safeguards imposed by society, this powerful new therapeutic pro-

cedure is available.
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ETHICAL ISSUES IN AND BEYOND PROSPECTIVE

CLINICAL TRIALS OF HUMAN GENE THERAPY

ABSTRACT. A* the potential for the First human trials of somatic cell gene

therapy nears, two ethical issues are examined: (1) problems of moral choice for

members of institutional review boards who consider the first protocols, for

parents, and for the clinical researchers, and the special protections that may be

required for the infants and children to be involved, and (2) ethical objections

to somatic cell therapy made by those concerned about a putative inevitable

progression of genetic knowledge from therapy to mass genetic engineering in

human reproduction. The author's viewpoint is that a consensus exists on the

required moral approach to somatic cell therapy, but that no moral approach

yet exists for experiments beyond this level, especially in the germline cells of

human beings.

Key Words: gene therapy, somatic cells, germ cells, institutional review boards,

genetic engineering.

This paper concentrates on two ethical issues in prospective human
trials of gene therapy:

(1) Problems of moral choice in the first human trials of somatic

cell gene therapy, and

(2) Ethical objections to human gene therapy and to some of its

implications.

BACKGROUND

Protocols for trials of human gene therapy will likely be considered

within the next year by institutional review boards (IRBs) and a

nationally-situated review body of the Recombinant Advisory Com-
mittee (RAC) of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) (Fox, 1984;
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Department of Health and Human Services, 1985). In the interim

between final preparation of such protocols and research review, a

pause is available for reflection.

At attempt in 1980 to treat two patients with betathalassemia by

cells containing recombinant DNA was inconclusive. Scientists and

others also criticized this experiment as premature and ethically un-

acceptable (Friedmann, 1983, p. 26). Just after this event occurred,

criteria for experimental gene therapy (Anderson and Fletcher, 1980)

were set forth for a Fitting scientific prelude to the ethical accept-

ability of human trials:

An animal trial should show that:

(1) New, curative genes can be directed to specific cells and remain there

long enough to be effective,

(2) The added genes will express their product in the target cells at a suffi-

cient and appropriate level, and

(3) No harm will result to the treated or surrounding cells, to the test animal,

or its offspring.

Anderson, in this issue (1985) and elsewhere (Anderson, 1984)

describes the state of the art of genetic experiments in animals as of

late 1984. Retroviral vectors for gene therapy, compared with other

possibilities, are a “reasonably efficient delivery system” (Anderson,

1984, p. 404). More work is needed to strengthen reliability and

safety of these vectors. As animal experiments progress in these

directions, plans have been made to treat patients with Lesch-Nyhan

syndrome and two disorders that involve deficiencies of the immune
system, namely, adenosine deaminase deficiency (ADA) and purine

nucleoside phosphorylase deficiency (PNP) (Rawls, 1984, p. 40). The

technique will probably involve removal of some of the patient’s

bone marrow, insertion of normal genes by means of a retroviral

vector, and reinsertion of the treated cells into the patient. It is

hoped that these treated cells will be able to produce the missing

product needed by the patient.

Proposals for somatic cell therapy have met with two types of

ethical objections. First, from the premise of protection of human
research subjects, physicians most knowledgeable in this field have

stressed that the three criteria above are as yet incompletely met

(Friedmann, 1983, p. 51). Problems still remain to show that infec-

tion, malignancies, or sterility do not result in experimental animals

due to gene therapy. Trials of transplanted, treated bone marrow still

need to be done in mice and primates. Studies in primates will be
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more informative about whether or not human DNA sequences

would be affected by a retroviral vector.

The second objection proceeds from a social premise rather than

from concern for the safety and welfare of the first subjects of re-

search in gene therapy. Rifkin (1983) views gene therapy as the first

in a series of what he sees as inevitable steps that will end in indis-

criminate future genetic manipulation of human characteristics.

Guidelines for institutional review of federally-supported research

(Protection of Human Subjects, 1983, 46: 1 1 1(a) (2)) discourage the

assessment of long-range effects of applying knowledge gained in

the research under review. The guidelines apply to the role of the

IRB itself but should not restrain 1RB members themselves from

study of long-range implications of encouraging research in human
gene therapy. Somatic cell therapy may open the possibility to treat

genetic disease by altering the sex cells that transmit genetic dis-

orders, or to knowledge of how to alter or enhance a feature of

human physiology, such as short stature or the aging process. In light

of potentially undesirable consequences of genetic manipulation

(President’s Commission, 1982, p. 53), a rational response is needed

to an argument that dangers exist because it would be impossible to

'draw moral lines’ between medical and non-medical uses of genetic

knowledge.

PROBLEMS Or CHOICE IN HUMAN
TRIALS OF GENE THERAPY

A strong consensus in favor of somatic cell therapy exists within

medicine and among authorities in religious and philosophical ethics

(Friedmann, 1983, p. 114; U.S. Congress, 1982, p. 301; U.S. Con-

gress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1984). Great human suffer-

ing might be at least partially relieved and many benefits enjoyed by

patients and their families, in the United States, about one in ten

persons, more than twenty million persons, have genetic disorders.

Between 25 and 30 percent of admissions to children’s hospitals

are for treatment for genetic disorders (National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development, 1982, p. v— 39). However, the same

ethical principles that support gene therapy, beneficence and non-

maleficence, are involved in considerations of the safety and efficacy

of the first human trials. Possible conflicts between the interests of

science, society, ind the research subjects pose problems of moral

choice.
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Assuming that sufficient animal and technical data will exist to

consider a transition to human studies, the following problems of

moral choice will be presented to members of IRBs by prospective

protocols in gene therapy:

(1) the degree of sufficiency that ought to be demonstrated in safety studies

in animals to warrant transition to human studies;

(2) the relation of risks to benefits of the proposed study for the subjects in

light of the existing alternatives for therapy;

(3) the criteria for selection of subjects who can most benefit from the re-

search with the least risk of harm;

(4) the informed consent of parents, and the assent (if possible) of children;

and,

(5) whether special protections need to be added for vulnerable subjects,

such as children who may be cognitively or mentally impaired.

The moral choice about transition from animal to human studies is

imbedded in technical information, but the principles of beneficience

and nonmaleficence are relevant for the interpretation of data. Thus,

every rational step in animal studies should be undertaken to reduce

the risk of harm to patients. Depending on the efficacy of demon-

strations in mice, the requisite primate studies may be ranked as

(a) imperative prior to the human trial or (b) imperative but accept-

able to perform concurrently with the first trial in humans. The latter

alternative clearly requires results in the mouse that exceed current

expectations.

The principle of beneficence is also relevant to the timing of a

human trial. Beneficence requires a duty to relieve suffering. Physi-

cians and parents may be convinced that not to try the experiment

will add to the danger and burden of suffering of the children. An
IRB may be in doubt because animal studies have raised questions

that need further answers. At some point the IRB and investigator

need to reach agreement on the limits of requisite animal experi-

ments, so that potential therapy, however small the likely benefit,

will not be unduly delayed.

The other problems of moral choice, with the exception of the

last, are not unfamiliar to participants in research review. A large

body of experience in research ethics (Levine, 1981) supports an

expectation that such decisions can be made well. Further review at

the national level will provide reassurance to physician-investigators,

parents, and society that everything that could have been done by

way of expert review had been done.
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The subjects in the first gene therapy trials will likely be infants

or children in danger of increasing morbidity or death as a result of

their inherited disease and its predictable symptoms. In Lesch-Nyhan

syndrome, in the absence of allopurinol therapy, most patients have

died before 5 years of age. A few survivors, with this form of therapy,

have lived to 20 or more years (Bergsma, 1982, p. 645). Candidates

for Lesch-Nyhan gene therapy will likely be children. In ADA and

PNP deficiency, the subjects will likely be infants, since the gross

impairment of the T-cell functions in these children renders them at

significant risk of death from infection in the first year of life (Emery

and Rimoin, 1983, pp. 1294—1295). Current regulations governing

research review require the review body to determine that:

Where some or all of the subjects are likely to be vulnerable to coercion or

undue influence, such as persons with acute or severe physical or mental illness

. . . appropriate additional safeguards have been included in the study to protect

the rights and welfare of these subjects (Protection of Human Subjects, 1983,

45 CFR 46.111(b)).

Arc additional protections needed for these likely subjects? Some
reasons suggest that the 1RB may at least consider this possibility.

First, the threat of the disease to the child may foster a tendency

to reason that higher risks are worth taking, even for benefits that are

unclear or unknown. The danger of the child’s life situation itself

may be used as a justification for risk-taking in research. This form

of reasoning was long ago criticized by Beecher (1970, p. 85) who
pointed to “reports wherein the term hopelessly incurable seems

to be used to justify dangerous experimentation”. Decisionmakers

should guard against this form of reasoning both in research review

and the process of consent itself, even if the degree of risk does not

approach the level of ‘dangerous’. Desperation about the child’s con-

dition is not a sound premise for experimental gene therapy. Children

in imminent danger of death should not be selected as subjects for

the first trials.

Analogous moral experience has accumulated in Phase I cancer

trials with adults and children (Lipsett, 1982, p. 941;Capron, 1983,

p. 882; Ackerman and Strong, 1983, p. 883). Even though therapeutic

intent is present, veracity compels that the purpose of a Phase I trial

be explained to patients and parents as primarily scientific in nature.

However, the most compelling reason to begin for Phase I cancer

trials is the potential for human benefit, based on in vitro and animal

studies. This motivation must not be omitted from the presentation
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to patients, but it should be kept in a perspective of restraint that

avoids raising unrealistic hopes.

Secondly, sonic parents may have feelings of guilt about the in-

herited mode of transmission of the disease. Guilt might increase

the willingness of some parents to consider gene therapy. Although

it is likely that few families are free from guilt, the key issue would

be to protect against irrational choices made largely on the basis of

guilt or denial of the child’s condition. Wide variations have been

found (Hewett, 1 976, p. 44) in studies of this problem among parents

of handicapped children. Generalizations are dangerous about the

role of guilt in parental choices concerning their genetically affected

children. Indeed, some parents of handicapped infants are overly

protective of their general welfare, rather than being excessively

willing to take risks. The issue, however, ought to be a source of

caution for researchers. How familiar will researchers be with the

psychological aspects of the parents’ relationship to the child?

Thirdly, if possible, the assent of the child for the study should

be required. Extreme immaturity may prevent assent in some cases.

However, if there is a choice between older and younger children

as the first subjects in a trial, one should select the older children

first, especially if they have some awareness of their situation and

can participate in giving assent. Will the older children suffer from

any cognitive or mental deficits that may impair their ability to

assent? Children with Lesch-Nyhan syndrome suffer from mild to

moderate retardation and dysarthric speech (Emery and Rimoin,

1983, p. 1289). The children with ADA and PNF deficiency might

be too young to assent.

For these reasons, the IRB may want to consider adding special

protections to assure that the consent of the parents, or next-of-kin,

is well-considered and that the child’s best interests have been care-

fully weighed. One available option is to assign a member or a con-

sultant from the IRB to fulfill this function. Another method is to

assign a group consent auditor (GCA). The Clinical Center, NIH
(Report of a Working Party, 1984), has recently discussed this option

to assure the soundness of next-of-kin substitute consent in research

with cognitively and mentally impaired human subjects of research.

Originally planned for patients who suffer from dementias due to

Alzheimer’s disease, Korsakoff’s psychosis, or schizophrenia, the

practice could easily be adapted to research with children. In the

event that an impaired subject is both incompetent to give consent

and also unable to designate a representative to consent for a study,
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the next-of-kin may provide a substitute consent. Beforehand, the

review body or investigators may request that a three-person GCA
function in some or all of the cases involving the protocol. Or, inves-

tigators can request that a GCA be convened for a single case. The

members of the GCA are drawn from panels of previously selected

persons from within and without the institution who have had

experience in working with mentally impaired research subjects,

are sensitive to the decisions made in consent to research, and are

willing to participate in orientations for their role on the GCA. The

tasks of the GCA are to determine (1) that an appropriate next-of-

kin is capable of giving consent, (2) that sufficient support and agree-

ment with the subject’s family exists to proceed with the research,

and (3) that all applicable NIH and Clinical Center policies have been

followed. Prior to gene therapy, IRBs or researchers themselves may
desire to augment their normal protection of human subjects by

these or similar methods.

ETHICAL OBJECTIONS TO HUMAN GENE THERAPY

A consequentialist argument has been turned against human gene

therapy — namely, that it will initiate a future set of consequences

that will be harmful to society and its most precious values. A ver-

sion of this ‘slippery slope' argument is posed by its leading exponent,

Jeremy Rifkin (1983, p. 232):

Once we decide to begin the process of human genetic engineering, there is really

no logical place to stop. If diabetes, sickle cell anemia, and cancer are to be

cured by altering the genetic makeup of an individual, why not proceed to other

‘disorders': myopia, color blindness, lefthandedness? Indeed, what is to preclude

a society from deciding that a certain skin color is a disorder?

Rifkin’s argument does not proceed from a view that regards ethics

as a source of self-criticism or social justice, or even as a source of

resolution of conflict. On the contrary, he (1983, p. 54) holds that

ethics are designed to be compatible with the way people organize the world

around them. Moral codes keep people's future behavior in line with the way

society goes about organizing and assimilating its environment.

In Rifkin’s view, then, society determines ethics. Further, Rifkin

views U.S. society as dominated by a technological elite. He also

holds that ethics, and ethicists, to be sure, are already coopted by a

society too influenced by eugenic reasoning. His remedy for this
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situation is not to step through the door to the brink of the eugenic

slope. The danger of gene therapy, in his published views in 1983, is

clear. Rifkin asks: “Is guaranteeing our health worth trading away

our humanity?” (p. 233).

As the actual beginning of human gene therapy has approached,

Rifkin’s public statements (Thompson, 1984, p. D7) have backed

away from such dire prophecies about the implications of somatic

cell therapy. However, he links somatic cell therapy to a previous

alarm about the potential of gene therapy as a prelude to alteration

of the germ (reproductive) cells of humans to prevent the transmis-

sion of genetic disorders. In a published interview, Rifkin acknow-

ledged that he would not object to gene therapy in an individual.

However, he went on to say: “Even with the current research there

is an open question about whether changes in the genetic code in

(body) cells might have some impact into the sex cells” (Thompson,

1984, p. D7). This aspect of his caution about somatic cell therapy

is based upon his disapproval of experiments involving cells from

the human germline. In this same vein, a New York Times (1982b)

editorial proposed a public policy of prohibition of “inheritable

alterations to the human gene set”. Six months later, a resolution

composed by Rifkin was signed by some 75 prominent Protestant,

Jewish, and Catholic clergy, including heads of denominations.

Addressed to the U.S. Senate, the statement asked for a public policy

to prevent genetic alteration of inheritable genetic change (Norman,

1983). The resolution cited animal experiments in which the sex cells

of mice were changed by transfer of genes from rabbits. The public

was warned that the future would hold the danger of specific traits

being ‘engineered’ into the gametes or embryos of human beings. A
key ethical objection was that human germline experimentation

“irreversibly alters the composition of the gene pool for all future

generations”. The resolution did not criticize somatic cell gene

therapy, although Rifkin had earlier been on record as opposed to

it. Presumably, strong support for gene therapy, already expressed

by religious leaders in Congressional testimony (U.S. Congress, 1982,

pp. 301—346) and in comments prepared for the President’s Com-
mission on Ethical Problems in Medicine (1982, p. 110), militated

against including any mention of somatic cell gene therapy in the

resolution.

Both Rifkin and the signatories commit several mistakes in reason-

ing. If errors are allowed to serve as normative guidance, confusion

will follow. Further, biological injustice done to the many who suffer
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from genetic disorders will be compounded by more injustice done

in the name of concern for the genetic destiny of mankind.

Rifkin’s main concern is eventual danger to values of “companion-

ship and belonging’’ (1983, p. 253) from systematic dominance by

future reproductive engineers who have mastered the science of

genetic engineering. A willingness to forego all health benefits to

prevent this specter requires at least three assumptions: (1) that

genetic technology is the moral problem. (2) that no ‘moral lines’,

i.e., morally relevant distinctions, can be convincingly drawn between

medical and eugenic uses of genetic technology, and (3) that ethics

is determined by the imperative of a technological society, i.e., “If

it can be done, it must be done”. None of these assumptions is either

sound or supportable by evidence.

The first assumption displaces concern about the morality of

genetic experiments in humans onto the technical means, rather than

squarely on the clash of moral duties for the persons who would do

such experiments. Technology is often an occasion for moral con-

flicts that in turn create moral problems. Because society itself is in

conflict about such problems, these cases become serious socio-moral

problems. However, the moral problem is not literally the technology

but the difficulty of resolving the conflict of duties and principles

involved. To make technology the problem is to fall into a trap

endemic to the early stage of moral conflict, i.e., to ‘objectify’ the

problem and locate it in a thing or person that becomes a scapegoat.

By this maneuver the problem can be more easily attacked, but the

result is often simple moralizing rather than moral reasoning.

Are DNA experiments in single gene disorders a threat to social

institutions and their values? An approach to disease treatment by

DNA is morally not different from using any other drug or agent.

Other human products like blood, organs, hormones, and bone

marrow are commonplace avenues to therapy. DNA has no special

ontological status when compared to other human parts. As indicated

in the first section, it is true that DNA experiments in a clinical set-

ting will pose difficult choices, but morally viable approaches exist

for resolution of the problems. To ban gene experiments that may
help today’s children in the name of protection from uncertain

dangers of future uses of gene technology would be to act irrationally

and unfairly.

Rifkin’s view that “there is no logical place to stop, after somatic

cell experiments prove successful” is shared by a New York Times

editorialist (1982a), presumably Nicholas Wade:
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Repairing a defect is one thing, but once that is routine, it will become much

harder to argue against adding genes that confer desired qualities, like better

health, looks, or brains. There is no discernible line to be drawn between making

inheritable repairs of genetic defects, and improving the species.

This view casts doubt on common human traits, i.e., the logical

capacity to make meaningful distinctions and the moral readiness of

those most capable of acting on the distinction, in this case clinical

investigators, to use them. Contrary evidence, from research and

medical ethics, does not support this critique. If one examines the

record of the ethics of clinical research in the past forty years, the

evolution of meaningful moral lines between acceptable and unac-

ceptable research practices clearly emerges (Fletcher, 1983). Doubt

about linedrawing prevails in the early stages of moral conflict, when
emotions and the fever of conflict run highest. In the 1950s and early

1960s, a favorite response of those who opposed any change in

research practice (Landau, 1967, p. 137) was, “Where do you draw

the line between research and medical practice?”. But many useable

lines have been drawn in contemporary research ethics. Today, a

body of morally viable practices exists in human research that is

followed, with wide variations in consistency, in many nations

(Tran^y, 1983, p. 3). Also, older moral distinctions that no longer

serve to mediate the moral conflicts of new situations can be re-

formed successfully. In medical ethics, a good example is the result

of the President’s Commission’s (1983, p. 60) examination of choices

in health care of the terminally ill. Older distinctions, e.g., acting/

refraining, withholding/withdrawing, are nonviable in many settings

of intensive care. A newer moral distinction, which originally derived

from Roman Catholic ethical teaching on differences between

‘ordinary and extraordinary’ care, was reshaped in terms of a differ-

ences between harms and benefits to the patient’s best medical

interests.

Societies do differ in the allocation of resources to systematic

labors of making moral distinctions and assuring their acceptance

into public morality. However, other societies besides the United

States are at work on critical reform of medical and research ethics.

France is the most recent example (Comite Consultatif National

d’Ethique, 1984). The United States has had two distinguished na-

tional bodies for such work. Neither has been criticized for inability

to make logical moral distinctions between beneficial and harmful

uses of technology.
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In response to the second assumption, it can be argued that morally

relevant lines can and will be drawn prior to uses of gene technology.

Public debate about genetic experiments has already provoked crea-

tive efforts to pose differences between tolerable and intolerable

cases of human gene therapy, although the discussion is still hypo-

thetical (Gorovitz, 1984). In my view, the most relevant moral

distinction is between uses that may relieve real suffering and those

that alter characteristics that have little or nothing to do with disease.

Real suffering involves morbidity and mortality. A condition that so

dominates lives as to keep them in various degrees of imprisonment,

plagued by pain and foreshortened lives, should be relieved in the

interest of the well-being of the persons involved. Not every method

to accomplish this end is of equal moral worth. Nazi thinkers rea-

soned that systematic euthanasia of such sufferers was preferable to

continued life (Mitscherlich and Mielke, 1962, p. 233). However,

execution is hardly a fitting conclusion to an unjust imprisonment.

Emancipation from the imprisoning condition, or at least from its

worst features, would be most fitting. The diseases that will be

the first candidates for gene therapy clearly fall within the scope

of a distinction based upon severity of suffering. Severe mental

retardation and extreme short stature are two conditions that also

fit.

Consider the other unacceptable side of the medical-eugenic dis-

tinction, eugenic uses of genetic technology. The term, ‘eugenic’

(from the Greek, eugenes, ‘wellborn’), signifies an intention to im-

prove the race or breed of the species. In the case of genetic tech-

nology, a eugenic use refers to biological measures employed to

improve characteristics in persons who can be generally viewed as

‘normal’, or who fall within the range of functional abilities in a

society. Eugenicists intend to add a 'plus’, assigned by group or

private decisions, to characteristics that appear invidious by cultural,

rather than by biological, standards. Aims to increase, by biological

measures, the capacity to compute or remember, to alter the sex

ratio, or to add height to the normal range are hypothetical examples

of eugenic, and unacceptable, uses of gene technology. A justification

based on self-realization would be needed to support such experi-

ments, rather than arguments based upon relief of suffering or bene-

ficence. Each proposal for a genetic experiment to improve upon the

normal state would also be vulnerable to criticism by appeals to the

justice principle. Why should precious resources be used to promote

the interests of normal persons when so much remediable suffering
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exists? Further, eugenic experiments would clearly be more suscep-

tible to control by special interests and governments, thus giving

some credibility to the worst fears of those who today oppose even

relatively primitive genetic experiments in plants and animals.

Protests about the difficulty of linedrawing should be heard in the

context of an early stage in the evolution of ethical issues in gene

technology. Why should drawing lines be inherently more difficult

in applied human genetics than in any other moral labor societies

have undertaken? Genetics must not be mystified or treated differ-

ently from any other branch of science and medicine.

The conclusion that germline gene therapy in humans should be

banned is also based upon a faulty premise. Again, a particular experi-

ment is defined as the moral problem accompanied by exaggeration

of the danger of current animal experiments to societal values. The
proposal for a ban directed to the Senate draws a line between

somatic cell therapy and germline research. A better line is between

curative or preventive gene therapy and eugenic uses of germ cell

alteration.

Bernard Davis (1983) discussed the objection to germline experi-

ments based upon the criticism of irreversible changes in the gene

pool. He used as an example the desirability of germline therapy in

Tay-Sachs disease, but his argument could also apply to any other

serious recessive disorder. Each available option has evolutionary

consequences. But which option has the most favorable conse-

quences for the affected families and society? The carrier of one

gene for the disease inherits one recessive gene from a parent in

exactly half of all pregnancies involving carriers. Today, prenatal

diagnosis and abortion can prevent the birth of affected infants, but

since parents are encouraged to use this method, more carriers will

gradually be born, increasing the number of harmful genes for the

disorder in the population. If somatic cell therapy were possible,

affected infants could be treated but with the consequence of more
harmful genes in the population. Therapy in the germline could both

prevent the disease in the person and reduce the incidence of harmful

genes. In short, the same reasoning that supports somatic cell experi-

ments also supports germline experiments in humans, assuming that

all other questions about inheritable harms had been answered in

prior animal research. The issue of inheritability of mistakes poses

a crucial, morally relevant difference between somatic cell and

germline experiments. This difference itself ought to demarcate

sharply germline experiments. No plans for germline experiments
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in humans arc now being made. However, such studies ought not

to be ruled out in advance because of objections about difficult

linedrawing.

The third assumption that requires examination is that ethics

is merely the passive servant of a technological determinism that

dominates contemporary American culture. Many believe in a softer

version of this theory, namely, “If it can be done, it will (rather than

must) be done". Numerous examples can be cited that refute this

outlook. Much could be done in medical research that is not done

for primarily ethical reasons. For instance, much could be learned

from uninhibited research on fetuses destined for abortion. Prior

to 1974 (Mahoney, 1976, pp. 1-23/24), some examples were found

here and abroad of opportunistic, morally objectionable fetal re-

search. Moral concern was expressed in public life and in Congress

that led to recommendations and eventual regulation of federally-

funded fetal research that set the prevailing standard of research

practice (Protection of Human Subjects, 1983). The point is that

fetal research is perhaps the most efficient way to learn about

environmental and genetic harm to human life. It can be done.

However, a principle of equal treatment of all fetuses in research

effectively restrained some morally objectionable studies and allows

others that benefit fetuses and infants and also obtain valuable

biological knowledge. Fetal research can be done, but it is not done

except within the limits of moral distinctions drawn with care in

a publicly open process. Does this piece of moral history fit a societal

diagnosis of technologically determined ethics? Many other examples

could be discussed, such as limitations on the involvement of pri-

soners, the poor, and the mentally retarded as research subjects.

Ethical traditions can be pale reflections of the status quo, but

they need not be. Ethical thought is influenced by technological

possibilities because what can be done is sometimes thought to imply

that it ought to be done. But implications do not serve as the source

of ethical directives. Human choices, based upon ethical beliefs and

principles, dimly or clearly recognized, are the primary source of

ethical directives. Ethics does not have to be determined by the way
a society defines its needs. Ethics poses a “Why and wherefore? And
what are the consequences?" to science and technology. Society,

when its best interests are at stake, can say “No" to some uses of

technology that violate precious values and principles. Contemporary

societies are not nearly so passive in the ethical appraisal of tech-

nology as portrayed by Rifkin and others who share his view. Human
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ethics cannot completely stand outside of its cultural setting, but it

can be more critical than Rifkin’s view allows.

CONCLUSION

In historical perspective, one can trace two streams of evolving ethical

issues in medical genetics. The older and wider stream includes moral

problems in genetic screening and prenatal diagnosis. A newer stream

emerged with moral concern about creating new knowledge and new
life forms by molecular biologists in recombinant DNA research. The
use of human DNA itself in prenatal diagnosis, screening, and now
perhaps for treatment, links the two streams and makes the issues

more complex but not less resolvable.

A well-defined moral approach to the most frequent and difficult

problems of moral choice in genetic counseling, screening, and

prenatal diagnosis has evolved in the societies with the longest experi-

ence in medical genetics. This approach is based primarily on respect

for parental autonomy, voluntaristic methods of genetic screening

and diagnosis, and efforts to educate the population about genetic

risks (Fletcher et al ., 1985). Likewise, a carefully defined moral

approach, sketched in the first section of this essay, exists for plan-

ning, reviewing, and conducting of experimental gene therapy. Each

of these approaches has required years of debate and adaptation to

create and each is still in the process of evolution. However, a wide

consensus exists that each of these approaches is adequate for prac-

tice in the current situation. No persuasive case has been made, in

my view, that experiments in somatic cell gene therapy would be

morally objectionable, as long as the preparation and conduct for

such studies follow the well-defined steps of research ethics.

In perspective, the objections of Rifkin and others to the first

experiments in human gene therapy appear to be misplaced and
largely emotional criticisms based upon the lack of consensus about

approaches to future moral conflicts about germline animal and

human experiments. A rational response to this criticism does not

require any action with respect to somatic cell experiments other

than the preparations now being made. The most important contri-

bution of Rifkin and others is to show that no viable moral approach

has yet been charted for preventive gene therapy experiments or

alteration of physiological or other characteristics that may or may
not be sources of real suffering. As the technological and scientific

realities of such developments are still at some distance in time, it is
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understandable why no approach yet exists. A good working rule in

ethical consideration of technology is to “refrain from moral judg-

ment on unverifiable possibilities — as notational cases rooted neither

in the reality of experience nor a specific context” (Council for

Science and Society, 1984, p. 7). If such possibilities truly mature,

the task will be to search widely for basic ethical principles by which

to evaluate the moral problems that will arise. From these principles

a viable moral approach must and can be constructed. The discussion

above indicates that two principles, beneficence and justice, will

count heavily in the definitions and tests of best interests that will

be required to distinguish between tolerable and intolerable genetic

experiments beyond somatic cell therapy.
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Summary

A mutant of Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-

MuLV), pMOV-f
,
was constructed by deletion of

about 350 nucleotides from an infectious proviral

DNA clone between the putative env mRNA 5' splice

site and the AUG that initiates the coding sequence

for PrfiS**9. Although the parent wild-type proviral

clone, pMOV-i/'*, quickly causes a high level of re-

verse-transcriptase-containing virus particles to be

released from transfected NIH/3T3 cells, transfec-

tion of pMOV-V-" into these cells initially results in

very little release. By 9 to 10 days after transfection,

however, pMOV-f"-transfected cells produce infec-

tious virus. Thus pMOV-^~ has a defect that can be
repaired in transfected NIH/3T3 cells, presumably

by recombination with a sequence normally present

in the cells. Cell lines with pMOV-^~ stably inte-

grated into chromosomal DNA produce reverse-tran-

scriptase-containing particles that lack detectable

M-MuLV RNA but the cells efficiently complement
replication-defective, packagable retroviruses. Thus
pMOV-f~ has a defect in the packaging of genomic
RNA into virions but can provide in trans the prod-

ucts necessary for virion production. The deletion In

pMOV-V'
-
appears to define a site required in c/s for

packaging of MuLV RNA into virions. Cell lines car-

rying pMOV-f can be used to produce helper-free

stocks of natural or synthetic defective retroviruses.

Introduction

Retrovirus RNA is packaged into virions as a 70S dimer of

two identical, capped and polyadenylated 35S RNAs (for

review see Varmus, 1 982). How the virus achieves selec-

tive packaging of these RNAs and excludes other mRNAs
remains one of the more obscure aspects of the retrovirus

life cycle. One possible explanation is that there is a site

on the viral genome which interacts with a virion protein to

direct specifically the packaging of the RNA. If such a site

were deleted from a viral genome, the result would be a

c/s defect preventing the encapsidation of genomic RNA.

Such a mutant, however, should still be capable of direct-

ing the synthesis of all viral proteins.

In searching for a c/s packaging signal we noted that

retroviruses package full-length RNA but not the spliced

env mRNA, even though these two RNAs have identical

5' and 3' termini (Gerwin and Levin. 1977; Rothenberg et

al., 1978; Levin and Setdman, 1979; Stoltzfus and Kuhnert,

1979). The ability of the virus to differentiate between these

RNAs suggested that an essential part of a packaging

signal might be in the region spliced out to form the env

mRNA. If such a site was outside the coding region for

PtSS9*0 and reverse transcriptase, it would have to be 3'

of the presumed splice donor site and 5' of the AUG that

initiates translation of Pr65 1’*t'.

A second due to the location of a packaging site came
from the study of a Rous sarcoma virus-transformed quail

cell line that is deficient in packaging viral RNA (LiniaJ et

al., 1978). This mutant has a 150 bp deletion somewhere

between 300 and 600 bp from the left end of the provirus

thereby implicating once again the region upstream from

the start of PT659
*0 as important for packaging (Shank and

Linial. 1980). A complicating property of this mutant is that

it is /rans-dominant: wild-type genomes are also ineffi-

'ciently packaged upon superinfection, suggesting that a

second mutation exists in some "packaging factor" which

relaxes the normal specificity for Rous sarcoma virus RNA
(LiniaJ et al., 1978; Linial, 1981).

In this study, we describe the deletion from Moloney

murine leukemia virus (M-MuLV) of approximately 350 bp
between the left long terminal repeat (LTR) and the start

codon for PT65 1**9
. The resulting mutant has a ds-active

deficiency for packaging of genomic RNA and can be

used to generate pure stocks of defective retroviruses,

including recombinant retroviral vectors. Watanabe and

Temin (1982) have provided evidence for a similar site in

an avian retrovirus.

Results

Construction of pMOV-^“
To examine the function of sequences upstream from the

start of Pr65 !>*0 and downstream from the env mRNA splice

donor site in M-MuLV. we deleted these sequences from

a doned DNA representation of the genome. As detailed

in Figure 1 , the deletion was made from a Bal I site to a

Pst I site, and a Hind 111 site was generated at the point of

deletion. Based on the published sequence of M-MuLV
(Shinnick et al., 1981), the size of the deletion was 351

bp. The 5' deletion endpoint was only 6 bp from the

presumed donor site for the env mRNA splice, and the 3'

deletion endpoint was approximately 50 bp from the start

codon for Pr65p*° (Figure 2). The resulting deleted plasmid

is termed pMOV-^
-

.

Virus Spread Is Defective after Transfection of

pMOV-yT
To determine whether pMOV-f generated transmissible

virus, it and its wild-type counterpart, pMOV-^"*, were

independently transfected into NIH/3T3 cells, and reverse

transcriptase in the culture supernatants was assayed over

time. By 4 days after transfection, the medium from a

culture transfected with pMOV-^" had 3-fold more reverse

transcriptase activity than that of a standard MuLV pro-

ducer line, MOV-1 (Figure 3). We interpret this rapid irv
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w 1

Fgui 1. Constructor! ot p*OV-^~

P6R322 md SV40 tequancm *r« r«pm«ntacj by nr lr*s UiV m-

Ousnces art rsjrtuniKt by bo tries, and mouse sequences ftanfcng me
proweus are 'eoresenied by wavy tries The long tarmnel repeats o' luk/LV

are ndcaled by open tmes VS marvenrig ugutocc ot SV40 imal

Umor aregan.

Fg/i 2. Scnemabc Aepresersaton o< me Prowua Presere r pMOv-y*

The tong lemriat repeats are represented as dosed Oo«es and reamat

tajLV sequences are represented as a mn tne The 350 bp presere

between me Bel I and Pet I sues were dented and a i-tno sre wes

raoducsd at me tee o< detetor The new tend I sue u rvoeonoes

hm me apparere donor space sue tor me anv mPHA and 55 rudaoedes

trom me ATG lor Pr65^ (Sr»»sca at *. 1961).

crease in activity as a result of efficient spread of vrus

from the nrtiaity transfected cells to an cells on the plate.

In contrast, for 4 to 6 days foflowng transfecton of pMOV-
no detectable reverse transcriptase activity was ob-

served in the medium, suggesting that virus spread was
nitiaJty defective Uninfected cells had less than 5% of the

activity of MOV-1.

Within 9 days of transfecton of pMOV-^-
. large amounts

of reverse transcriptase actn/ity developed n the culture

supernatant (Figure 3). suggesting that vrus spread even-

tually occurred The reverse transcriptase activity present

by day 9 could have been due either to the slow, atten-

uated spread of mutant vrus or to the generation of a

nondefective virus by recombination with a cellular se-

quence capable of providing the missing function. To
differentiate between these possibilities, various dilutions

of culture supernatants from cells transfected 9 days

previously with pMOV-^* or pMOV-^" were used to infect

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12

Fg/I 3 Revarwt TranscnpUi* Ac**** c* CxttJt Suwmatants as •

Fircton et TVna Anar Tranalacton wan Enfiar pMOV-rf* or pMOV-rF"

Scad aois rapraaant baognxnd acov*y o< iraranslaciad F*V3T3 o«h

ThcAtna pMOV-^" Thri ma pMCV -»* Ai ravaraa tranacnpUM acnvitoa

ara rapraaaraaq as a parcaraaoa at ma acbvay produced by a standard

IAjLV producer oM na MOV 1.

NIH/3T3 cells High levels (3-4 times MOV-1 activity) of

reverse transcnptase actrvity were observed 2 days after

rlecton with only 10 iti of both supernatants (data not

shown), demonstrating the presence of nondefective virus

in the ctiture supernatants of celts transfected with pMOV-

9 days previously.

pMOV-V'
-
Provide* All Viral Function* Required In

7rant

To determine whether the deletion made in pMOV-^-

afleeted functions required only in ds by the virus, helper

actrvity was measured by using a recombinant retrovirus

genome derived from Moloney sarcoma virus (MSV) ca-

pable of expressing the E. edi gene encoding xanthne-

guanme phosphonbosyttransferase (XGPRT) (R. Cone. R.

Mann. D. Baltimore, and R. C. Mulligan, unpublished data)

(Figures 4A, 4B). This gene, designated gpt. is a dominant-

acting selectable marker in mammalian cells (Mulligan and

Berg. 1980). The plasmid (pMSVgpt) encodes no intact

retroviral proteins yet retains the region deleted in pMOV-

pMSVgpt also has the polyoma vims early region to

increase its copy number in NIH/3T3 cells early after

transfection. To assess the helper activity of pMOV-^".
we cotransfected pMSVgpt and a 10-fold excess of either
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Fijut 4. Structure ol pMSVgpt and Its Use to

Assay the Helper Activity ol Rettovral Constructs

(A) Recombinant plasmid pMSVgpt is shown. Se-

quences derived from retrovruses are ndealed

by ttvcfr bnes. with the long termmal repeats (LTRs)

as fried bores. The gpt gene (Muligan and Berg.

1980) e nckcated by an open bor Mr* ceAiar

DMA Ranking the recombnant retrovrus is (id-

eated by a wavy line. The polyoma virus early

regen (Magnusson and IMUson. 1977) (base pars

2932 to 4632) is indicated as a dashed line, and

p6R322 sequences derived from the "person mi-

nus" derivative (Lusky and Botchan, 1981) are

indicated by a thn bne.

(B) Structure and ongri of the provirus segment of

pMSVgpt showng that no intact retrovfral genes

are present. The reason for nduding the Xba I to

Xba I fragment of M-MuLV in pMSVgpt is irrelevant

to the present use of the plasmid. The MSV restric-

tion map s from Vande Woude et al. (1979).

(C) Protocol for assessing the helper activity of

retrovral constructs.

c
transfect

IO M g HELPER PLASMIO
I Ml pMSVgpt

INFECT WITH SUPERNATANT
24 Mrs POST -TRANSFECTION

TWO
DAYS

SELECT FOR
gpt' 18-10 Hoys)

pMOV-vT or pMOV-*‘ into NIH/3T3 cells (Figure 4C). After

24 hr. culture supernatants of the transfected cells were

used to infect a second plate of NIH/3T3 cells. Two days

following the infection, selection pressure for XGPRT was

applied, and 8-10 days later gpt* colonies (colonies con-

taining the gpt gene) were counted. pMOV-^* yielded 2.5

x 1 0' gpt* colony forming units (cfu) per milliliter of culture

supernatant, and pMOV-^
-
yielded 5 x 103 gpt* efu per

milliliter (Table 1). No gpt* efu were detectable when

pMSVgpt was transfected by itself. Thus pMOV-^- could

efficiently provide all functions in trans required for viable

virus production.

Construction of Cell Lines With pMOV-^~ Stably

Integrated and Expressed

To explore further the properties of pMOV-^-
,
we decided

to establish cell lines containing the 4>~ mutant stably

integrated into the chromosome. These lines were made
by the cotransfection of pMOV-^- and pSV2gpt, a SV40

hybrid vector capable of XGPRT expression (Mulligan and

Berg, 1980). Cells from gpt* colonies obtained in this way

were cloned and established into 3 lines, f-1, ^-2 and f-

3. All three lines had detectable reverse transcriptase

activity in the culture supernatant (Table 2), indicating that

they all contained sufficient MuLV information to express

and bud reverse-transcriptase-containing particles. Only

the supernatant from ^-3 was infectious: infections with 1

[354]

Table 1. Assay ol helper activity ol pMOVV* and pMOV-^-

Helper FRasmid gpr (clu/ml)*

pMOV-f* 2.5 x 10*

pMOV-*- 5 x 10*

none <10

* gpT colony (orrang inrts per muter ol transfected cel culture superna-

tant 24 hr alter transfection.

ml of culture supernatant from either ^-1 or \F2 onto NIH/

3T3 cells yielded no reverse transcriptase producer cells

even after 3 weeks of culture. Thus the ^-3 cells were

producing a nondefectrve virus, wherease the ^-1 and

2 cells were not.

Viral RNA In ^-2 Cells Is Poorly Packaged Into

Virions

Because the \f>~ mutant appeared defective in a function

required only in c/s, we suspected RNA of missing

sequences important for its packaging into virus partides.

To address this question directly, total cellular RNA was

purified from the MOV-1 (an M-MuLV producer) and \p-2

cell lines, and viral RNA was extracted from purified parti-

cles released from the MOV-1 and f-2 cells. The MOV-1

and i/-2 viral RNAs were derived from virion preparations

adjusted to contain equal amounts of reverse transcriptase

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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T*OM 2 Propemea of cM Irw* uady transfected w«h pMOV-4'

Hatparlne

Reverse

Transcnpuse

Activity n
Supernatant* Wecovey*

gprt (ciu/mf) 24

hr liter

Transiecbon w«h

pMSVgpf*

MOV-1 100.0 5x 10*

4-1 £0 - 60

4-2 35 0 - 10*

4-3 1314 10*

K*V3T3 09 - <10

•h irbArary mss w«i Vw wed-type kAjLV producer In*. MOV-1, uftgua
to 100.0.

* hfectrvey Ml MdgaO by nlectng NP-I/3T3 ce*s wen ifflolln ClAn
supernalant and munmg reverie banacrptase ecbvey lor at least two

*hm lotoMig bt nlecbon.

* pcT ootony tarmng inns par mfleter at culture luoemetart of ca4s

transfected wan pMSVgpf.

•clrvity and p30 protem by measuring thev concentration

r portions ot the punfied particles just poor to RNA
extraction. Both cellular and wal RNAs from MOV-1 and

i-2 were fractionated by electrophoresis through a 1%
agarose-formaldehyde gel. transferred to a nitrocellulose

filter, and probed with a rack-translated plasmid contaxang

the entxe M-MuLV genome (Rgure 5A). Full-length ge-

nome RNA could be detected r MOV-1 celts (8.2 kb. lane

1 ) and in ^-2 cells (7.9 kb. lane 4). as could the subgenonac

2.9 kb env mRNA (lanes 1 and 4). The 8.2 kb genome
RNA could be readfly detected n RNA preparations from

MOV-1 wens (lanes 2 and 3). but no hybnduzabie RNA
was detected r RNA preparations from an equivalent

number of f-2 particles (lanes 5 and 6). In figixe 5A. lane

6 contains RNA from 10-fold more f-2 particles than were

used for the MOV-1 particles n lane 3. Also, exposure of

the autoradiogram shown in Figure SA for a 10-fold longer

tone stil revealed no hybndizabie bands n lanes 5 and 6

(data not shown). Thus particles released from f-2 cells

contain at most 1% of the wal RNA found in MOV-1
particles.

Further quantitative data were obtained by spotting 2-

fold dilutions of MOV-1 and ^-2 wal RNA preparations

onto a rvtrocelulose filter and probing it with a nek-

translated plasmid containing the entire MuLV genome
(Figure 58). The amount of RNA spotted was again nor-

malized to the number of particles present prior to RNA
extraction by measuring reverse transcriptase activity and

p30 concentration From this analysis, it appeared that

wal RNA was packaged nto wus particles with an effi-

ciency much less than 1% that of wild-type wal RNA.

f-2 Can Efficiently Package Other Retroviral

Genomes into Infectious Particles

We next examined whether the pMOV-^" -containng cell

Ines could package a highly defective retrovirus genome
nto wus particles and bud the particles nto the culture

supernatant without also budding helper wus. To this end.

pMSVgpt was transfected into ^-1. f-2. ^-3. MOV-1 and

Fgurs s Hybndizsbon Arefys* of CafUar and Vraf tvU-V RNAs From

MOV-1 and 4-2 CM»

(A) Potyadenytstad ce*Jar RNA and wal RNA from MOV-1 and 4-2 •*«
bacbonated by etactrophrratri through • 1% agaroee-formaldehyde gal.

transferred to a nurocefcAos* War and probed with a ncx-bsnsiaied pfasrrvd

oontsnng the enare IAjLV genome (Lane 1) 3 *g potyadanyteted MOV-1

oeAAar RNA. (lane 2) wal RNA bom purified MOV 1 parbelea. (lane 3) 10-

tald Via MOV-1 vraf RNA preeant n lane 2: (lane 4) 3 *Q pofyaderrylated

4-2 cafkiar RNA. (lana 5) vraf RNA bom punted 4-2 particles: (lane 6) 10-

Icfd the 4-2 vraf RNA present n lane 5. Lanes 2 and 5 conta*i RNA

exvacted bom agirvalerX numbers of MOV-1 and 4-2 particles as deter-

mned by bom reverse trsnacnplsse acbvibes and p30 cuncengatcna
(6) Sequential 2 kXd dlubona of vraf RNA ofxaned bom punfied MOV-1

vna or 4-2 parades were molted onto a mtrocefcioee War and probad

wan a nc* translated plasma centering the enbre IAjLV genome. As in

(A) the amount of vraf RNA ueed was normalized to reverie banscnptaae

adMtee and p30 concernabona present r the parbefes prior to RNA

exvactoru

NIH/3T3 cells, and 24 hr later the culture supernatants

were used to infect fresh NIH/3T3 cells. Two days after

the infection, selection pressure for XGPRT was applied,

and 8-10 days later gpT colonies were counted. Cell line

^-1 produced only 60 gpT cfu/ml ot culture supernatant
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but i/-2 yielded 10
4

cfu/ml (Table 2). Mov-1 and ^-3

produced 5 x 10
s and 10s cfu/ml, respectively. Further-

more, cells rendered gpt

*

by using supernatants from

transfected ^-1 or i/-2 cells were producers of neither

reverse transcriptase nor gpt* cfu and remained negative

for both after 4 weeks of culture. In contrast, cells rendered

gpt* using supernatants from transfected MOV-1 or i£-3

cells were immediately producers of reverse transcriptase

and gpt* cfu.

Discussion

By deleting 350 bp from a M-MuLV DNA clone, we have

created a mutant, pMOV-^', that cannot itselt be propa-

gated as a virus, but that still efficiently provides all of the

obligate trans retroviral functions. Upon transfection of

doned recombinant retroviruses, such as pMSVgpt. into

cell lines expressing pMOV-^
-

, such as i-2. high titers of

infectious retroviral particles are produced which contain

the recombinant genome. These particles are able to

transmit the recombinant genome efficiently via the retro-

virus life cyde. In contrast, the genome is not detectably

packaged into partides and therefore helper virus is not

produced. Thus the defect in pMOV-^- appears to be a

c/s-active defect and probably involves a packaging site

on the RNA, presumably one recognized by a viral protein,

rather than a region encoding a protein needed for pack-

aging. Deletion of sequences in spleen necrosis virus at a

similar position to that described here has been shown to

result in a c/s-active defect (Watanabe and Temin, 1982).

Murine retroviruses often encode a glycosylated form of

their PreS®*0 protein that is longer at the N-terminus than

Pr65B*B (Edwards and Fan, 1979. 1980). The pMOV-i/r

done contains a deletion of all of the information that might

encode such an N-terminaJ extension and yet provides ail

of the needed helper virus functions. The 350 bp deletion

also removes all three AUGs that are present between the

5' LTR and the AUG used for Pr65"*° initiation, ft would

thus appear that, at least in fibroblasts, the glycosylated

gag precursor is not needed for efficient budding of

infective progeny, although this has not been tested di-

rectly.

Dimerization and Packaging of Virion RNA
Electron microscopic studies of 70S virion RNA have

suggested that a site approximately 300 nudeotides from

the 5' end of the 35S RNA molecule may be important for

genome dimerization (Bender et af., 1978). This region is

within the 350 bp deletion of pMOV-i/r. If dimerization is

necessary for packaging, then the defect in pMOV-^
-
may

be a consequence of the deletion of the dimerization site.

Studies by Cheung et ai. (1972) and Canaani et al. (1973),

however, suggested that the packaging and dimerization

processes are at least temporally distinct, because they

found that freshly budded virions of Rous sarcoma virus

contained only the monomer RNA and that dimer formation

followed budding. Smaller mutations will have to be con-

structeo to examine whether packaging and dimerization

are separable processes.

Generation of Nondefective Viruses

When pMOV-\//” DNA is transfected into mouse cells,

nondefective virus appears after a lag of 4 to 6 days. The

slow appearance of nondefective virus, and the ease of

isolating doned cell lines that harbor pMOV-f~ but do not

generate nondefective virus, suggest that only a minority

of transfected cells yield nondefective virus. We assume

that recombination between some cellular sequence and

pMOV-^“-derived DNA or RNA is responsible for the gen-

eration of nondefective virus, but we have yet to provide

direct evidence for this. Likely candidates for providing the

packaging site sequence are the family of abundant,

packagable, virus-like 30S RNAs found in mouse cells

called VL30 RNAs (Sherwin et al.. 1978; Besmer et al..

1979; Scolnick et al., 1979) and the many retrovirus-like

DNA elements found in normal mouse cells (reviewed in

Coffin, 1982). We are currently analyzing the structure of

the nondefective viruses as well as determining whether

these genomes can be generated in other cell types.

Use of i-2
In a number of viral systems it has proved useful to design

cell lines capable of providing certain viral functions. Such

cell lines can then be used as hosts for growth of viruses

defective for production of the proteins already present in

the cells. For instance, the hr-t mutants of polyoma virus

were isolated in this way (Benjamin, 1970), early mutants

of SV40 can be grown in COS cells (Gluzman, 1981), and

early mutants of adenovirus can be grown in 293 cells

(Graham et al., 1977). The i-2 cell line described here is

an analogous cell line for defective retroviruses. With such

a line, stocks of natural or engineered defective retrovi-

ruses, such as pMSVgpt and others (Mulligan, 1983), can

be obtained totally free of detectable helper virus. This tool

enhances the utility of retroviral vectors (Wei et al., 1981;

Tabin et al., 1982; Mulligan, 1983) because pure stocks of

the engineered viruses can be used to introduce genes

into cells via the retroviral life cyde without the recipient

cell becoming a retrovirus producer. Furthermore, genes

doned into retroviral genomes could, in principle, be intro-

duced into the germ line of mice without also introdudng

helper virus, in much the same way as has been demon-

strated for MuLV (Jaenisch, 1976, 1977; Jaenisch et al.,

1981), thus avoiding side effects inherent in having helper

virus present.

Experimental Procedures

Cede and Viruses

The NH/3T3 cel line was grown in CXXbecco's modfied Eagle mecksn

contanng 10% cart serum. The MOV-1 cel Ime was derived by transfection

ol pMOV-f* (actuaty pMOV-9. a gift from R. Jaervsdi) nto f*t/3T3 cels

tdowed by dormg. Cels to be cioned were trypsrxzed. counted, and

seeded nto 96-wel dormg trays al 0.3 cels per wel (in a voAme of 0.2

mi per wel) and alowed lo grow for 10 to 12 days. Selection medaxn tor

gpC was as descrtied (Mi*gan and Berg. 1961). Vrus infections were

performed n the presence of 8 <ifl/mI
potytxene tor 1-2 hr.

Reverse Transcriptase Assays

Reverse transenptase assays were performed as described (Gotf et al..

1981
)

Subconfloent cels were ted lor 12 hr before beng assayed to

maxnxze vrus production

[
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DNA TrenafecOon

Twenty lour hours tiler 10* cats were seeded an 100 mm plates, me
cxtjm were nnstecied wm 10 »g of ptesmd DNA by usmg me procedure

0* Graham end Vtn der £b (1973) is motkhed by Parser end Sink (1979)

h uses where MUcton for Bins(acted cels wis aepaed. cets were sc*t

1 JO nlo teteesve meds 40 nr after nnslecoon UrtsmectiDe DNA wes

cotransfected n 10 told molar excess over 1 „g of serecsiOe DNA.

Preparation end Anefysre of RNA
Toill cefour RNA wes prepared by me memod of Chrgwri et A (1979).

md ocryeoeryeied RNAs were selected wen oegor dTyceeueose is de-

•erbed by Ouretel e* d (I960) Vnon RNA was prepared by extraction

from vt-js pertoes banded n sucrose step gracMnts (Shetds ef d . 1978)

RNA was sue- fracboneted by erectropnoresa througn agarose- formatde-

hyde gen (Manats tt d . 198?). Bsnstened to mroceAAcse andhybndued

with ftp faceted ONA probes as desotoed (Rgby ef d . 1977) Ouanwenon

of RNA by dor btots was done as deserted by Thomas (1980)

Construction of pAAOV-vJ~

Three puntod'DNA Segments were igaied together lo conefruct pMOV-f"
(Fgurt 1) The ftrst was ootaned by Ogestng pMOV^* (Ounanor et d

.

198?) W«I Xho I lo ccmpietcn. folowed by para* ogeseon wrm Eco Rl

The fragment ertendng lorn me Xho I Die al 2 0 U n fAjLV through me
3' LTR. 3' mouse flanfcxig sequence, aI of p6R322 and endng at me Eco

ft see was punted from an agarose gd after atecvopnoretc separanon

(Vogenten and GAespn. 1979) The second fragment was octaned by

dgeston of pMOV-iF* with Bat I to compieton folowed by punfeaton of

me fragment ertenckng from me Baf ! Me n pBR32? mrougn S' mouse

•antung sequence and S' ITR lo me Baf I Me touted at 0 7 U of SAA.V

l-tnd rr»es (Coiaborawe Resaarch) were men bkrafrgated to M
fragment wen T4 ONA agase and me fragment was agested w#i excess

and • and Eco f* The LTR-contmwrg fragment was punhed from an

agarose gel after atectropboretic separeten The mrd fragment present n
me trial tgetqn reecton was obtamed from pSV2-geg/pof (R MAgan.
unpubfrshed ptesmrj) where me gag/pol ragon of MjLV had been sub

Ocned mo pSV? (MAgan and Berg. 1980) pSV? gag/pol was dgasied

to compietxy with Xho I and frmd and me (ragmere ertendng from me
and (Me (changed from me Rat I Me al 10 U of MA.V) to me Xho I set

ef ? 0 U o< MjLV was punted from an agaroae gar lotowmg atectropnoretc

sacaraacn These mree DNA fragments were man raed n eQLeroer

amounts at a total ONA concentratcn of SO eg/mt n Igase buffer (SO mM
Tns+O (pM 7 8) 10 mM MgCW 20 mM dlNodrertof 10 mM ATP. 50 »g/
mt borne senm dburrwi) and ncubated wen TS ONA tgase lor 18 hr al

1S*C E cos fretOI wss transfected w«h me Igatad ONA. and mpclrv
resrstam franefectants were obfened The ptasnsd DNA obtamed from a

ramber of Bansferments was screened tar me Oesred souclure by dges-

fron nth tppropnale restneton endorucMases end wecBochoress through

agarose gets (Oevrs et *.. 1980)
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Abstract—Retrovirus vectors allow efficient transfer of genetic material into cells. We
describe an improved methodfor making cell lines which secrete broad host range retrovirus

vectors in the absence ofhelper virus. This method was used to make virus-producing cell lines

from several retrovirus vector constructions that encode dominant selectable markers. Virus

titersfrom such lines exceeded l(f colony-forming units per milliliter ofmedium exposed to

the cells. Cell lines that secreted certain vectors remainedfree of helper virus, while cell lines

made using other vectors always secreted helper virus. Secretion of helper virus apparently

depended on recombination between vector and the retrovirus packaging system, andfactors
Involved in this event were investigated.

INTRODUCTION

Retrovirus vectors have proven useful for

efficient transfer of genetic information into

cells in culture and into animals. Selectable

(1-7), nonselectable (8-10), and inducible

genes (9, 11) have been transferred in culture.

We and others have demonstrated transfer of

selectable genes into embryos (12, 13) and

into the hemopoietic cells of mice (14-17).

The development of cell lines for packaging of

replication defective viruses in the absence of

helper virus (2, 4, 18-21) has enhanced the

utility of retroviruses for gene transfer. In

animals, the effects of helper virus replication,

including disease, obscure the effects of vec-

tor-encoded products. In the absence of helper

virus, there is no spread of the vector following

the initial infection, which simplifies experi-

ment interpretation. Retrovirus vectors ap-

pear to be the vehicle of choice for initial

attempts at gene therapy in humans (22), and

these techniques will require vectors that are

not contaminated with helper virus.

The design of retrovirus vectors for gene

transfer is not straightforward. Certain poorly

defined sequences in viral constructs can be

deleted or rearranged or can act to inhibit

virus replication (I, 23, and unpublished

results). Difficulties in expressing two genes

in a vector have been reported (24), and the

ability to transfer two genes is important in

order to transfer nonselectable genes linked to

selectable markers. In addition, we show here

that it is difficult to make helper-free virus

from some vectors because of interactions

between vector and packaging cell lines which

lead to helper virus production. Thus, there is
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much still to be learned about proper virus

construction to avoid these problems and pro-

vide efficient transfer and expression of

desired genes. Here we describe an improved

method for rapidly making cell lines that

produce retrovirus vectors containing domi-

nant selectable markers. We have also ana-

lyzed the factors which lead to helper virus

production using some vectors, and describe

methods to avoid this problem.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Viruses. Cultured cells were

grown in Dulbecco-Vogt modified Eagle

medium with high glucose (4.5 g/liter) and

10% fetal bovine serum in a 10% C02 atmo-

sphere at 37°C, with the exception that Psi-2

cells were grown in 10% calf serum instead of

fetal bovine serum. Serum requirements for

the cell lines were strict, and substitution

adversely affected virus production from the

cells. Cells were free of Mycoplasma, as

determined by using the DNA stain Hoechst

33258 (25). N1H 3T3 (TK") cells (7) produc-

ing Moloney murine leukemia virus (Mo-
MLV) or amphotropic MLV (AM-MLV)
were made by transfection of virus DNA clone

pMLV-K (26) or pAM (4), respectively, into

the cells followed by passage of the cell for two

weeks to allow viral spread to all cells. The
PA 12 amphotropic retrovirus packaging cell

line (4) and the Psi-2 ecotropic retrovirus

packaging cell line (2) have been described.

Virus Rescue Following Transfec-

tion. Retrovirus packaging cell lines were

plated at 5 x 10
s cells/60-mm dish on day 1.

On day 2, the culture medium was replaced

with 4 ml fresh medium, and 10 ug viral

plasmid DNA (without carrier DNA) was

transfected onto the cells by using the calcium

phosphate precipitation procedure (27, 28).

Briefly, a DNA-CaClj solution was prepared

containing DNA at 50 ug/ml and CaCl 2 at

250 mM and was added dropwise to an equal

volume of freshly prepared buffer (27) con-

taining 50 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH 7.1,

250 mM NaCl, and 1.5 mM Na 2HP04
-

NaH
2P04 ,

pH 7.0. After 30 min at room

temperature, 0.4-mI aliquots of the mixture

were added to each plate of cells. Cells were

exposed to the DNA precipitate until day 3

when the medium was aspirated and fresh

medium was added. On day 4 the medium was

removed, centrifuged at 3000 g for 5 min to

remove cells and debris, and aliquots were

used to infect cells.

Virus Infection and Assay. Cells to be

infected were seeded at 10
5 cells/60-mm dish.

The next day the medium was replaced with

fresh medium containing 4 ugfm\ polybrene

and aliquots of virus were added to the cells.

Sixteen hours after infection, the medium was

replaced with selective medium containing

10' 7 M methotrexate and dialyzed serum for

assay of the DHFR-virus or 2 mg/ml G418
(about 50% active) for assay of the Neo-

virus. For generation of vector-infected pack-

aging cell clones (Figure 1), retrovirus pack-

aging cells were infected with 10—100 /xl virus

rescued after transfection, and 16 h later were

treated with trypsin and divided 1:10 into

100-mm dishes containing selective medium.

Resultant colonies were isolated by using

cloning rings. The infection protocol was mod-

ified for the experiments shown in Table 2; the

cells were plated initially at 5 x 10
5/60-mm

dish, and 16 h after infection the cells were

treated with trypsin and divided 1:10 into

medium containing selective agents. Helper

virus was monitored using the S*L“ assay as

previously described (4).

RESULTS

Several strategies have been used for the

generation of helper virus-free retrovirus vec-

tor. One strategy involves transfection of the

retrovirus vector into a retrovirus packaging

cell line, followed by selection for cells con-

taining the vector (2, 18, 20, 21). RNA tran-

scribed from the transfected vector DNA is

packaged into virions by proteins made by the

packaging cells. This strategy suffers from the
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limitation that many pieces and rearranged

copies of vector DNA are generally integrated

after transfection, and the resultant virus may
be a mixture of desired and rearranged

viruses. We have documented this problem

using a virus containing hypoxanthine-gua-

nine phosphoribosyllransferase (HPRT) and

a rat growth hormone minigene (9). Virus

rescued from transfected cells was able to

convert HPRT' cells to HPRT*, but not all

HPRT* colonies made growth hormone.

We found, however, if cell lines were

made that contained a single integrated copy

of the HPRT-growth-hormone-virus as a re-

sult of virus infection, that virus rescued from

such cells invariably induced growth hormone

production in infected cells selected for

expression of HPRT (9). Both genes were

coordinate^ transferred, indicating that the

virus produced was not grossly rearranged.

DNA and RNA analysis confirmed this inter-

pretation (9). Thus a second strategy for

production of helper-free virus involves trans-

fection of the retrovirus packaging construct

DNA into cells infected with the viral vector

(4). Helper-free virus produced in this way
will be more homogeneous than that produced

following transfection of the vector DNA.
However, this strategy is time consuming, as

one must first isolate vector-infected cells,

introduce the retrovirus packaging construct

DNA into these cells by cotransfection with a

selectable marker, and then isolate and screen

transfected clones for production of helper-

free virus vector.

Direct infection of retrovirus packaging

cells with the viral vector would considerably

shorten this process and still lead to the pro-

duction of homogeneous virus. This should be

possible through the use of retrovirus packag-

ing cell lines that can produce viruses having

different host ranges. The ability of a retrovi-
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rus to infect cells from different species, or

host range, is dependent on several factors, the

most important of which is the ability of the

viral envelope proteins to bind cellular recep-

tors required for entry of virions into cells.

Entry of a virus into a cell is unaffected by

previous infection of the cells with a helper

virus which uses a different receptor for entry

into the cell. In contrast, infection of cells with

virus is severely inhibited by previous infec-

tion of the cells with helper virus of the same
pseudotype, or protein coat, due to occupation

of viral receptors by endogenously synthesized

envelope glycoprotein. Packaging cell lines

that can produce virus having either ecotropic

or amphotropic host range are available (2, 4,

18, 20) and viruses having these pseudotypes

use different receptors for entry into cells

(29). Thus, although it should be difficult to

infect packaging cells with virus generated by

the same packaging cell line due to viral

interference, it should be possible to shuttle

retroviral vectors between packaging cell lines

with different host range.

Our technique for producing ecotropic or

amphotropic helper-free retrovirus is dia-

grammed in Figure 1, and involves only one

cell-cloning step. Although the initial DNA
transfection step may lead to a mixture of

desired and rearranged viruses, isolation and

analysis of infected cell clones in the last step

insure isolation of a cell line producing homo-
geneous virus of the desired genotype. We
have used Psi-2 cells (2) as the ecotropic

packaging line. PA 12 cells (4) were chosen

from the available amphotropic lines (4, 18,

20) because they produce the highest virus

titers. Test vectors (Figure 2) included a

Moloney murine leukemia virus-based retro-

virus that expresses the neomycin resistance

(Neo) gene (30), contained in the plasmid

pN2 (provided by Dr. Eli Gilboa), and a

spleen focus-forming virus derivative that

expresses a mutant dihydrofolate reductase

(DHFR) gene that confers resistance to

methotrexate (31), contained in the plasmid

pSDHT. These genes are transcribed using

the transcription signals present in the viral

LTRs.

Table 1 shows the results of an experi-

ment designed to test the assumptions made in

our scheme for production of helper-free

virus. Virus generated following transfection

of the packaging lines was used to infect

various cells. The day after infection, the

medium was changed to selective medium,

and five days later resultant drug-resistant

colonies were counted, a measurement of the

apparent titer of the virus stock on each cell

type. We first checked whether virus rescued

from the packaging cell lines had the expected

behavior when used to infect cells already

infected with ecotropic or amphotropic helper

virus. The data confirmed that virus gener-

ated from Psi-2 cells, which should have an

ecotropic pscudotype, had greater than 300-

fold reduced ability to infect cells already

infected with the ecotropic virus Mo-MLV, in

comparison to uninfected cells. Similarly,

virus generated from PA 12 cells, which

should have an amphotropic pseudotype, had

at least 300-fold reduced ability to infect cells

infected with the amphotropic virus AM-
MLV, compared with uninfected cells. In

contrast, infection of helper virus-infected

cells with virus having a different pseudotype

resulted in transfer of the selectable genes

with an efficiency similar to that obtained

using uninfected cells as recipients for virus

infection. Thus viral interference occurs as

expected in the case of infection of helper

virus-infected cells with vectors produced

from retrovirus packaging cell lines.

Interference with virus infection was also

observed with infection of the packaging lines

(Table 1). Virus generated from Psi-2 cells

was at least 300-fold less efficient at infecting

Psi-2 cells in comparison to NIH 3T3 cells.

Virus generated from PA 1 2 cells was three- to

fivefold less efficient at infecting PA 12 cells,

in comparison to NIH 3T3 cells. In PA 12 cells

the block to infection by virus with the same

pseudotype was not as severe as in the other

cell lines tested, and this may be explained by

[362] Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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Rf.2. Viral vector*. The DHFR-virus plaimid pSDHT *11 constructed as followt. A HindHI to Nool fragment from

the plasmid pFR400 (28) that contains the coding region for a metbotreaate-resistant DHFR gene was inserted in place

of the gp52 envelope gene of the SFFVA-L clone of spleen focus-forming virus (37) between the Xmalll and Clal sites.

The mRNA encoding DHFR is presumably a spliced message, as is the SFFV envelope mRNA. The Neo-virus plasmid

pN2 was constructed by inserting the coding region for neomycin resistance (30) between the long terminal repeats

(LTRs) and viral replication signals from Mo-MLV (13). .The plasmid pPAM has been described (4) and was used to

make the PA 1 2 retrovirus packaging cell line. pPAM lacks the signal required for RNA packaging into virions, or psi

site, but encodes all of the proteins required for viral replication. pLNL2 was made by inserting a Bglll to Sail fragment

from the plasmid Tn5, that contains the coding sequences for neomycin phosphotransferase, into the BamHI site of a

Mo-MLV-bascd retrovirus vector, after addition of a BamHI linker to the Sail site of the Neo insert. The overlap in the

gag region of pN2 and pPAM, and the area of the psi site deletion in pPAM as compared with pN2 and pLNL2 are

shown by dashed lines. SD, splice donor; SA, splice acceptor.

the existence of ceils in the population which

no longer express the amphotropic envelope

glycoprotein, or alternatively, that the cells in

general do not express enough envelope glyco-

protein to block all of the amphotropic virus

receptors. Most important in relation to our

scheme for producing helper-free vectors

(Figure 1), PA 12 cells were efficiently

infected with virus generated from Psi-2 cells,

and Psi-2 cells were efficiently infected with

virus generated from PA 1 2 cells. Thus expres-

sion of proteins required for retrovirus encap-

sidation in the packaging cell lines does not

affect entry of virions generated in the alter-

nate packaging line. This is important because

if expression of the packaging proteins did

adversely affect virus entry, we might inad-

vertently select for vector-infected packaging

cells expressing lower amounts of the proteins

required for retrovirus encapsulation, and

which would presumably produce lower titer

virus. We conclude that the strategy outlined

in Figure 1 is a viable method for rapid

production of retrovirus vector producing cell

Table 1. Apparent Titer (CFU/ml) of Replication-Defective Viruses Rescued Following Transfection of Packaging

Cell Lines, as Measured on Various Cell Lines

Recipient cells

Transfected

DNA
Transfected

cells

Uninfected

NIH3T3

Mo-MLV-
infected

NIH JT3

AM-virus-

infected

NIH 3T3
Psi-2

(NIH 3T3)

PA12
(NIH 3T3)

Neo-virus PA 12 10* 10* <10 10* 2 x 10*

Psi-2 3 x 10* <10 4 x 10* <10 « x 10*

DH FR-virus PAI2 6 x 10* 5 x 10* 20 7 x 10* 2 x 10*

Psi-2 6 x 10* <10 4 x 10* <10 8 x 10*
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lines, which avoids the phenomenon of viral

interference by using retrovirus packaging

lines with different host ranges.

We next tested several vector-infected

packaging cell clones derived using the

method outlined in Figure 1 for the titer of

viral vector produced and for the presence of

helper virus. Since the amphotropic packag-

ing line PA1 2 produced virus at a titer similar

to Psi-2 cells (Table 1) (2, 4) but has a wider

host range (29, 32), we have chosen to test

infected PA 12 cell clones generated as shown

in Figure 1A. DHFR-virus and Neo-virus

production was assayed by using NIH 3T3
(TK

-
) cells. Of the six DHFR-virus-infected

PA 12 cell clones (Table 2A), three produced

DHFR-virus at titers of over 10* per ml of

medium exposed to the cells. None of these

clones produced detectable helper virus using

a modified S + L“ assay (4), a sensitive assay

for viruses capable of rescuing other viruses,

i.e., “helper” viruses. We also tested for helper

virus production by infecting NIH 3T3 cells

with 1 ml of virus supernatant from DHFR-
virus producer clone 6 followed by assay of the

infected cells for DHFR and helper virus

production after three weeks of culture. Virus

production from the infected cells was not

detected, indicating that no helper virus was

present. This pattern is typical of experiments

we have performed with many viral vectors

(data not shown). Although all clones are

DHFR* and secrete DHFR-virus, some of the

clones only produce low-titer virus. This find-

ing could be explained by heterogeneity in

production of proteins required for virus repli-

cation among cells in the PA 12 population, as

was hypothesized above to explain the incom-

plete block in these cells to infection by

amphotropic pseudotype virus. Alternatively,

there may be mutations in the integrated

DHFR-viruses which inhibit virus replication

but do not inhibit DHFR expression.

In contrast, five Neo-virus-infected

PA 12 cell clones (Table 2B) all produced

Neo-virus at high titer, and all but one pro-

duced helper virus. The level of helper virus

production was very low in comparison to cells

Tabic 2. Virus Production from Vector-Infected

PA 12 Cells'

A. DHFR-vinis- DHFR-virus Helper

infected PA 12 titer titer

cell clone (CFU/ml) (FFU/ml)

1 2 x 10* <1
2 2 x 10* <1

3 2 x 10* N.D.*
4 1 x 10* N.D.*

5 4 x 10* N.D.*

6 4 x 10* <1

B. Neo-virus (N2) Neo-virus Helper

-infected PA 1

2

titer titer

cell clone (CFU/ml) (FFU/ml)

1 5 x 10* 20

2 4 x 10* <1

3 2 x 10’ 40
4 I x 10’ 190

5 3 x 10* 200

C Neo-virus (LNL2) Neo-virus Helper

-infected PA 12 titer titer

cell clone (CFU/ml) (FFU/ml)

10 5 x 10* <1
11 <10* <1

12 10* <1
13 10* <1
14 10* <1

13 <10* <1

16 2 x 10* <1

*Virus titer was measured in medium exposed to cells for

24 h.

*N.D., not determined.

productively infected with amphotropic

helper virus (10*—10
7 FFU/ml by using the

S*L” assay), but is clearly detectable. The

clone which initially did not produce helper

virus eventually produced helper virus after

three weeks of culture. In addition, both

helper virus and Neo-virus production from.

NIH 3T3 cells was detected 2 weeks after

infection with virus harvested from the Neo-

virus producer cells. We repeated the entire

procedure for generating Neo-virus producer

cell lines and screened these clones for Neo-

virus and helper virus production. High-titer

Neo-virus (2-5 x 10‘ CFU/ml) was secreted

by four of five clones analyzed, while one of

the five did not produce Neo-virus (<100/

ml). Three of the four Neo-virus-secreting

clones also secreted helper virus (data not
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shown). Again, the Neo-virus-sccrcting clone

which initially did not produce helper virus

eventually produced helper virus after one

month in culture, as measured by using the

S*L" assay. Thus production of helper virus

after infection of PA 12 cells with the N2
Neo-virus is very frequent, if not unavoid-

able.

The 5' end of the N2 Neo-virus is identi-

cal to that of Mo-MLV, and this identity

extends into the gag region of Mo-MLV. Thus

about 500 base pairs of N2 downstream of the

virus packaging signal are also present in the

packaging system DNA (Figure 2). A recom-

bination event in this area that combined the

5' end of N2 with the packaging system DNA
would result in production of amphotropic

helper virus. The virus that is secreted from

the Neo-virus producer clones has the charac-

teristics of an amphotropic virus, as deter-

mined by its ability to infect both mouse and

cat cells (data not shown). We tested the

possibility that the common gag region of N2
and the packaging system DNA were involved

in helper virus production by constructing a

plasmid called pLNL2 (Figure 2) that con-

tains a Neo-virus which does not contain the

gag region, but is otherwise similar to pN2.

We used our technique for generating PA 12-

derived cell lines that secrete the LNL2 virus,

and screened these lines for secretion of Neo-

virus and helper virus (Table 2C). Three of

seven clones secreted more than 10
5
Neo-virus

per mililiter of medium, and none of the clones

secreted helper virus. This removal of the gag

sequences from the Neo-virus N2 resulted in

the elimination of helper virus production in

infected PA 12 cells.

DISCUSSION

We have described an improved tech-

nique for production of cell lines which secrete

helper virus-free retroviral vectors. Starting

with vector DNA, the method involves only

one cloning step for isolation of the ceil lines

and is thus relatively rapid. Clones can then be

screened to insure that virus obtained is

unrearranged and produced at high titer.

Another factor which contributes to the utility

of our method for producing helper-free virus

is that viruses introduced by infection appear

to be expressed more efficiently than viruses

introduced by transfection (33). Thus, the

titer of vector produced from infected lines is

in general higher than that from transfected

lines. In the case of HPRT-virus, we found an

improvement of about 10-fold (3).

It is not fair to assume that retrovirus

vectors produced using packaging cell lines

are always helper-free, thus screening the

clones for the absence of helper virus is abso-

lutely required. We have documented recur-

rent helper virus production using the Neo-

virus construct pN2, which could be explained

by a recombination event involving homolo-

gous sequences common to the N2 virus and

the virus packaging system DNA. This region

is not present in the Neo-virus LNL2, which is

otherwise similar to N2. LNL2 does not gen-

erate helper virus after infection of PA 12

cells. The DHFR-virus SDHT contains the

region of overlap, but does not generate helper

virus after infection of PA 12 cells. However,

this vector is based on spleen focus-forming

virus, and the region of overlap can be esti-

mated to be only 68% homologous with the

packaging system DNA (34, 35), as compared

with N2 where the homology is 100%. Thus

recombination to yield helper virus should be

much lower in the case of the DHFR-virus

SDHT.
Recombination to produce helper virus

may occur at the DNA level during infection

of the packaging cells with the vector or at the

RNA level following secretion from the pack-

aging cells. It has been shown that retroviral

vectors without packaging signals can be

incorporated into virions and transmitted at

low frequency (19), and if the same were true

of the packaging system RNA, then a virion-

containing vector and packaging system RNA
might allow recombination between the two at

the RNA level during reverse transcription.

We conclude that avoidance of overlap
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between vector and the packaging system

DNA 3' of the packaging signal is important

in order to avoid helper virus generation from

retrovirus packaging cell lines.

For some purposes, virus produced tran-

siently following transfection of packaging

lines is suitable, and such virus can be gener-

ated in two days at titers of from about 5 x

10
1
to 2 x 10

s CFU/ml, depending on the

vector and the variability inherent in DNA
transfection. Such virus can be used to test the

characteristics of the virus construction in

appropriate test cells, for example, cells in

which regulation of a gene inserted in the

vector is expected. However, there is a greater

chance of obtaining drug-resistant infected

clones which contain rearranged viruses.

We note that when a large amount of

medium that has been exposed to either PA 12

or Psi-2 cells is applied to cells that have

available receptors for the virus, fusion of the

infected cells occurs, as evidenced by the

appearance of large numbers of multinucleate

cells. For example, if 1 ml of medium exposed

to Psi-2 cells for 16 h is used to infect PA 12

cells seeded the previous day at 5 x 10
5

/

60-mm dish, much of the cell layer fuses

within a day. Fusion of cells can result in

extensive cell death, but can be minimized by

using less virus-containing medium for infec-

tion, or by plating the cells to be infected at

low density so that the cells are too far apart to

interact. This effect should be considered

when generating vector packaging clones.

In the process of making vector packag-

ing lines from many vectors using the strategy

outlined in Figure 1 A, we have found that the

titer of the virus expressed transiently follow-

ing transfection is a good indicator of the

usefulness of the vector. If the titer is high, we
note that the vector packaging lines derived

from such virus secrete unrearranged virus at

titers exceeding 10* and will do so for many
months in continuous culture. If the titer is

low (less than about 10
3 CFU/ml), high-titer

vector-producing packaging lines can be pro-

duced, but these lines almost universally con-

tain rearranged viruses (unpublished data).

This is true of vectors containing one or sev-

eral genes. For example, transfection of the

DHFR-virus construct pLDLl into PA 12

cells resulted in transient virus production of

about 100 CFU/ml (4). This titer is low in

comparison to vectors used here, and we infer

that either expression of the mutant DHFR
gene in this virus is not sufficient or that the

arrangement of the virus results in poor repli-

cation. While we were able to generate high-

titer helper-free DHFR-virus from pLDLl

(4), the integrated viruses in all of these clones

are rearranged (unpublished data). A likely

explanation for this phenomenon is that the

virus stock used to infect the packaging cells

contains rearranged viruses having increased

ability to replicate or express the inserted

gene, and these viruses are selected due to

their increased ability to confer drug resis-

tance to infected cells. This is the reason that

we have used the DHFR-virus SDHT in

experiments reported here instead of the vec-

tors that we previously developed (4). We are

currently trying to determine why SDHT is a

better vector for transfer of the mutant DHFR
gene than LDL1.

Viral interference can be minimized by

using inhibitors of glycosylation, in particular,

tunicamycin (36). This effect is due to loss of

viral envelope glycoproteins from the cell sur-

face with the result that viral receptors

become available for interaction with superin-

fecting viruses of the same interference group.

Thus an alternative to the technique described

here for infection of retrovirus packaging

lines, by using two packaging lines with dif-

ferent host ranges, might involve infection of

tunicamycin-treated packaging cells with

virus produced by transfection of cells of the

same packaging line. We expect that this

alternative scheme would be more difficult to

implement! due to the toxicity of tunicamycin

at concentrations required for reversal of viral

interference and to the possibility of incom-

plete reversal of interference (36).

A variety of retroviral vectors have been
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constructed which utilize different retrovi-

ruses for their framework, express genes from

spliced messages or internal promoters, and

contain various internal helper virus se-

quences. At present it is not clear exactly

which viral sequences are important for gener-

ation of high-titer, unrearranged vectors. The
strategy that we have described for rapid

isolation of vector-producing cell lines should

facilitate analysis of vector design and the

production of useful vectors.
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Retrovirus vectors can be made in the absence of helper virus by using retrovirus packaging cell lines.

Helper-free virus is critical for a variety of gene transfer studies. The most useful packaging cell lines contain

helper virus DNA from which the signal required for packaging of the viral RNA genome into virions has been

deleted. However, we showed that the ability to package virus is conferred at very low frequency to cells

infected with virus from these packaging cell lines, presumably by low-frequency transmission of the deleted

virus genome. In addition, these packaging cell lines can interact with some retroviral vectors to yield

replication-competent virus. We constructed packaging cell lines containing helper virus PNA that had several

alterations in addition to deletion of the packaging signal. The new packaging cells retained the useful features

of previously available lines but did not yield helper virus after introduction of any of the vectors tested, and
transfer of the packaging function was not detected.

Retroviruses have become important tools for efficient

transfer of genes into eucaryotic cells. A major part of their

utility is due to the availability of retrovirus packaging cell

lines (3, 13, 13, 24, 27) which allow production of replication-

defective retrovirus vectors in the absence of helper virus.

Such vectors infect and integrate into cells but cannot

replicate and spread. These properties make possible a

variety of studies in which virus spread would make inter-

pretation of results difficult or impossible. For example,

helper-free vectors allow study of hemopoietic cell lineage

relationships in intact animals owing to the presence of one

to a few unique viral integration sites in each infected cell (3,

11). The absence of helper virus prevents the occurrence of

new integration events. An additional important use of

retroviruses may be in human gene therapy (1), and these

viruses must be helper free to avoid helper-induced disease

or virus spread outside the treated patient.

However, there are several problems with currently avail-

able retrovirus packaging lines. Some have limited host

ranges (13, 27) or produce only low titers of retroviral

vectors (24). Both of the high-titer, wide-host-range packag-

ing cell lines currently available are nearly identical in

construction (3, 15) and rely on viral protein synthesis from
a provirus almost identical with a helper virus, except that

the signal for packaging of viral RNA has been deleted.

Recently, however, low-level transmission of a retroviral

vector lacking a packaging signal has been reported (12);

thus, one might expect that the deleted viral genome in these

retrovirus packaging cell lines would also be transmitted at

low frequency. We demonstrate that transfer of the packag-

ing function does indeed occur. In addition, it has previously

been shown that certain retroviral vectors interact with these

packaging cells to produce high levels of helper virus,

presumably following recombination between the vector and
packaging system (16).

We tested several new designs for packaging cell lines and

found that one of these, which contains several mutations in

addition to deletion of the packaging signal, is not subject to

the problems described above; we did not detect helper virus

production or packaging function transfer using this line.

• Corresponding author.

even after introduction of vectors which caused helper virus

production from previously described packaging lines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture. Cells were grown in Dulbecco modified Eagle

medium with high glucose (4.5 g/liter) supplemented with

10% calf serum (Psi-2 cells) or 10% fetal bovine serum (all

other cell lines). Previously described cell lines included

NIH 3T3 TK” (28), PA12 (15), Psi-2 (13), and 208F (19). The
PA317 cell line generated by this study is available from the

American Type Culture Collection (no. CRL 9078). Cells

were free of Mycoplasma sp. as determined by using the

DNA stain Hoechst 33258 (22).

Virus assay. For assay of virus carrying selectable mark-

ers, recipient cells were seeded at 5 x 105 per 60-mm dish on

day 1. On day 2 the medium was changed to medium
containing 4 p.g of polybrene per ml, and test virus samples

were added. Unless otherwise indicated, virus was har-

vested by exposing culture medium to confluent dishes of

virus-producing cells for 16 h, removing the medium, and

subjecting the medium to centrifugation at 3,000 x g for 5

min to remove cells and debris. On day 3 the cells were split

1:10 into selective medium; 10“7 M methotrexate for virus

expressing a mutant dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), 2 mg
of G-418 (about 50% active) per ml for Neo virus, or HAT
selective medium (30 pM hypoxanthine, 1 pM amethopterin,

20 pM thymidine) for hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribo-

syltransferase (HPRT) virus. Colonies were stained and

counted on day 9. Helper virus was measured by using the

S*L
-
assay as previously described (15).

Generation and testing of packaging cell lines. Clonal cell

lines containing the packaging constructs were made by

transfecting (4, 7) NIH 3T3 TK" cells, seeded the day before

at 5 x 105 per 60-mm dish, with 10 pg of packaging construct

DNA and 0.1 pg of the herpes simplex virus thymidine

kinase gene carried as a BamHl fragment in pBR322 (2). The

cells were grown in HAT selective medium and resultant

TK* colonies wore isolated with cloning rings. Clones were

screened for their ability to package a retroviral vector

containing the selectable marker HPRT as follows. On day

one, cells to be tested were seeded at 5 x 105 cells per 60-mm
dish. On day 2, the cells were transfected with 10 pg of
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HPRT* virus plasmid pLPL2 (see Fig. 2). On day 3, the

transfected cells were fed. On day 4, medium from the

transfected cells was removed and centrifuged at 3,000 x g
for 3 min to remove cells and debris, and samples were

analyzed for HPRT virus by using HPRT“ rat 208F cells and

for helper virus by using the S*L" assay.

Cocultlvation assay for packaging function transfer. NIH
3T3 cells nonproductively infected with N2 Neo virus (NIH
3T3-N2 cells) were made by infecting NIH 3T3 cells with

helper-free N2 virus from PA317-N2 cells (see Table 3) and

selecting G-418-resistant cells. Amphotropic murine leuke-

mia virus (AM-MLV) (see Fig. 1) infection of clonal NIH
3T3-N2 cells resulted in production of 10* to 10

7 Neo virus

per ml of medium exposed to the cells, showing that Neo
virus could be efficiently rescued. Cell lines to be tested for

production of virions containing the packaging system were

seeded at 10* cells per 60-mm dish on day 1. On day 2, NIH
3T3-N2 cells were seeded at 105 per 60-mm dish, and the test

cells were fed. In the morning of day 3, 12 h after the test

cells had been fed, medium from the test cells was removed
and centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 5 min to remove cells and

debris, and the NIH 3T3-N2 cells were infected with 1-ml

samples in the presence of 4 p.g of polybrene per ml. The test

cells were fed, and the NIH 3T3-N2 cells were again infected

12 h later. Infected NIH 3T3-J42 cells were fed on day 4, and

on day 5 they were trypsinized, divided into two samples,

and added to 60-mm dishes containing 8 x 103 208F cells

each. On day 6, the cocultivated cells were confluent and
were trypsinized and divided 1:10. On day 9, after a total of

4 days of cocultivation, the cells were split 1:10 into 10O-mm
dishes in medium containing 2 mg of G-418 (ca. 50% active)

per ml and 20 pM 6-thioguanine. Cells were fed with

selective medium every 3 days, and colonies were stained

and counted on day 14. NIH 3T3-N2 cells die in medium
containing 6-thioguanine, and 208F cells die in G-418, so the

only cells that survived were 208F cells infected with Neo
virus rescued from the NIH 3T3-N2 cells.

RESULTS

Construction of mutants. Elements required for retrovirus

replication can be divided into cis- and rro/is-acting factors.

The iraru -acting factors include proteins encoded by the

viral genome, which are required for encapsidation of the

viral RNA, entry of virions into cells, reverse transcription

of the viral genome, and integration of the DNA form of the

virus into host DNA. The cis -acting factors include signals

present in the viral RNA which interact with these proteins

and other factors during virus replication. To make a retro-

virus packaging cell line with the lowest propensity for

generating replication-competent virus, we made alterations

in the viral genome which should interfere with cir-acting

elements while preserving production of rra/u-acting fac-

tors. A cell line containing such an altered viral genome
should not transmit this virus but would transmit other viral

RNAs containing the proper cu-acting elements, including

retroviral vectors designed to carry foreign genes.

We chose the replication-competent amphotropic retrovi-

rus AM-MLV (Fig. 1) for production of mutant viruses (Fig.

1) because of the broad host range of this virus, which

includes mice, rats, chickens, cats, dogs, monkeys, and

humans (8. 15, 20). The irons -acting factors encoded by this

murine retrovirus include the gag and pol proteins, which
are translated from unspliced viral genomic RNA, and the

env protein, which is translated from a spliced message.

Previous work has shown that a region between the 5' splice

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12

site and the initiator codon of the gag protein is required for

efficient packaging of retroviral RNA into virions (13, 23).

This packaging signal was removed from pAM-MLV to

make pPAM. In pPAM2 the packaging signal and viral

sequences 3' of the env protein terminator codon have been
removed. The simian virus 40 late-region polyadenylation

signal was added at the 3' end to provide for polyadenylation

of viral mRNAs. The deletion at the 3' end of the virus

removes the site for initiation of second-strand DNA syn-

thesis and the 3' R region that is required for translocation of

reverse transcriptase during first-strand DNA synthesis (26).

In addition to these changes, pPAM3 has a deletion of the 5'

end of the 5‘ long terminal repeat (LTR); thus, a proper
integration signal cannot be made from the remaining se-

quences and this should prevent virus integration (18). In

pPAM4, all of the above deletions have been made and the 3'

end of the 5' LTR and the tRNA primer-binding site have
been removed. The viral promoter and the splice donor used
to make the env mRNA were left intact in pPAM4. Deletion

of the tRNA-binding site should inhibit first-strand DNA
synthesis from the viral genome (26).

Generation of retrovirus packaging cell lines. We intro-

duced the DNA constructs depicted in Fig. 1 into NIH 3T3
TK‘ cells by cotransfection using the herpes simplex virus

thymidine kinase gene (2) as a selectable marker. TK*
colonies were isolated and screened for production of repli-

cation-competent virus by using the S*L" assay and for

their ability to package a standard retrovirus vector contain-

ing HPRT (Fig. 2). We were unable to detect helper virus

production from any of the clones analyzed (>70 clones) by
using the S*L" assay with a limit of sensitivity of 1 virus per

ml. At least 50% of the clonal cell lines made with any one of

the packaging constructs were able to package HPRT virus

(Table 1), suggesting that rearrangement of the transfected

DNA was not required to obtain such lines. Roughly equiv-

alent virus titers were obtained from cell lines containing

pPAM, pPAM2, and pPAM3; however, cell lines made with

pPAM4 were about 10-fold less efficient in packaging HPRT
virus (Table 1). Since virus titer is critical for many applica-

tions of retroviral vectors, we used the best pPAM3
transfectant, PA317, in further studies instead of the best

pPAM4 transfectant, PA405. The deletions made in pPAM3
should be sufficient to severely reduce packaging of RNA
derived from this construct into virions, and even if the RNA
is packaged, provirus formation in infected cells should be

blocked both at the level of reverse transcription of the RNA
to DNA and at the level of virus integration into the host

genome.
Comparison of virus Liters from vector-infected packaging

ceil lines. The titers of virus produced transiently following

transfection of PA12 or PA317 cells with HPRT virus were
similar, indicating that PA317 cells efficiently package retro-

virus vectors, as do PA12 cells. To further test the PA317
line, we infected PA317 cells with a virus containing a

dominant-acting, selectable DHFR gene (Fig. 2), assayed

individual infected clones for production of DHFR virus,

and compared these results with those obtained using PA12
cells (Table 2). The DHFR virus titer produced from DHFR
virus-infected PA317 clones was very high, up to 10

7 DHFR
virus per ml of medium with no detectable helper virus. The
PA317 clones on average produced slightly higher-titer

DHFR virus than the PA12 clones, and the best clone was
slightly better than the best PA12 clone. We concluded that

the additional mutations present in the packaging DNA in

PA317 cells did not adversely affect our ability to make
high-titer-vector-producing cell lines.
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FIG. 1. Packaging constructs are depicted without surrounding plasmid sequences. Large, open boxes represent retroviral LTRs; small,

open boxes represent other retroviral sequences; and hatched boxes denote simian virus 40 sequences. Landmark restriction sites are shown,
but all of the sites for a given enzyme are not necessarily shown. The plasmid containing a recombinant amphotropic helper virus (pAM) and
the derivative of this virus in which the packaging signal has been removed (pPAM) have been described before (15). Important features for

retrovirus replication are noted above the pAM construct. The construct pPAM2 was made from pPAM by replacement of the 3' LTR with

the late polyadenylation signal from simian virus 40, isolated as a 237-base-pair BamHI to Bell fragment. The end of the retroviral genome
was cleaved with Rsal at position 7762 (25), which cuts just upstream of the termination codon of env, and a synthetic oligonucleotide was
added to duplicate the part of env that was removed. This oligonucleotide also contained a BamHI site downstream of the terminator codon
for env for addition of the simian virus 40 fragment containing a polyadenylation signal. pPAM3 was made from pPAM2 by removing viral

sequences 5' of the viral enhancers in the 5' LTR by using an SauiAl site at position -352 (25). In addition to the deletions in pPAM3, pPAM4
has a deletion which removes the tRNA-binding site and 3' portion of the 5' LTR while preserving the splice donor site. This deletion was
made by cleavage of the LTR at an Smal site at position 28 (25) in the R region of the LTR, addition of a BamHI linker, and linkage to an

Sau3Al site at position 161 (25) (BamHI and SauiAl leave complementary 5’ extensions). The constructs are all carried in pBR322. pAM.
pPAM, and pPAM2 are inserted in pBR322 in place of the Tcr gene between the Clal and BvuII sites. The Clal sites remain, but the sites at

the other ends of the constructs were destroyed during attachment to the Pvull site of pBR322. pPAM3 and pPAM4 were inserted in place

of the Tcr gene between BamHI and PvuII. Only the SauiM site remains at the 5' end of the construct, and the sites at the 3' end have been

destroyed, kb, Kilobase; SD, splice donor; SA, splice acceptor.

Inhibition of recombination to produce helper virus. We
have previously shown that certain vectors interact with

PA12 cells to produce helper virus (16). N2 virus (Fig. 2) and
derivatives containing additional genes inserted at the 3’ end
of the virus produce helper virus when introduced into PA12
cells. Helper virus production is dependent on the presence

of gag sequences upstream of the neo gene in this vector, as

deletion of these sequences leads to vectors that do not

produce helper virus (16). A plausible model for this event

would involve copackaging of the viral vector and RNA
derived from the pPAM packaging construct present in PA12
cells, followed by recombination in the gag region during

reverse transcription in an infected cell. Addition of the 5'

portion of the vector to the packaging construct would result

in creation of a fully replication-competent virus containing

a vector-derived packaging signal. In contrast, two recom-

bination events would be required to generate helper virus

from the pPAM3 packaging construct, since defects are

[370] Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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FIG. 2. VinJ vectors. Selectable marten in these vectors were

expressed by usin| transcriptional signals present in the viral LTRs.
The Neo virus pN2 (11) and the DHFR virus pSDHT (16) have been

described before. The HPRT virus pLPL2 is similar to the pLPL
virus described previously (14) with two modifications. First, two
GC-rich regions in the HPRT cDNA (10) that lie between the S' LTR
and the start codon of HPRT in pLPL were removed. Sae\ was used

to cut the HPRT cDNA 9 base pain S' of the start codon (10). and

a Pit I linker was added, cleaved with Pul, and joined to the Pit I site

present in pLPL at the start of the HPRT cDNA. Second, in addition

to the normal retroviral packaging signal between the S' LTR and

HPRT, a second packaging signal lies downstream of the 3’ LTR in

pLPL. and this signal might allow packaging of RNAs initiating in

the 3' LTR and extending into pBR322 sequences following trans-

fection of pLPL into packaging cell lines. To avoid this possibility,

the second signal was removed by cleavage at a Ball site just 3' of

the 3' LTR. and an EcoRl to Ball fragment containing the HPRT
virus was inserted in place of the Tet' gene of pBRJ22 between the

EcoRl and P*u II sites. HPRT virus production following transfec-

tion of pLPL2 into packaging cells was about threefold higher than

that of pLPL. kb. Kilobase.

present at both ends of pPAM3. A double recombination

event is presumably quite rare; thus, it might be possible to

generate helper-free virus by introduction of the N2 vector

into PA.* 17 cells.

This prediction was confirmed in the following experi-

ment. The N2 virus was introduced into PA12 or PA317
retrovirus packaging cells, and independent clones contain-

ing the virus were isolated and screened for the production

of Neo virus and helper virus. All of the PA12-N2 clones

produced Neo virus, and all but one produced helper virus

(Table 3). Helper virus production by this clone was de-

tected after further passage of the cells. The entire experi-

ment was repeated with a similar result. Similarly, most of

the PA317-N2 clones produced Neo virus, but in contrast

none of the clones produced helper virus (Table 3). Passage

TABLE 1. Ability of clonal cell lines cotransfected with

packaging constructs to package a retroviral vector (pl_PL2)*

axumjet

Highest

virus titer

(CFU/mi)

% at dooes
producing

>20% of

maiimiiBi

tzter

%of dooes
producing

do virus

<<10 CFU/ml)

Best

dooe

pPAM 3 x 10* 50 13 PA12
pPAM2 6 x 10* 40 40 PA212
pPAM3 6 x 10* 40 29 PA317
pPAM4 4 x 10* 25 50 PA405

* Qooct were isolated from two separate tranifecboos. At least eight

clones from each transfectioo were screened.

TABLE 2. Vims production from packaging cells containing

SDHT DHFR virus*

Packaging

cell line

SDHT virus-

infected cell

done

DHFR virus

titer

(CFU/ml)

Helper

titer

(FFU/mlf*

DHFR virus

titer after

helper virus

infectioo

(CFU/ml)

PA 12 1 2 X 10* <1
2 2 x 10* <1
3 2 x 10* ND*
4 1 x 10* ND
3 4 x 10* ND
6 4 x 10* <1

PA317 1 6 x 10» <1 6 x 10*

2 6 x 105 <1 4 x 10*

3 1 x 10’ <1 3 x 10’

4 4 x 10* <1
6 3 x 10* <1 6 x 10*

7 <1 x 10» <1 4 x 10’

S 5 x 10* <1
9 1 x 105 <1 10*

* Packaging ceO Unci containing retroviral vectors were made by transfect-

ing Pvi-2 cells followed by harvesting of virus 2 days later and infection of

amphotropsc packaging cell lines as previously described (16). Independent

vector-infected cell Uses were isolated following drug selection by using

cloning rings.

* FFU, Focus-forming units.

* ND, Not determined.

of two of the high-titer Neo virus-producing cell lines for 1

month did not result in helper virus production, as measured
by the S*L“ assay. In addition, NIH 3T3 cells infected with

1-ml samples of virus from these lines did not produce helper

virus or Neo virus when assayed more than 2 weeks after

infection. Thus, helper virus production from PA317 cell*

containing N2 virus was not detected, whereas production

from PA12 cells containing N2 virus was always detected.

Previous reports indicate that when N2 virus was

TABLE 3. Vims production from packaging cells containing N2
Neo vims*

Neo virus

Packaging

ceil line

N2 virus-

infected

ceil done

Neo virus

trier

(CFU/ml)

Helper

trier

(FFU/ml)

trier after

helper virus

mfedjOG
(CFU/ml)

PA 12 1 5 x 10* 20

2 4 x 10* <1
3 2 x 10’ 40

4 1 x 10’ 190

3 5 x 10* 200

PA317 1 8 x 10* <1 2 X 10’

2 1 x 10* <1
3 2 x 10* <1 3 x 10’

4 4 x 10* <1
3 2 x 10* <1
6 1 x 10* <1 4 x 10’

7 4 x HP <1 1 x 10’

8 6 x 105 <1
10 2 x 10s <1
11 1 x 10’ <1

Population' 6 x 10* <1

* For experimental coodiootu, see Tabic 2, footnote m.

* FFU. Focus-forming units.

' A population of over 100 independent clones was analyzed to check for

rare events leading to helper virus prodnelson.

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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transfected into Psi-2 cells, helper virus production from

clonal cell lines was not detected (6, 11). Psi-2 cells contain

a packaging construct which is similar to that of PA12 cells

except that the envelope regions are from murine viruses

with different host ranges. Thus, one might predict that Psi-2

cells would interact with N2 virus to generate helper virus in

a fashion analogous to that of PA12 cells. We tested for

production of helper virus from Psi-2 cells after introduction

of N2 virus by using the XC helper virus assay (21). This

assay is used for detection of Moloney murine leukemia

virus, the virus on which the Psi-2 line is based. In addition

to isolating clonal cell lines containing N2 virus, we analyzed

cell populations containing many independent clones so that

a rare event resulting in helper virus production might be

detected. These populations of cells were made by transfec-

tion of Psi-2 cells with pN2 or by infecting the cells with

helper-free virus from the cell line PA317-N2 ell (Table 3).

All of the populations of Psi-2 cells containing N2 virus

secreted helper virus in addition to N2 virus (Table 4). In

addition, three of the six clonal N2-transfected Psi-2 cell

lines secreted helper virus in addition to N2 virus. The level

of helper virus secretion was highly variable among the cells

analyzed, which may reflect a relatively infrequent event

which generates helper virus followed by slow spread of

helper virus in the ceils. In contrast, we did not detect helper

virus production from Psi-2 cells not containing vectors.

Thus, even though it may be possible to isolate clones of N2
virus-containing Psi-2 cells which do not secrete helper

virus, production of helper virus is a frequent event.

Analysis of packaging clones that produce low-titer virus.

Some of the PA317 cell clones infected with selectable

vectors produced low-titer virus, for example, PA317-SDHT
c7 (Table 2) or PA317-N2 c3 (Table 3). The explanation for

this might be that the integrated virus suffered mutations so

that it could not efficiently replicate or that PA317 cells are

heterogeneous in their ability to express virus-packaging

functions. To answer this question, we infected several

PA317-SDHT and PA317-N2 clones with AM-MLV helper

virus, passaged the cells for over 2 weeks to allow the helper

virus to spread, and assayed the clones for production of

virus. After infection, all of the clones analyzed produced

high vector titers (Tables 2 and 3), showing that the inte-

grated SDHT and N2 vectors in these cells were not defec-

tive. We therefore concluded that there is heterogeneity in

the packaging ability of PA317 cells, possibly because of loss

of the transfected pPAM3 DNA that is required for retrovi-

rus vector packaging.

Sensitive assay for helper virus production. We next at-

tempted to increase the sensitivity of the S
+L~ assay in an

attempt to detect helper virus production from PA12 or

PA317 cells. In many experiments performed in this labora-

tory we have never seen helper virus production from PA12
cells as measured by the S+L" assay. We have detected

helper virus production from retrovirus vector-containing

cells only in the case of N2 Neo virus and its derivatives.

However, an attempt to increase the sensitivity of the assay

might result in helper detection or detection of a rare event

involving transfer of the packaging function.

The S +L“ helper virus assay involves exposure of cat

cells harboring a replication-defective transforming virus to

test virus, followed by overlay of the cat cells with

nontransformed rat NRK cells. The presence of helper virus

in the test virus is indicated by focus formation in the

otherwise flat NRK cells, owing to rescue of the transform-

ing virus followed by infection and transformation of the

NRK cells. To increase the sensitivity of the assay, we

[
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TABLE 4. Virus production from Psi-2 cells containing

N2 Neo virus*

N2 vtni»-

truixfected

Pti-2 ccQ

done*

Neo virut titer

(CFU/ml)
Helper titer

(PFU/mlp

1 2 x 10* <1
2 9 x 10

4 <1
3 8 x 105 UP
4 4 x 105 >10J

3 2 x 10* >10J

6 3 x 105 <1
Population a >10" 2 x 101

Population b >10* 8

Population c >10* 5 x HP
Population d >10* >1(P

* Cell populations a and b were derived by infection of Psi-2 cells with

helper-free virus from PA317-N2 ell cells. Cell populations c and d were
derived by transfection of Psi-2 cells with pN2 without cloning the resultant

colonies.

* Helper virus was measured by using the XC assay as previously described

(17).

repeatedly exposed cat cells at 12-h intervals to large quan-

tities of medium harvested from cells to be tested for helper

virus production and then cocultivated the cat cells with

NRK cells. The assay was performed using PA12 and PA317
cells and DHFR virus-producing PA12 and PA317 cells

(PA12-SDHT c6 and PA317-SDHT c3 (Table 2]). No foci

were induced by any of these cell lines; thus, we were unable

to detect helper virus production by these lines (<0.1 helper

virus per ml) (data not shown). In contrast, AM-MLV helper

virus harvested from AM-MLV virus-producing NIH 3T3
TK-

cells induced 3 x 10
6

foci per ml of medium. In

addition, critical observation revealed no differences be-

tween the test plates and a mock-infected control dish; thus,

there was no indication in this assay of transfer of the

packaging function. Transfer of the packaging function into

cat cells should have resulted in production of transforming

virus, but the rate of production may have been too low to

result in focus induction in NRK cells, or perhaps helper

virus-mediated spread of transforming virus is required for

focus formation.

Detection of packaging function transfer. We designed the

experiment depicted in Fig. 3 as a sensitive assay for

detection of packaging function transfer. First, NIH 3T3
(TK

-
) cells harboring but not producing a Neo virus (NIH

3T3-N2 cells) were exposed to medium harvested from
various packaging cells. If the NIH 3T3-N2 cells became

infected by virus, resulting in transfer of the packaging

function, they would begin to secrete Neo virus. We next

mixed the infected NIH 3T3-N2 cells with rat HPRT"
fibroblasts, cocultivated the cells for 4 days, and assayed the

mixed populations for the presence of HPRT- , Neo virus-

infected rat cells by exposing the cells to G-418 and 6-

thioguanine and scoring resistant colonies. 6-Thioguanine

kills HPRT- cells, so the NIH 3T3-N2 cells were killed, and

G-418 kills rat cells unless they are infected with Neo virus.

Colony formation was thus indicative of rescue of the Neo
virus by virus produced by the packaging cells. The reason

for the cocultivation step in this assay was that small

amounts of virus produced by a few NIH 3T3-N2 cells were

not detected in medium exposed to the cells (data not

shown), presumably because the virus bound rapidly to cells

in the dish which were not producing virus and thus had

available viral receptors. Cocultivation of NIH 3T3-N2 cells

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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r

nl iy»tem transfer.

with rat cells allowed transfer to occur directly between cells

and therefore increased the sensitivity of the assay.

Using this cocultivation assay, we found that medium
horn Psi-2 cells consistently induced low-level Neo virus

release from NIH 3T3-N2 cells (Table 5). Medium from
PA12 cells or PA12 cells producing DHFR virus also induced
Neo virus release but at even lower levels. We did not detect

colony production using medium from PA317 cells or DHFR
virus-producing PA317 cells. We ruled out endogenous
mouse viruses as being responsible for Neo virus rescue in

these experiments because these viral genomes were present

in all of the packaging lines, whereas not all induced Neo
virus production. Retroviruses can induce cell fusion, but

colony formation as a result of cell fusion was ruled out

because fusion products between the HPRT” rat and G-418-
resistant mouse cells would still be sensitive to 6-

thioguanine, since the mouse cells were HPRT*. In addition,

we ruled out colony formation as a result of cell fusion

because virus from the packaging cell lines should induce
fusion at similar rates, and some lines did not induce colony

formation. We concluded that deletion of the packaging
signal was not sufficient to prevent transfer of the packaging

function. However, additional alterations in the packaging

system in PA317 cells reduced packaging function transfer to

undetectable levels.

DISCUSSION

We made a systematic series of deletions in a replication-

competent retrovirus in an attempt to make a nontransmis-

sible virus which still provides rranr-acting factors required

for packaging and transmission of retroviral vectors. These
deleted constructs were introduced into cells by cotransfec-

tion with a selectable marker to make various retrovirus

packaging cell lines. Packaging cells made using the most
heavily deleted construct, pPAM4, did not produce virus

vectors at high titer. Packaging cell lines made using an
intermediate construct. pPAM3, did produce virus vectors at

high titer (10* to 10
7 CFU/ml). The packaging construct

pPAM3 was made by deletion of the retroviral packaging

signal, all of the 3' LTR, part of the 3' LTR, and the site for

second-strand DNA synthesis. Thus, RNA transcribed from
pPAM3 should have been inefficiently packaged into virions,

and reverse transcription and integration of any resultant

virus should have been impossible. Indeed, we were unable

to detect packaging function transfer from PA317 cells'

containing pPAM3.
Others have attempted to make packaging lines analogous

to PA317 cells. A packaging cell line that contains a virus

with deletions of the origin of second-strand DNA synthesis

as well as the packaging signal has been previously described

(24), but vector titers from this line (10
3 CFU/ml) are low. A

packaging system with a limited host range that is based on
avian reticulocndotheliosis virus has been described before

(27). The gag and pol proteins on the one hand and the env
protein on the other are synthesized from separate DNA
constructs. The packaging signal was also removed from
both constructs. However, helper virus production or pack-

aging system transfer from this line was not extensively

analyzed.

We did not observe helper virus production from cells

transfected with any of the packaging constructs. This

includes the construct pPAM, in which only the retroviral

packaging signal was removed. This is similar to results

obtained by other groups using constructs similar to pPAM
(3, 24). In experiments leading to construction of the Psi-2

packaging cell line (13), helper virus production from the

packaging signal-deleted helper virus used was very fre-

quent; however, a later report suggested that this was
probably due to the presence of a small amount of wild-type

helper virus plasmid in the construct plasmid stock, as other

preparations of the construct did not lead to helper virus

production (12). In addition, we have never observed helper

virus production from PA12 cells carried in the laboratory

for many months, as measured by S*L“ assay of the cells

and their derivatives containing various retroviral vectors.

TABLE J. Detection of Neo virus rescue from cells following

infection with medium exposed to packaging cell lines

Test cells

No. of cokxucs induced

Exp* 1 Exp* 2

NIH 3T3 (TK-) 0 0

Psi-2 18 10

PA 12 3 2

PA12-SDHT 0 1

PA317 0 0

PA317-SDHT 0 0

Recombinant DNA Research, Volume 12
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with the exception of PA12 cells containing the Neo virus

pN2. Neither have we observed helper virus production

from Psi-2 cells, except after introduction of the N2 vector.

However, we know of two examples from other laboratories

in which helper virus arose in PA12 cells in the absence of

any apparent source of contamination. We confirmed the

presence of helper virus in one case (unpublished data).

Perhaps at very low frequency helper virus production can

occur, possibly as a result of recombination of the packaging

system with endogenous retrovirus like DNA or RNA ele-

ments found in mouse cells. This phenomenon should be

significantly reduced in the new packaging cell lines de-

scribed here.

The Neo virus N2 interacted with PA12 or Psi-2 packaging

cells to yield helper virus at high frequency. We hypothesize

that this is due to copackaging of packaging system RNA and

Neo virus RNA, followed by recombination in the common
gag region during reverse trancription in an infected cell.

This event occurs in packaging cell populations, as clonal

tines can be isolated that are initially helper free but produce

helper virus eventually. Whereas cells infected with replica-

tion-competent virus are resistant to reinfection with virions

having the same pseudotype, PA12 and Psi-2 cells are much
less resistant (16); thus, infection and recombination be-

tween copackaged RNAs can occur in these packaging cell

lines. In contrast, we did not detect helper virus production

from PA317 cells containing N2 virus. A double recombina-

tion event would be required between the packaging system

and N2 virus in this case, which must be rare. N2 virus has

characteristics which make it a useful vector. For instance,

in canine and human marrow infections, only N2 and an-

other virus containing gag sequences permitted efficient

infection (9, 11a). The PA317 cell line now permits produc-

tion of N2 virus in the absence of helper virus, and this utility

probably extends to other potentially useful vectors which

interact with previously available packaging cell lines to

produce helper virus.

Retroviral vectors produced by PA317 cells could infect

mouse, rat, cat, dog, and human cells (data not shown), and
thus they have an amphotropic host range. In particular, we
were able to infect hemopoietic progenitor cells from human
bone marrow using retroviral vectors secreted from PA317
cells (R. A. Hock and A. D. Miller, unpublished data).

Vector titer from the cells was also very high (up to 10
7

CFU/ml); thus, these cells should be useful in experiments

aimed toward human gene therapy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a world or country that was completely rational, there would be little concern

about the safety of somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors. How-

ever, in the United States of America in 1986, the introduction of such new technologies

is controversial. Near hysteria marks much public response to the AIDS epidemic which

is caused by a virus in the same family as the viruses proposed for human treatments.

Thus, consideration of such therapy needs to be discussed in detail.

The use of retrovirus vectors for somatic therapy of human genetic diseases can

be looked at as a novel improvement on present means of drug delivery or as the in-

troduction of a potentially dangerous technology. Although as scientists and physicians,

we may believe that the first characterization is correct, I am convinced that we must act

as if the second characterization is correct. We must design our vector systems and

protocols so that even quite unrealistic fears about safety can be allayed.

The general plan now being discussed for somatic gene therapy of human dis-

ease with retrovirus vectors is to use a modified retrovirus vector containing a gene that is

absent or mi sanctioning in the patient to infect bone manrow cells from the patient and

then retransplant the infected cells into the patient (Anderson, 1985; Parkman,1986).

Such therapy involves only somatic cells and not germ-line cells.

A. Concerns

Whose safety are we concerned with? Firstly, the new therapy should not harm

the patient Possible types of harm to a patient from somatic gene therapy of human dis-

ease with retrovirus vectors arc induction of cancer, induction of harmful mutations, ex-

posure to massive amounts of publicity, and other general concerns. Relevant questions

to consider are whether or not these concerns are lessened when the patient has an ex-

tremely severe, life-threatening disease and whether or not the concerns are heightened

when the patient is a minor.
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Secondly, the new therapy should not do harm to health care workers and other

care givers including the patients’ families. Possible types of harm to the persons in close

contact with patients undergoing retrovirus somaric gene therapy are infecdon by new

viruses resulring from the therapy, legal liability, coping with medical and psychological

complicauons in the patients, and bad publicity.

Thirdly, the new therapy should not result in harm to the general population.

We must consider the possibility of formation of a new virus during somatic gene therapy

of human disease with retrovirus vectors, the costs of such therapy, and the possible

evolutionary effects of such therapy such as infection of the patient’s germ-line.

B. Characteristics Of The Safest Possible Retrovirus Vector System For Human

Somatic Gene Replacement Therapy

A retrovirus vector-helper cell system, like any other genetic system, is subject

to mutation and selection. Retrovirus vectors have certain intrinsic properties which

make them good vectors, but they also have other intrinsic properties which introduce

potential problems to their use as vectors. These potential problems can not be removed

by better design of the vectors.

The safest possible retrovirus vector system involves a vector with the minimal

amount of retrovirus sequences, that is, only R-U5-ar;R-PBS-E-insert(s)-PPT-crrL-R

(Figure 1). The vector is produced by a helper cell containing coding sequences from the

homologous retrovirus, but no control or other c/j-acting sequences from the homologous

retrovirus, and thus no sequences homologous with those in the vector (Figure 1 and ear-

lier Chapter, see also Weiss et al.,jl98^,1985; Temin,1986b; Miller and Buttimore,1986).

Such a vector-helper cell combination would remove any possibility of homologous

recombination between the vector and the helper cell and, thus, greatly decrease the

chance of recombination to form a replication-competent retrovirus. However, even with
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such a vector system, there still remains the possibility of induction of harmful mutations

by integration of the vector into an essential gene in the patient’s cells and the possible ef-

fects of the mutant vector molecules that arise as a result of genetic variation during the

replication of the vector, that is, the formation of the vector virus and infection forming a

provirus.

C. Risk Assessment

The general populace reacts to risks not simply in terms of the probability that

they are harmful, but in terms of more complex considerations. For example, in the sum-

mer of 1986, travel to Europe and the Middle East from the US decreased about 50% in

some countries as a result of fear of terrorism (Bames,1986). However, only a very small

number of Americans, few of them tourists, were killed (23 in 1985) or hurt by terrorists

compared to 43,500 deaths from automobiles in the US in 1985 (Bames,1986). Studies

of risk perception indicate that the public underestimates familiar risks and overestimates

those that are unfamiliar, involuntary, invisible, and potentially catastrophic (Fischoff et

al. 1981). Somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors is certainly un-

familiar, invisible, and in the eyes of some, potentially catastrophic, especially in terms of

the possibility of a new virus being formed by recombination of the vector with

endogenous or helper cell sequences. Therefore, it is the responsibility of scientists in-

volved in this work to explain fully to the public the details of this technology, so they

can determine if the benefits outweigh the risks.

D. Appropriate Models For Comparison Of Risks

In considering the safety of somatic gene therapy of human disease with

retrovirus vectors, we can look at reactions to other therapies. Kidney transplantation and

cancer chemotherapy of children may be relevant. In both cases there is a life-threatening

illness, and the therapy can result in negative effects on the patient. Kidney transplant
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recipients are more at risk from infections and cancer (Blohme,1985). Patients given can-

cer chemotherapy may have a later cancer induced by the chemotherapy

(Whitehouse,1985). However, there is little safety concern about these therapies, because

the conditions that are being treated are life-threatening and the risks are only to the

patients themselves.

Somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors is now only

being considered for extremely serious and life-threatening diseases (Anderson,1985;

Walters, 1986). If such therapy is successful, there is a slight possibility of cancer appear-

ing later as a result of the therapy (see later). Since a higher probability of cancer is not a

deterrent to other therapies for life-threatening conditions such as kidney failure and can-

cer, it should not be a deterrent to the use of somatic gene therapy for life-threatening

human disease with retrovirus vectors.

However, the major public concern about somatic gene therapy of human dis-

ease with retrovirus vectors seems to relate to the formation of new viruses and the use of

recombinant DNA, concerns not relevant to these earlier therapies. Since AIDS results

from infection with a retrovirus, this concern is not surprising.

Another relevant event was the response to the swine flu immunization

campaign (Neustadt and Fineberg,1978). This campaign resulted in several law suits for

rare complications correlated with the immunization. This outcome indicates the mistrust

of some of the US populace for the health care system and the willingness of the legal

system to provide means of recourse for perceived injuries.

Also relevant are the problems that arose in 1986 over the release of genetically

altered bacteria and viruses (Sun,1986a,b). In California this release involved bacteria

modified to protect plants against frost, and in Texas the release involved a live virus vac-

cine containing a deletion made with recombinant DNA techniques. In both cases there

was much Dublicitv. investigations, removal of permits, and other effects.
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This analysis indicates that the public is likely to react to somatic gene therapy

of human disease with retrovirus vectors in a worried and litigatious manner unless there

is sufficient education about the therapy so as to allay most safety concerns.

II. TYPES OF POTENTIAL BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS WITH SOMATIC GENE

THERAPY OF HUMAN DISEASE WITH RETROVIRUS VECTORS

A. Problems That Can Not Be Removed By Further Genetic Engineering

One of the key advantages of retrovirus vectors for somatic gene therapy of

human disease is that retroviruses efficiently integrate into the cell chromosomes. Un-

fortunately, this integration is essentially random with respect to the cellular DNA, al-

though not with respect to the retrovirus DNA (Varmus and Swanstrom,1982). As such,

the integration could take place in an essential cellular gene. If the integration is directly

in the control or coding sequences of the gene, it would inactivate the gene. If the integra-

tion is in untranslated sequences, untranscribed sequences, or intervening sequences, it

could inactivate the gene as a result of the presence of the vector sequences. The integra-

tion Into an essential gene could kill the infected cell. However , many cells are to be in-

fected with the vector during the therapy, and these cells already have a deleterious muta-

tion. Thus, killing a cell has the same effect on the disease as not infecting thar^elCthat

is, the genetic mutation in the cell is not corrected for retranspl^mation back into the

patient. Of more concern is the possibility that the presence of the control sequences for

the inserted gene could result in activation of a potential proto-oncogene increasing the

probability of subsequent cancer in the patient.
(

]

The probability of such activation depends upon the number of cells infected, the

number of potential proto-oncogenes that can be activated, and the efficiency of the con-

trol sequences remaining in the retrovirus vector to activate the proto-oncogenes. The ef-

fect of such activation on the probability of a malignancy depends upon the number of
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other changes needed in a cell with an activated proto-oncogene to give a malignancy,

since insertional activation of any one proto-oncogene is apparently not sufficient for in-

duction of cancer (Temin, 1986a).

The removal of most U3 sequences in the vector so that there are no potential

retrovirus activating sequences in the infected cells (Figure 2) reduces the probability of

insertional activation of a proto-oncogene by integration of the vector (Yu et al.,1986;

Dougherty and Temin,1986b). The effectiveness of proto-oncogene activation by control

sequences remaining in the vector for expression of the inserted gene will have to be

determined experimentally. However, as discussed above, even if the final probability is

significant, it should not be a barrier to this therapy for life-threatening conditions.

Mutations in the vector will occur at a high rate as with any retrovirus during

replication (Coffin et al.,1980;1986; Dougherty and Temin,1986a). In most cases these

mutations inactivate the vector or the gene(s) it carries. Such mutations are not

dangerous. They merely reduce the efficiency of the therapy. However, it is possible that

some mutations could increase the ability of residual control sequences to activate proto-

oncogenes or result in the infected cells producing a product toxic for the organism, but

not for the infected cell. The probability of such mutations must be very low.

B. Theoretically Possible, But Unlikely Biological Problems

1. formation of a replication-competent retrovirus

The possibility of the recombination of a retrovirus vector with the genomes of

the infected cells, the helper cells, or another virus to form infectious virus seems to be of

most concern to the general public. The probability of formation of an infectious virus

depends upon the amount of nucleotide sequence homology between the vector and the

helper cell and between the vector and human cells (Anderson et al.,1984; Bandyopad-

hyay et al.,1984). In the helper cell, both sequences expressing viral proteins and other
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sequences in the cellular genome are relevant. As discussed above, vectors can be con-

structed so that there is no homology between the vector and helper cell nucleotide se-

quences, and vectors can be constructed or selected so that there is no homology between

vector and human cell nucleotide sequences (Kwok et al.,1986). Thus, the formation of

an infectious virus would depend solely upon non-homologous recombination (see

below). Furthermore, as discussed above (Figure 1), the safest vector would contain only

R-U5-arrR-PBS-E-insert(s)-PPT-tffrL-R. Therefore, the endogenous sequences involved

in such recombination would have to contain all of the other sequences of a replication-

competent retrovirus. Since these minimal vector sequences are less than 10% of the

genome of a replication-competent retrovirus, it is unlikely that such an otherwise

replication-competent retrovirus exists. However, in no case is the sequence of the

human or other mammalian genome known in enough detail to establish that such a

replication-defective provirus does not exist.

For discussion, assume that such replication-defective endogenous viruses exist.

Then what is the possibility of their non-homologous recombination with a minimal

retrovirus vector to give a replication-competent retrovirus? The probability of non-

homologous recombination of transfected DNA with endogenous sequences to give a

replication-competent retrovirus when there is some homology elsewhere between the se-

quences is between 10'^ and 10*2 (Bandyopadhyay et al, 1984). The probability of non-

homologous recombination when there is no homology between the sequences must be

considerably lower. Moreover, transfected or infected helper cells can be screened for the

occurrence of such recombination by cloning the helper cells and assaying each clone for

the presence of infectious virus (Miller et al., 1986).

Non-homologous recombination could also occur after infection of human bone

marrow cells with the vector. The existence of highly oncogenic retroviruses indicates
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that such non-homologous recombination does occur with retroviruses. However, the fre-

quency of formation of highly oncogenic retroviruses is very low. It is not possible to

quantify this frequency because there are several requirements in addition to non-

homologous recombination to form a highly oncogenic retrovirus (Temin and Miller,

1984). Furthermore, the structure of a minimal vector makes the probability of such

recombination even lower than for a replication-competent retrovirus and a cellular proto-

oncogene.

The next question is, in the highly improbable event that an infectious virus is

formed, what would its structure be? Theoretically, the infectious virus could contain the

inserted gene. However, because of the packaging limit on retrovirus size and the need

for integrity of the retrovirus genome, such a recombinant is unlikely to be packaged

(Gelinas and Temin, 1986). Thus, any hypothetical infectious replication-competent

recombinant would contain only some vector control sequences while the promoter,

coding sequences, and 3’ processing sequences would derive from the cell genome.

What would be the potential biological consequences of such a replication-

competent retrovirus? Induction of disease(s) in the patient, spread to other people, in-

duction of disease in other people and infection of the patient’s germ-line are some of the

possibilities.

It is hard to evaluate the effectiveness of such a hypothetical virus in causing

disease. Most endogenous retroviruses are not pathogenic (Stoye and Coffin, 1985). Fur-

thermore, we know that specific sequences in highly and weakly oncogenic retroviruses

are responsible for their oncogenicity, and specific sequences in neurotropic retroviruses

are responsible for neurotropism (Bishop and Varmus,1982). Although we do not know

what sequences in lentiviruses like the virus of AIDS are responsible for disease, no

lentivirus is known to be endogenous (Haase, 1986). Thus, induction of disease by a
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hypothetical replication-competent retrovirus formed by recombination with the vector is

as unlikely as the formation of the virus in the first place.

Whether such a hypothetical virus could spread to other people is also hard to

evaluate. We know little about the determinants of spread of retroviruses between

organisms. However, retroviruses are usually not very easily transmitted, for example,

even HIV, the vims causing AIDS, is not very contagious. ^
— i

In summary, recombination to form a replication-competent retrovirus is ex-

tremely unlikely, and if a replication-competent retrovirus was formed by recombination,

it is extremely unlikely that it would have any observable biological effect.

2. other potential problems

Rodent cells are known to contain endogenous sequences that are parasitic on

retroviruses in the sense that the RNA transcribed from these endogenous sequences can

be packaged in retrovirus virions, introduced into recipient cells by infection, and form a

provims (Sotye and Coffin, 1985). One of these sequences, VL30 sequences, is produced

in high quantities from mouse helper cells, psi-2 cells (Keshet,1985). The consequences

of this pseudotyping in somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors

would be the introduction of many rodent endogenous sequences into the bone marrow of

the patient at the same time the vector sequences are introduced. There are three possible

effects of these sequences: mutation, expression, and recombination. The effects of inser-

tional mutation by VL30-like sequences are no worse than discussed above for the vector

itself and so can be ignored. So far little is known about the coding capacity of these

sequences; so the effects of their expression cannot be evaluated directly. However, there

arc about 100 copies of VL30 sequences in the mouse genome with no apparent ill ef-

fects. Most worrisome is the possibility that these sequences could recombine with

human endogenous sequences and/or vector sequences to form a new replication-
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competent retrovirus. It is known that VL30 and MLV sequences have recombined and

formed recombinant proviruses (Itin and Keshet, 1983). The likelihood of such recom-

bination in human cells is unknown, but it probably is better to insist that vector prepara-

tions to be used for human infection are not contaminated with VL30-like sequences by

growing the vector in a cell not expressing such sequences.

Finally, we consider the probability of insertion of the vector in the patient’s

germ-line. Since the vector is so severely crippled and the infections with the vector will

be performed outside the body with helper virus-free stocks, this possibility seems to be

remote. Furthermore, infection of the germ-line is unlikely to lead to any effects. Most

infecting retroviruses are not transcribed in the germ-line (see references in Temin,

1986b). The integration could be mutagenic, but there are already over 500,000 copies of

retrosequences in the germ-line without observable effects upon viability (Temin,1985).

In addition, the human retroviruses, HIV, HTLV-I, and HTLV-II have not become

endogenous (Samgadharan et al.,1985). Thus, even if germ-line integration occurred, it

would not have observable consequences.

El. SOCIAL PROBLEMS (INDIVIDUAL AND GENERAL)

A. When Should Retrovirus Gene Therapy Be Used?

Somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors is a technique

designed to correct single gene human diseases. A retrovirus vector delivers to cells that

are defective for genes-cneodiag enzymes or other protein s-genes that can form the active

functioning enzymes or other proteins to be used in that cell or exported from that cell.

As such, the determination of which patients should receive this therapy is the same as for

any experimental treatment. However, since in some respects retrovirus gene therapy is

so novel in methodology compared to other new therapies and since there is some pos-

sibility of inducing later cancers, the selection criteria should be very stringent. Thus, ini-
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tially, only very serious, life-threatening genetic diseases should be candidates for this

therapy.

Furthermore, given our present state of ignorance of how these vectors will ac-

tually work in humans, initially only genetic diseases whose primary effect is on bone

marrow cells or diseases that can be treated by infection of other easily retransplantable

cells should be treated (Parkman,1986). This requirement will give an opportunity to

monitor the effects of the infection outside the papent^ For example, this therapy should

probably first only be tried with patients wimradenine deaminase deficiency, which

causes a severe combined immunodeficiency dTseSeT

If the somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors proves safe

and effective, extension to other very serious single gene human diseases would be war-

ranted.

Should this therapy ever be used for conditions that are not fatal such as dwarf-

ism (Anderson, 1985; Walters, 1986)? If this therapy was proven safe and effective in

fatal diseases and if its use was safer, cheaper, and more convenient than continued injec-

tions of growth hormone, then its use would be warranted in such a non-fatal condition

where it substituted for a less safe therapy. In cases where there is not an alternate

therapy, the possiblity of later cancer must be evaluated against the benefits of the therapy

with retrovirus vectors.

However, as with any powerful medical therapy, there will be desires to use

retrovirus gene replacement therapy to treat normal individuals to supplement normal

functions. This desire is in no way different from the present use of hormones to build

muscles in athletes (Limbird,1985). The questions already raised about the desirability of

this practice are relevant to the question of the use of retrovirus vectors for potentiation of

normal functions rather than for theraDv.
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In addition, retrovirus therapy should only be used for human disease after it has

been established to be safe and effective in animal model systems. With the problems of

extrapolating from cell culture models to determine the efficiency of expression of

retrovirus vectors, primates should be the final test subjects.

The National Institutes of Health Recombinant DNA Working Group on Human

Gene Therapy has prepared "Points to Consider in the Design and Submission of Human

Somatic-Gene Therapy Protocols" which should ensure safety and effectiveness of

somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors before human trials begin.

B. Cost And Effectiveness

These questions are no different than for any other new medical therapy. This

kind of therapy will be very expensive because of the sophisticated laboratory monitor-

ing. However, it probably will be cheaper than heart transplantations. My position as to

cost is that a country spending close to $300 billion a year on the military can afford to

introduce any therapy that has the potential to correct extremely serious, life-threatening

conditions.

Although primate and other animal studies will give some idea about the pos-

sible effectiveness of this therapy, there is no way to determine the effectiveness of this

therapy in correcting these genetic diseases without human experimentation. Given that

the vector system is safe, as indicated above, and that the gene to be introduced is ex-

pressed in primate models, human experimentation is justified to determine effectiveness.

C. General Social Effects

As with any powerful new technology, some people raise concerns that somatic

gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors will increase the possibility of the

development of other new technologies that have undesirable consequences (Talbot,

1986). Since these are hypothetical consequences, they can be treated on their own
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merits when the new technologies are available. Thus, it seems improper to block in-

troduction of this potentially useful new therapy because of concerns related to other new

technologies. For example, successful somatic gene therapy of human disease with

retrovirus vectors may increase the probability that scientists will try to develop germ-line

gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors. However, attempts to develop

retrovirus vectors for germ-line alterations in laboratory and farm animals are popular

topics for current research (earlier chapters and Temin, 1986b). Thus, this technology will

exist for non-humans and will have to be evaluated regardless of what happens with

somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors.

Any evolutionary effects of this treatment will be small. Some patients that

would have died may survive to have children who then would have some probability of

inheriting their mutant gene. However, this would usually not affect the total number of

mutant genes in the population. As indicated above, even if germ-line integration oc-

curred, it would have no observable effect.

IV. Summary

Somatic gene therapy of human disease with retrovirus vectors is a new technol-

ogy with potentially important medical benefits. Although it involves recombinant DNA

technologies and retroviruses, proper design of the vectors and delivery systems can be

performed to remove most risks. Furthermore, even in the very unlikely possibility there

was an observable biological effect, it is unlikely to be harmful. Thus, once very safe

vector-helper cell systems are constructed, safety considerations should not hold up

human trials.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Genome of a safe retrovirus vector and helper cell. The open boxes represent

modified retrovirus long terminal repeats; the solid lines represent retrovirus

sequences; the various filled boxes represent other sequences as labeled. R,

repeat; an R and L, attachment sites; E, encapsidation sequence; PBS and PPT,

primer sites for reverse transcription; gag, pol, and env are the coding genes of a

retrovirus. The genomes in the helper cell are not drawn to scale with the vector.

The inserted gene is oriented in the opposite orientation so a 3’ RNA processing

sequence could be supplied without inhibiting virus production (see

Temin,1986b).

Figure 2. Replication of a safe retrovirus vector. Shown from top to bottom are DNA of a

safe retrovirus vector, RNA transcribed from this DNA, the DNA provirus formed

by infection with this RNA, and RNA transcribed from this provirus. Symbols

and abbreviations are as described in the legend of Figure 1.
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